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PROCEEDINGS
OP THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

For January, 1878.

The Monthly General Meeting o£ the Asiatic Society was held on

Wednesday, the 2nd instant, at 9 o'clock p. m.

Dr. Rajekdealala Mitba, Rai Bahadtje, C. I. E., Vice-Presi-

dent, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following presentations were announced :

—

1. From Signor 0. Beccari, a copy of his work entitled

—

" Malesia ; Raccolta di Osservazioni Botaniche intorno alle piante dell'

Archipelago Indo-Malese e Papuano."—Vol. I. fas. 2.

2. From the Right Hon'ble the Secretary of State for India,

through the Military Department, Government of India, the following books

published by the Hakluyt Society :

—

Barent's three Voyages to the Arctic Regions. The Commentaries of

the Great Afonso D'Alboquerque, by W. de Gray Birch. Vol. 2.

3. From the Government of India, copies of the following works by

H. F. Blanford, Esq., Meteorological Reporter to the Government of India.

The Indian Meteorologist's Vade-Mecum, Pts. I, II. Tables for the

reduction of Meteorological Observations in India.

The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the last

Meeting, were elected Ordinary Members—

•

Lieutenant H. A.. Sawyer, B. S. C.

Alexander Ward, Esq.

The following are candidates for ballot at the next Meeting

—

Col. the Hon'ble Sir Andrew Clarke, R. E., K. C. M. G., C. B., proposed

by Major-General H. L. Thuillier, C. S. I., seconded by Dr. Rajendralala

Mitra.



2 Permanent Beserve Fund. [Jan.

The Hon'ble H. T. Prinsep, C. S., Calcutta, proposed by H. F. Blan-

ford, Esq., seconded by H. H. Locke, Esq.

The Rev. C. A. Chard and Manockjee Rustomjee, Esq. have intimated

their desire to withdraw from the Society.

The Chaieman" reported that the Council had transferred Rs. 1,26,700

to the Permanent Reserve Fund under Rule 67. This sum includes Rs. 2000

from Admission and Compounding Fees, funded before the receipt of the

Rs. 1,50,000 from Government, and Rs. 2,782-13-7 since received on the

same account. Of the sum forming the Permanent Reserve Fund
Rs. 10,700 would be in 4 and 4|- per cent., and the remainder in 5i per cent.,

as shewn in the accompanying list :

—

4i per cent., Nos. 046,454/011, 1830/1872, Rs. 1,200
4i „ „ 046,478/022, 559 „ 4,500

4 „ „ 4537/7/4—077,963 1865, 500

4 ,. „ 4538/ „ —077964 „ 500

4 „ „ 4539/ „ —077965 „ 500

4 „ „ 4540/7/4—077960/ „ 500

4 „ „ 4541/ „ —077967 „ 500

4 „ „ 4542/ „ —077968 „ 500

4 „ „ 4553/ „ —078468 „ 1,000

^ " » '^oiXS,,lm, 1,000

5i „ „ 8269, 003890/002922 of 1859/60 10,000

5i „ „ 8272, 043655 of 1859/60, 6,000

5i „ „ 8273, 043654 of 1859/40, 10,000

Si „ „ 8274,043653 „ 10,000

6i „ „ 8275, 043652 „ 10,000

5i „ „ 8276, 043651 „ 10,000

6i „ „ 8282, 040385/007484 10,000

5i „ „ 8283, 040384 „ 10,000

5i „ „ 8285, 040376 „ 10,000
5i

„ „ 8286, 040375 „ 10,000

5i „ „ 8287,038223/035082,, 10,000

5i „ „ 8288, 029129/006278,, 10,000

Rs. 1,26,700

, Rs. 9,300 will thus be left funded in the Temporary Reserve Fund.

The Chairman also reported that the Council had ai^pointed Mr. R.

Lydekker, Member of the Council and Natural History Secretary in the

place of Mr. Wood-Mason.
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The Chair was then taken by tlie President, the Hon. Sm E. C. Batlet,

K C. S. I., C. I. E.

Mr. W. T. Blanford exhibited the Geological map of Sind recently

completed, and gave the following account of the Geology of the Province,

which had been mapped in the course of the last three years by Mr. Fedden

and himself.

The greater portion of Sind, including all tbe richer and more popu-

lous parts of the province, consists of the alluvial flat of the Indus, and is

a portion of the great Indo-Gangetic plain of northern India. But to the

west of the river, at a variable distance, barren rocky hills arise, in upper

Sind consisting chiefly of a great north and south range, known as the

Khirthar, which sejDarates Sind from the Kelat territory, (or Baluchistan,)

and in lower Sind, south of Sehwan, of several minor ranges, having a

general north and south direction. All these ranges, if of any height, con-

sist chiefly of nummulitic limestone, and the ridges in Lower Sind are for

the most part anticlinal rolls, higher beds occupying the intervening valleys.

The Geology of the province is singularly simple, faults being rare, whilst

the disturbance of the rocks is just sufficient to afford good sections, with-

out rendering the relations of the beds so complicated as to be difficult to

trace.

Until recently the Geology was chiefly known from the researches of

Captain Yicary published no less than thirty years ago,* and these research-

es were limited to a very small portion of the province. The fossils col-

lected by Captain Yicary and others were described and elaborately figured

by MM. d'Archiac and Haimef in 1853, the whole of the marine fauna

being supposed to be eocene. It was however subsequently shewn by

Professor Martin Duncan :|:
and by Mr. Jenkins § that there was a mixture

of later tertiary forms amongst the supposed eocene fossils, and it was

noticed by Captain Yicary that above the marine beds were conglomerates

and sandstones containing fossil bones.

Such was, in brief, the information available when the Survey was com-

menced, and the result of a more thorough investigation has naturally

added much without depriving the earlier information of its value. Indeed

the beautiful figures of d'Archiac and Haime's work have been of the

greatest service in the field, by enabling us at once to identify many of

the fossils found. The results of the first year's work have been briefly

described on the Records of the Geological Survey,
||
but much additional

* Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc, III, p. 334.

t Description des Animaux fossiles dii groupe nummulitique de I'lnde.

X Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 3, XIII, p. 295.

§ Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, XX, p. 45.

II
Vol. IX., p. 8.
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information has since been added, the most important being the recognition

of cretaceous beds at the base of the tertiaries, and the confirmation of

the view before announced that a thin flow of basalt representing the

Deccan traps underlies the tertiary rocks. The beds of Sind are now classi-

fied thus in descending order.

Name, Subdivisions. Approximate. Supposed Memarhs.
thickness, geological age.

1. Alluvial

&c.,

2. Manchhar -

upper

l^lower

unknown

5000

3000 to 5000

recent and post

tertiary

pliocene

3. Gaj

4. Nari

5. Khirthar

6. Eanikot

7. Traps

8. Cretaceous

{upper
lower

( upper

( lower

lower pliocene

or upper mio-

cene

1000 to 1500 miocene

4000 to 6000 lower miocene?

100 to 1500 upper eocene

500 to 3000 eocene

10,000 ? do.

2000 lower eocene

apparently re-

presentative of

the Sevaliks

proper.

Nummulitic
limestone.

The base not

determined.

40 to 90

CCardita ")

Beaumonti > 350 to 450
beds 3

Sandstones 700
Hippuritic

limestone 320

uj^per cretace- Representative

ous of Deccan and
Malwa trap

cretaceous

ex-base not

posed.

The finest sections are exposed in the Khirthar range in Upj)er Sind,

and from this range the name applied to the nummulitic limestone, which

always forms the highest part of the hills, has been taken. On the eastern

flank of the range, the Nari, Gaj, and Manchhar beds are seen successively

dipping towards the Indus plain, whilst west of the range, in Kelat, lower

beds come in, but these have hitherto only been examined very hurriedly

in one spot, on the Gaj river, which traverses the main range by an

impassable gorge. Some 10,000 feet of these lower beds are exposed, no

base being seen, but nummulitic and other fossils were only found in the

higher beds, the lower 5000 or 6000 feet being unfossiliferous.
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The only other place in Sind where beds inferior to the nummulitic

limestone were found to be exposed is in the nameless range of hills run-

ning south from Sehwan. This range is sometimes spoken of as the Laki

range, from the village of Laki, near the northern extremity. It appears

to be part of the Hala range of Vicary and others, but the Hala range of

the old maps included the Khirthar and several other ranges, and no dis-

tinct chain of hills is known by any such name in the country. There

is however an unimportant pass in the Laki range known as Hala Lak

(Lak = pass). Each separate peak of this range has its own name, no general

term being applied to the whole. In this Laki range, however, beneath the

nummulitic limestone, the lower eocene and cretaceous beds just noticed

are well exposed.

In the south-western portion of the province the well-marked breaks

between the different subdivisions of the tertiary series can no longer be

traced. The massive nummulitic limestone, so conspicuous to the north-

ward, becomes broken up into thinner beds intercalated with clays and sands,

and finally disappears, and the higher tertiary groups all tend to pass into

each other.

The lowest bed seen in the province, the Hippuritic Limestone, has only

been found in one spot, and there the outcrop does not occupy much more

than about half a mile in length. The only recognizable fossil found was

a Hippurite. It is probable that this limestone is identical with the cre-

taceous limestone, which occupies a large area in Persia, and which has been

traced at intervals from south-east of Karman to the neighbourhood of

Tehran. If so, this is the first time that the formation has been recognized

in India, except in the Himalayas. The bed consists of pale-coloured hard

limestone, very gritty and sandy above, purer beneath.

Above the limestone there is a considerable thickness of dark-coloured

sandstones, often of a purplish tint and frequently rather calcareous. These

beds are not very fossiliferous, but towards the top they contain oysters

and a few bones, apparently reptilian.

The next beds in ascending order consist of olive clays, shales and sand-

stone, frequently abounding in fossils, the most important being a pecu-

liarly globose Cardita, C. Beaumonti, two or three species of Nautili and

corals. The Cardita is allied to cretaceous species, and so is one, at least,

of the Nautili.

The thin band of basaltic trap resting upon the Cardita Beaumonti
clays, although less than 100 feet thick, is almost certainly identical with

the great Deccan and Malwa trap formation, which covers so enormous an

area in Western India, and which extends from Western Chutia Nagpur
as far as Kachh. The belt in Sind has been traced for about 22 miles,

always occupying the same position above the olive clays and beneath the
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lowest tertiary beds. This trap is therefore clearly contemporaneous and

not intrusive, and its geological position at the base of the very lowest

eocene rocks, and immediately above cretaceous strata, corresponds exactly

with the place in the series ah^eady assigned to the formation where far more

fully developed in Malwa and Guzerat.

The Ranikot group consists of variegated sandstones and shales, with

some bands of highly fossiliferous brown limestone in the upper strata.

In the lower portion of the group only imperfect plant remains are found,

a few dicotyledonous leaves being the only recognizable impressions, but the

limestone abounds in Mollusca, Ecliinodeo-'mata, and Foraminifera. Num-
mulites are much less common than in the next group, the only abundant

species being N, Leymeinei, but this, like several other Ranikot fos-

sils, is found in the Khirthar beds also. A few forms with cretaceous

affinities, e. g. a Salenia and some peculiar Nautili occur in the brown.

limestones, but the great majority of the species are eocene.

The beds hitherto noticed are confined to lower Sind, all except the

Ranikot group being restricted to the Laki range, whilst the latter covers a

considerable tract of country near Kotri and Tatta. The Ranikot beds in

this part of the country are succeeded immediately in ascending order by

the Khirthar Nummulitic limestone, which is locally unconformable, but

generally appears to pass down into the underlying group. To the west

of the Khirthar range however, on the Upper Gaj, as already mentioned, a

succession of argillaceous limestones, shales and sandstones, resting upon

unfossiliferous dark shales with limestone bands, is found, and the latter

beds appear to be identical with the supposed nummulitic group, which

occupies so large an area in Makran, and which I once traversed throughout

the greater part of the country between Gwadar and Jalk. This same

lower Khirthar group, with its characteristic unfossiliferous shales and

bands of limestone, is also found on the Habb river, west of lower Sind.

The nummulitic limestone of the Khirthar group is about 1200 feet

thick at the Gaj, but apparently thicker to the northward, whilst in lower

Sind it gradually thins out, becomes mixed with shales and clays, and

towards the Habb river entirely disappears. Where best developed the

Khirthar group is by far the most conspicuous formation in the province,

and consists of very massive whitish and grey limestone, abounding in

nummulites of several kinds and other foraminifera, corals and mollusca

also occurring. The commonest species are Nummulites granulosa, N.

Biaritzensis, N Leymeriei, N spira, N Bamondi, N. ohtusa, Alveolina

ovoidea, Orhitoides dispansus, and Nerita Schmedeliana. The nummulitic

limestone not only forms the crest of the Khirthar, but it is the most con-

spicuous rock in many of the minor ranges, and fragments derived from it

are found in most of the recent and sub-recent gravels.
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Above the white or grey nummulitic limestone, there are generally

found some bands of brown limestone, also containing Niimmulites and

Orhitoides, but of different species, none of the forms so common in the

Khirthar beds being found, but being replaced by an abundance of N'tcm-

mulites Garansensis, N. suhlcevigata and Orhitoides papyracea. The latter

is very characteristic, being very thin and often of large size, a diameter of

two to three inches being not uncommon. Nummulites suhlcBvigata is

unknown in Europe. N. Garansensis there, as in Sind, belongs to the

highest beds containing nummulites, and extends into the formations of

the lower miocene period. With the brown limestones dark shales are

associated, and these gradually pass up into a great thickness of unfossil-

iferous sandstones, forming the upper Nari group.

In the Khirthar range there is a sharp change from the Nari sandstones

to the limestones of the Gaj group, but further south the passage is more

gradual, bands of limestone with marine fossils being found here and there

in the upper Nari beds. The Gaj group is highly fossiliferous, but no

nummulites have been detected in it : an Or5i^o/f/(9s, apparently O. pajpyracea,

is however found. Corals, echinoderms and mollusca abound in places and

are exquisitely preserved ; the most typical fossils are Ostrea multicostata

and Breynia carinata, but Clypeasteo% JEchino discus, EcJiinolampas Jacque-

montii, Kuphus rectus, Venus granosa, Pecten JFavrei, Turritella angulata

and Balanus sublcevis are all common.

The highest tertiary group, to which the name of Manchhar has been

given, is of immense thickness, in places approaching 10,000 feet from top

to bottom. The lower subdivision consists of grey sandstones, with brown,

grey and red clays, and a few conglomeratic beds containing fragmentary

mammalian bones ; the upper portion is chiefly composed of clays with sub-

ordinate beds of sandstone (though there is much variation in the relative

development of argillaceous and sandy beds) and some conglomerates

containing pebbles of nummulitic limestone, which have not been observed

in the lower portion of the group. Capping the whole is a considerable

thickness of coarse conglomerate. Bones are of very rare occurrence in

the upper portion of the group. As a whole this important formation

probably represents the Sevaliks of northern India, and some of the

mammalia, identified by Mr. Lydekker, appear identical, but the genera

represented are as a rule older, forms like Dinotheriwn and Merycopotamus

prevailing and the only common living genus being Rhinoceros. This

appearance of greater age is doubtless due to the lower horizon at which

the fossils occur in Sind, where the ossiferous beds are near the base of the

whole group, close to the miocene Gaj beds, into which there is a complete

passage from the lower Manchhars, the passage beds containing estuarine

mollusca, whilst in the typical Sivalik area the fossiliferous beds are near

the top of the series.
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The whole of the beds hitherto described have been disturbed and up-

heaved, shewing that great changes in the surface of the country, and in all

probability in the distribution of land and water, have taken place since

the close of the Tertiary period in Sind, as in the Himalayas.

Mr. Ltdekker remarked that the investigation of the Sind Sivalik

rocks was gradually bringing to light the remains of a very interesting

mammalian fauna which once inhabited that area. The most interesting

among these mammals, were a number of Pig-like animals,—some with

complex and others with simple teeth,—which mostly belonged to a group

which had now completely disappeared from the earth. Some of these

animals belonged to genera which had been previously known from the

eocene and miocene of Europe and America, while others belonged to

new genera, which would subsequently be described by the speaker in the
*' Palseontologia Indica."

Dr. Eajeistdealala Mitea submitted the following remarks on the

early life of Asoka. He said—Of all the ancient Indian monarchs

whose monuments have come down to us, the Emperor Asoka was the

greatest. His sway extended from Kapurdegiri in the Eusafzai country

to Dhauli in Cuttack, and from north Tirhut to the Peninsula of Guzerat.

His anxiety for the good of his subjects was great, and his edicts show the

intelligent interest he took in their welfare. He was, however, the least

known by the people in the present day. As a renegade from the religion

of his ancestors he was detested by the Hindus, and nowhere noticed in

their ancient records ; and the Buddhists, whose ranks he joined, having been

expelled the country, could not keep his name alive in India. To the Hon'ble

Mr. Tumour of Ceylon belongs the credit of first bringing his name to the

notice of European Orientalists ; and the identification by our James Prin-

sep of the name with the Piyadasi of the Lat inscriptions, laid the ground-

work of the historical chronology of ancient India. Next to the identifi-

cation, made by the founder of this Society, of Chandragupta with the

Sandrocottus of the Greeks, it was of the highest importance. The next

important event in connexion with the history of Asoka was the discovery

of the Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal. For it too are European scho-

lars indebted to one of our most distinguished associates—distinguished

alike for his literary and scientific researches—who first unlocked the store-

house of Nepalese Buddhism. Mr. B. H. Hodgson, to whom the speaker

referred, collected three sets of MSS. of this literature, one of which he

presented to this Society, another to the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain, and the third to the Asiatic Society of Paris. The first of these

remains yet untouched ; the second has the benefit of only a nominal

catalogue ; but the third fell into the hands of that profound scholar,
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Eugene Burnouf, who drew from it the materials of his invaluable Histoire

du Buddliisme Indien. In that work the learned savant notices three MSS.
bearing on the life of Asoka. One of them is named Avaddna Sataica,

but of it he gives no analysis. According to its name it should contain a

hundred legends, but the MS. of it in the Society's Library comprises only

ninety tales ; and these do not refer to the history of Asoka. The second

work is the Divya Avaddna. It is a prose work, devoted entirely to the

life of Asoka, and Burnouf has supplied a complete translation of it ; but

the Library of the Society does not possess a MS. of it. The last is the

AsoJca Avaddna, and of it the following is a brief abstract. It extends to

276 folia, and comprises about ten thousand anushtup verses. Its author's

name is not given ; but it professes to have been related by one Jayasri to

his disciples at the Kukkuta Vihara, in a garden named Upakanthikarama, on

the right bank of the Ganges near Pataliputra. The authority quoted is

that of a saint named Upa Gupta, the spiritual guide of the king. The

first hundred and five folia of the work are devoted to the life of Asoka, and

the rest is made up of tales and anecdotes said to have been related by the

saint for the edification of his royal pupil, and to illustrate the morality of

the Bauddha religion.

The work opens with the genealogy of As'oka from Bimbisara, king of

Rajagriha, who was a contemporary of S akya. The lineal descendants of

Bimbisara were

—

2. Mahipala. 7. Turakuri.

3. Udayis'a. 8. Mahamandala.

4. Munda. 9. Prasenajit.

5. Kakavarni. 10. Nanda.

6. Sahali. 11. Vindus'ara.

These names occur in the life of As'oka given in the Divya Avaddna,

except the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 7th, which have been differently given, Ajata-

satru appearing for Mahipala, Udayin for Udayis'a, Muyin or Udayibhava,

for Munda, and Tulakuchi for Turakuri or Turakuvi. In the absence of

necessary MSS. it is impossible to ascertain how far these differences are

due to copyist's errors. Apparently they are. The lists given in the Pali

annals and in the Vishnu Purana are more seriously discrej^ant. They

stand thus :

—

Vis.\nu Furdna, Vol. IV, pp. 180-186. Mahdioanso, pp. 15-20.

1. S'isunaga. 1. Ajatasattu.

2. Kakavarna. 2. Udayibhaddhako.

3. Kshemadharman. 3. Anuruddhako.

4. Kshattraiyas. 4. Mundo.

5. Vidmisara, or Bimbisara, 5. Nagadasako.

6. Ajatasatru. 6. Susunago.
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7. Darbhaka. 7. Kalasoko.

8. Udayasva. 8. Ten sons of the last, no

9. Nandivardhana. name given.

10. Mahanandi. 9. Chandagutto.

11. Sumalya &c., the nine Nandas. 10. Bindusaro.

12. Chandragupta.

13. Vindusara.

The other Puranas give many different versions of the names above

noted, (see Mr. Hall's Notes in loeo cit.). The Pali names are obviously

not so authentic as the Buddhist ones from Nepal. The latter were very

early translated into the Chinese, and have therefore better claim to confi-

dence. At the same time it should be observed that the omission of the

name of Chandragupta from the latter is significant. Coupled with the

fact mentioned by the Nepalese writer that Vindusara came to Pataliputra

from Rajagriha, it suggests the idea that Chundragupta was the sole king of

his race, and that the Mauriya line commenced and ended with him. The Pali

annals make Vindusara the son of Chandragupta. If so, he could not have

come from Rajagriha to take possession of his ancestral capital of Pataliputra.

This is, however, not the place to enter into a discussion on the subject.

According to the work under notice, Vindusara of Rajagriha became

the king of Pataliputra, and his eldest son was Susima. When Vindusara

was reigning at Pataliputra, a Brahman of Champapuri presented him

a daughter named Subhadraiigi. The damsel was extraordinarily beauti-

ful, and, a soothsayer having foretold that she would be the wife of a great

king and mother of a universal monarch, the father made the present with

a view to help the prophecy. The immediate fruit of this presentation did

not, however, prove satisfactory to Subhadrangi. Immured in the palace,

she was, through the jealousy of the princesses of the zenana, doomed to

menial service. Among other low occupations she was ordered to acquire

the art of a barber, whereby, she was told, she would gain the goodwill of

the king. When well proficient in the art, she was ordered by the princess*

as to go and shave the king. She did so, and acquitted herself so well that

the king offered to grant her any boon she wished. She prayed for his

society ; but the king denounced her on account of her being of the low

caste of a barber. She explained that she was only acting the part of a

barber by order of the princesses of the palace, but that she was a Brah-

mani by birth, and had been presented to the king expressly with a view to

his marrying her. The king, thus reminded of her history, granted her

wish, and made her the chief queen of the palace. Asoka was the first fruit

of this union. IJe was so named because the mother emancipated herself

from her sufferings by his birth, the word meaning '* griefless." The lady

Ijad a second son named Vitasoka or Vigatasoka, which word has a similar
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meaning. Asoka was uncomely in his person, and that was the cause o£ his

not winning the affection of his father. His conduct too was repulsive. He
was so very unruly and troublesome, that he got the nick-name of Chanda

or ' the violent.' His father made him over for training to an astrologer,

named Pingalavatsa, who foretold, after casting various kinds of lots, that

the boy would succeed his father on the throne of Pataliputra.

When the prince had attained his jnajority, his character did not

mend ; he was found so troublesome, that it was deemed advisable to get

rid of him by deputing him to quell a mutiny which had broken out at

Takshasila, at a great distance from the seat of the empire. His efforts,

Beconded, according to the text, by a divine declaration resounding in the

air and certain celestial arms dropped therefrom for his use, proved

successful, and he was well received by the people of that place. In

the meantime his elder brother Susima created disturbances at Pataliputra,

and offended the chief minister, through whose intrigue he too was sent to

Takshasila, and Asoka was recalled therefrom.

Soon after, the king fell ill, appointed Asoka, through the instigation

of the minister but much against his own will, regent during the absence

of his eldest son Susima, and died. Asoka was immediately after anoint-

ed and placed on the throne. Susima, on his return, disappointed of his

patrimony, rose against his younger brother, and attacked Pataliputra ; but

Asoka, through his able minister Kadha Gupta, overpowered him, and,

to prevent future disturbances, ordered his ministers " to lop off the heads

of all the trees in the royal garden with their flowers and fruits," in the

same sense in which Tarquin the Proud lopped off the heads of the " tallest

poppies" in his garden, to instruct his son as to what he should do. The

ministers demurred, and so he himself struck off their heads, and, retiring

to a garden with the ladies of the palace, enjoyed for a time the pleasures of

life to the utmost.

Noticing one day that some of the ladies had broken the branches of an

Asoka tree, (Jone'sia Asoka) he was very much annoyed, and directed a wicked

man named Chandagirika, " the fierce mountaineer," to burn them to ashes

on a large fire, and this was immediately done. The mountaineer, however,

soon after met his deserts. Sarthavaha, a rich merchant, had proceeded to

sea in the company of a hundred other merchants, and there had a son born

unto him, who was named Samudra. On his way home, after twelve years,

falling into the hands of pirates, he was deprived of his effects, and

murdered along with all his companions. His son Samudra alone escaped,

and led the life of a Buddhist beggar. Once he came to the house of the

mountaineer to beg alms, and was set upon, but could not by any means be

murdered. Surprised at it, the mountaineer reported the circumstance to

Asoka. The king came to see the strange beggar, heard everything from

him, and then cut off the Jiead of the mountaineer.
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The miracle wrought by the beggar worked on the mind of the king
;

and he became attached to the religion of Buddha. By the advice of a Yati

named Yasas, he caused a chaitya to be erected at the Kukkuta garden,

and deposited in it some relics of Buddha. He then caused a chaitya and

other religious edifices to be erected at Ramagrama. Coming thence to

the river Ganges, he was requested by the Nagas to go to their country,

and there he caused religious edi^ces to be erected. At the request of the

people of Takshasila, he caused 3,510,000,000 stupas to be erected for the

deposit of relics. By his order the Yakshas erected, on the shores of the

sea, ten million stupas for the same purpose. These religious acts endeared

him to the people, who dropped the use of the old nick-name of Chanda, and

called him Dharmasoka or " Asoka the virtuous."

After this a son was born unto him named Kunala alias Dharma-

vardhana, who soon distinguished liimself in all that was taught him, and

was carefully brought up as a follower of the Buddhist religion.

Subsequently, on one occasion Asoka went to a Yati, at the Kukkuta

garden, to study the true religion, and, at the suggestion of that recluse,

sent for, from the Urumunda Hill, a Yati named Upa Gupta, to whom he as-

signed the monastery of Venuvana, or the " Bamboo Grove." This saint

was the son of one Gupta, a rich man of Mathura, who had been converted

by one S'onavasi, a mendicant who resided on the Urumunda Hill, and had

presented his three sons, As'va Gupta, Dhana Gupta and Upa Gupta, to his

tutor A prophecy of Buddha is quoted, according to which the birth of

Upa Gupta was to take place a hundred years after his demise (mama nir-

vritimarabhya s'atavarshagate upaguptanama bhikshurutpatsyati. Fol.

23-24) . This chronology, however, does not accord with the statement that

As'oka was the thirteenth from Bimbisara, a contemporary of Buddha.

A contemporary of Asoka could scarcely be born within a hundred

years of the reformer's death. Such a prophecy, however, was needed

to exalt the rank of the great teacher who became the spiritual guide

of so mighty a sovereign as Asoka. Having studied Buddhism under this

tutor, Asoka, under his guidance, went on a pilgrimage to all the prin-

cipal holy places, visiting the tree under which, in the Lumbini garden,

Buddha was born, the places sanctified by the saint's youthful sports, and

the tree under the shade of which he performed his long protracted

penance. This last tree is named Jambu briksha, (Eugenia jamhulana)

and not, as is usually believed and elsewhere described, an Asvatha. At

all these places Asoka caused a Matha or monastery to be established for

the adoration of the " Three jewels."

When the teacher retired to his own hermitage, Asoka caused a pro-

clamation to be issued, declaring Buddhism to be the religion of his country

;

and devoted all his wealth to the propagation and glory of his new religion,
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and particularly in the embellishment of the Bodhi Tree, or the Tree of

Knowledge, at Buddha Gaya ; but the name of the place is not given in the

text. His chief queen Pavishyarakshita was, however, annoyed at his

forsaking the old family religion, and, finding that she was neglected,

employed a secret agent, a Chandali named Matangi, to destroy the sacred

tree. The woman employed her sorcery and medicines to bear on the task,

and the tree soon withered up. News of this sad occurrence was brought

to Asoka, and he was deeply grieved. The queen tried her utmost to

cheer him, but he was inconsolable. At last she employed her secret agent

to revive the tree by her magic arts, and this was soon effected. There-

after the king devoted five years to the society of the Buddhist con-

gregation. He dejDuted Supindola Bharadvaja, a Yati from the Mandar
Hill, to preach the true religion everywhere over his empire, and celebrated,

with great pomp, the quinquennial humiliation and conference, giving a

great profusion of wealth, raiment and food to the clergy.

About this time he also celebrated the marriage of his son Kunala

with a maiden named Kanchanamala, and soon after deputed the son to

quell an insurrection in Takshasila, a distant province, which seems to have

been ill at ease under the house of Bimbisara. Kunjarakarna, the chief of

the rebels, succumbed to the powerful army which followed the prince, and

peace was soon restored. The insurrection, however, would appear to be a

feint, and the real reason, as in the case of Susima and Asoka himself, was

the removal of a troublesome prince from near the throne. It is stated,

apparently by way of euphemism, that soon after the deputation,

the king saw, in a dream, the prince's face all pale, haggard, and dried

up, and, being informed by astrologers that that portended one of

three things, viz. loss of life, retirement from the world as a hermit,

or loss of sight, was greatly grieved, and neglected all his regal duties.

One of his queens named Tisyarakshita, who was a step-mother of the prince,

heard of this, and thinking it a good opportunity for her, undertook

the superintendence of all business of the court, issuing orders and

herself signing and sealing all despatches. She caused a letter to be

written to Kunjarakarna and impressed it with the royal signet, directing

Kunjarakarna to deprive the prince of his eyesight, as the least of the three

evils. Kunjarakarna was at a loss how to carry out the order. The prince

heard of the mandate, and had it duly carried out through the instrumen-

tality of a Chandala—the task having been held as too cruel to be executed

by any person of a higher caste. He then assumed the garb of a beggar,

and secretly left Takshasila to roam about the country. In the course

of his peregrinations he came to Pataliputra, and one night took shelter in

the royal elephant stables, where at midnight he amused himself by playing

on a flute. The king, from his chamber, heurd the music, and was charmed
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by it. Next morning he sent for the musician, and recognised in him,

his only son. Explanations followed, and the king, in a fit of anger, took

up his sword to behead the wicked queen ; but the youth interceded in

the name of Buddha, and pacified him. This act of mercy for an enemy

brought on a miraculous restoration of his sight.

Subsequently, seeing the earnest devotion of the king for the di:ffusion

of Buddhism in his kingdom, certain Tirthikas urged on Vitasoka, the

king's brother, to refuse to accept the new religion. The king had

tried his utmost to induce his brother, but failed. The king's minister

then set about the task, and by offering him the kingdom made him a con-

vert, and installed him king. Asoka was greatly annoyed at this, and ordered

the usurper to be immediately beheaded ; but, through the intercession of

the minister, a respite was granted for seven days, after which the prince

flew to the shelter of Upa Gupta, and afterwards accepted from Gunakara, a

disciple of that teacher, consecration as a houseless hermit. This renun-

ciation of the world did not, however, en^ible him to escape with his life.

It so happened that at this time a professor of the Nirgrantha school, who

reviled the religion of Buddha, had got a picture painted, representing him-

self with the likeness of Buddha lying at his feet, and this he had circula-

ted widely in the province of Pundravardhana, and Asoka, hearing of it,

had proclaimed a price (some dinars) on his head. A cowherd (Abhira)

had heard of this, and one night taking Vitasoka, with his long beard, mat-

ted hair, and unkempt nails, to be the Nirgrantha, cut off his head, and

presented it to the king with a view to obtain the promised reward. The
sight of the head deeply grieved the king ; and he sought from Upa Gupta,

his spiritual guide, religious consolation for his many acts of cruelty. It

is scarcely necessary to observe that this story contains the germ of a fra-

tricidal war in which Vitasoka had been set up by the conservatists of

the time to oppose the Buddhist reforms of Asoka, and which, after a few

days, terminated in the overthrow of the malcontents.

The history of Asoka is concluded here, and the rest of the work is

made up of moral tales related by Upa Gupta for the edification of the king.

Nothing positive is anywhere said in it as to what was the religion of Asoka

before he accepted Buddhism. The belief, however, had until lately been

general that he was a Hindu, and it was supported by the Pali annals of

Ceylon, which describe him to have followed the doctrine of the Brahmans.

An essay, however, has appeared in which Mr. Thomas demurs to this con-

clusion, and marshals, in dense array, a large mass of evidence to show that

he was a Jain. As the work of a profound scholar, facile princeps in the

department of Indian numismatology, and thoroughly conversant with the

antiquity and history of India, the essay deserves the highest consideration

;

and the ability and tact with which the evidence has been set forth leave no
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room to doubt that in this country Jainism was a prevailing religion in the

time of Asoka and for some time before it. But it must be added that

there has not been a single fact adduced which could directly bear

upon the early religion of the author of the rock and the Lat edicts.

It is abundantly evident from the edicts that Asoka did forsake one

religion and accept another ; but what it was he forsook, the edicts do

not say. There is one passage in these edicts, however, which affords

circumstantial evidence of great importance. Mr. Thomas has care-

fully analysed the whole of the edicts, and described at great length their

scope and purpose, but the particular passage to which the speaker referred

had been somehow all but entirely overlooked. The passage referred was

the last paragraph of the first Tablet,andin adverting to it, Mr. Thomas simply

quotes these words: "This is the edict of the beloved of the gods Raja Piya-

dasi—the putting to death of animals is to be entirely discontinued."

Now the passage, as rendered by Prinsep, runs thus—" Formerly in the

great refectory and temple of the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi daily were

many hundred thousand animals sacrificed for the sake of meat food. So

even at this day, while this religious edict is under promulgation, from the

sacrifice of animals for the sake of food, some two are killed, or one is

killed ;—but now the joyful chorus resounds again and again—that from

henceforward not a single animal shall be put to death."* In the revised

version of Professor Wilson, this passage runs as follows: "There is but

one assembly, indeed, which is approved of by the Raja Piyadasi, the be-

loved of the gods, which is that of the great kitchen of Raja Piyadasi, the

beloved of the gods ; every day hundreds of thousands of animals have been

slaughtered for virtuous purposes, but now, although this pious edict is pro-

claimed that animals may be killed for good purposes and such is the prac-

tice is not determined, these presents are proclaimed that hereafter they

shall not be killed.f"

Dr. Mitra was not satisfied with the second version, as it made the

king declare " that the only assembly he approved of was ' his' own great

kitchen." The worst of gourmands would have scarcely said so in a royal

edict. It was, however, not necessary to discuss the question ; it was

enough for the purposes of the speaker that both versions admitted that

hundreds of thousands of animals were at one time sacrificed for human
food in the kitchen of Asoka ; and this fact, he held, was sufficient to show

that that monarch at the time could not have been a Jain. The philoso-

phical character of Jainism allied it very closely to Vedantism, and in that

respect it could well pass for a Hindu form of faith. Its belief in the

Tirthankaras, or incarnations of the Godhead for the redemption of sinners

and the spread of the true religion, also brought it into close relationship

» Journal As. Soc. VII, p. 257. t Jour. Roy. As. Soc. XII, p. 164.
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with the religion o£ the Brahmans. But it set itself in antagonism to

Hinduism, the old faith of the country, hy denouncing the Vedas as

false, and the sacrifices enjoined in them as mischievous and sinful. A
hypertrophy of the feeling of mercy for animated creatures, forms its cardi-

nal point. It might be that originally this feeling was not carried

to the absurd extent which resulted, to quote the vivid language of Mr.

Thomas, in " devices of Hospitals for the suffering members of the brute

creation, and ultimately, in after times, progressing into the absurdity

of the wearing of respirators and the perpetual waving of fans, to

avoid the destruction of minute insect life. An infatuation, which

eventually led to the surrendering of thrones and kingdoms, to avoid

a chance step which should crush a worm, or anything that crej^t upon

the face of the earth ; and more detrimental still, a regal interference with

the every-day life of the people at large, and the subjecting of human
labour to an enforced three months' cessation in the year, in order that

a moth should not approach a lighted lamp, and the revolving wheel

should not crush a living atom in the mill."* But it is impossible to con-

ceive a form of Jainism which tolerated the daily sacrifice of hundreds of

thousands of animals for meat food or religious worship. From its very

conception Jainism, like Buddhism, was a protest against the sacrifices of

the Yedas. At a time when the Vedic ordinances enjoined hecatombs of

cattle as the means of salvation, and the cruel practice of driving wooden

spikes into the hearts of the victims as the orthodox mode of slaughter,

such a protest was not only needed, but could not but most effectually

appeal to the feeling of the public, and ally it on its behalf. This protest

apart, there would be no raison d'etre for Jainism ; and to suppose there-

fore that Asoka, as a Jain, could, for purposes oi puja and food, daily

sacrifice hundreds of thousands of animals, would be to assume a gross in-

consistency. As a Hindu, following the canons of the Kalpa Sutras, he could

do all that and more most appropriately ; and the presumption therefore

w^ould be strong, that he was a Hindu following the Hindu faith when

he indulged in those sacrifices, and became a Jain, or a Buddhist, when, in

the 10th or 12th year of his reign, he prohibited those sacrifices. This would

be a much more reasonable solution of the question, than the supjDOsition

that, notwithstanding his Jainism, he had, from the heedlessness of youth,

or the love of " cake and ale," indulged in transgressions of the rules of his

ancestral faith.

Such a solution would, likewise, be in keeping with the accounts

of the Pali annals of Ceylon, which in a case of this kind, was more

reliable than deductions founded upon monograms and mystic symbols

of doubtful significance, and of such extensive currency that their

* Journal Eoy. As. Soc, IX, p. 189.
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testimony could not be of any use in settling the question. The most impor-

. tant of these symbols was the svastiha. It was unquestionably held in

great veneration by the Jains ; but, as shewn elsewhere (Proceedings for June

1877), it was held in equal esteem by the Hindus, and was well known to,

and used by, the Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Assyrians and other nations of

antiquity. Mr. Thomas is of opinion that the Pali annalists of the 5th

century, living years after the event, could not be expected to afford the

best evidence on the subject. " Under any circumstances," he observes,

" their testimony would not carry much weight in the argument about other

lands and other times, and it is moreover, a crucial question as to how much
they knew about Brahmanism itself, and whether the use of the word

Brahmanism does not imply merely, in this sense, a non-Buddhist or any reli-

gion opposed to their own."* This assumption of the ignorance of the Sin-

halese annalists as to the true nature of Brahmanism is, however, gratuitous.

There is nothing to justify it : on the contrary much in their writings

to show that they were perfectly familiar with it. Their intercourse with

the people of the Coromandel Coast gave them ample op2)ortunities to know
the nature of Brahmanism ; and Brahmanism in the South did not, in the

6th century, differ much, if at all, from that of the North.

As a collateral evidence of much weight in the case. Dr. Mitra read

from the Asoka Avaddna, an extract in which are described the means which

certain Tirthikas are said to have adopted for checking the progress of

Buddhism, and persuading Vitasoka, the younger brother of Asoka, not to

adopt the religion of Buddha which his brother was promulgating, and to

rise in rebellion against him. It runs thus—

r

" Beholding this (the attention paid by Asoka to the dissemination of

the Buddhist creed), these arrogant Tirthikas, oppressed by the fire of

envy, collected together, and said to each other :
* Should this king

Asoka continue a worshipper of Buddha, all other persons, encouraged

by him, would likewise become followers of Buddha. None among the people

will be devout ; none of the good S'ravakas will listen to us with respect.

We should therefore, for the promotion of honor and fame, always adopt such

means as will make us fully trusted.' Excited by this speech, the arrogant

Tirthikas came to the resolution of adopting immediate action. Then these

Tirthis went from house to house of well-disposed people, and, blessing

them, thus addressed them :
* Honorable sirs, listen to us if you wish for

your own good. Should you wish for a blessed hereafter, devote yourself

to the true religion. Ours is the true religion, and therefore attend to it

with all respect. The religion of the Bauddhas is not the true one, for it pro-

vides no salvation (mokslia)' Hearing these words some were convinced,

others vacillated, and some would not believe them at all. Thus those

* Journal Eoy. As. Soc. IX, p. 181.
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Tirthikas, wishing for honors daily seduced credulous people. Then those

arrogant ones, longing for fame and respect, proceeded to visit Vitasoka, the

brother of Asoka. Appearing before Vitasoka, the son of Yindusara, they

blessed him, and stood in front of him. Vitasoka, seeing them in front of

him, saluted them, and enquired the object of their visit. ' Reverend sirs,

what has brought you so anxious to this place ? You are always welcome to

relate whatever you wish.' Thus encouraged those arrogant Tirthikas,

looking at each other, thus addressed the prince : ' May success always

attend you, great king (Ifahdrdja) ; may you always prosper ; may you be

free from all fear. Since we have come to advise you for your good, it is

meet that we should tell you all. Should you wish for a blessed hereafter,

listen to our advice. Ours is the true religion, alike salutary here and

hereafter. Those who know best declare it to be the best of all sys-

tems of religion. Therefore, learned king, believe in it, listen to our reli-

gion, and follow it with ardour. Then every thing will prosper about you

;

and, overcoming all your enemies you will become a universal monarch,

(Ghahravarti). The religion of the Bauddhas is not true, for it offers no

salvation (moTcsha), Therefore that religion should never be listened to.

Since those shaven-j^ated, vile destroyers of their family preach a false reli-

gion, overthrowing all caste and all duty—men, devoid of the religion of the

Vedas, un-Brahmanical in their conduct, and vilely passionate—they should,

O king, on no account be respected by you. No Bauddha should be revered,

nor seen, nor touched, nor worshipped, nor spoken to, nor dwelt with

in the same house, nor visited by any one. You should on no account eat

with them, nor present anything to a Buddhist sanctuary. Even when by

mistake men listen to the doctrines of the Bauddhas with regard, they suffer

from various calamities, and at last repair to hell. Hence, king, should

you wish for a blessed hereafter, never listen to the doctrines of the Baud-

dhas with respect. Should by delusion, one, looking at the merits of their

religion, accept it, he, fallen here, will be translated to hell hereafter. For

these reasons, O great king, accept not the doctrine of Buddha, but, abiding

by our canons, follow the true religion with devotion. By so doing you

will here and hereafter enjoy great blessings. No evil shall ever befall

you, and you will proceed on by the true path. Listening to our words, weigh

well, which is good and which is evil, and for your own advantage follow

the path of duty.' Vitasoka heard this address of the Tirthikas, but re-

mained unconvinced of their truth. The Tirthikas addressed him again

and again, and at last brought him convinced, under their control."*
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Now, this extract is from one o£ the works, which, according to Mr. Tho-

mas, are " data, contributed from the very nidus of Buddhism in Magadha,

whose passage into the ready refuge of the valley of Nepal, would prima

facie have received an unadulterated version of the ancient formuice, and

have supplied a crucial test for the comparison of the southern developments,

^"^^V ^nrfj ^^ ^f^fT ^i St'^^fT I ^-^m ^Tr(T -^T^T cr<T Wim S?m^fr II

^r^T^^"qr ^^w^^ ^^m^^TrT i ^i^i^t ^ t% ^^^r ^"^t ^t% ^ f^*^^ ii

VJI^=rj: f^^^' if ^fc^^R'S^^T^^Trr I ^f^t^rT rT^^l^ "^^^^^ ^4^T II

T% W^lf^rT ^ «^T ^ <f\^T ^f^^lf^^T? I ^^^T ^^T^T^ rT ^iTT(5Pr5T*l5l^^ II

rr^^lf^flrT ^T^-^-^t^ f% S}'^^^ I ^"^f^ ^JI^T ^T^T rT^^T^ ^^: ^W ||

^^T^^-^ ^^'fifi?^^^I3^1fT I ^^^'flTf^^ ^TW ^4^T^^ rrf^ft: II

fT^TSfT^^^ «^Tf^^ f^f^^^ ^^T^^ I
^^^'^* ^^T^^ fl^ fsjcii ^^T%rr: II

rnsiT ^ >^^^ %f^ ^^^ifq- ^^^^"^ I ^^T^^ f^fcrf^757 ^-^^Ttf v^tT^ h

^r?"T^t ^ ff ^^^r ^m ^t% ^ f^^w i rr^TTj^^rJi ^m ^rf?5ir f^ ^^^^r ii

^W ^f^fTT >?ST: ^^^niI^^T"«:^T: I fiT'^ZiTWlf^^K^ STTfrT^I'W^^f^WrrT: II

^^^^gf^^TffT ^^'^'^T f^^fj?^T: I ^^T'^KT ^^^TTT ^Ijf^^H^TR^T: 11

rT^T^ ^^rfT TT^T §^ ^T^U ^^T^^ I ^=^^^T ^ ^ ^T^T ^^^^T ^ ^^%r(^ ||

^if^ ^WT ^ ^^T^ ^^T^T ^^ ri: ^^ I ^ ^TrT^ ^ Jl'fisq ^m^ ^ifq- ^4«IT II

f^f^^J^ «f ^TcT^ ^^^% ^^^^ I STiTT^Kf^ J^T^t ^^^^'5Ri?T^TTcr H

^ ^^ iT^# Tl^T "^•'sITffr ^^^l'^^: I rr^T"3tT3fr^^ ^^ ?fTS[t J^T^ W^F^^m 11

^ T^Tf^ ^fr^^ : ^^^ ^^^ ^^f[
I cfrT ^^T^^T?:T5T TiT W^I ^T^^TOcf ||

^W^ "8IT^^ f^^r VST ^^^^T^TTcT, I ^^ li^ ^^^^ ^^^Tf'T ^^ ^^: ||

s^ .

^fTW^ ^^T^T^ ^Wt^ W^S^^^^ II
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as contrasted with the northern expansions and assimilations of the faith."*

The work itself professes to have been compiled by a disciple of the great

teacher who converted Asoka to the faith of Buddha, and in so far may
claim to be all but contemporary authority. It is probably, however, of a

much later origin ; but one redaction of it was translated into the Chinese

in the reign of the Western Tsin dynasty (circa 265-313), f and conse-

quently the work must be admitted to be considerably older than the date

of that version, audit leavesnoroom to doubt that at least one of the prevailing

religions of the time of Asoka was that of the Tirthikas or of the Brahmanic

followers of the Vedas. It was those Tirthis who felt most anxious about the

perversion of Asoka to the faith of Buddha, and not the Jains. They too put

themselves most forward to check the evil ; they everywhere denounced

Buddhism as false ; and kej^t numbers of the people attached to Hinduism.

They again deterred the brother of Asoka from becoming a Buddha, and

set up the fratricidal war which terminated so disastrously against their

protege and his ancestral religion. And if Vitasoka was a Hindu, it would

be too much to say that his elder brother in his youth was a Jain, and that

he had got it from his ancestors. The two uterine brothers could not but

have been brought up in the same religion ; and since Vitasoka was a Hindu

according to data admittedly " contributed by the very nidus of Buddhism,"

the conclusion becomes all but inevitable that his brother likewise was one

until he became a Bauddha.

The Peesident said that he had not been able to read the whole of

Mr. Thomas's paper although that gentleman had kindly sent him a por-

tion of the proof. He was therefore hardly competent to discuss the ques-

tion raised by Dr. Rajendralala Mitra.

At the same time more and more materials were daily accumulating

and it was perhaps premature to form any very positive thBory as to the

exact nature of Asoka's earlier faith. Even since Mr. Thomas's article was

sent to press translations had appeared in the ' Indian Antiquary' by Dr.

Biihler of General Cunningham's singular dated inscrij^tions ascribed to

Asoka, and if these were correctly ascribed, as it seemed scarcely possible to

doubt they were, then a new light had been shed on Asoka's religious feelings,

for in these inscriptions, recorded at the close of his long reign, he recorded

that though he had held the true faith J for many years, he admitted

that he had held it in a lukewarm fashion, and that it was only for the

preceding twelve months that he had taken such measures as effectually to

put a stop to the worship of the gods formerly held in reverence,

* Journal Eoy. As. Soc. IX. p. 171.

t Beal's Chinese Tripithaka, pp. 88, 89.

X That by this was meant Buddhism there can hardly now be any reasonable

doubt,
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Moreover Dr. Rajendralala's arguments turned a great deal on the

interpretation of a particular passage in one of Asoka's edicts. The Presi-

dent was glad to inform the Society that a complete collection of all the

edicts of Asoka, carefully revised by General Cunningham, with corrected

translations, was just ready for publication ; it might be wise to wait till

that appeared before trusting too much to the presumed interpretation of

a single passage.

Another part of Dr. Eajendralala Mitra's argument turned on the

character of Jainism ; but was it certain that the Jainism of to-day was the

Jainism of Asoka's day, or in what respect that differed from Buddhism ?

The President might announce to the meeting that he had received

from Dr. Biihler information that he had, in conjunction with Dr. Jacobi,

discovered almost conclusive evidence that Buddha Sakya Muni or Gau-

tama was actually contemporary with Mahavira, the latest Tirthankra of

the Jains. This coincided with Colebrooke's conjecture, adopted by Cunning-

ham, that Gautama was at one time a disciple of Mahavira's. The Jain books

recorded the fact that Mahavira had a disciple named Gautama, but beyond

that fact little was said of him, and this would quite coincide with the

supposition of his having at a later date left the school of Mahavira and set

up one of his own.

Mr. Edgae called attention to the fact that in some of the Buddhist

writings the name of " Mahavira" was given to Buddha also.

The Peesident replied that he was aware of the fact but had not

mentioned it, as it bore rather on another phase of the question. Raja

Sivaprasad had based on this undoubted fact the very probable conclusion

that " Mahavira" was a mere honorific title, and indeed had gone further

and had endeavoured to identify the Mahavira of the Jains with the Kasya-

pa of the Buddhist legends, but so far this was little but conjecture, if

indeed it was -quite consistent with the legends of Buddhism.

Captain Wateehotjse read translations of extracts from letters from

M. Ch. Ujfalvy and the Abbe Desgodins, descriptive of recent geogra-

phical researches in Turkistan and Thibet—published in the October number

of the Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie.

The following interesting account of Farghana (or Khokand)* is

given by M. Ch. de Ujfalvy in a letter to the General Secretary of the French

Geographical Society, dated Tus, 19th August 1877.

" Having left Tashkend six weeks ago, I proceeded first to Khokand
with post-horses. After leaving Khokand, I made a tour on horseback,

in order to see more closely the character of the country and to be able to

* The spellmg of the names has been given as in Col. Walker's map of Turkes-

tan. (J. W.)
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study its inhabitants and monuments quite at my ease. In this manner
I travelled 655 kilometres, passing through Marghilan, Wadil, Shah-i-

Mardan (lake Kiitban Kul), TJch-Kurgan, Naukat, Osh, Andijan, Naman-
gan, Kassan and Tiis (called by the Russians Tchust)

.

" As regards ethnology, I have succeeded in measuring more than 200
individuals ; and have studied the manners, customs, creeds and languages

of the different races inhabiting Farghanah. I have collected specimens of

the flora and fauna of the country, with fragments of its minerals, and

have made enquiries as to the productive powers of the soil and the pro-

ducts of national industry. I have purchased all objects which appeared

to me to give a fairly correct idea of this industry. Finally I have made

a collection of Greek, Bactrian, Arab and other coins, and have studied the

archaeological remains of the country. A few details of the results of these

studies will acquaint you at once with my researches.

" Farghana is with the district of Zarafshan the only fertile tract in

Russian Central Asia which appears to have a future more or less close at

hand from the point of view of the political economist. The country

appears to be an oblong valley, of elliptical form, shut in on nearly all

sides. The nucleus of this valley is surrounded with a triple ring of moun-

tains of a diverse character. The centre also shows three zones entirely

unlike one another.

" Let us run rapidly through these six zones, starting from the centre,

that is to say from the banks of the Sir Daria.

" The first zone, about the banks of the Sir Daria, the Narin and the

Kara Daria, is nearl}' everywhere sandy, rarely grassy ; here and there, an

oasis of verdure appears, the ephemeral existence of which is often depen-

dent on storms and moving sands. A few Usbegs and some poor Kara-

Kalpaks nomadise about these inhospitable tracts.

" The second zone, fortunately more extensive than the first, is the most

fertile in the country. It is a succession of gardens, fields of wheat, maize,

iugara, cotton, vineyards and meadows. In the same way as oases are rare

in the first zone, parts covered with sands or moorland are unfrequent in the

second. It is the garden of Farghana, and the tract situated between

Andijan and Namangan, called Eki-su-arasi, is particularly distinguished

by its incomparable fertility. In this zone the great commercial centres

of the country are to be found, such as Khokand (as a Sart town much

above Tashkend in every way), Marghilan (the new Russian capital), Osh,

Andijan and Namangan. The most numerous inhabitants of this tract are

the Sarts (a mixture of Tajiks, Usbegs and occasionally of Kirghiz), the

Usbegs and the Kipchaks, Tajiks, Turuks, Kashgarians, Kara Kalpaks,

Jews, Louli gypsies, Mazang gypsies, Kara Kirghiz, Hindustanis and

Afghans are also to be found there.
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"The third zone, of less extent than the preceding, is generally stony

and sometimes covered with moorland and even with sand. Here and

there attempts have been made to reclaim by cultivation some o£ the land

from its primitive barrenness, and these attempts have succeeded fairly well,

seeing that the soil is everywhere fit for ploughing. Usbegs and Kipchaks

are the few inhabitants of this tract.

" The fom^th zone, situated on the most fertile slopes of the mountains,

is, to my mind, the most beautiful part of Farghana, enjoying all the

advantages of a warm climate, while scarcely suffering any of its inconve-

niences.

" It is the tract that would be most suited for an European colony. It

is inhabited almost exclusively by Tajiks who have often entirely preserved

the purity of their race. Usbegs and Kipchaks are to be found in small

numbers and the Karakirghiz occasionally settle down there. Isfara,

Wadil, Uch-Kurghan, and Naukat to tha south j Kasan and Tus to the

north are its principal agricultural and commercial centres. ^

" The fifth zone, that of the valleys, mountains, hill slopes and plateaux,

often presents a somewhat barren appearance, especially when the burning

sun of these parts has burnt up the vegetation, but vast grassy steppes are

also frequently to be found, which offer excellent ^sustenance to the flocks

of the Karakirghiz, and neighbouring races of Usbegs and Tajiks. It is

the home of the Karakirghiz who move about there in all liberty.

" The sixth zone, finally, is the most elevated and the most picturesque,

but at the same time the most desolate. In this zone are situated the

numerous routes, passes and defiles which lead into Semiretche, Kashgaria,

Karatigin, and the government of the Syr-Daria. It is, however, specially

interesting from a commercial and strategical point of view. Lapis-lazuli

amethyst, rock-crystal, naptha, salt, coal and mineral springs are to be

found there. When at some early future time, all the resources of the

country are laid under contribution, this region will equally be called upon

to render notable services to the national industry.

" I have already given the Anthropological Society numerous details

regarding the inhabitants of Farghana, and I reserve bringing this ques-

tion before the Greographical Society until I shall be able to present to

them the little ethnographical map of these regions I am now compiling.

" As regards archaeology there is little to be said considering the extent

of the country. I have, however, succeeded in finding some places which

appeared rather interesting. I excavated a Kurgan (tumulus) in the envi-

rons of Marghilan, but unsuccessfully, only finding some fragments of pot-

tery, glass beads, &c., and bones of no value whatever.

" The Takht-i-Suliman at Osh is more interesting for its picturesqueness

than for its archaeology, and the numerous mosques arid madrasahs of
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Khokand and Osh, generally of a rather agreeable construction, are all more

or less modern. At Namangan, however, there are two old mosques called

Hojamne Kabri and Aziz Haifa, the first of which is an architectural chef-

d'oeuvre. I have brought back some of the inscriptions I was able to

copy. Near Kasan, the oldest town in Farghana, is a cemetery called Sad-

pir, which contains nearly 70 tombs, all with inscriptions. This cemetery

dates from upwards of 600 years ago, when the Calmucks invaded and

pillaged the country and slaughtered its richest and most notable inhabi-

tants. I have taken impressions of more than 20 inscriptions, and shall take

back three stones to Tashkend. The Tajiks of Kasan say that they came

into the country before the introduction of Islam. At 16 kilometres from

Kasan there is another rather curious tomb, called Safed Boulan. Unfor-

tunately there are no inscriptions about it. Finally, near Tus, not far

from the little village of Hauva, is another cemeterj'- named Mazar ; there

are in it five stones with inscriptions. I have taken impressions of three

of these stones which appeared to me the finest, and which the mullahs of

the place could not decipher. I go back to Tashkend and hope to return

to Europe .by Siberia."

Extract from a letter by the Abbe Desgodins to his brother, dated 28th

March 1877, containing Notes on Thibet.

" The following is some new information which should confirm the

identity of the Yar-Kiu-tsang-po river of Thibet with the Brahmaputra. An
old Llama related to me yesterday that in his youth he had travelled a great

deal and had visited nearly the whole of Thibet. He had followed the great

river from its source in or near the lakes of Tso-ma-pang (Manasarowar),

which are situated in the western part of the province of Ngare, the most

western province of Thibet, and while making his pilgrimages of devotion, he

had arrived as far as the frontiers of the savage tribe of Lhopas. He said that

at a distance of some days' march from Lhassa, the river turns towards the

south and making a long bend passes through the Tibetan district of Hia-

yul governed by the Kalun Doring of Lhassa, a v-ery populous and rich

district which is situated just to the north of the Lhopas. The river enters

the country occupied by this wild tribe and passes through perpendicular

rocks, precipitous and bare, without paths, and over which the only passage

is by means of bad ladders made of the stems of climbing plants. After

a certain course through the Lhopas country, the river falls perpendicularly

from the top of a rock into a valley the name of which he did not know.

The height of the fall is so great that it makes one giddy. At this spot,

he said, the stream is almost as considerable as the Kin-cha-Kiang at Bat-

hang and the Lan-tsang-kiang at the Salt Lakes. The details he gave me
regarding these Lhopas removes all doubt. They are the same as those
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spoken of bj the slave, now a Christian, o£ whom I spoke in a former paper

and called Abors by the English and M. Krick. All this information j^er-

fectlj confirms the information I gave in my letter of the 14th June 1874,

but here is something further in favour of it.

*' Every one in Assam knows the fall of Brahmakund, whither the hea-

then resort as pilgrims. M. Bernard has often spoken to me of it as a fall

remarkable for its height, the force of its volume of water, and the hol-

low it scoops out in falling. The southerly position attributed by my
confrere to this vast fall, and the northerly position given to it yesterday

by the Llama, induce me to believe that the fall at Brahmakund must be

precisely the fall of the Yar-Kiu-tsang-po which then becomes the Brah-

maputra, the latH;r being navigable almost immediately after this addition.

" My i»^i.rirlocutor assured me over and over again that the Yar-kiu-

tsang-po did not reach so far as the Nahong (Mishmi) country, but that

it disappeared more to the west among the Lhopas (Abors).*

" I give this information just as I received it, but I must confess I con<-

sider it very probable because it perfectly confirms the information I had

previously received.

" This good Llama has also given me other geographical information.

I shall only now mention those points which appear to me certain and con-

fii'matory of the information I had already received and checked some time

ago.

" In going from Cha-mu-to on the Lan-tsang-kiang, to Lhassa by the

official highway, after having passed the Lon-tse-kiang, the principal posts

of Lo-rong-dzong, Chu-pan-to (Tibetan, Chiipado) Lali (Tibetan, Larego)

and Kiam da (Tibetan, Kong-bon-Kiam-da) are reached. To the south of

Chou-pan-to and Lali, at about two days march, the independent principali-

ty of Po-yul (Chinese Pomi) is passed on the left hand (looking south).

This principality recognises the emperor of China and is governed directly

by the third ambassador of Lhassa who bears the title of I-tsin. It does

not recognise in any way the Tibetan king of Lhassa. It is divided between

four native chiefs, who are almost quite independent in their respective

territories and only consult together on the affairs common to the tribe.

One of them calls himself Don-ya-peun, or chief of Don-ya to the south-

east. I do not know the names of the rest. This country is said to be

fairly rich, of difficult access, surrounded as it is on all sides by high j)re-

* From a conversation with th.e ' Pandit,' Nain Singh, I learnt that the name of

Lhopa is given by the Tibetans to the Daphla tribes. This fact taken in connection

with the Llama's account seems to favour Lieut. -Col. Godwin-Austen's belief, founded

on observations made during the Daphla Campaign, that the Subansiri is the continua-

tion of the Sanpti. As shown on the map, however, these tribes are a good deal to tho

west of the Subansiri. (J. W.)
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cipitous mountains. The " red lamas are veiy numerous there, robbers

still more so, and they often make expeditions beyond their own boundaries.

Leprosy is said to be very common. Po-yul has as a neighbour on the

west the Tibetan tribe known under the name of Kong-ba, of which Kiam-
da is the principal town or city. This country stretches almost as far as

Lhassa, it is said to be very populous and fairly rich, but the inhabitants are

very much stricken with leprosy. Another rather singular peculiarity of

this country is that the proportion of girls is very much larger than that

of boys in the statistics of births.

" The country of Po-yul (Po-mi) does not touch, to the south, the chain

of the Himalayas and the country of the wild tribes, from which it is separa-

ted by a band of country governed by Lhassa.

" The names of the different Tibetan districts of this zone going from

east to west are as follows. Hia-yul, to the north of the Lhopas (Abors),

Tse-tang, Sang-ye, Meun-pa, these, I believe, are situated to the north of

Sikkim and Bhutan, but for these last names I must get further informa-

tion. I only mention them with all reserve.

" The eastern limit of Po-yul is the western slope of the chain of moun-

tains which comes down from north to south on the right bank of the Lu-

tse-kiang. When I passed along to Pomda and Zo-gong on the Du-kio, in

1862, every one pointed out to me the west, beyond the chain I have just

mentioned, as being the true position of Poyul."

Major-GrENEEAL Thuillier said :—The extracts we have just heard

read from the French Geographical Society's Journal were of particular

interest at the present moment, as to the identity of the great Thibetan river

Sanpti, or Yarn, and its connection with the Brahmaputra in Upper Assam,

because that still pending problem was receiving great attention by the offi-

cers of the Great Trigonometrical and Topographical Surveys, Lieuts. Har-

man and Woodthorpe, R. E., who were just now exploring the course of the

Subansiri river in north Lakhimpur, and endeavouring to push up beyond the

course as laid down by Major Godwin-Austen, when employed with the

Daphla military expedition in 1874-5, to see if there was any possibility of

the Sanpu breaking through the high range of mountains in that direction

and so falling, through the Subansiri, into the Brahmaputra about the meridian

of 94° E. Longitude, or near Lakhimpur in Assam. It may be remembered

that the Trigonometrical Survey native explorer " Nain Sing" came down

from Lhassa, through Butan due south, and entered Assam at a place called

Udalguri almost on the meridian of Gauhati. He traced the Sanpii, and it is

recorded in the latest map of Assam published at the Surveyor General's

Office, down to the parallel of about 29° Latitude, which, it will be observed

from the map on the table, is in close proximity to the supposed continu-

ation of the course of the Subansiri, as seen by Godwin-Austen from the

highest elevation from which he observed in the Daphla country.
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The volume of water down the Subansiri is said to favour the idea

of its junction with the Sanpii, and further careful observations are now

being made by Lieuts. Harman and Woodthorpe, R. E., to ascertain whether

the Subansiri exceeds the capacity of the Dihong or of the Dibong, the former

of which has long been held by English geographers to be the real outlet

for the Sanpu into the Brahmaputra, near Sadiya.

It was unfortunate that the journey taken by the explorer Nain Sing,

below or south of Lhassa, was too far west to solve this interesting and long

pending doubt, but the statement made by the author of the paper now
read, certainly favoured the assumption regarding the probability of the

Subansiri theory. The question, however, was altogether conjectural at

present, and must remain so until more conclusive evidence is produced as

to the real course of the Dibong as well as of the Subansiri upwards, or other

native explorers can penetrate downwards from Lhassa to the head of the

Assam valley through the Abor and Miri tribes inhabiting that remarkably

unknown and untrodden region.

If at the time of the Daphla Military expedition Major Godwin-Austen

and Lieut. Harman, then employed on the Survey, had been permitted to

extend their explorations after the political and military objects of the

expedition had been gained, and as so strongly urged by the late Comman-
der-in-Chief, Lord Napier of Magdala, it is possible that a large extent of

country in the direction of the northern branch of the Subansiri, as well as

east of it, in the neighbourhood of the Abors and Miris, towards the Di-

bong, might have been laid down, but all that tract north-east of Lakhim-

pur still remains to be reconnoitred and it is hoped that by the strenuous

exertions of the talented engineer officers now engaged in prosecuting the

work as far as permitted by the Government of India, something may soon

be achieved towards the satisfactory elucidation of this interesting and im-

portant geographical problem—and also towards a better knowledge of all

the extreme N. E. Frontier round Sadiya and the head of the Brahmaputra,

beyond or north of Brahmakund, so necessary for a due and proper construc-

tion of the map of the Assam Province and of British Indian limits in that

direction.

The following paper was read

—

1. Fali Studies, JVo. 2, Vuttodaya. By Major G. S. Fetee, Deputy
Commissioner, British Burma.

The Seceetaet read the introduction to this paper which will be

published in full in Part I of the Journal.
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The following additions have been made to the Library since the Meet-

ing held in December last.

Transactions, Proceedings, and Journals,

j^resented hy the respective Societies or Editors.

Berlin. Die Konigliche Prenssische Akademie der Wissenschaften,—Mo-
natsbericht, August 1877.

Grube.—Aimeliden-Ausbeute, S. M. S. Gazelle. Peters.—Neue merkwiirdige

Art von fliegenden Fischen, Exocoetus cirriger, aus China und einen neuen

Muraeniden, Ophichthys bitaeniatiis, aus Mombas.

Birmingham. Institution o£ Mechanical Engineers,—Proceedings, July,

1877.

J. G. Wilson.—On the construction of Safety Valves. F. W. Webb.—On an

improved form of Slide-Valv^e for Steam and Hydraulic Engines. W. Froude.

—On a New Dynamometer for measuring the Power delivered to the

Screws of large Ships.

Bombay. The Indian Antiquary,—Vol. 6, Parts 74, 75, December 1877,

and January 1878.

/. W. McCrindle, Esq.—^The Indika of Megasthenes. Professor A. Weber

^

—On the Krishnajanmashtami, or Krishna's Birth-Festival, translated from

the German by Miss Tweedie.

. The Vedarthayatna,—Vol. II, Pts. 5 and 6.

Boston. Society of Natural History,—Proceedings, Vol. 18, Pts. 3, 4, 1876.

Pt. 3. G. W. Pond.—Origin of the Domestic Sheep.

Pt. 4. W. K. ProoJcs.—Lm.m.iie^ of the Mollusca and MoUuscoida. Prof. W.

H. Niles.—Geological Agency of Lateral Pressure exhibited by certain Rock

Movements, S. H. Scudder.—Notes on the Forjicularice, with a List of the

Described Species.

. . Memoirs,—Vol. 2, Pt. 4, No. 5.

A. Hyatt.—Revision of the N. American Poriferae ; with remarks upon foreign

species.

Calcutta. Geological Survey o£ India,—Eecords, Vol. 10, Pt. 4, 1877.

V. Ball. On the Geology of the Mahanadi Basin and its Vicinity. Br. Feist'

mantel. Note on Fossil Flora in India.

—
. Mahabharata,—No, 16.

. Eamayana,—Vol. 6, No. 4.

. Eigveda Sanhita,—Vol. 1, Pt. 4.

. Sarvartha Dayini,—Part 1, chap. 2.
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Dublin. Dublin University Biological Association,—Proceedings, Vol. 1,

No. 3, 1875-6.

Greenwood Fim.—The Leaf structure of Begonia.

Frankfort. Die Senekenbergische naturforschende Gesellsehaft,—Berichte,

1874-75, 1875-76.

. . Abbandlungen, Band 10, Heft. 1—4 ; Band 11, Heft 1.

Band 10, Heft. 3, 4. 0. BiitschlL—Studien iiber die ersten Entwickelungsvor-

gange der Eizelle, die Zelltheilung und die Conjugation der Infusorien.

Band 11, Heft 1. 0. Bottger.—Die Eeptilien und Amphibien von Madagascar.

N. Leiherkiihn und J. Bermann.—Ueber Eesorption der Knochensubstanz.

Gottingen. Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen,—Stiick 45—47 ; Nacbrichten,

Nos. 23—24.

London. Tbe Atbenseum,-Nos. 2612-15, 1877.

. Tbe Institution of Civil Engineers,—Proceedings, Vol. L, Pt. 4,

1876-77.

G. Haycroft.—On an Economical Method of manufacturing " Charcoal for

Gunpowder". H. Bell.—The Eajpootana (State) Eailway. G. W. Vyse.—
Eiver training of the Indus at Shah Jamal. H. F. Blanford.—'Note on the

Variation of the Barometric Tides in Connection with Diurnal Land and Sea

Breezes.

. Tbe Linnean Society, Journal,—Botany, Vol. 15, Nos. 85—88

;

Vol. 16, Nos. 89—92.

Vol. 15, No. 85. /. G. Baker.—Eevision of the Genera and Species of Anthe-

ricece and Eriopermece.

No. 87. 'S'. S. Vines.—On the Digestive Ferment of Nepenthes. Br. Kirk.—
Note on specimens of Hibiscus allied to H. rosa sinensis, L. collected in E.

Tropical Africa. With remarks by Prof. Oliver.

Vol. 16, Nos. 90 and 91. J. G. Baker.—Systema Iridacearum.

. . Zoology, Vol. 12, No. 64, and Vol. 13, Nos. 65—71.

Vol. 12, No. 64. Br. J. Anderson.—Note on the Plastron of the Gangetic Mud-
Turtle {Emyda dura of Buchanan Hamilton). Bay.—On the Introduction

of Trout and Tench into India. On some of the Fishes of the Deccan.

Br. J. Anderson.—Note on Arctomys dichrous.

Vol. 13, No. 65. R. Bowdler Sharpe.—On the Geographical Distribution of the

Accipitres. T. Spencer Cobbold.—Trematode Parasites from the Dolphins of

the Ganges,^-P^atewes^a Gangetica and Orcella brevirostris.

No. 67. A. G. Butler.—Descriptions of two New Lepidopterous Insects from

Malacca. Br. F. Bay.—Geographical Distribution of Indian Freshwater

Fishes. Part 1. The Acanthopterygii, Spiny-rayed Teleostean Fishes. R,

Bowdler Sharpe.—Description of a New Hornbill from the Island of Panay.

Br. J. Anderson.—On the Habits of Hornbills. Br. Sharp.—Observations

on the Eespiratory Action of the carnivorous Water-Beetles {Bytiscidce).

No. 68. A. G. Butler.—The Butterflies of Malacca, F. Bay,—On Amphi-
bious and Migratory Fishes of Asia.
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No. 70. Edgar A. Smith.—Description of Acantharachna mirabilis, a new form

of Ophuiridce. F, Bay.—Geographical Distribution of Indian Freshwater

Fishes. Part 2. The Silurid(S.

London. The Linnean Society,—Transactions,—Botany, 2nd Series, Vol. 1,

Pt. 4 ; Zoology, Vol. 1, Pt. 4.

Zool. Vol. 1, Pt. 4. /. 0. Westwood.—A Monograph of the Lepidopterous Genus

Castnia and some allied groups. Br. J. Anderson.—On the Osteology and

Pterylosis of the Spoon-billed Sandpiper. [Eurynorhynchus pygmceus^ Linn
.)

. Nature,—Vol. 17, Nos. 420—423.

. The Eoyal Society,—Proceedings, Vol. 26, Nos. 182 and 183.

No. 182. O. and F. E. Hoggan.—On the Minute Structure and Eelationships

of the Lymphatics of the Mammalian Skin, and on the Ultimate Distribution

of Nerves to the Epidermis and Subepidermic Lympatics. J. HopJcinson.—
Eefractive Indices of Glass. Electrostatic Capacity of Glass. R. B. Clifton.—
On the difference of Potential produced by the contact of different sub-

stances. /. Tyndall.—Note on Dr. Burden Sanderson's latest Views of

Ferments and Germs. Prof. James Thomson.—Experimental Demonstration

in respect to the Origin of Windings of Eivers in Alluvial Plains, and to

the mode of Flow of Water round Bends of Pipes. E. H. M. Bosanquet.—
On the Hindoo Division of the Octave, with some additions to the Theory

of Systems of Higher Orders.

No. 183. jff. Tomlinson.—On the Increase in Resistance to the Passage of an

Electric Current produced on certain wires by stretching.

. . Eoyal Astronomical Society,—Monthly Notices, Vol. 37, No. 9.

Discovery of the Satellites of Mars.

. . Eoyal Geographical Society,—Proceedings, Vol. 21, No. 6, 1877.

Wallace.—Lecture on the Comparative Antiquity of Continents, as indicated by

the Distribution of Living and Extinct Animals. Marsh.—Description of a

Journey Overland to India, via Meshed, Herat, Candahar, and the Bolan

Pass, 1872. Cottam.—Overland Route to China, via Assam, &c., across the

Irrawaddi into Yunan.

. Society o£ Arts.—Journal,—Vol. 26, Nos. 1304—1306, November

1877.

No. 1306. Prof. Graham Bell.—The Telephone.

. Journal of the Statistical Society,—Vol. XL, Pt. 3, 1877.

Palermo. La Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italiani,—Memorie, Dispensa 10,

Ottobre, 1877.

Paris. Journal Asiatique,—7me Serie, Tome 9, No. 3 ; Tome 10, No. 1,

1877.

Tome 9, No. 3. A sketch of the Turki Language as spoken in Eastern Turkis-

tan (Kashgar and Yarkand) together with a collection of extracts. (Review)

. La Societe de Geographic.—Bulletin, Octobre 1877.

Ch. de Ujfalvy.—Le Ferghanah. I'Abbe A. Besgodins. Notes sur le Thibet.

. La Society Zoologique,—Bulletin, Pts. 2, 3 and 4, 1877.
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Pts. 3 and 4. E. Alix—Sur la conformation de I'isthme du gosier chez les

Crocodiles. V. Collin de Flancy.—Note sur les insectes dipteres parasites des

batraciens. E. Taton.—Note sur les diptees parasites de la Eana esculen-

ta. F. Lataste.—Par oh les tortues absorbent-elles I'eau necessaire a leur

economic. A. Bouvier,—Faune ornitliologique de Kessang- (presqu'ile de

Malacca).

St. Petersburgh. The Imperial Eussian Geographical Society,—Kecords,

No. 4, 1877.

— :-. The Imperial Botanical Garden of St. Petersburgh,—Eeports,

Vol. 5, Pt. 1.

E. F. a. Trautvetter.—Plantae Siberiae borealis ab A. Czekanowsky et F. Muel-

ler annis 1874 et 1875 lectae. E. Fegel.—Plantae regiones Turkestanicas

incolentes, secundum specimina sicca a Kegelio et Schmalhausenio determina-

tae.

Schaffhausen. Die Schweizerische Entomologische Gesellschaft,—Mit-

theilungen, Vol. 5, Heft. 3, 4.

Trieste. La Societa Adriatica di Scienze Naturali,—BoUettino, Vol. 3, No. 2.

Frof. A. Vierthaler.—Fermentazioni. G. Folk e F. de Thiimen.—Contribuzioni

alio studio dei fungbi del Litorale.

Vienna. Die K.-K. Geologische Eeichsanstalt. Band 27, No. 2.

Washington. The United States Geological and Geographical Survey of

the Territories,—Bulletin, No. 2, 1874 ; No. 2, 2nd Series, 1875.

No. 2, 2nd Series. E. Fidgwmj.—Monograph of the Genus Leiccosticte, Swain-

son ; or Gray-crowned purple Finches. Fr. E. Coues.—The Cranial and Den-

tal Characters of Geomydce. T. Gill.—llelations of Insectivorous Mammals.

E. Fngersoll.—Eeport on the Natural History of the United States Geological

and Geographical Survey of the Territories, 1874.

. The U. S. Entomological Commission,—Bulletin, Nos. 1 and 2.

No. 1. Destruction of the j^oung or unfledged Locusts.

No. 2. On the Natural History of the Eocky Mountain Locust, and on the

habits of the young or unfledged insects.

Books and Pamphlets,

prese7ited hy tlie Authors.

Atkinson, E. T. Notes on the Economic Mineralogy of the Hill Dis-

tricts of the N. W. Provinces of India. Pamphlet. Allahabad, 1877.

Beccaei, Odoardo. Malesia : raccolta di osservazioni Botaniche intorno

alle piante dell' Archipelago Indo-Malese e Papuano. Vol. 1, Ease. 1

and 2. 4to., Genoa, 1877.

Blanford, H. F. The Indian Meteorologist's Vade-Meeum, Pts. 1 and

2. 8vo., Calcutta, 1877.
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H. F. Blaffoed. Tables for the Reduction of Meteorological Observa-

tions. 8vo., Calcutta, 1876.

GoTJEiNATH Sen. The Native Constitution and Treatment. Pamphlet.

Calcutta, 1877.

. The Jati Mitra, Pts. 1 and 2. Pamphlet. Calcutta, 1877.

PoTTEB, T. B., M. p. An address to his constituents at Rochdale, on India.

Pamphlet. 1877.

St. Xavier's College Observatory. Observations from January to June,

1877.

The Rev. F. Lafont.

iscellaneous "presentations.Miscellaneous P

De Veer Geerit. The Three Voyages of William Barents to the Arctic

Regions (1594, 1595, 1596). 1st Ed. Edited by Dr. C. T. Beke. 2nd Ed.

with an Introduction by Lieut. K. Beyren. (Hakluyt Society). 8vo.,

London, 1876.

Birch, W. de Gray. The Commentaries of the Great Afonso Dalboquer-

que, 2nd Viceroy of India. (Hakluyt Society,) Vol. 2. 8vo., London,

1877.

The Right Hon'ble the Secretary of State for India.

The Indian Antiquary, Vol. 6, Pt. 74, 1877.

Goyernment of India, Home Department.

Report on the Land Revenue Administration of the Lower Provinces

for 1876-77.

Report on the Legal Affairs of the Bengal Government for 1876-77.

Government of Bengal.

Ama Tandul Naiaidya in Vishnu Puja. By Navadwipa Gosain.

Dr. Rajendralala Mitra.

Vacek, M. Ueber Osterreichische Mastodonten und ihre Beziehungen zu

den Mastodonarten Europas.

K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt, Wien.
Matthews, W. Ethnography and Philology of the Hidatsa Indians.

8vo., Washington, 1877.

Gannett, H. Lists of Elevations, principally in that j^ortion of the United

States west of the Mississippi River. 4th Ed. 8vo., Washington, 1877.

Porter, T. C. & Coulter, J. M. Synopsis of the Flora of Colorado. 8vo.

Washington, 1874.

Hayden, F. V. Supplement to the Fifth Annual Report of the U. S.

Geological Survey of the Territories for 1871, Report on Fossil Flora.

By L. Lesquereux. Pamphlet. Washington, 1872.

. Catalogue of the Publications of the U. S. Geological and Geo-
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graphical Survey o£ the Territories, 2nd Ed. Panq^hlet, Washington,

1877.

F. V. Hayden, Esq.

The Naga Vansavali. By Veni Kama.

Eakhaldas Haldab.

Periodicals Purchased.

Calcutta. The Indian Medical Gazette, Vol. 12, No. 12, 1877.

Leipsic. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Beiblatter, Band 1, Stiick.

10, 11.

Stiick 10. Berthelot.—Uher die Bildungswarme des Ozons.

London. The Academy, Nos. 289-292, 1877.

. The Annals and Magazine o£ Natural History,—Vol. 20, No. 119.

A. G. Butler.—Descriptions of new Species of Heterocera from Japan, Pt. 1,

Sphinges and Bomhyces. D. G. Elliot.—Description of an apparently new

Species of Humming-bird of the Genus Amazilia. Br. A. Gilnther.—Prelimi-

nary Notes on new Fishes collected in Japan during the Expedition of H. M.

S. "Challenger."

. The Chemical News,—Vol. 36, Nos. 938—941, 1877.

No. 938. W. M. EutcJmigs.—Aluminium Plate as a support in Blowpipe work.

D. Lindo.—Test for Santonin.

No. 941. W. M. muchings.—Detection of Bismuth : Von Kohell's Test. H. G.

B. Bolton.—Application of Organic Acids to the Examination of Minerals.

. The Edinburgh Eeview,—No. 300, October, 1877.

. The Entomologist,—Vol. 10, No. 174.

W. F. Kirhy.—On the Habits of East Indian Insects, especially Lepidoptera :

translated from the Proceedings of the Dutch Entomological Society.

. The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,—Vol. 14, No. 162.

A. H. Swinton.—On an organ of hearing in insects, with special reference to the

Lepidoptera.

. The Ibis, 4th Series,—Vol. 1, No. 4, 1877.

B. G. Elliot.—Eemarks on Buceros bicornis, Linn. /. H. Gurney.—Notes on

a " Catalogue of the Accipitres in the British Museum.", By R. B. Sharpe.

Arthur, Marquis of Tiveedale.—Note on Bellorneum tickelli.—Blyth. Lieict.

Wardlaw Ramsay.—Notes on some Burmese Birds.

. The Journal of Botany,—Vol. 6, Nos. 178, 179.

No. 178. S. Le M. Moore.—Alabastra diversa.

No. 179. Br. H. F. Hance.—Corolla Pierreana ; sive Stirpium Camhodiana-

rum a cl. L. Pierre, horti hot. Saigonensis praeposito, lectarum Eclogae. On
Bierrea, a new Genus of Samydacece.

—
. The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine,

—

Vol. 4, No. 26.

Prof. J, W. Mallet.—On the apparent Alteration in "Weight of a wire placed

East and West and traversed by an Electric Current. R. Bornestein.—On the

Influence of Light on Electrical Tension in Metals. Lord Rayleigh.—On thg
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Lower Limit of the Prismatic Spectrum, with especial reference to some ob-

servations of Sir John Herschel. Br. J. H. Gladstone.—On some Points

connected with the Chemical ConstitucDts of the Solar System.

London. The Quarterly Eeview,—No. 288, October, 1877.

History of the Mongols.

. The Westminster Eeview,—No. 104, October, 1877.

Hindu Society and English Eule. Cross-Fertilisation of Plants, and Consan-

guineous Marriage.

Newhaven. The American Journal of Science and Arts,—Vol. 14, Nos. 81,

82.

No. 81. A. W. Wright.—On a new Process for the Electrical Deposition of

Metals, and for constructing Metal-covered Glass Specula.

No. 82. W. E. Gard.—Analyses of Cast Nickel, and Experiments on the com-

bining of Carbon and Silicon with Nickel. G. 0. Sars.—On the practical use

of Autography, especially for Natural History publications.

Paris. Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 5me Serie, Tome 12, Novembre,

1877.

M. Berthelot.—Remarques sur la presence de la benzine dans le gaz de I'eclai-

rage. Sur I'emploi du brome dans 1'analyse des gaz. Influence de la pres-

sion sur les phenomenes chimiques. M. L. Bleu Lafait.—L'acide borique

;

methodes de recherches : son existence normale dans les eaux des mers mo-

demes et dans celles des mers de tous les ages. Origine et position des prin-

cipaux horizons sahferes des terrains sedimentaires ; leur rapport avec l'acide

borique. Consequences relatives aux eaux minerales salines. Origine et mode

de formation de l'acide borique dans les lieux oil il est industriellement ex-

ploite, particulierement en Toscane. M. G. Timiriazeff.—Recherches sur la

decomposition de l'acide carbonique dans le spectre solaire par les parties ver-

tes des vegetaux. C. Bernard.—Critique experimentale sur le mecanisme de

la formation du sucre dans le foie.

. Comptes Eendus,—Tome 85, Nos. 19—22, 1877.

No. 19. M. de Parville.—Sur la variation semi-diurne du barometre. M. Ch.

Terrier.—Observations Meteorologiques faites en ballon.

No. 20. M. G. BLayem.—Note sur revolution des globules rouges dans le sang

des vertebres ovipares. M. H. de Parville.—Sur les variations semidiumes

du barometre.

No. 21. M. 0. Allaire.—Sur I'emploi des huiles neutres rafl&nees pour le grais-

sage des pistons, dans les machines munies de condenseurs a surface. M
Guibert.—De I'analgesie obtenue par Taction combinee de la morphine et du

chloroforme.

—. Journal des Savants,—Novembre, 1877.

— . Eevue des deux Mondes,—Tome 24, Livraisons 2 et 3, 1877.

—
-. Eevue Scientifique,—Nos. 19—23.

No. 20. M. F. Tisserand.—Les travaux de M. le Verrier.

No. 21. La Chine d'apres M. F. de Richthofen.

No. 22. L'immigration des Coolies et le travail libre aux colonies sucriercs.
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No. 23. M. E. HaecJcel.—La theorie de revolution dans ses rapports avec la

philosophie naturelle. M. Virchow,—La liberte de la science dans I'etat mo-

derne. M. J. Rosenthal.—Les cellules nerveuses et les sensations.

Books Purchased.

Barth, J. De. Ta'lab's Kitab al-Fasih. 8vo., Leipzig, 1876.

Fatjsboll, V. The Jataka together with its Commentary ; being tales of

the Anterior Births of Gotama Buddha. For the first time published

in the original Pali, and translated by T. W. Rhys Davids. Text, Vol. 1,

Ft. 2, 1877.

Johnson, S. Oriental Religions and their relation to Universal Religion :

China. 8vo., Boston, 1877.

Mfllee, F. Max. The Hymns of the Rig-Veda in the Sanhita and Pada

Texts, reprinted from the Editio princeps. 2nd Edition. 2 volumes.

8vo , London, 1877.

Smith, Geoege. Assyrian Discoveries. 8vo., London, 1876.

— ". The Chaldean Account of Genesis. 5th Ed. 8vo , London, 1876.





PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,
For JFebruary, 1878.

The Annual Meeting of the Asiatic Society was held on Wednesday,

the 6th February, 1878, at 9 o'clock p. m.

The Hon'ble Sir E. C. Batlet, K. C. S. I., C. I. E., President, in the

Chair.

According to the Bye-laws of the Society, the President ordered the

voting papers to be distributed for the election of Officers and Members of

Council for 1878, and appointed Messrs. R. B. Shaw and H. H. Locke,

Scrutineers.

The President then called upon the Secretary to read the Annual Re-

port.

Annual Report for 1877.

The Council of the Asiatic Society, in submitting their usual Annual

Report exhibiting the state of the Society's affairs during the year 1877, are

glad to be able to state that the position of the Society is on the whole

satisfactory, both as regards the state of its finances and the extent and

variety of its publications.

During the year 1877 there has been an accession to the Society of

26 ordinary Members, while the losses by death (5), retirement (17), and

removal (6) amount to 28. The number of ordinary Members at the close

of the year was therefore 345, against 347 in 1876. Of the ordinary

Members on the roll, 46 are absent from India, leaving 113 Resident, 163

non-Resident, 14 Foreign, and 9 Life Members, on the effective list.

The annexed Tabular Statement shews the fluctuations in the number
of the ordinary Members during the last five years.
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Year. Paying. Life. Absent. Total.

Eesident.
Non-

Eesident.
Foreign.

Non-
paying.

1873, ... 805 116 186 3 53 358
1874, ... 312 127 184 3 32 346
1875, ... 295 113 179 ... 3 50 345

1876, ... 299 119 175 ... 5 48 347

1877, ... 290 113 163 14 9 46 345

During the year 4 members have compounded for their subscriptions,

and the compounding fees and entrance fees, amounting altogether to

Ks. 1,650, have been duly funded in the Permanent Reserve Fund.

Dr. John Muir was elected an Honorary Member of the Society.

Of the deceased members whose loss the Society has to regret, the

Hon'ble Maharajah Eamanath Tagore, C. S. I., had been a Member of the

Society for 40 years, during which period he served twice on the Council.

His patriotic and enlightened efforts for the improvement of his country-

men will be long remembered.

Mr, J. Geoghegan had been 18 years a member of the Society, and had

served 3 years on the Council, as well as having been a member of various

Committees ; the Council have to deplore that a career which gave so much

promise of great usefulness, has been cut short so prematurely.

The other names in the Obituary are Colonel D. G-. Robinson, R. E.

Kumar Giris Chandra Siiiha, and Babu Yrindavanachandra Mandala of Ba-

lasor.

Mr. Robert Swinhoe, F. R. S., the author of many valuable contribu-

tions relating to the mammals and birds of China, who died on the 20th

October, had been a Corresponding Member of the Society since 1860.

Indian Museum.

During the past year the Council have received no presentations re-

quiring to be transferred to the Indian Museum under the provisions of

Act XXII of 1876.

In accordance with the provision of the above Act which, allots an addi-

tional Trustee to represent the interests of the Society, the Council ap-

pointed Mr. T. S. Isaac a Trustee on behalf of the Society.

The Hon'ble Sir E. C. Bayley, K. C, S. I. (President), Dr. T. R.

Lewis, Captain J. Waterhouse and Mr. H. Blochmann have continued to

aet as Trustees on behalf of the Society throughout the year.
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Finance.

The Council have to observe that though the actual financial condition

of the Society is perfectly sound and prosperous, the income of the past year

shows a falling off owing to the reduction of subscriptions, and was less

than the expenditure, by Es. 854-15-11.

The circumstances of the year were rather exceptional, but the Council

believe that with care the reduced income will be found sufficient to meet

the ordinary expenses of the Society, and their anxious attention will be

given to this object during the current year.

It is somewhat difficult, however, to ascertain the exact financial posi-

tion of the Society at present, because during the past year a great deal of

extraordinary expense was incurred on account of Repairs to the Building

and Furniture, &c., and it is not always easy to estimate the amounts to be

charged against ordinary or extraordinary expenditure.

After all liabilities on account of the repairs &c. had been met, there

remained Government Securities amounting to Rs. 1,36,000. Of this sum
Rs. 1,26,700 have been transferred to the Permanent Reserve Fund, under

Rule 67, and will yield an income of Rs. 6,836-8 annually till the expiry of

the 5i per cent. loan.

The balance, amounting to Rs. 9,300, has been kept in the Temporary

Reserve Fund, and is available to meet any extraordinary expenses beyond

the limits of the regular annual income, though care must be taken in re-

gulating such expenditure out of the capital of the Society. The interest

accruing from this part of the Society's vested Funds will amount to

Rs. 511 annually, and, allowing for the probable sale of Rs. 2000 during the

year, on account of the publication of Mr. Moore's papers and the prepara-

tion and publication of the new Library Catalogue, the total income deriv-

able from these funds for the year may be set down at Rs. 7,200, or Rs. 600
a month.

The gross receipts of the Society during the year amount, as shewn in

the table below, to Es. 41,346-11-1 and the gross expenditure to Rs. 38,651-

13-10.

This latter sum includes the following items of extraordinary expendi-

ture : under Publications, Rs. 571-6-10, remitted to England in advance for

the publication of Mr. Moore's papers on Indian Lepidoptera; under Library,

Rs. 935-3-1, for the new Catalogues and MSS ; under " Mefund of Loan,'^

Rs. 2,000 repaid to the 0. P. and Conservation of Sanskrit MSS. Funds;

under Furniture and Building, Rs. 15,695-12-0. The total of these items

amounts to Rs. 19,202-5-11, which was partly met by the sale of' Govern^

ment Securities for Rs. 17,000.

The income of the Society shows a falling off during the past year,

chiefly in the receipts from subscriptions, which amount to Rs. 7,200
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against Rs. 9,009 for the previous year ; this, however, was to be expected

in consequence of the reduction of the quarterly subscriptions of resident

members from Es. 12 to 9 : the actual loss on this head amounts to Es.

1,272.

The receipts from admission and compounding fees were Es. 880 and

Es. 770 respectively, but as these sums are funded they cannot be consider-

ed part of the income of the Society, and have consequently been omitted

from the table showing the net income of the Society. These items were

included in the estimate of ' income' for 1877.

The outstandings due to the Society for admission-fees, subscriptions,

and sale of publications have, the Council regret to report, increased during

the year from Es. 6,270 to Es. 7,074-5-5, the greater portion of which is

irrecoverable, and will have to be written of£ to profit and loss. The arrears

for subscriptions from Members only, are Es. 5,874-14, upon which a re-

duction of Es. 400 has been effected during the year.

The following is a Statement of the Cash Assets of the Society at the

close of 1877.

Permanent Vested Flind,

Temporary do.,

Balance in Bank of Bengal,

Cash in hand,

The following tables will show the Gross Eeceipts and Expenditure of

the Society as compared with the previous year, and also the Net Income

and Ordinary Expenditure.

Geoss Eeceipts.

1876. 1877.

Es. 1,26,700

9,300

2,968 2

156 14

1

7

Total Es. ... 1,89,125 8

Balance of 1875, Es. 3,206 6 5 3,432 3 5

Admission Fees, 800 880

Subscriptions, ... 9,009 1 9 7,200 2

Publications, 1,535 8 1,633 5

Library, ;.. 312 9 6 227 5

Fines, &c., 60 8 3 47 7 9

Eeceived from Government,... ... 1,50,000

Sale of Government Securities, 5,102 14 8 17,501 11

Interest on do.,... 8,573 7,583

Eent from Government, 1,920

Carried over, Es. 1,80,520 7 38,504 8 1
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1876. 1877.

Brought over. Es. 1,80,520 7 38,504 8 1

Coin Fund, 17

Loan from Fund ajc 1,040 7 6 1,000

Do. 0. P. Fund, 1,086 5 9

Do. Cons. MSS. 1,000

Eefund of postage, 995 5 9 1,033 11

Compounding Fees, 770

Contingent charges,

Total Es

21 8

1,84,642 3 7 41,346 11 1

GeOSS ExPENDITrBE.

1876. 1877.

Publications, Es. 8,893 14 6 8,194 15 5

Library (Purchase of Books, &c.,) 1,225 7 7 3,436 13 9

Do. Extra men for Catalogues, 935 3

Establishment, Library, 1,936 1,800

Do. Secretary's office. 2,055 8 2,191

Secretary's office, contingencies, 1,020 1,452 15 8

Purchase of Government Securities, ... 1,50,940 10 2

Sale of Government Securities, 78 8 1

Interest of ditto, 21 6 8 18 15 2

Coin Fund, 81 13 221 10

Furniture, &c., ... 2,361 14 8,125 15 6

Building, 9,177 10 7,569 13 6

Taxes, 861 13 6 750

Loan from Fund a/e 1,130 800

Ditto from 0. P. Fund a/c ... 86 5 9 1,000

Cons, of Sans. MSS. a/c ... 1,000

Eefund of postage, 1,417 9 1,075 15 9

Es. ... 1,81,210 2 38,651 13 10

Balance 3,432 3 5 2,694 13 3

Es. ... 1,84,642 3 7 41,346 11 1
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Net Income.

1876. 1877.

Subscriptions, Es. 9,009 1 9 Es . 7,200 2

Publications, ... 1,535 8 1,633 5

Library,... ... 312 9 6 227 5

Fines, &c., 60 8 3 47 7 9

Eent from Government, ... 1,920

Interest, ... 8,573 7,583

Coin Fund, 17

Refund of postage, . .

.

... 995 5 9 1,033 11

Contingent charges, ... 21 8

Rs. 22,406 1 3 17,763 6 9

Oedinart Expendituee.
*

Publications, ... Es. 8,893 14 6 Es. 7,623 8 7

Library, ... 1,225 7 7 3,436 13 3

Establishment, Library, ... 1,936 1,800

Do. Secretary's office, ... 2,055 8 2,191

Interest, 21 6 8 18 15 2

Contingent charges, ... 1,020 1,452 15 8

Coin Fund, 81 13 221 10

Taxes, 861 13 6 750

Refund of postage, ... 917 9 1,075 15 9

Es. ... 17,013 8 3 18,570 14 5

The following is the Estimate for Income and Expenditure for 1878

Income.

Balance in hand, ... ... ... Es.

Subscriptions,

Publications ")

Library, i

Interest from Vested Funds,

2,694

7,200

1,800

7,250

Es. 18,944
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EXPEI^DITURE.

Publications, ... ... ... Es. 7,400

Establishment, Library, ... ... ... 1,800

Do. Secretary's office, ... ... ... 2,200

Contingencies and petty charges, ... ..» ... 2,294

Building, ... ... ... ... 500

Furniture, ... ... ... ... 500

Coin Fund, ... ... ... ... 500

Library, ... ... ... ... 3,000

Taxes, ... ... ... ... 750

Es. 18,944

The cost of the publication of Part I of Mr. Moore's papers on Mr.

Atkinson's Lepidopteo^a and of the new Library Catalogues will have to be

met from vested funds.

The London Agency.

Messrs. Triibnerand Co.'s half yearly statement of accounts with the

Society (1st July 1876 to 1st January 1877) shewed a balance of £118-2-

lOi d. due from the Society, which on subsequent examination was reduced

to £108-16 and duly remitted to Messrs. Triibner and Co.

According to Messrs. Triibner and Co.'s statement, the sale of the

Society's publications from 1st July 1876 to 1st January 1877, amounted

to Es. 246 and that of the Bibliotheca Indica publications to Es. 78-12-0.

This sum, representing £26-8, was placed to the credit of the Society and

0. P. Fund respectively.

Ten Invoices, consisting of publications of scientific Societies, presented

to and subscribed for by the Society, books purchased and books on inspec-

tion, were received from Messrs. Triibner and Co. during 1877. The

money value of these consignments amounted to £167-18-9, from which

the sum of £8-11 has to be deducted for the value of books returned,

leaving a balance of £159-7-9. 156 copies of both parts of the Journal, and

192 copies of the Proceedings were despatched to Messrs. Triibner and Co.

for sale ; representing respectively a money value of £28-12 and £10-8.

Of the Bibliotheca Indica publications 864 copies, valued at Es. 771-0 were

sent for sale.

Library.

The additions to the Library during the year comprise in all 1,235 vols,

and parts of vols. Of these 658 were received as presentations from

Government, from Authors and by exchange, and 577 were added by

purchase, which is considerably in excess of the additions made in the same

way to the Library in past years.

As it was found that the Catalogue of the Library prepared by the
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late Assistant Secretary was very imperfect, steps were taken to prepare an

entirely new one, and for this purpose the Council sanctioned the employ-

ment of Mr. S. D'Cruze, who, with the Assistant Secretary, under Mr. Bloch-

mann's close supervision, has made great progress in cataloguing and arrang-

ing the Library, and it is hoped that the new Catalogue may be ready for

publication during the current year, and this long-felt want supplied,

Reference was made in the last report to the progress made in prepar-

ing an analytical Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS. in the Society's Library,

Owing to the repairs of the house, much interruption was caused to this

work during the past year, and the Pundit employed on it could examine

and catalogue only 200 MSS. The Pundit has also compiled Indices of

works in the following branches of Sanskrit Literature, to be appended to

Catalogues hereafter to be published :—Kosha, Kavya, Ch'hando, Alankara,

Jyotisha, Yaidyaka. In the meanwhile Dr. R. Mitra carried through

the Press the first part of the work, comprising detailed notices of all the

works on Sanskrit Grammar available in the Library. Annexed to this

volume is a list of all works on the subject known to exist.

The Council are glad to announce that considerable progress has also

been made in the printing of Dr. Mitra's analysis of the valuable collection

of Sanskrit Buddhist MSS. presented to the Society by Mr. B. H. Hodgson.

The Books and Book-cases in the Library have been properly arranged

and numbered.

The Photographic collection has received the following additions, both

presented by the Home Department of the Government of India.

1. A set of Photographs of the paintings at the Ajanta Caves.

2. A set of Photographs of the Kantanagar Temple in Dinajpur.

Publications.

The Publications of the Society issued during the year compare favour-

ably with those of former years, and comprise 10 numbers of the Proceedings

consisting of 274 pages of text, with 3 plates. The Meteorological Observa-

tions, hitherto issued from the Surveyor General's Office, have been discon-

tinued from March, and do not therefore appear in the Proceedings from

that month.

Four numbers of the Journal, Part I, have been issued, containing 468

pages of text, illustrated by 13 Plates. Of Journal Part II, 3 numbers have

also been issued, consisting of 314 pages of text illustrated by 1 plate.

The fourth number is in preparation and will be issued soon.

The Council have made arrangements for publishing the descriptions

by Messrs. Moore and Hewitson of the new species of Indian Lepidoptera

in the collections of the late Mr. W. S. Atkinson. They will be in three

parts, quarto form, similar to the transactions of the Zoological Society
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and will be illustrated by 9 plates. Orders bave been given for printing

525 copies, of whicb 200 will have coloured plates. It is proposed to give

each member of the Society a cojDy of the work with plain plates, but those

members who wish to have coj^ies with the plates coloured will be able to

obtain them by paying the additional cost of colouring, estimated at about

Rs. 10 per copy.

Building.

The amount spent up to 31st December 1876 on account of "Repairs

and Alterations" and for " Furniture and Fittings," was Rs. 11,561-14.

During 1877, a further sum of Rs. 7,569-13-6 was paid to Messrs.

Mackintosh, Burn and Co. in full of their bill for repairs and alterations,

and Rs. 8,125-15-6 was expended in purchasing furniture for the Society's

public rooms, book-cases for the Library, and for restoring the pictures

and picture frames of the Society's collection of paintings. The total

amount, therefore, spent during 1876-77 in the improvement of the

Society's property amounts to Rs. 27,257-11. It is anticipated that no

fui'ther outlay on these heads will be required for some time to come.

With reference to the new railing it was intended to erect along the

Park Street front of the premises, the Council have to report that nothing

has as yet been decided upon. During the year negociations were opened

with the Municipality, who were desirous of obtaining a portion of the

Society's ground to improve the approach to Park Street, in return for

which they were to share the expense of erecting a handsome railing. The

negociations, however, fell through. A statement of the case was submitted

to the Society by the Council, at the December meeting.

Coin Cabinet.

To the Coin Cabinet of the Society have been added during the year, 7

gold coins, acquired by purchase, and 12 copper coins presented to the So-

ciety by Babu Jogesh Chunder Dutt.

Secretary's 0£8.ce.

Mr. Blochmann, the Philological Secretary, has throughout the year

retained charge of Part I of the Journal. Mr. Wood-Mason retained

the Natural History Secretaryship till July, when he proceeded to

England. For the remainder of the year Mr. W. T. Blanford and Captain

Waterhouse have superintended the publication of Part II of the Journal.

The duties of the General Secretaryship and editing of the Proceedings

were performed by Capt. Waterhouse, except for the month of January

when Mr. Blochmann took temporary charge. Mr. H. B. Medlicott has

retained charge of the Treasurership throughout the year.
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The Asst. Secretary, Mr. Leonard, has continued to give satisfaction

by the diligent and zealous discharge of his duties. The Asst. Librarian,

Maulawi Ghulam Akbar, was dismissed for incompetence and Mr. Andrews

was engaged in his place. Mr. Andrews has given satisfaction. Babus

Kedarnath Bysack, Cashier, Eamjibun Mookerjea, Asst. -Cashier, and

Jadu Bindo Bysack, Storekeeper, have continued to perform their duties

diligently.

Bibliotheca Indica.

A. Arabic and Persian Series.

In the Arabic and Persian Series, eleven fasciculi were issued during

the year, viz., 2 Arabic, and 9 Persian.

Of the I9ABAH, or ' Biographical Dictionary of Muhammad,' by Ibn

Hajar 'Askalani, Maulawi 'Abdul-Hai, Head-Professor of the Calcutta

Madrasah, has issued two fasciculi.

Mr. Blochmann has issued three quarto fasciculi of the Persian text

of the Ain-i-Akbaei. The work, which was commenced in 1868, is now
complete. It consists of two volumes of nearly 1100 quarto pages, two

geographical indexes, an index of Hindi scientific terms, a biography of

Abul-Fazl, and a Preface containing the necessary information regarding

the 15 MSS. from which Mr. Blochmann collated the text, and the style

and the writings of the author. The Government of India, with its usual

liberality, had made a sjDCcial grant of Rs. 5000 towards the cost of

printing.

Maulawi 'Abdur-Rahim, of the Calcutta Madrasah, issued during

1877 six fasciculi of Abul-Fazl's Akbabn^amah. The text of the first

volume of this work, which contains the history of Akbar's predecessors,

s now finished. Of th e second volume, two more fasciculi have been

jDrinted, which bring the history of Akbar's reign to 970 (A. D. 1563).

An index to Vol. I, of names of persons and of geographical places, is

in course of preparation, and will be issued during the present year.

B. Sanskrit Series.

In the Sanskrit series altogether twenty fasciculi were issued during

the past year. With a view to complete without delay some of the larger

works on hand, no new work was undertaken. Of the largest work on hand,

the Sama Veda Sanhita, six fasciculi have been published, completing the

fourth volume. Another volume, it is expected, will bring this elaborate

and important work to a close. This work, supplemented by the Brahmanas,

so critically edited by Dr. Burnell of Madras, will place the whole of the

Sama Veda, held by the Hindus as the most ancient and most sacred text

of their scriptures, within easy reaeb of oriental scholars.
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The Agni Purana which forms a sort of Cyclopaedia of Sanskrit

learning, is also in a forward state, and two fasciculi more will complete the

work. Three Nos. were brought out by the editor, Dr. Rajendralala Mitra,

during the past year. This will be followed by an edition of the Vayu
Purana simultaneously with an English translation by the same editor.

The translation will appear under the auspices of the Oxford University

authorities.

Pandit Bharatachandra S'iromani has brought out six fasciculi of his

edition of the Vrata Khanda of Hemadri. The work is a digest of all

rules and ordinances of ancient Hindu sages regarding fasts and penances.

The quotations given in it are numerous, and of great interest with refer-

ence to the dates of the writers quoted.

Vachaspati Misra's gloss on the Vedanta Sutras of Vyasa, which

was undertaken two years ago by Professor Bala S'astri of Benares, has

advanced by two Nos., and the Mimafisa Aphorisms by one. Both these

works will require some time yet before they are completed.

The progress made in the printing of Gobhila's Aphorisms on the

domestic rites enjoined in the Sama Veda, has also been slow, only one

fasciculus having appeared during the past year. But that task has nearly

been completed, and will be brought to a close in course of the current year.

By way of appendices to the text, the editor proposes to print the Supple-

mentary Aphorisms by the son of Gobhila, as also the Snana and the Sandhya

Sutras. The whole of these will not take up more than one fasciculus.

The Council have great satisfaction in announcing that Dr. Rajen-

dralala Mitra has at last completed his edition of the Lalita Vistara. The

work was undertaken several years ago, and five fasciculi were published
;

but after that, owing to one cause or another, it had to be set aside from

time to time. Annexed to the last fasciculus is an Introduction in which

the editor has given a detailed account of the language, history, date and

contents of the work, which will not fail to prove interesting to oriental

scholars.

The following is a detailed list of the Bibliotheca Indica Publications

issued during 1877

—

A. Arabic and Persian.

Akbari^amah, by Abul-Fazl-i-Mubarak-i-'AUami, edited by Maulawi

'Abdur-Rahim, Calcutta Madrasah. Nos. 362 and 363, 374 and 375, Vol.

I, Fasc. V to VIII ; Nos. 379 and 380, Vol. II, Fasc. II.

Ain-i-Akbaei, by Abul-Fazl-i-Mubarak-i-'Allami, edited by H. Bloch-

mann, M. A. Vol. II, Nos. 370, 378, 387, Fasc. XX, XXI, XXII.

I9ABAH, or ' Biogra2:)hical Dictionary of Persons who knew Muham-
mad,' by Ibn Hajar 'Askalani, edited by Maulawi 'Abdul-Hai, Calcutta

Madrasah, Old Series, Nos. 238, 240, Vol. II, Fasc. XVI, XVIL
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B. Sanskrit Series.

Sama Veda Sanhita, with the commentary of Sayana Acharya, edit-

ed by Pandita Satyavrata Samasrami, Nos. 356, 361, 365, 366, 369, 371,

Vol. IV, Fasc. I to VI.

Agni Ptjeana, a system o£ Hindu Mythology and Tradition, edited by

Eai Eajeudralala Mitra, Bahadur, LL. D. Nos. 357, 373, 390, Fasc. IX
to XL

CnATrEVAEGA Chintamani, by Hemadri, edited by Pandita Bharata-

chandra S'iromani, Nos. 360, 367, 372, 377, 381, 386, Vol. II, Fasc. VII

to XII.

BhamatI, a gloss on S'ankara Acharj^a's commentary on the Brahma

Sutras, by V^schaspati Misra, edited by Pandita Bala S'astri. Nos. 364, 384,

Fasc. IV and V.

MiMANSA Daesana, with the commentary of Savara Svami, edited

by Pandita Mahesachandra Nyayaratna. No. 368, Fasc XIII.

GoBHiLiYA GrEiHTA SuTEA, with a commentary by the editor, edited

by Chandrakanta Tarkalankara, No. 383, Fasc. VII.

Lalita ViSTAEA, edited with an introduction by Kai Eajendralala

Mitra, Bahadur, LL. D., No. 237, o. s. Fasc. VI.

List of Societies and Institutions with whicJi JExclianges of IPiihHeations

have been made during 1877.

Agra :—Agra Asiatic Society.

Batavia :—Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences.

Birmingham :—Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

Bombay :—Bombay Branch, Boyal Asiatic Society.

. :—Editor, Indian Antiquary.

Boston :—Natural History Society.

Bordeaux :—Bordeaux Academy.

Buenos Aja'es :—Public Museum.

Brussels :—Royal Academy of Sciences.

. :—Geological Society of Belgium.

Cherbourg :-—Natural Society of Natural Science.

Calcutta :—Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India.

n :—Geological Survey of India.

Christiania :—University Library.

Copenhagen :—Eoyal Society of Northern Antiquaries.

Cambridge :—University Library.

Colombo :—Asiatic Society, Ceylon Branch.
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California :—Californian Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Dacca :—Editor, Bengal Times.

Dehra-Dun :—Great Trigonometrical Survey.

Dublin :—Eoyal Irish Academy.

:—Natural History Society.

Edinburgh :—Eoyal Society.

Frankfort :—Natural History Society.

Geneva :—Physical and Natural History Society.

Genoa :—Museum of Natural History.

Konigsberg :—Physical and Economical Institution.

Lahore :—Agricultural Society of the Panjab.

Leipzig :—German Oriental Society.

Liege :—Eoyal Society of Sciences.

Leyden :—Eoyal Herbarium.

Liverpool :—Literary and Philosophical Society.

London :—Eoyal Society.

:—British Museum.
:—Eoyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

:—Eoyal Institution.

:—London Institution of Civil Engineers.

:—Eoyal Geographical Society.

:—Museum of Practical Geology.

— :—Zoological Society.

:—Statistical Society.

:—Geological Society.

:—Linnean Society.

:—Anthropological Institute.

:—Eoyal Astronomical Society.

:—Editor, Athenaeum.

:—Editor, Geographical Magazine.

:—Editor, Nature.

Lyon :—Agricultural Society.

Moscow :—Society of Naturalists.

Madras :—Government Central Museum.
:—Literary Society.

Manchester :—Literary and Philosophical Society.

Munich :—Eoyal Academy.

Netherlands :—Eoyal Society.

New Haven, U. S. :— Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Oxford :—Bodleian Library.

Paris :—Imperial Library.

:—Anthropological Society.
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Paris :—Asiatic Society.

:—Geographical Society.

:—Ethnological Society.

:—Zoological Society.

Pisa :—Tuscan Society of Natural Sciences.

Stettin :—Entomological Society.

Stuttgardt :—Natural History Society of Wurtemberg.
St. Petersburg :—Imperial Library.

:—Imperial Academy of Sciences.

:—Imperial Russian Geographical Society.

Stockholm :—Eoyal Academy of Sciences.

Switzerland :—Entomological Society.

Trieste :—Academy.

United States, America :—Geological Survey of the Territories.

Vienna :—Imperial Geological Institute.

:—Anthropological Society.

Imperial Academy of Sciences.

-Zoological Society.

Washington :—Smithsonian Institution.

:—Commissioners of the Department of Agriculture.

Yokohama:—German Oriental Society.

:—Asiatic Society of Japan.

Absteact of Peoceedings of the Cotjncil DrEiNa 1877.

January 15t7i, Ordinary Ileeting.

A proposal from the President of the Societe Beige de Geographic for

an exchange of publications with the Society was declined.

An exchange of publications with the Societe Zoologique de France

was sanctioned.

The continued payment to Islam Khan of his pension of Rs. 3 per

mensem during 1877 was sanctioned.

At the request of Dr. Eajendralala Mitra, a sum of Rs. 500 was

sanctioned for the purchase of 2 large book-cases for the accommodation of

the Society's MSS. Library.

An estimate, amounting to Rs. 1548-7, from Messrs. Mackintosh, Burn

and Co., for the erection of godowns was accepted.

February \8t. Ordinary Meeting.

The Secretary submitted a letter from T. W. Gribble, Esq., Post Mas-

ter General of Bengal, asking whether the Council would have any objec-
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tion to the erection of a small Government Post -Office, on a piece o£ their

waste ground, and reported that the Finance Committee recommend the

acceptance of Mr. Gribble's offer.

The letter was circulated to Members of the Council for an expres-

sion of opinion.

A request from Dr. F. Kielhorn, of Poena, for the loan of a MS. from

the Society's collection, to assist him in j)reparing a critical edition of the

Mahabhashya, was granted.

March 1st. Ordinary Meeting.

A letter was read from T. W. Gribble, Esq., Post Master General of

Bengal, stating, in reply to the Society's letter No. 62, dated 13th February,

1877, that the Director General of Post-Offices in India had authorized

him to offer Rs. 100 a month for the use of the Post-Office it was pro-

posed to erect on a waste piece of the Society's ground.

The Secretary was requested to ascertain the cost of a building such as

required by the Post Office, and to inquire whether the Post-Office would

take it on a repairing lease for 14 or 21 years.

A letter was read from V. Sresnevesky, Esq., Secretary of the Impe-

rial Russian Geographical Society, St. Petersburgh, accepting the proposed

exchange of publications with the Society.

The publications of the Society were ordered to be sent from 1870.

The Secretary reported that under the Museum Act, 22 of 1876, ano-

ther Trustee on behalf of the Society had to be apjDointed.

Mr. T. S. Isaac was asked to accept the post.

The Minutes of the Society's Trustees of the Indian Museum on the

state of the Zoological and Ethnological collections made over by the Asia-

tic Society to the Indian Museum were read, and a letter ordered to be

addressed to the Government on the subject.

The Minutes of the Members of the Natural History Committee on a

proposal from Mr. Grote regarding the publications of descriptions of a por-

tion of the entomological Collections, left by the late Mr. W. S. Atkinson

were read, and it was agreed to publish an extra number of the Journal

containing descriptions of the collection, and that the cost of coloured

plates should be ascertained.

March 2^th. Ordinary Meeting.

A letter was ^ead from the Officiating Post Master General of Bengal,

in reply to the Society's letter No. 140, dated 6th March 1877, stating that

the rough plan of the Post Office submitted would suit, and that there was

no objection to a long repairing lease on the terms proposed : but asking

for a detailed plan of the building in order to specify certain small internal

fittings.
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It was ordered that the Officiating Post Master General of Bengal

should be informed that the Council consider it undesirable to erect any-

such building in the Society's compound.

Dr. D. B. Smith, having resigned his seat in the Council, it was order-

ed that Mr. C. H. Tawney be asked to rejoin the Council.

A letter was read from the Secretary to the Government of the

N. W. Provinces, stating that the N. W. Provinces Government was unable

to undertake the publication of Beal's Oriental Biographical Dictionary, but

was willing to make over the copyright to the Society or any other pub-

lisher, and assist pecuniarily as far as possible.

It was ordered that the N. W. Provinces Government be asked to

send down the MS. in order to ascertain the cost of publication.

An exchange of publications with the " Zeitschrift der Oster-

reichischen Gesellschaft fiir Meteorologie," and the " Jahrbuch" of

the same Society was declined, but these publications were ordered to be

subscribed for.

The Secretary reported that the Finance Committee recommend the

selling of Es. 1,000 of Government Securities, to meet current expenses,

which was sanctioned.

The Secretary suggested that if a strip of ground along the I?ark

Street side of the Society's compound were offered to the Municipality for

the purpose of widening the street, the Municipality might perhaps help

the Society to put up the railing and bear part of the cost.

This question was deferred till the next Meeting.

April 2Gth. Ordinary Meeting.

An exchange of publications was sanctioned with the " Indian Mirror"

Newspaper.

The question of giving the Municipality a piece of ground along Park

Street, in return for their paying the whole or part of the expense for erecting

the railing along Park Street, was again brought up, and deferred, pending

a survey by the Municipality of the ground in question.

A recommendation by the Finance Committee that a further probation

of 6 months be allowed to Babu Kedarnath Bysack the Cashier, was

approved.

The selling out of Government Securities for Rs. 8,000 to meet expen-

ses of repairs, recommended by the Finance Committee, was sanctioned.

The minutes of the Council on a memorandum from the Secretary re-

garding the building of a Post-Office, were read, and the former decision of

the Council ordered to be confirmed.

Colonel J. F. Tennant, R. E., was elected a member of the Council,

in place of Dr. D. B. Smith.
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May 31s#. Ordinary Meeting.

Letters were read from the Under Secretary to the Government of India,

Department of Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce, forwarding letters from

the Government of India, Military (Marine) Department regarding Deep-Sea

Dredging fittings ; and from the Deputy Master Attendant on the same

subject.

It was ordered that the Under Secretary to the Government of India, De-

partment of Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce, be informed that the ques-

tion had been referred to a Sub-Committee who would communicate direct

with the Superintendent of the Dockyard and report to the Council. The

Sub-Committee to be composed of Messrs. W. T. Blanford, H. B. Medlicott,

J. Wood-Mason, H. F. Blanford and Dr. J. Anderson.

The Secretary reported that the Library Committee had made the fol-

lowing recommendations:

That the original copy of " Jerdon's Birds of India," should not be

lent out to Members, when a copy of Major Godwin-Austen's reprint had

been procured.

That no more than two MSS. be lent out at the same time to one

person without sanction of the Council.

That a special assistant be appointed to compile the Catalogue under

Mr. Blochmann's supervision.

These proposals were sanctioned.

A recommendation by the Finance Committee that a further sum of

Rs. 4000 of Government Securities should be sold out to meet claims on

the Society, and repay the debt to the 0. P. and Cons. Sans. MSS. Funds,

was sanctioned.

The Secretary submitted a letter from M. Leroux of Paris, request-

ing to be appointed the Society's Paris Agent.

M. Leroux was ordered to be informed that he could not be appoint-

ed Agent, but that books would be supplied him at special rates.

An official form for the registration of the Society's property under

Act VII, (B. C.) of 1876, was submitted by the Secretary, and it was

ordered that Mr. J. O'Kinealy and the Collector of Calcutta should be

consulted and a report made at the next meeting.

Mr. Blochmann reported that the publication of Mr. Beal's Biographi-

cal Dictionary was estimated at Rs. 4000. It was ordered that the

Government of the N. W. Provinces should be informed of the cost of the

work and requested to give a grant-in-aid of Rs. 1500, for which they

would receive an equivalent number of copies when published. It was
ordered that if the grant was sanctioned the work should be printed in the

Bibliotheca Indica.
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The Natural History Secretary reported, with reference to Mr. Grote's

proposal for the publication of a portion of the late Mr. Atkinson's collec-

tion of Lepidoptera, that the following Resolution had been passed by the

Natural History Committee :

" The Natural History Committee are unanimously of opinion, that is

desirable, if practicable, that Mr. F. Moore's descriptions of the new species

of moths from the collection of the late Mr. Atkinson should be published

by the Society, but they do not consider it necessary that the whole should

be printed in one piece, and brought out in England, as an extra number

of the Journal. They recommend that the work be published in sections

as the Society's funds may permit, either as a series of papers to be com-

municated in the usual way to the Journal, or as separate fasciculi of a

new series of the " Asiatic Kesearches" in quarto form.

The Council agreed to publish the descriptions as a separate work in

quarto form in numbers as their funds permitted. The printing to be

done, in Calcutta, and proofs sent to Mr. Moore. The plates to be done

m England. The question of commencing a new series of the Asiatic Re-

searches to be referred to the Council at large for consideration.

June 28th. Ordinary Meeting.

At this Meeting the question of the erection of a Railing was again

deferred, till the ground had been marked out and a definite proposal

brought forward by the Municipality.

The Secretary reported that steps had been taken to have the Society's

landed property duly registered and to obtain a dispensation freeing suc-

cessive Secretaries of the Society from the necessity of registering them-

selves on behalf of the Society.

The Minutes of the Council on the question of recommencing a new
series of the " Asiatic Researches/' were read, and the following order

passed :—That the new series of the ** Asiatic Researches" be commenced,

the size of the Philosophical Transactions. The quarto to be the same as

the Philosophical Transactions, and 300 copies to be printed. £50 to be

remitted to Mr. Grote.

The Natural History Secretary reported that the Sub-Committee for

Deep-Sea Dredging, had recommended that application be made to

Government for copies of all the Admiralty papers and publications relating

to the equipment and fittings of the " Challenger," and for specimens of

the apparatus to serve as models. The recommendation was approved.

The Secretary suggested that steps should be taken to secure the sub-

mission of papers before the General Meeting.

It was ordered that a notice should be printed on the cover of the

Proceedings, that to ensure the reading of papers at the Monthly meeting
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of the Society they should be sent to the Secretary at least a week before-

hand.

July 25th. Ordinary Meeting.

A request from the Triplicane Society of Madras, asking to be supplied

with the publications of the Society gratis, was declined.

A letter was read from the Assistant Secretary, asking for a room in

the Society's House, which was sanctioned.

Dr. Rajendralala Mitra submitted a copy of a Catalogue of the Socie-

ty's MSS. (Grammar) and proposed that the usual number of cojDies be

sent to Government ; that it be sold at Rs. 2 per copy ; that copies be

presented to all Institutes with which the Society exchange ; that 20 copies

be given to the author, and that the sale proceeds be applied to the publi-

cation of the subsequent volumes. These proposals were sanctioned.

August 30^^. Ordinary Meeting.

The following gentlemen, proposed as Members of the Society at the

last Monthly General Meeting, were duly elected by the Council under

Rule 7.

Babu Pratapa Narain Sinha, Babu Jnanendra Chandra Ghosha, Babu
Kedarnatha Datta, Captain H. W. Clarke, R. E.

A re-exchange of publications was sanctioned with the American Orien-

tal Society.

The Minutes of the Council were read, on Mr. Grote's letter about the

papers by Messrs. Moore and Hewitson, the Secretary reporting that he

had not remitted to Mr. Grote the £50 ordered at the last meeting,

from want of funds, and asking permission to sell out Government Secu-

rities for the amount required.

It was ordered that Mr. Grote be asked to kindly give an estimate of

the number of quarto plates required to illustrate these papers to the

same extent as the octavo plates already sanctioned, and the cost of

drawing, printing and colouring 325 copies.

On the recommendation of the Finance Committee a sum of Rs. 1,500

was ordered to be sold out of Government Securities, to refund advances

from current revenue, to meet charges for repairs, &c.

Dr. Rajendralala Mitra submitted specimen sheets of his Analysis of

the Hodgson collection of Buddhist MSS. and stated that the publication

would cost Rs. 1200.

It was ordered that the cost of publishing be defrayed out of the Con-

servation of Sanskrit MSS. Fund.
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Septemler 2Tth. Ordinary Meeting.

A proposal from the Municipality to purchase for Es. 800 a piece of

ground belonging to the Society and required to widen Park Street, was

declined.

Under Eule 7, the Council elected the following gentlemen Members

of the Society.

Mr. John Hart and Mr. J. Digges La Touch, C. S.

October 1st. Ordinary Meeting.

A request from Professor Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian Insti-

tute, to be supplied with certain Journals and Proceedings wanting in his

set, was complied with.

A recommendation of the Finance Committee that on account of the

excessive expenditure of the O. P. Fund, measures should be taken to

reduce expenses for a time, was agreed to, and the publications ordered to

be stopped for three months.

Babu Kedarnath Bysack was confirmed in the post of Cashier to the

Society.

Bead the minutes of the Council on the expense of the printing and

plates of the Atkinson Collection of Lepidoptera. It was ordered that the

Society could not afford more than £300, including the printing. The

number of copies may be reduced to 225, quarto size, including 25 authors*

copies. The expenditure to be spread over three years—1877-78-79. The

work to be printed in England ; the plates to be headed—Asiatic Society

of Bengal. The question whether the work is to form Part I of the Asiatic

Researches is to be circulated to Council for re-consideration at the next

meeting. Rs. 500 of Government Securities to be sold out and £50 to be

remitted to Mr. Grote.

On the recommendation of the Finance Committee an addition of

Rs. 5 per mensem to the pay of the Assistant Cashier was sanctioned, to be

payable by the Society, the balance of his pay being paid by the 0. P.

Fund as at present.

November ^OtTi. Ordinary Meeting.

On the recommendation of the Finance Committee a bill for Rs. 874-4,

expended in the publication of a Catalogue raisonne of the Society's

Sanskrit MSS., was charged to the Conservation of Sanskrit MSS. Fund, in

accordance with Government orders on this subject.

The pay of Jussim, Durwan, was ordered to be increased from Rs. 6 to

Rs. 7 a month.
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The Secretary submitted an Index of 22 vols, of the Society's Journal,

from vol. 24 of 1855 to vol. 45 of 1876, compiled by the Assistant

Secretary, and it was ordered to be circulated to the Council with a

specimen and a report by the Secretaries.

The Minutes of the Council upon the question of starting a new series

of the Asiatic Researches were read ; and it was ordered, " That the papers

by Messrs. Moore and Hewitson should be printed as an independent

publication, and not as Vol. I of a new series of the Asiatic Researches.

That a sufficient number of plain paper copies should be printed for circu-

lation to Members of the Society, in addition to the colored copies ordered

last meeting, and that Members be invited to say whether they wish to

have colored copies, on paying the extra cost of the coloring, estimated at

from 8 to 10 rupees.

The Minutes of the Council were read on the question of collecting

the subscription of Mofussil Members annually, and it was ordered that

the present system be continued,

December 30^^. Ordinary Meeting.

Applications from the Secretary, Canadian Institute, Toronto, and

from the Secretary to the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences for an

exchange of publications, were declined.

An exchange of publications with the Academy of Natural Sciences,

Philadelphia, was sanctioned.

A petition from Islam Khan, praying for the continuance of his

pension during 1878, was granted.

The Secretary reported that the Library Committee recommend the

calling in of all books at present on loan with Members for the purpose of

being incorporated in the new Catalogue ; which was sanctioned.

The Secretary reported that the Finance Committee recommend that

the sum of Rs. 1,26,000 of Government Securities should now be trans-

ferred to the Permanent Reserve Fund. This sum includes Rs. 2,000 from

admission and compounding fees funded before the receipt of Rs. 1,50,000

from Government, and Rs. 2,782-13-7 since received on the same account.

Of the sum forming the Permanent Reserve Fund, Rs. 1,07,000 would be

in 4 per cent, and the remaining in 5 per cent. The recommendation was

sanctioned.

There was some delay in taking the votes for the election of officers

and members of the Council for 1878, owing to a misapprehension caused

by the note on the papers circulated to Resident members in the usual way
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before the meeting, and to an objection raised by Dr. Waldie, to tbe officers

b^ing elected collectively, as usual, and not in due sequence, as laid down in

rule 44. The Scrutineers finally reported the result of the election as

follows :

—

]

Secretaries.

Treasurer.

W. T. Blanford, Esq., F. E. S., President.

Dr. Eajendralala Mitra, Eai Bahadur, C. I. E.,

H. B. Medlicott, Esq., ) Vice-Presidents.

T. S. Isaac, Esq.,

H. Blochmann, Esq., M. A.,

Capt. J. Waterhouse,

R. Lydekker, Esq.,

E. Gay, Esq.,

W. T. Blanford, Esq., F. E. S.,

Dr. Eajendralala Mitra, Eai Bahadur, C. I. E.,

H. B. Medlicott, Esq., M. A.,

T. S. Isaac, Esq.,

H. Blochmann, Esq., M. A.,

Capt. J. Waterhouse,

Dr. T. E. Lewis,

J. O'Kinealy, Esq., C. S.,

Babu Prannath Pandit,

Dr. J. Anderson,

E. Lydekker, Esq.,

Col. J. T. Walker, C. B., E. E., F. E. S.,

H. F. Blanford, Esq.,

E. Gay, Esq., M. A.,

A. W. Croft, Esq., M. A.

Messrs. D. Waldie and J. Blackburn, were elected to audit the Annual

Accounts.

' Memhers of Council.

The Peesldent said—That he regretted that his approaching depar-

ture from India and the pressure of business which it involved, prevented

him from preparing any address on the occurrences of the past, such as was

sometimes laid before them. So far as the affairs of the Society were con-

cerned he could only refer the meeting to the report which had just been

read and which he thought he might justly call satisfactory. His duty

was now to vacate the chair in favour of Mr. Blanford. In doing so, he

begged to express to the Society his sense of the high honor which they

had done him in so often more than once electing him to office as Presi-

dent and as a Member of their Council. The duties of those offices he had
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fulfilled to tlie best of his ability with much pleasure, and he could only-

regret that long periodical absences from Calcutta and the pressure of

official duties had prevented his doing so more energetically. As it was, he

could only express his sense of the kindness with which they had made
allowance for his shortcomings. It was to himself a matter of pain to

cease from personal action in the affairs of the Society, in which he took

that deep interest which they so thoroughly deserved. It was possible in-

deed that greater leisure in the future might enable him to give more

attention to various branches of the enquiries to which the Society devoted

itself, and if he was able to do so and to make any observations which he

thought of interest, he would gladly from time to time place them at the

disposal of the Society of which he hoped always to remain a member.

There was one last motion which he would ask permission to make be-

fore leaving the chair. Greneral Thuillier, who had so long and so usefully

been connected with the Society, and to whom they were indebted, not only

for his labours as their President and on the Council, but for much aid

which his official capacity enabled him to render, was quitting India to-

morrow morning. He would ask the Society to pass a vote of thanks to

General Thuillier and an expression of regret at losing his active assistance.

If this motion was carried it would, of course, be formally transmitted

in due course by the Secretary, but there was no time for this to be done

while General Thuillier was in the country. He begged therefore to be

allowed to communicate the vote to General Thuillier personally, as he

hoped to see him before his departure.

The vote was put and carried. The Presideis't then said that he beg-

ged now to vacate the chair to Mr. Blanford, whom, he felt confident, the

Society would find worthy of the high honor they had conferred on him.

The Meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary Monthly General

Meeting.

W. T. Blanford, Esq., F. E. S., President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following presentations were announced

—

From Commander R. Dundas Taylor, a Chart of Narsapur Point and
Palmyras Point. The Yizagapatam, Ganjam and Orissa Coasts, 1877, com-

piled by R. C. Carrington.
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The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the last meet-

ing, were balloted for and elected Ordinary Members.

Colonel the Hon'ble Sir Andrew Clarke, R. E., K. C. M. G., C. B.,

C. I. E.

The Hon'ble H. T. Prinsep.

The following are candidates for ballot at the next Meeting :—
1. W. M. Souttar, Esq., C. S., Magistrate and Collector of the Twenty-

four Pergunnahs, proposed by the Hon'ble Sir E. C. Bayley, K. C. S. I.,

seconded by J. O'Kinealy, Esq.

2. James Wilson, Esq., C. S., Assistant Settlement Officer, Gurgaon,

Punjab, proposed by Denzil Ibbetson, Esq., seconded by A.G.Thomson, Esq.

3. A. Campbell, Esq., Officiating Deputy Commissioner, Goalpara,

Assam, proposed by W. McGregor, Esq., seconded by Capt. J. Waterhouse.

4. H. G. Keene, Esq., C. S., District and Sessions Judge, Agra, pro-

posed by H. Blochmann, Esq., seconded by Dr. Rajendralala Mitra.

5. Babu Adharlal Sen, B. A., proposed by Roper Lethbridge, Esq.,

C. I. E., seconded by Dr. Rajendralala Mitra, Rai Bahadur, C. I. E.

6. Surgeon-Major E. J. Gayer, M. D., Calcutta, proposed by Capt. J.

Waterhouse, seconded by Dr. T. R. Lewis.

7. The Hon. H. A. Cockerell, C. S., Calcutta, proposed by H. H.

Locke, Esq., seconded by Capt. J. Waterhouse.

8. G. W. Allen, Esq., proposed by W. T. Blanford, Esq., seconded

by H. H. Locke, Esq.

9. W. Hoey, Esq., Asst. Commissioner, Unao, Oudh, proposed by

Capt. J. Waterhouse, seconded by H. Blochmann, Esq.

The Seceetaet read the following report of the Stoliczka Memorial

Committee, and laid before the meeting a statement of the English and

Indian accounts.

Itejport of tlie Stoliczha Memorial Committee.

" The Stoliczka Memorial Committee ha^e the pleasure to report that

the marble bust of the late Dr. Stoliczka, by Mr. Geflowski, has been received

from England, and is as good a likeness as could have been expected, con-

sidering the very difficult conditions under which the sculptor had to work,

owing to the want of proper photographs.

" The portrait by Mr. Dickinson, (of which a photograph has been pre-

sented to every subscriber) was received in March last, and now hangs in the

Society's Meeting-room.
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" The Committee have examined the accounts, as annexed to this re-

port, and find them correct.

" When &11 expenses have been paid there will remain a balance o£ Rs-

317-8-8, besides £2 in England. The Committee would recommend that the

subscribers should be asked i£ they have any objection to this balance being

added to the Asiatic Society's Servants' Charitable Pension Fund.

" The Committee have to warmly acknowledge the valuable services ren-

dered by Mr. A. Grote, Dr. Oldham, Dr. Dobson and other members o£ the

London Committee, and to tender their thanks for the great care and trou-

ble these gentlemen have taken in carrying out the wishes of the subscri-

bers.

Stoliczka Memoetal Fund Account.

India.

Receipts. Expenditure.

Subscriptions realised, .. Rs. 2,787 Remitted to Mr. Grote £200, 2,323 6 7
Printing Charges, 44 14
Bourne and Shepherd, for

Photographs, 37
King, Hamilton and Co., for

landing and clearing

charges, 29 15 3

Freight and Miscellaneous, 25 12
Postage, 8 7 6

2,469 7 4

Balance, .. 317-8 8

Rs. .. 2,787 Rs. .. 2,787

Receipts.

Subscriptions realised in

England, £76
Remitted from India, 200

Europe.

Expenditure.

Mr. Dickinson for Portrait,

Mr. Geflowski for Bust, .

.

Ditto for Pedestal, ....

Mr. Burlett's Bill,

"Woodbury Company for

copies of Printing,

Messi"s. King and Co. for

Package and Freight, .

.

Postage and Miscellaneous,

£276

Balance,

£126
105

17

9 8 6

11 14

12 7

273 19 11

2 1

£276

Dr. D. Brandis announced to the Meeting that news had been re-

ceived of the death at Penang of the late Mr. S. Ktjez, Curator of the

Herbarium, Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, and read the following sketch of

his life :
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SuLPiz KuRz, Curator of the Herbarium at the Botanic Gardens, Cal-

cutta, was born at Augsburg, in Bavaria, on the 5th May 1834. His father

died early, and the boy attended school at Munich where his mother had

settled. At an early age he commenced collecting objects of natural his-

tory, especially insects. After leaving school he attended lectures at the

University of Munich, and chiefly devoted himself to the study of Botany,

Mineralogy and Chemistry. In 1854 misfortunes in his family compelled

him to abandon his studies, and he went to Holland where he worked as an

apotlecary and, after mastering the Dutch language, enlisted in the sub-

ordinate Medical Service of the Dutch Colonial Army. He landed at Batavia

- in September 1856, and was sent to Banka in March 1857, where he remain-

ed two years. During that time his work was light, and he was able to

explore the island and to make botanical collections. In 1859 he was re-

called to Batavia and joined the Military expedition to Bori in Celebes.

In September 1859 Kurz returned to Batavia, and was appointed as an

Assistant on the Staff of the Botanic Garden at Buytenzoorg. Here for

the first time in his life he had the advantage of working under the

guidance of other botanists, and with the assistance of a large library and

a rich herbarium. He devoted himself principally to Ferns, Bamboos,

Musaceae, Pandaneae and other difficult groups. A few years later Dr.

Thomas Anderson, the Superintendent of the Botanical Gardens, Calcutta,

came to Java in order to study the system of Cinchona cultivation which

had then for some time been established by the Dutch authorities. He
induced Kurz, with the permission of the Dutch Government, to accej)t

the appointment which he held at the Herbarium of the Calcutta Botanical

Gardens until his death. In October 1863 Kurz left Java, and joined his

new appointment at the Gardens early in 1864.

Before his transfer to Calcutta he had not published much, a few

papers only on the vegetation of Banka and other matters had been

printed in the ^^ JSfaturhundige TydscJirift voor Nederlandsch Indie.'''' In

Calcutta, however, he commenced a series of important botanical publica-

tions, which appeared in English and Continental Periodicals, chiefly

in the London Journal of Botany, the Proceedings of the Linnean

Society, in Miquel's Annales, the Flora of Eegensburg and the Botanische

Zeitung. But his later and most important papers were published in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society, of which he became a member in 1869.

In 1866, Kurz was deputed by the Government of India to Port

Blair, in order to study the vegetation of the Andaman islands. He spent

the months of April and May on that duty, and the results of his explora-

tions were recorded in a most valuable Report which was published by

Government in 1870. While engaged in examining the interior of South

Andaman, he was seized by the Burman convicts, whom the Superin-
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tendent of Port Blair had given to assist him in his work, and was left tied

hand and foot in the jungles on the ground. These and subsequent

circumstances, which prevented the more extensive excursions which he

had projected through the islands, obliged Kurz to return to Calcutta

sooner than he had intended.

In 1867, the Government of India decided to employ him on the

preparation of a hand-book, intended chiefly for the use of forest officers,

of the trees, shrubs and climbers growing in the forests of British Burma.

To this new task, Kurz devoted himself with his usual ardour and enthu-

siasm, and his researches regarding the Flora of Burma may justly be

regarded as the most important work of his life. From December 1867

to June 1868, Kurz explored the forests in the province of Pegu and part

of those in Martaban. But when after his return to Calcutta he examined

and arranged the rich materials collected by him, he found that many
doubtful points remained, and he was accordingly deputed on a second tour

to the same districts, which lasted from December 1870 until May 1871.

Besides the materials collected by himself, Kurz had the advantage of

consulting large collections made by others in Burma, and he was thus

enabled to describe numerous new genera and species. A number of

Burmese plants collected by him are described by other Botanists and de-

servedly bear his name. Between 1872 and 1877 he contributed two series

of valuable papers to the Journal of the Asiatic Society. One series he

called " New Burmese plants," and the other, " Contributions towards the

knowledge of the Burmese Flora." A general account of his researches

was embodied in a quarto volume published by Government in 1875, under

the title " Preliminary Eeport on the Forest and other vegetation of

Pegu." This work contains an admirable account of the vegetation in all

parts of that province, as well as a most useful list of vernacular (Burmese)

names of plants with their systematic names.

The chief results of his labours in regard to the Burma Flora, however,

were embodied in his Forest Flora of British Burma, a work, regarding

which it is not too much to say, that it has placed the name of Kurz in the

first rank of Indian Botanists. This work was published towards the close

of last year in two volumes, by order of the Government of India. It

contains full and clear descriptions of 2,000 species, and will for a long

time to come remain a standard work of reference for all interested in

the vegetation of British Burma and the adjacent countries.

In 1875, Kurz took three months' leave and devoted it to a botanical

exploration of the Nicobars, but exposm-e and fatigue in the unhealthy

climate of those islands brought on a severe attack of fever which much
weakened his constitution. In 1876, he contributed to the Journal of the

Asiatic Society a paper on the Vegetation of the Nicobars, based chiefly
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upon ihe collections made by the Austrian Naturalists, attached to the

Novara expedition. These collections had been sent to him for publica-

tion by the Director of the Imperial Museum at Vienna.

On the 12th November 1877, shortly after his Forest Flora had been

published, Kurz -left Calcutta on leave to visit the Straits Settlements.

He reached Penang on the 12th December, but was taken ill and died at

that place on the 15th January 1878, at the age of 43 years. An
uninterrupted residence in the tropics of 21 years and constant exposure

on his botanical explorations had undermined his constitution. His ardour

in the pursuit of Botany was irrepressible, and he rarely thought of health

or comfort on his expeditions.

He was Member of several learned Societies ; his fellow Botanists in

England, the Continent of Europe and in India will mourn his loss, and

by many of his friends outside the circle of those interested in science, he

will long be remembered by his enthusiastic and single-minded devotion

to the science, which from early youth was the aim and object of his life.

Mr. BLOCHMAK"T>r read an extract from a letter from Mr. Grierson on

the Eangpuri Grenitive.

" I find I was wrong when I said that the Rangpuri " '^TT«r^TT" is

a double genitive. It is no such thing. I have traced it up here in collo-

quial "^^cT^T, which is evidently Prakrit «If ^ ^ and Sansk. 'gjfT. Hoernle

mentions this, but says that "^^T is only found in Tulsi Das, while here it

exists in every day talk. I think this fact is worth preserving, though

hardly worth making a separate paper about.*'

Mr. Blochmann exhibited a unique gold coin struck by Jalal-uddin

Firuz Shah (II) of Dihli. He said— ' The coin which I now exhibit be-

longs to Mr. Jos. T. Tripe, of Dynechupra, Tirhut. Mr. Tripe, on his last

visit to Calcutta, shewed me about sixty or seventy gold coins belonging to

him. They were mostly gold-muhurs struck by the Emperor Akbar, in

splendid preservation, the specimens belonging to the years between 970 and

987 H. There were also several gold-muhurs struck by Shahjahan, a gold

tankah of Muhammad Shah Tughluq, and the Firuz Shahi now exhibited.

The remarks made by Mr. Thomas in his ' Chronicles of the Pathan kings,'

p. 144, lead me to believe that Mr. Tripe's coin is unique.'

' Mr. Tripe has also since sent me a large collection of silver coins

struck by Sher Shah, Islam Shah, Muhammad Shah, Bahadur Shah, &c.,

containing several new types, which I hope to lay before the next meeting.

The best thanks of the Society are due to Mr. Tripe for allowing these

coins to be exhibited.
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Gold coin struch hj Flruz Slidh II, of DiliH, A. H. 692 [A. D. 1293]

Gold. Weight, 168*61 grains. Unique. Mr. Jos. T. Tripe, of Djnechu-

pra. (Vide Thomas, ' Pathan Kings', p. 141, and PI. II, No. 50.)

Margin—&jUi-«^ ^^^x«.Jj ^^Jj^^I ^'^ ^^^ (^^Aj> 'ij^s:^. s,^^\ t'cyit v^^

Eeyeese— (jlJai'^t i^^ j^jx}yiikj] jA i^yi<^^\ J ^^i'^i\ J% ^^c^t (jtia^-J|

Margin—the same as the margin o£ the Obverse.

Obverse—The Imam Miosta''gim, Commander of the Faithful,

Margin

—

This coin was struclc at Dihli, the capital, in 692.

Reyeese—The great king Jaldl-iiddunyd wad-din Ahul-Muzaffar

Firiiz Shah.

Though Al-Musta'9im, the last Khalifah of Baghdad, had lost his

empire and his life in the invasion of the Mughuls (Mongolians) under

Hulagu Khan in 656 H., the kings of India continued his name on

their coinage for ftiore than sixty years, just as Indian princes until

lately continued to strike coins in the name of Shah 'Alam. During the

eighth century of the Hijrah, Indian kings applied to, and received from,

the Fatimite Sultans of Egypt, sanads of investiture ; and we see from the

poems of Badr-i-Chach, the poet-laureate of Ghiyas-uddin Tughluq how

great a value the Muhammadans attached to such sanads. Mubarak Shah

{vide Thomas, /. c, p. 255) appears to have been the first king of Dihli

who assumed the title of Khalifah. After him the title becomes quite

common, the phrase used on the coins being cJ^^*^-^' J ^s^srJIj &JJi aaaI^^

' the Ee|)resentive {Khalifah) of God by proof and evidence'. Akbar also

used it in that peculiar sense which the establishment of his ' Divine Faith'

gave it ; but I have not seen it on the coins of his successors, though it

often occurs applied to them in the prefaces of Muhammadan works.

Now-a-days, the grand title of. Khalifah has sunk so low as to be applied to

master tailors, cooks, and other menial servants. The Sultans of Turkey

appear to claim it as having descended to them from the Egyptian

Khalifah s -, but from the preceding examples, it is clear that any Muham-
madan king may assume the title and the exercise of the spiritual functions

which the title is supposed to imply.'
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The following papers were read :

—

1. Abei^ant Dentition of Felia Tigris.—B^ R. Lydekker, B. A.

(Abstract.)

The author exhibited the lower jaw of a Tiger from Burma, which had

the peculiarity of bearing on one side an additional promolar tooth in ad-

vance of the two normal teeth. The presence of this additional tooth can

only be explained on the hypothesis of a " reversion" to the extinct Miocene

and Pliocene genus Fseudcslurus in which three lower premolars were nor-

mally developed.

The paper will be published in full, with plate, in Journal Part II.

2. Wigure of Duddlia recently found at Sarndth.—-Sy H. Riyett-Car-

NAC, C. I. E., M. R. A. S., &c.

In the account of the Buddhist remains at Sarnath, near Benares, pub-

lished in the Journal, Asiatic Society, Vol. XXXII, General Cunningham

noticed the desirability of clearing away the rubbish at the foot of the

great Stupa called Dhameh, as he was of opinion that possibly some of the

statues of Buddha which once occupied the eight niches of the tower might

be found among the debris. It may, therefore, be of interest to the Asia-

tic Society to learn that during a visit paid to Sarnath last Christmas by

my wife and myself, in company with the Rev. J. C. and Mrs. Murray-

Aynsley, who are travelling through India, a stone figure of Buddha was

discovered amongst the ruins, in as nearly as possible the exact position in-

dicated by General Cunningham. Whether this figure once occupied one of

the eight niches of the tower, or belonged to some other portion of

the building, may perhaj)s be determined with the helj) of the sketch

now sent, together with a brief notice of the figure and a statement of

the position in which it was found.

The figure was discovered by Mrs. Murray-Aynsley, whose attention

was attracted by the pattern of a necklace carved on a piece of sandstone,

which she found embedded in the debris on the south side of the trench cut

by General Cunningham, many years ago, leading to the passage on the

east side of the stupa. The rain has apparently washed away the soil from

the sides of the trench and had left this fragment exposed, at a depth of

about two feet from the level of the top of the rubbish by which the tower

is now surrounded. At first it was thought that the sculptured necklace

was a small fragment only, but on trying to extricate it, it was found neces-

sary to remove the stones and bricks at the top and sides, and by degrees

the figure, of which a drawing is annexed, (Plate I) was with some little

difficulty extricated,
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FIGURE OF BUDDHA FOUND AT SARNATH.
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The block is of red Chunar sandstone, of the same character as that

employed in the well-known tracery which still ornaments the stupa. The

sketch has been drawn to scale, and it will be seen that the stone, in its

present state, is 2 feet, 4 inches in height by 1 foot, 8 inches in breadth,

and consists of a carved base 6 inches in height sm'rounded by a further

leaf-shaped base 5 inches in height, on which is a seated figure of Buddha.

The block has been much broken, but in the centre of the lower base the

lotus, " wheel-ornament" or " disc," so often seen on Buddhist carving, is

intact. The remains of what would appear to have been a pedestal, or sup-

port to the disc, similar to those which support the discs on the summit o£

the Northern Gateway of Sanchi (see frontispiece, Fergusson's Tree and

Serpent Worship) can still be distinguished. On either side of the disc are

the remains of three figures. These figures have been much defaced, but

it would appear that, when intact, each figure had an arm placed on the

shoulder of its neighbour, an arrangement similar to what I recently noticed

on some old Buddhist pillars at Benares.

The legs of the seated figures of Buddha are in fair preservation. They

are crossed in the conventional attitude. The soles of the feet are turned

up, and in the centre of each is carved a small flower (?). The arms

have been broken ofl;, but the thumb of the right hand is in good preserva-

tion, and the remains of the finger of the left hand are discernible,

suggesting that the figure was in the conventional form of " Buddha the

" teacher" as described by General Cunningham. The necklace which first

attracted Mrs. Murray-Aynsley's attention, is delicately carved and is in

good preservation. The head has been broken off, and, as with it the upper

portion of the block has been carried away, it is impossible to say whether

the head was ever surmounted by an aureole or not.

At the back of the figure, the carved tracery which forms a panel on

each side of the seated Buddha, is preserved, and on the left hand side is

found the lower portion of a small carved figure, standing on a bracket

carved out of and forming part of the original block. Our time was limit-

ed, but some search was made in the hope of finding fragments of the head

aureole, or of other parts of the carving. Nothing was found. Careful and

more extended search would, however, doubtless bring many other interest-

ing remnants to light, and possibly the missing head of the figure.

On the sketch will be found, drawn in blue, the outline of the niche,

and pedestal of one of the eight niches of the stupa, each niche being, ac-

cording to General Cunningham, 5|- feet in length, and the same in breadth.

The stone pedestals, which are still in situ in most of the niches, are a little

more than 1 foot in height and nearly 4 feet in length. The outlines of

niche and pedestal have been drawn to scale, below and around the sketch
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of the seated figure, so as to assist in determining whether this is one of

the missing figures belonging to the niches.

At first sight the figure will, doubtless, be pronounced somewhat small,

and it will suggest itself that, as each niche was provided with a large

pedestal, the carved base below the figure, as shewn in the drawing, would

be unnecessary. Then, too, it will suggest itself that the figures on the

lower pedestal are small for a piece of sculpture to be placed on a niche at

a height of 24 feet from the ground.

General Cunningham, as the following extract will shew, expected that

the figures of the niches would be of life size. He wrote in the Volume of

the Society's Journal above quoted.

" The lower part of the monument has 8 projecting faces, each 21 feet,

6 inches in width, with intervals of 15 feet between them. In each of . the

faces, at a height of 24 feet above the ground, there is a semi-circular head-

ed niche, 5| feet in width and the same in height. In each of the niches

there is a pedestal, one foot in height, and slightly hollowed on the top, to

receive the base of a statue, but the statues themselves have long disappear-

ed, and I did not find a fragment. There can be little doubt, however, that

all the 8 statues represented Buddha the preacher in the usual form, with

his hands raised before his breast, and the thumb and forefinger of the right

hand placed on the little finger of the left hand, for the purpose of enforc-

ing his argument. Judging by the dimensions of the niches the statues

must have been of life size."

Although the figure now found is smaller than might be expected, still

the following points are in favour of its having once occupied one of the

niches. It was found in the position indicated by General Cunningham,

i. e., amongst the debris at the base of the stupa almost immediately be-

low a niche, and in just the position in which one might expect to find a

figure which had been thrown down from the niche and broken by Mahome-
dan iconoclasts, or hostile Brahmans.

The stone is of the same description as that with which the other por-

tions of the structure are ornamented. Although the carving on the head

and base of the figure is somewhat minute for an ornament to be placed at

a height of 24 feet from the ground, still, equally delicate treatment of

detail is sometimes met with in similar positions on Buddhist buildings.

Again it is not improbable that the head was surrounded by an aureole,

which would bring the total height of the carving up to 3^ feet. This

added to another foot, the height of the pedestal, (which is still to be seen

in position) would bring the sculpture within 1 foot of the top of the

niche. At the same time it must be admitted, that the breadth of the

figure is hardly in proportion to the size of the niche.

#
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The subject -is, however, one on which it is hoped that Members of

the Society will be able to form an opinion from the information now

placed before them.

The figure has been taken into Benares, and made over to Captain

Boileau, R. E., who has been good enough to take charge of it, until the

wishes of General Cunningham as to its disposal are known.

It appears desirable to take advantage of the present opportunity to

bring to the notice of the Society, that, unless steps are promptly taken to

preserve the outer stone carving of the Dhameh stupa, this unique speci-

men of ancient Indian art will soon be seriously damaged. When we were

at Sarnath, some of the large stones of the well known beautiful tracery

appeared to be on the point of falling out.

The expenditure necessary for saving this portion of the building from

ruin would be inconsiderable now. If the stones are once allowed to fall to

the ground, the expense, and difficulty of restoration will become enormous.

3. A few Magnetic 'Elements for Northern India.—By R. S. Beotjgh.

Having recently had occasion to measure the dip of the needle and

the strength of the horizontal component of the earth's magnetic force at

Calcutta, Jubbulpore and Allahabad, with a view to ascertaining to what

extent the indications of an arbitrarily calibrated galvanoscope, uncorrected

for the local value of the earth's magnetism, would be trustworthy, I think

it desirable to put the results on record.

The horizontal intensity was measured with a Kew-pattern portable

unifilar magnetometer, and the observations have been corrected for tem-

perature, torsion and scale error

—

Stations. Longitude. Latitude. Date.

22« 32' 32''

23° 10' 00"

25° 27' 43"

Jan. 1878

Dec. 1877

Dec. 1877

Horizontal
force in

dynes.

Dip.

Calcutta, . .

.

Jubbulpore,

Allahabad, .

88° 22' 50"

80° 00' 00"

81° 54' 12"

0-37158

0-36667

0-35915

28° 59' 30"

29° 28' 30"

33° 18' 45"

Dividing the horizontal component by the cosine of the dip, we obtain

the total force thus :

—

Calcutta : 0-42482 dyne

Jubbulpore : 0-42084 „

Allahabad : 0-42977 „

There are on record several observations of the dip in Calcutta, which it

will be interesting to bring together here.
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The dip appears to have been measured for the first time when the

French Corvette " La CJievrette'" visited these waters in 1827, by M. de

Blosseville who found it to then be*

26° 32' 38"

Ten years later, in 1837, on the occasion of the visit of another French

Corvette " La Bonite"" to the Hugli river, the dip was measured at Kala-

gachia (Diamond Harbour) by the chief Hydrographer, who found it to bef

26° 89' 04^"

exhibiting a change of only 0° 06' 26 from the result of the earlier

measurement.

The next and most recent measurement, was made by the brothers

Schlagintweit in March 1856 and in April 1857, in which years it Avas

found to be respectively
:J:

28° 06' 43"

and 28° 22' 56"

The same observers found the dip at Jabalpur in December 1855 to be§

28° 3r 08"

Their measurements of the horizontal force gave :

—

0'373S6 dynes at Calcutta in March 1856

0-36644 „ „ in April 1857

0*39959 „ Jabalpur in December 1855

A very valuable series of observations was made in 1867-68 by the late

Captain Basevi, R. E., under the orders of Colonel J. T. Walker, C. B., R. E.,

Superintendent of the G. T. Survey (now Surveyor- G-eneral of India,)

at 14 stations extending from 15° 6' to 30° 20' North latitude,
|| but none

of them are coincident with the three stations under consideration.

The values of the dip and horizontal intensity at the limiting stations

of the series were as follow :

—

Stations. Latitude. Longitude. Date.
Horizontal
intensity.

Dip.

Namthabad, .

.

Peyrah, ......

15*' 06' 00"

30° 20' 00''

77° 36' 00"

78° 06' 00"

April 1868

Jan. 1867

0-37401

0-33604

11° 40' 56"

41° 27' 34"

* " Asiatic Researches" Vol. XYIII, Part I, p. 4.

t Proceedings, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Wednesday, 3rd May, 1837.

% Observations in India and High Asia, Yol. I.

§ Loc. at.

II
General Report of the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Sm-vey of India

during 1867-68.
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4. Descri])tion of tivo apparently new Mammals from Tenasserim.—By
W. T. BLANroED, F. E. S.

Peiottodot^ MACULosrs, sp. nov.

Allied to P. gracilis, but much larger, and much darker in coloration,

the upper parts being blackish brown, broken up into large spots and bands

by greyish white lines, whereas in P. gracilis the upper parts are pale with

black patches. In the latter too the j^ale rings on the tail are broader than

the dark rings, and there is a long white tip, longer than the last dark ring,

whereas in P. maculosus the reverse is the case, the dark rings being nearly

twice as broad as the light. The only other species, P. pardicolor of the

Himalayas, is much smaller than P. maculosus, it has more numerous rings

on the tail, and the upper parts are marked with more or less rounded

spots.

In P. maculosus there are two broad dark stripes down the back of

the neck, divided by a narrow white band, with a faint mesial streak, which

becomes a double line of elongate spots between the shoulders. The two

dark bands pass into the dark patches of the back ; on each side of these

bands is a white, rather wavy stripe, commencing at the ear and continued

along the neck, over the shoulder, and down the side to the thigh, becoming

more irregular behind, beneath this again is a dark band somewhat broken

up into spots in front and on the sides. The back is crossed by six tran-

verse white bands, the first five equidistant, the first joining the central

neck streak, the hinder all connected with the lateral white band. There

are small dark spots on the fore neck forming an imperfect gorget, also

spots on the lower portion of the sides and outside of the limbs. On the

tail are seven white rings and a very short white tip. Nose and crown dark

brown, forehead between the eyes and cheeks light brown, a dark ring

round the orbit, with a streak running back to below the eye and another

passing up to the crown. Ears rounded, blackish brown outside and near the

margin inside, a few long pale hairs on the inner surface of the ear conch
;

whiskers long, extending to behind the ear, the upper brown, the lower en-

tirely white. Soles, except the pads, covered with fine hair.

Fur soft and short, not more than half an inch long on the back, ash

grey at the base, black or white at the tip on the upper parts, white

throughout below. The following dimensions were taken on an adult

male preserved in spirit :

—

inches.

Length from nose to rump over curve of back, 18*25

Ditto of tail without the hairs at the end, 16*

Ditto of hairs at end, , 075

Total, 35-
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Length of ear from orifice, 1-05

Ditto of hind foot and tarsus, 2'8

Ditto of skull, 3-

Breadth of do. across zygomatic arches, 1'5

Two specimens have been examined ; one a very beautiful skin belong-

ing to Mr. Hume, and collected by Mr. W. Davison at Bankasun in Sou-

thern Tenasserim, the other a perfect male in spirit obtained by Mr. Lim-

borg west of Moulmain. Both appear fully adult.

ScirErs EUFiGEifis, sp. nov.

This squirrel is of medium size, the body being nearly equal in length

to IS. caniceps and S. atridorsalis, but the tail is much shorter, its length,

without including the hairs at the end, being considerably less than that of

the head and body. Fur soft throughout, hairs on the tail distinctly disti-

chous.

Upper parts dark olive, grizzled or punctulated, cheeks ferruginous,

whiskers black, ears thinly clad, not tufted, a small patch of silky white hairs

behind each ear, often concealed by the ear conch, lower parts white, tail

hoary above, chestnut below, the hairs above being black with a white -ring

near the base and a white tip, and ferruginous below, tipped black and

white. Throat and chin someticaes slightly marked with rufous. Nose to

insertion of tail 8, tail without terminal hairs 6, hind foot 1-8, ear from

orifice 0*8. The dimensions were taken by Mr. Davison before skinning.

The skull, which has a peculiarly elongate nose, much longer and

narrower than in the other Tenasserim squirrels, is 2*07 inches long and 1*2

broad across the zygomatic arches.

This species has only been obtained on the slopes of Muleyit, a lofty

mountain about 60 miles west of Moulmain. Four skins were collected

by Mr. Davison and one by Mr. Limborg. All were procured in dense

forest, at an elevation of above 5000 feet.

The reading of the following papers was postponed.

Notes on the Erratics of the Upper Funjah.—By A. B. Wynne, Esq.,

F. G. S., &c.

Stray Aryans in Tibet.—By R. B. Shaw, Esq.
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The following additions have been made to the Library since the

Meeting held in January last.

Transactions, Proceedings and Journals,

presented ly the respective Societies or Editors,

Berlin. Die Konigliche Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften,

—

Monatsbericht. September and October, 1877.

G. Kirchhoff.—Zur Theorie der Bewegung der Elektricitat ia unterseeischen

"

oder unterirdischen Telegraphendraliten.

Calcutta. The National Magazine,—Yol. 2, P. 4.

. The Mahabharat,—No. 17.

. The Eig Veda Sanhita,—Vol. 1, No. 5.

. The Geological Survey o£ India,—Eecords, Vol. X, Pt. 4.

V. Ball.—On the Geology of the Mahanadi Basin, and its vicinity. On the

Diamonds, Grold and Lead Ores, of the Sambalpur District. Dr. 0.

Feistmantel.—Note on "Eryon Comp. Barrovensis," McCoy, from the

Sripermatur group near Madras. Notes on Fossil Floras in India.

. Memoirs,—Palseontologia Indica, Ser. XI. 2.

J)7\ 0. Feistmantel.—Flora of the Jabalpur Group (Upper Gondwanas) in the

south Narbada Region.

London. The Athenseum,—Nos. 2616—2620, 1877.

. The Geographical Magazine,—Vol. 6, No. 12, 1877.

C. H. Markham.—Irrigation in Southern India, IV., The Basin of the

Krishna. Indian Famines and Sun-spots. E. B. Shaw.—Water-partings

verstcs Ranges.

. Nature,—Vol. 17, Nos. 424—427, 1877.

Pisa. La Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali,—Atti. Vol. 3, fas. 1.

Torino. La Keale Accademia delle Scienze,—Atti. Vol. 12, Disp. 1—5,

1876-77.

. Osservatorio della Eegia Universita,—BoUettino, Anno 11, 1876.

Miscellaneous Presentations.

The Yajur Veda Sanhita, Fas. 29.

Home Depaetment, Goyeenment of India.

Administration Eeport on the Jails o£ Bengal for 1876.—By H.

Beverley, M. A.

Eeport on the Police of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal Presidency

for 1876.—By J. Monro, C. S.
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By Dr.Keport on Vaccination in the Province of Bengal for 1877.

J. F. Beatson.

GOYEETfMENT OF BeNQAL.
Det Arnamagnseanaske Haandskriffc,—No, 28, Codex Bunicus.

The Trustees oe the Aej^-amagi^aais- Fund.
Ninth Annual Beport of the United States Geological and Geogra

phical Survey of the Territories for 1875.—By F. Y. Hayden.

The Author.

fERIODICALS foRCHASED.

Berlin. Journal fiir die reine und angewandte Mathematik,—Band 84,

Heft 3—4.

M, C. Jordan.-r-'M.Qm.ovcQ sur les equations differentielles lineaires a integrale

algebrique. Prof. A. Cayley.—On the 16-nodal quartic surface. Kerrn

Samburger.—Tiber die Wurzehi der Fundamentalg'leichung, die zu einem

singularen Punkte liner linearen Differentialgleichung gehort.

Calcutta. The Vedarthayatna, or an attempt to interpret the Vedas,—

Pt. 2, No. 6.

. Stray Feathers, Vol. 5, Nos. 5—6, 1877.

The British Association's Eules for Zoological Nomenclature. /. A. Gammie.

—Occasional Notes from Sikhim, No. I. 8. B. FairhanJc.—A list of

birds collected and observed on the Palani Hills. V. Ball.—Notes on

birds observed in the Eegion between the Mahanadi and Godavari

Elvers. Eemarks on the Genus lora. W. Davison.—Notes on the

Nidification of some Burmese birds. A. O.Hume.—Corvus Macrorhynchus^

of Wagler. W. E. Brooks.—Ornithological Notes. A. 0. Hume.—Ee-

marks on the Genus Micropternus. IF. T. Blanford.—Notes on some

birds in Mr. Mandelli's collection from Sikbim, Bhutan and Tibet.

-. The Calcutta Review, No. 131, January 1878.

Giessen. Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der Chemie,—Pt. 2, 1876.

Gottingen. Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen,—Stiick, 49—51.

. . . Nachrichten,—Nos. 25, 26.

Leipzig. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Band 2, Heft 3, No. 11,

1877.

E. Edlund.—Tiber den Zusammenhang der electromagnetischen Eotation mit

der unipolaren Induction. 0. E. Meyer.—Beobachtungen von Adolf

Eosencranz iiber den Einfluss der Temperatur auf die innere Eeibung

von Fliissigkeiton.

London. The Academy,—Nos. 293—296, 1877-78.

. The Chemical News,—Vol, 36, Nos. 942—945, 1877.

No. 944. Dr. A. Doivnes, and T. P. Blunt.—Note on the Action of Light upon

Solution of OxaHc Acid.
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London. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,—Vol. 20, No. 120.

H. J. Garter.—Description of a new Species of Foraminifera. {Rotalia"spicu-

lotesta.) A. G. Butler.—Descriptions of new Species of Heterocera from Ja-

pan. Part I, Sphinges and Bombyces. Lieut. -Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen.—De-

scriptions of supposed new Birds from the Naga Hills and Eastern Assam.

Arthur, Marquis of Tiveedale.—Descriptions of some new Species of Birds.

. The Journal of Botany,—Vol. 6, No. 180, 1877.

JE. F. Sance.—Two New Species of Lysimachia. J. G. Baker.—Two Ferns

from Japan.

. The Society of Arts,—Journal, Vol. 26, Nos. 1308 to 1310, 1877,

and No. 1311,1878.

. The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine,

Vol. 4, No. 25, 5th Series, 1877.

Br. IE. Buff.—On the Thermal Conductivity and Diathermancy of Air and

Hydrogen. G. J. Stoney.—On the Penetration of Heat across Layers of Gras.

B. S. Brough.—A Theoretical Deduction of the best Resistance of a Tele-

graph Eeceiring-instrument.

New Haven. The American Journal of Science and Arts,—Vol. 14, No.

83, 1877.

Paris. Annales de Chimie et de Physique,—Tome 12, 5nie Serie, Decem-

bre, 1877.

Jf. Berthelot.—Nouvelles recherches sur les phenomenes chimiques produits par

I'electricite de tension.

. Comptes Eendus,—Tome 85, Nos. 23—27, 1877.

No. 23, 3IM. F. Fremy et Feil.—Sur la production artificielle du corindon, du

rubis et differents sihcates cristalHses. M. A. de Caligny.—Sur divers

moyens d'accelerer le service dans les ecluses de navigation. M. F. Jahloeh'

Jcoff.—Pile dans laquelle 1'electrode attaquee est du charbon.

No. 24. M. G. Govi.—De la loi d'absoi-ption des radiations a travers les corps,

et de son emploi dans 1'analyse spectrale quantitative. M. Dejerine.—Note

sur les lesions du systeme nerveux dans la paralysie diphtheritique.

No. 26. M. Ch. Nanden.—Observations au sujet du cotonnier Bahmie. M. Z,

Cailletet.—De la condensation de I'oxygene et de I'oxyde de carbone. M. R,

Fictet.—Experiences sur la liquefaction de I'oxygene. M. G. Flante.—Gravure

sur verre par I'electricite.

No. 27. M. Janssen.—Sur la constitution de la surface solaire et sur la photo

•

graphic envisagee cormne moyen de decouvertes en astronomie physique. Jf.

B. Cailletet.—Sur la condensation des gaz reputes incoercibles. M. G,

Sayem.—Sur revolution des globules rouges dans le sang des animaux supe-

rieurs (vertebres vivipares). M. V. Feltz.—Experiences demontrant qu'il y
a pendant la vie un ferment figure dans le sang typhoide humain.

Eevue des Deux Mondes,—Tome 24, Livraison 4, December 1877,

et Tome 25, Livraison 1, Janvier 1878.

•. Journal des Savants,—Decembre 1877.

Eevue Scientifique,—Nos. 24 to 26, 2e S6-ie, 1877, and.Nos. 27,

28, 2e Serie, 1878.
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No. 24. M. A. Gaudry,—Les ruminants et leurs parents.

No. 27. R. StracJmj.—Des causes physiques de la famine dans I'lnde. Le Jardin

des Plantes de Paris.

No. 28. Les Origines du Transformism, d'apres la philosophie de Ruvare-

bolmi, saisie en 1808. Le Pamir, par. J. B. Paquier.

Books Purchased,

Low, C. E. History of the Indian Navy, (1613-1863). 2 Volumes. 8vo.,

London, 1877.

KiELHOEN, F., De. The Vyakarana-Mahabhashya o£ Patanjali. Vol. 1, Pt.

1, (2 copies.) 8vo., Bombay, 1878.

OsBORN, R. D., Majoe. Islam under the Khalifs o£ Baghdad. 8vo.,

London, 1878.

Papers on the subject of the Bengal Cyclone and Storm-wave of the

31st October—1st November 1876, and the subsequent Cholera Epidemic.

Folio. London, 1877. P. P.

Copy of Correspondence between the Secretary of State for India and

the Government of India, on the subject of the famine in Western and

Southern India. Folio. London, 1877. P. P.



PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,
For A/Larch, 1878.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on Wednesday,

the 6th March, at 9 o'clock p. m.

W. T. Blaneoed, Esq., F. E. S., President, in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The following presentations were announced

—

1. From Major-General F. S. Eoherts, C. B., V. C, Quarter Master

General in India, copies of " Eoutes in the Bengal Presidency," and " Eoutes

in Asia, Section I," compiled under his directions.

2. From J. W. McCrindle, Esq., M. A., a copy of his work entitled,

*' Ancient India, as described by Megasthenes and Arrian
; being a transla-

tion of the fragments of the Indika of Megasthenes collected by

Dr. Schwanbeck, and of the first part of the Indika of Arrian."

3. From the Eev. C. H. A. Dall, M. A., " The Nomenclature in Zoo-

logy and Botany," by W. H. Dall.

4. From Capt. C. J. F. Forbes, three copies of his pamphlet on the
" Affinities of the Dialects of the Chepang and Kusundah Tribes of Nipal

with those of the Hill Tribes of Arracan."

The following gentlemen duly proposed and seconded at the last Meet-

ing were elected Ordinary Members

—

W. M. Souttar, Esq., C. S. Surgeon-Major E. J. Gayer.

James Wilson, Esq., C. S. The Hon'ble Horace Cockerell, C. S.

A. Campbell, Esq. G. W. Allen, Esq.

H. G. Keene, Esq., C. S. W. Hoey, Esq., C. S.

Babu Adhar Lai Sen.

The following are candidates for ballot at the next Meeting

—

1. F. E. Mallet, Esq., Assistant Superintendent Geological Survey

of India, proposed by W. T. Blanford, Esq., seconded by H. B. Medlicott,

Esq.
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2. Alfred Simson, Esq., Calcutta, proposed by Capt. J. Waterbouse,

seconded by Dr. D. D. Cunningbam.

Tbe Peesident, in proposing on tbe part of tbe Council, a vote of

tbanks to Sir E. C. Bayley for bis long and valuable services to tbe Society,

explained tbat tbe reason for tbis proposition not baving been made at tbe

last meeting, vsras tbat tbe Council bad boped Sir E. C. Bayley would be

able to retain tbe cbair of tbe Society until bis departure for Europe. It

was scarcely necessary, Mr. Blanford said, for bim to remind tbe members

of tbe Asiatic Society of tbeir obligations to tbeir late President. During

tbe period of between 18 and 19 years, since be was elected a member of

tbe Society in 1859, Sir E. C. Bayley bad been on tbe Council for no less

tban 14 years, be bad beld tbe office of President five times, besides being

Vice-President for upwards of 3 years, and be bas at all times been a most

energetic and valuable member of tbe Society's Council, aiding in its

labours, and assisting tbe otber officers witb advice, even wben absent from

Calcutta witb tbe Grovernment. Sir E. C. Bayley's contributions to tbe

Society's publications date back to 1852 ; since tbat time notes by bim on

various numismatical and arcbseological subjects bave frequently appeared

in tbe Journal and Proceedings, and from bis extensive knowledge of early

Indian bistory and bis readiness to assist all wbo were studying tbe ancient

coins, sculptures, and traditions of tbe country, bis sbare in tbe researcbes

of tbe Society bas been far greater tban would be supposed from a list of

bis publisbed papers. He bas also energetically assisted as a member of tbe

Government of India, in utilizing for tbe purposes of geograpbical and

biological researcb tbe various expeditions sent by tbe Government into

neigbbouring little known countries in tbe course of tbe last few years.

Tbe Society are also greatly indebted to Sir E. C. Bayley for tbe prominent

part be bas taken in establisbing tbe Indian Museum, of wbicb be bas been

a Trustee from tbe commencement, originally on tbe part of Government,

subsequently as President of tbe Society, but in botb capacities be bas been

an earnest supporter of tbe interests botb of tbe Society and of science in

India, wbilst no one bas been a warmer advocate of tbe Society's claims

upon tbe Government, or bas contributed more to tbe recent improvement

in tbe Society's financial position.

He would tberefore propose tbe following resolution for adoption by

tbe meeting

—

" Besolved tbat tbe Society record tbeir grateful recognition of

tbe eminent services rendered by tbeir late President, tbe Hon. Sir E. C.

Bayley, K. C. S. I., C. I. E., during tbe long period of bis membersbip of

tbe Society."

Tbe resolution was carried unanimously.
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The Peesident also stated that the Council recommended that as a

mark of the high sense they felt of the services rendered to the Society by

Sir Edward Bayley and General Thuillier, those gentlemen should continue

to receive the Journals of the Society free of expense.

The Council further proposed to obtain enlarged permanent photo-

graphs of Sir Edward Bayley and General Thuillier, to be placed in the

Society's Eooms, and had already taken steps to obtain the negatives for

this purpose.

The Peesident announced that Mr. D. Waldie had been appointed a

Member of Council in place of Mr. E. Lydekker, who had unexpectedly been

obliged to proceed to England on leave.

The Seceetaet read the names of the following gentlemen, appointed

by the Council to serve on the several Committees during the ensuing year

—

Bub-Committee of 'Finance.

Dr. T. E. Lewis.

H. B. Medlicott, Esq.

Dr. Eajendralala Mitra.

Dr. Eajendralala Mitra.

Colonel J. F. Tennant, e. e.

Colonel J. T. Walker, c. b., e. e.

Dr. D. D. Cunningham.

Babu Prannath Pandit, M. A.

E. S. Brough, Esq.

H. F. Blanford, Esq.

E. Gay, Esq.

Dr. O. Feistmantel.

John Eliot, Esq., m. a.

A. M. Nash, Esq.

Dr. J. Anderson.

A. Pedler, Esq.

Dr. Eajendralala Mitra.

C. H. Tawney, Esq., m. a.

Major-Genl A. Cunningham, c. s. i

J. Beames, Esq.

F. S. Growse, Esq.

Eev. K. M. Banerjea, ll. d.

Babu Gour Das Bysack.

Dr. Mohendralal Sircar.

Maulvi Abdul Latif Khan Bahadur.

T. S. Isaac, Esq.

E. Gay, Esq.

Library.

Dr. Mohendralal Sircar.

A. W. Croft, Esq.

C. J. Lyall, Esq.

Dr. W. K. Waller.

C. H. Tawney, Esq., m. a.

The Hon. Whitley Stokes, c. s. i.

Lieutenant F. W. Jarrad, e. n.

H. H. Locke, Esq.

E. Parry, Esq.

D. T. E. Lewis.

H. B. Medlicott, Esq.

H. Beverley, Esq. c. s.

J. Crawfurd, Esq., c. s.

Philology.

Maulvi Kabiruddin Ahmad Sahib.

Babu Dvijendra Nath Thakur.

The Hon. Whitley Stokes, c. s. i.

Babu Prannath Pandit, m. a.

Dr. G. Thibaut.

C. J. Lyall, Esq.

Babu Pratapa Chandra Ghosha.

Dr. A. F. E. Hoernle.
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I^atural History.

H. F. Blanford, Esq. S. E. Peal, Esq.

V. Ball, Esq. W. E. Brooks, Esq., c. E.

H. B. Medlicott, Esq. Dr. W. Schlich.

Dr. O. Feistmantel. Dr. T. E. Lewis.

D. Waldie, Esq. E. Lydekker, Esq.

A. O. Hume, Esq., c. b. Capt. G-. F. L. Marshall, e> e.

Dr. D. D. Cunningham, Dr. J. Anderson.

Dr. J. Armstrong. Lieutenant F. W. Jarrad, r. n.

Dr. G. King. Dr. D. Brandis.

JPliysical Science.

Colonel J. T. Walker, c. b., e. e. J. Eliot, Esq., m. d.

H. B. Medlicott, Esq. T. S. Isaac, Esq , c. E.

H. F. Blanford, Esq. Colonel J. F. Tennant, e. e.

D. Waldie, Esq. Commander A. D. Taylor.

A. Pedler, Esq. Dr. O. Feistmantel.

E. S. Brough, Esq. E. Lydekker, Esq.

Dr. D. D. Cunningham. V. Ball, Esq.

Dr. T. E. Lewis. Eev. F. Lafont.

E. Gay, Esq. The Hon'ble J. O'Kinealy.

A. Cappel, Esq. A. M. Nash, Esq., m. d.

A. W. Croft, Esq. J. C. Douglas, Esq.

Coins.

Colonel J. F. Tennant, e. e. Major-Genl. A. Cunningham, c. s. i.

Dr. Eajendralala Mitra. Colonel F. W. Stubbs, e. a.

Eev. M. A. Sherring.

The Seceetaey read the following extracts from the Proceedings of

the Government of India in the Home Department, No. 7/250, dated

9th February 1878.

Eesolution.

At the instance of Pundit Eadhakrishna, of Lahore, a scheme was

sanctioned by a Eesolution in the Home Department, dated 3rd November

1868, for the discovery and preservation of the records of ancient Sanscrit

literature, at an outlay of Es. 24,000 per annum. The chief features of the

scheme were as follows

:

(1.) " To print uniformly all procurable unprinted lists of the San-

" crit manuscripts in Indian libraries, and to send them to the various

" learned societies of Europe and to individual scholars in Europe and India,

*' with an intimation that the Government will carefully attend to their

" suggestions as to which of the manuscripts therein mentioned should be

" examined, purchased or transcribed ;"
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(2.) " To institute searches for manuscripts, and to this end to pre-

" pare lists of desirable codices, to distribute these lists among scholars and
" other persons willing to assist in the search, with a request that they will

" report their discoveries to such officer as may from time to time be ap-

*' pointed by the Government of India, and to depute competent scholars on
" tours through the several Presidencies and Provinces to examine tha

" manuscripts reported upon, to seek new manuscripts, to purchase manu-
*' scripts procurable at reasonable rates, and to have copies made of such

" manuscripts as are unique or otherwise desirable, but which the possessors

" refuse to part with ;" and

(3.) " to grant to the Asiatic Society of Bengal an additional allow-

*' ance for the publication of Sanscrit works hitherto unprinted."

The statement given in the margin shews the financial result of

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ the scheme, i. e., how the

Rs. 24,000 sanctioned as the

annual expense for carrying

it out are distributed.

This Resolution was com-

municated to the several Lo-
cal Governments and Admi-
nistrations with instructions

as to how to carry out the

scheme.

The instructions were that

all procurable unprinted lists

of Sanscrit manuscripts in

the Native libraries situate

within the territories under

the respective Local Govern-

ments and Administrations

should be printed uniformly

in octavo in the Nagri cha-

racter and under the super-

intendence of a competent

editor, such as Babu Rajen-

dralala Mitra in Bengal, Mr.

Burnell in Madras, and Dr.

Biihler in Bombay.

Competent scholars should,

it was said, be sent annually

on tours to examine the manuscripts named in the Native catalogues so print-

ed, to seek new manuscripts, to explain to Native scholars at the different

Bengal, ,

Bombay,
Madras and Mysore, .

North-Western Pro
vinces,

Punjab,
,

Oudh,
Central Provinces, . . .

,

Eajputana,
,

Printing Native cata

logues of desirable

manuscripts, .

Additional grant to

Asiatic Society,

Sundries,
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places visited the objects and importance of the mission, to purchase such

manuscripts as the possessors were willing to sell at a reasonable rate, and to

employ copyists to transcribe codices which were unique, extremely old or

otherwise desirable, but which the possessors might refuse to part with.

The gentlemen sent on tours were to make reports to their respective Local

Governments, and such reports to be transmitted to the Government of

India in the Home Department ; scholars, both in India and in Europe, to

be invited to transmit lists of desiderata ; those in Europe to be requested

to communicate with the Government of India through the Secretary of

State, those in India through the Local Governments. From the sugges-

tions so received general lists of desiderata were to be prepared and circu-

lated annually, and the notice of Local Governments and Administrations

would be drawn to entries in the catalogues received from them which

seemed to refer to any work in the lists of desiderata.

Quarterly lists* of the manuscripts found during the previous

quarter were directed to be submitted in the prescribed form to the

Government of India in the Home Department.

Local Governments and Administrations were to use their discretion

in purchasing or having copies made of the manuscripts existing within

their jurisdiction. Local Governments were however reminded of the

desirability of bearing in mind the subjects which European scholars should

deem most valuable, and that manuscripts of the Vedas and Vedangas and

of their commentaries, law books, grammars, vocabularies and philosophical

treatises should be regarded as of primary importance. When transcripts

were made, these should be in the modern Devanagari character. Copies

of the Sanscrit manuscripts existing in Southern India, if made in the

Telugu or other Dravidian character, would be of little use to European

Sanscritists and to the large majority of Native scholars.

These instructions have been carried out as follows :

Bengal.

In Bengal the task of collecting the lists and purchasing and tran-

scribing manuscripts was entrusted to the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Dr.

Kajendralala Mitra, aided by two Pundits or Sanscrit scholars, has been

engaged by the Asiatic Society in carrying out the scheme.

He has already published twelve pamphlets containing notices of

Sanscrit manuscripts extant in Bengal.

His report dated 15th February 1875, on the operations carried on by

him to the close of 1874 for collecting information regarding Sanscrit

manuscripts in Native libraries, is very interesting.

* These Hsts are now annually prepared.
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Eajputana.

The Governor-General's Agent at Eajputana has not reported what

From Foreign Department No. 1079 G,
Pi'^S^ess had been made in acquiring

dated 22nd May 1876, forwarding for Sanscrit manuscripts in the Native
consideration a letterW the Governor- g^^^^g ^^^^^, j^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ £
General s Agent at liajputana.

_

•

1875. He simply submitted copy

of a memorandum hy Dr. G. Biihler, Educational Inspector in the Bombay
Presidency, on the catalogue of Sanscrit manuscripts in the library of the

Maharajah of Bikaneer, compiled by Hurrish Chunder Shastri, which had

been bought for Es. 1,000.

The Governor-General's Agent stated that the materials collected by

the Shastri might be sent to Calcutta, where a competent person could be

found to abstract and arrange them under supervision. He suggested that

Mr. C. Tawney might be willing to receive charge of the documents and to

direct their arrangement.

Dr. Biihler stated that he had examined both the library and the

Shastri' s work, and expressed his opinion that the latter might be used as

a basis for a really useful catalogue fit for publication. He observed that

the library of the Maharajah contained in all about 1,400 manuscripts.

Hurrish Chunder had prepared a large voluminous compilation giving a

catalogue with abstract of contents of 1,200 works. He added that to

print this compilation would be very expensive and nearly useless. He
suggested that a short abstract of it be made in which the books should be

arranged under each Shastra in alphabetical order. The Shastri was pre-

vented by death from preparing abstracts of the remaining 200 works.

The Government of Bengal was asked whether they could recommend

any one else who would undertake to bring out the work within a reason-

able time and on what terms, it being understood that Mr. Tawney was

then in Europe.

On 17th August 1876, the Government of Bengal replied that either

Dr. Eajendralala Mitra or the Eeverend Dr. K. M. Banerjea might be

relied on as being competent to perform the work in a thoroughly efficient

manner. Dr. Eajendralala Mitra roughly estimated the cost of bringing

out the catalogue at about Es. 5,000. Dr. K. M. Banerjea observed that

he could not himself give an opinion as to the amount of remuneration till

he saw the materials he had to deal with.

The Governor-General in Council has been pleased to entrust the

work to Dr. Eajendralala Mitra.

Dr. Biihler, it appears, was engaged in exploring Sanscrit manuscripts

in Jeypur and Ujjain. The Governor-General's Agent does not report the

result of the investigations carried on by Dr. Biihler in those places.

No report has yet been received from the Punjab.
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The Governor-General in Council expresses his highest satisfaction at

what has already been effected, especially by Dr. Eajendralala Mitra in

Bengal, by Drs. Biihler and Kielhorn in Bombay, and by Mr. Griffith in

the North-Western Provinces. His Excellency in Council regrets that no

report has yet been received of what has been done in the Punjab, where

there would appear to be an unusually good field for research with such

places as Amritsar, Thanesar, to which may be added Rajaor, Kashmir

and Jamu. There can be little doubt that valuable results would be

gained, and the Government of India trust that His Honor the Lieutenant-

Governor will succeed in finding some person at Lahore or elsewhere who

is competent and willing to undertake the work.

The general results which have been obtained are, in the opinion of

the Government of India, such as to warrant the prosecution of the search,

but the reports received from the several Local Governments and Adminis-

trations appear to His Excellency in Council to point to the desirability of

re-distributing the work ; and in this view the following arrangements

have been suggested as appropriate :

{a) that Rajputana, Central India and the Central Provinces should

be attached to the Bombay Circle
;

(5) that Mysore and Coorg should be attached to the Madras Circle ; and

(c) that the North-Western Provinces and Oudh should be amalga-

ted into one circle, and that the work should be entrusted to one

ofiicer, or in the event of its being impossible to find such an

officer that both the North-Western Provinces and Oudh should

be joined to the Bengal Circle, the grant for that circle being

proportionately raised.

The Governor-General in Council desires to be furnished with the

opinion of the several Local Governments and Administrations as to the

suitability of the re-distribution thus proposed, and to suggest that the

existing list of Sanscrit manuscripts should be re-examined by some one

competent, and asks, with the view of ascertaining how far it may be

worth while to acquire by purchase, where possible, or to secure copies of

manuscripts known to exist, that steps be taken accordingly.

His Excellency in Council further desires that the Resolution may be

circulated as widely as possible, and that Sanscrit scholars may be invited

to make suggestions to indicate desiderata for which it may be deemed

expedient to make special search.

The Seceetaet reported that the Society had been invited by the

Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences to send a representative to be

present at the celebration of the first centenary anniversary of that Society

to take place on the 24th April next.
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The Council regretted that they were unable to send a member o£

their body to represent the Society, but had expressed their thanks and

congratulations.

The Peesident read the following extract from a letter which he had

received from Lieutenant F. W. Jarrad, e. n., regarding future deep-sea

dredging operations

:

" Have you heard officially of the successful issue of the Asiatic Socie-

ty's application to Grovernment regarding deep-sea sounding &c. ?

" While I was in England, I drew up a Memorandum on the subject,

and after consulting with several of the staff of the * Challenger,' sent to

the India Office a complete list of the sounding and dredging gear required,

and also pointed out those which could be obtained from the Admiralty.

The Hydrographer of the Admiralty had informed me that he would be

able to let us have single specimens of most of the special appliances used,

so that the Society's suggestion that these should be obtained to be used as

patterns from which others might be made in India, has been carried out.

" Sir Wyville Thomson also kindly showed me all the ' Challenger'

collection and explained his mode of treating them, as also the best condi-

tions under which good results were to be obtained, and gave me a mass

of information on the subject which will be most useful when we start

work. He also drew up a memorandum pointing out the sections which in

his opinion would be most usefully carried from several points in the

Indian Ocean, and the value of such an examination, in detail, as we
should be able to carry out. Besides this he has drawn up some instruc-

tions for the use of the Naturalist, and has given us the benefit of all the

experience he gained daring the ' Challenger's' cruise.

" Our vessel is now ordered to be built in Bombay, and I think there

will be no further delay. I have just received orders to go to Bombay
whenever I think it necessary, to suj)ervise her construction, and I should

think we are certain to have her ready for sea by March or April 1879.

" Before that date, will you call a meeting at the Society's Booms, of the

Natural History Committee, to consider the subject and draw up some definite

plan both as regards the work to be done, the order in which it should be

done and the method of dealing with the specimens, (that is by whom should

they be worked up). I think this is necessary, or perhaps there will be some

misunderstanding afterwards. Of course the specimens should be deposited

in the Museum at Calcutta, after they have been described. Preliminary

papers might be written after every working season, giving a general de-

scription of what had been done, for I presume it would take a considerable

time to work up thoroughly each season's specimens.
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" I should consider the serial temperature observations my particular

work. What a chance we have in the Indian Ocean to work out the

question o£ Ocean circulation ; being closed to the north it offers excep-

tional advantages for the study of this subject, and in it I take the greatest

interest.

" I think the views of the Society on the method of carrying on these

investigations should be submitted to Government and orders passed on

them."

The Seceetart announced that Dr. Eajendralala Mitra had prepared

an Index to the Sanscrit works named in Rev. S. Beale's Buddhist Tripi-

taka, and that copies were available for distribution to Members.

Dr. Beandis exhibited a series of specimens of timbers from different

provinces of India, and explained that large collections had been made for

the Paris Exhibition, which had been despatched some time ago, and that

from the material which had been brought together for that purpose, a

number of sets of specimens had been prepared for institutions in England,

in America, on the Continent of Europe and in India.

He drew attention to the great variety of trees and shrubs found in

India, the number of which he estimated at 4,000 species, one-half of which

are trees. Assuming the number of Phanerogamous plants in India to be

12,000, this would give 83|^ per cent, of woody to Phanerogamous plants.

In Great Britain the indigenous trees and shrubs number 163, on a total of

phanerogamous plants of 1784, or 9 per cent. In the northern part of the

United States the woody plants form 16 and in Japan 25 per cent, of the

entire phanerogamous vegetation. In purely tropical countries, the pro-

portion of woody among phanerogamous plants varies from 50 to 70 per

cent.

One half of India is outside the tropics, a large area on the Himalaya

belongs to the temperate zone, and besides this there are extensive forests

which consist of one or a few species of gregarious trees ; for instance

the forests of Sal (Shorea rohusta), the extensive and nearly useless forests

of Sali {Bosioellia thurifera) on the trap hills of the Satpura range,

the forests of Anjun {Sardivichia hinatd) which are common on certain

classes of soil in many parts of the Dekkan and Central India, the Babool

{Acacia arahica) forests of Sind and the Dekkan, the Prosopis forests on the

high ground between the Punjab rivers, and the Dipterocarpus forests of

Burma. All these gregarious forests contribute to reduce the proportion

of species among trees and shrubs in the tropical and sub-tropical parts of

India,
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Nevertheless, 'even with only 33 per cent, of woody plants, the variety

of trees is very great, many are not yet known even to botanists, and it is

remarkable how small the number of trees is, the timber of which is an

article of trade in and beyond India, and of general consumption. The
number of these scarcely exceeds one hundred.

The useful timbers of India may be arranged in three great classes.

The first class comprises those timbers which are durable, which season

well, which are strong and handsome, and yet are not too heavy or too

hard. To these belong Teak, Sisii, Blackwood, Deodar, Padouk, and

others. It will be readily understood that the woods of this class are the

most valuable. It is not likely that any important additions will be made
to the woods of this class.

To the second class belong Sal, Siindri, Pynkadoe, Kusum, the Oaks,

and many others. These woods are mostl}^ durable, many of them are very

handsome, but they are all exceedingly hard and heavy, they are difficult

to work and their carriage is expensive. The number of the woods which

may be placed under this class is very large, and if there were a demand for

them, their number might be increased indefinitely, but there is no demand

and it is not^likely to spring up.

The third class consists of light woods, which are not hard and are

easy to work. They are not as a rule durable, or strong, but many of

them are handsome and useful furniture woods. Toon {Cedrela Toond)

Gambhar ( Gmeldina arhorea)^ Mulberry, Walnut are representatives of this

class which is capable of indefinite extension. A Burmese wood, Thitka

{Pentace hurmanica), now a regular article of trade, was unknown before

1860. A number of woods of this class have of late years come into

notice as useful for tea-boxes, and many valuable furniture woods may
be added to it.

Besides these three chief classes, there are woods valuable for special

purposes, such as Sandal, Box-wood and Ebony. The Indian supply of

Box-wood is small, and much attention has been paid to the discovery of

a substitute. Some species of Gardenia, particularly Gardenia latifoliaj

may perhaps eventually take the place of Box-wood, but none has as yet

been taken up by the trade.

Some remarks regarding the structure of timbers, closed the com-

munication.

The President said that the Members of the Society present at the

Meeting were greatly indebted to Dr. Brandis for the opportunity he had

afforded them of seeing the superb collection of specimens illustrative of

the various kinds of wood obtained in Indian forests, and for the interest-

ing remarks they had just heard. Nothing could better illustrate the
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importance of the Forest Department in India, or the wealth of the

country in natural products.

In the absence of Mr. Blochmaistn, Capt. Waterhouse exhibited a

Persian MS. and read the following note by Mr. Blochmann regarding it.

" The MS. contains the poetical works of a Dihli poet of the name of

Mir Qamar-uddin, poetically styled ' Minnat.' Warren Hastings conferred

on him the title of ' Poet laureate.'

" Minnat died at Calcutta in 1793 A. D. He left numerous poems and

several works on general literature. Among the poems are several well-

known odes ; one in praise of the Nizam of Haidarabad, for which he

received a present of Rs. 5,000 ; and two odes on Warren Hastings and

Mr. Richard Johnson. The MS. exhibited belonged to Amjad Ali, King

of Lucknow, whose stamp it bears, and may be some 80 years old.

Among the illuminations are two portraits, one of Warren Hastings and

the other of Richard Johnson. Although the portraits are not very

excellent specimens of native painting, the likeness of Warren Hastings is

very good."

The following papers were read :

—

1. Stray Aryans in Tibet.—By R. B. Shaw, Esq., C. I. E.

Political Agent.

(Abstract.)

This paper describes a small tribe of Aryan race, which is wedged in

among the Tibetan populations of the Upper Indus, presenting to the

student of early institutions the interesting sight of pure Aryans isolated

in the semi-barbarous stage and practically unaffected by any of the great

religions. Their origin is traced back to Dardistan (the ancient Bohr)
which they must have left before the mass of the Dards became Musal-

mans. Their religion is local-demon worship ; their domestic institutions

are polyandrous ; they are divided into three castes : priests, husbandmen,

and artisans ;
and they preserve themselves strictly from intermarriage

with the neighbouring races. They carry to an excess the Dard peculiari-

ty of abhorrence of the cow, so unlike the feelings of their Hindu brethren.

The paper will be published in Part I of the Journal.

The Presidei^t said that the paper just read raised several points of

extreme interest ; one, with which he had been especially struck, was the

extraordinary disproportion of the sexes in this curious tribe, and it was

difficult to understand why there should be so much fewer women than

men. It would be very desirable to ascertain some statistics of the births,

and as the people appeared willing to communicate particulars concerning

themselves, this might possibly be ascertained.
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2. Hemarhs regarding the Hsematozoaybim^ in the Stomach of Culex

Mosquito.

—

Bi/ T. E. Lewis, M. B.

The paragraphs which have latterly appeared in Indian newspapers to

the effect that it had been definitely ascertained that the cause of ' Ele-

phantiasis' is communicated to man by means of the Mosquito have been

very generally commented upon, and it has been suggested to me that a few

words as to what is definitely known of the circumstances upon which the

statement is based might prove of interest to the Society. Indirectly I am
perhaps to some extent responsible for there having been grounds for such

a view being advanced at all, as some five years ago, I drew attention to the

circumstance that the blood of persons suffering from certain classes of

disease in this country was infected by numerous minute nematoid parasites,

each about one-hundredth of an inch in length and about the width of a

red blood-corpuscle ; and that all that was necessary for the demonstration

of their existence in the circulation of persons so affected was to prick any

part of the body with a needle, and to transfer the drop of blood thus ob-

tained to the stage of a microscope.

One of the diseases with which these hsematozoa were found to be

associated was a form of Elephantiasis, not, howev.er, necessarily associated

with what is known as ' elephant leg', though both forms were frequently

combined in the same person—a circumstance which has given rise to some

confusion in pathological discussions.*

These parasites, or at least a very closely allied species, have now been

detected in the blood of persons in various parts of the world—notably by

Dr. Sonsino in Egypt, by Dr. Bancroft in Australia, and by Dr. Patrick

Manson in China. Dr. Manson has, moreover, made the extremely inter-

esting discovery that embryo-hsematozoa may be detected in the stomachs

of mosqaitoes which have been caught preying on the bodies of persons in

whose circulation these parasites exist. I had repeatedly examined, in a

cursory fashion, these and other suctorial insects, but had not observed any

parasites suggestive of these embryo-hsematozoa, hence, when, on receipt

of a communication from Dr. Manson a couple of months ago, a renewed

search was made, I was surprised to find that four out of eight mosquitoes,

captured at random in one of the servants' houses, harboured specimens of

hsematozoa to all appearances identical with those found in man in this

country. After this, however, several days elapsed before any mosqui-

toes could be obtained which contained these embryo-nematoids, and the

* As this is purely a matter of professional interest it need not be specially referred

to here : the disease in question has been carefully described by Dr. Vandyke Carter,

Sir Joseph FajTer, Dr. Kenneth McLeod and other writers, and has received various

designations, e. g., Elephantiasis lymphangiectodes, Nsevoid elephantiasis ; Lymph-
scrotum

; Varix lymphaticus, &c.
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specimens obtained on the next occasion were devoid of the enveloping

sheath, which appears to characterise the kind found in man out here, and

apparently, according to Dr. Manson, in China also.

Dr. Spencer Cobbold, F. R. S., the well known helminthologist, has

drawn prominent attention to Dr. Hanson's observations in a recent num-
ber of the ' Lancet' [12th January], and states his conviction that the

Culex mosquito is the intermediary host of the Filaria sanguinis-hominis—
the name by which the hsematozoon affecting man is known—and that resi-

dence in this insect is necessary for the completion of the filaria life-cycle
;

hence the association of the mosquito with elephantoid forms of disease.

These circumstances made it therefore a matter of some interest to endea-

vour to learn whether enquiries of a like kind in India would prove

equally conclusive in showing that one of the commonest of tropical and

sub-tropical insects acted as a disseminator of blood parasites in man, and

steps were taken to ascertain whether it could be shown definitely in this

country also that the particular worms in question underwent undoubted

developmental changes in the stomach of the mosquito.

On a future occasion I hope to give a detailed account of these ob-

servations ; but, perhaps, it may be deemed sufficient on the present occa-

sion to give in a few words the general results of the experiments so far as

they have been proceeded with. Notes have not been made of all the

insects examined, but out of 140 female mosquitoes [as is well known, it is

the female and not male which preys on our capillary circulation] regarding

the examination of which record has been kept, 20 were found to contain

hsematozoa mixed with the ingesta in the alimentary tube

—

i. e., equal to

about 14 per cent. The method adopted has been to collect groups of

insects daily and to set them aside for subsequent observation, a few living

specimens of each group being examined at stated intervals. The alimen-

tary canal with its contents was removed from the other tissues and the

examinations conducted separately so as to avoid, as far as possible, the

risk of confounding any developmental changes which might occur in the

blood parasites with other parasites which might also be harboured by the

insect, for mosquitoes like other insects occasionally harbour different

kinds—three or four, what appear to me to be different varieties, have been

met with in the course of these examinations. It is of prime importance

in enquiries of this kind to be guarded in concluding that because two or

more parasites may be associated they are genetically connected ; on the

other hand it must not be forgotten that it has often happened that

parasites have been classified as distinct which should have been described

as different stages in the development of the same animalcule.

When the insect is caught shortly after feeding and the contents of

its stomach examined microscopically, the hsematozoa, if present, will be
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observed to manifest very active movements which may possibly continue

for several hours on the slide. If the insect be kept for 24 hours before

examination it is probable that the movements of the parasites will be more

sluggish, and their form probably altered owing to irregular contractions

and dilatations of their substance—changes which may also occasionally be

observed when embryo-hsematozoa are preserved on a glass slide, and they

may sometimes be kept alive thus, if in suitable media, for two or three

daj's. When the insect is not examined till the third day, the contained

parasites will probably manifest marked signs of disintegration—and possibly

every indication of life will have disappeared from many of the specimens.

After the third or fourth day I have not seen any active specimens of these

entozoa in the stomach or in any part of the alimentary canal of the mosquito,

those which remain have undergone more or less fatty degeneration, are readily

stained with eosin, which, as far as my experience goes, is not the case so

long as they are alive and active. After the fourth or fifth day it is very

rare that traces of any hsematozoa-like objects can be detected at all, so that

it must be inferred either that they have succumbed to the digestive action

of the insect's stomach,* or been disposed of along with the excreta. It

will of course be understood that these remarks refer solely to the results

of personal observations which have up to the present time been made in

India—it is quite possible that a more extended knowledge of the subject

may modify the conclusions which at present it seems natural to draw. In

the meantime I cannot say as a result of direct observation that the

mosquito serves as the intermediary host to the development of the Mlaria

sanguinis-hominis or other nematoid haematozoon.

It may further be remarked that it would seem that in this country

the mosquito obtains its haematozoa in great part from pariah dogs

;

the blood of fully one-third of which, as I had occasion to point out a few

years ago, is infested with microscopic parasites closely resembling those

found in man.

[Addendum :—A few days after the Meeting an incident occurred

which materially aided in elucidating this matter. It was observed that

nearly all the mosquitoes captured in one of the servants' houses contained

hsematozoa, so that the supply of suitable insects in all the stages of their

growth became amply sufficient for all requirements. The result of the

* Leuckart mentions that a similar result was observed by Fedschenko to follow

the ingestion of dracunculus-embryos in the stomach of the Cyclops. The latter is

believed to serve as an intermediary host for the development of the Gninea-worm—the

embryos, however, gain access to the body of the Cyclops by piercing the cuticle.

When the embryos arc swallowed they are digested.
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examinations under these favourable conditions has shown that although the

stomach digests a great number of the ingested hsematozoa, as mentioned

above, nevertheless others actually perforate the walls of the insect's stomach,

pass out, and then undergo developmental stages in its thoracic and abdo-

minal tissues. Although I cannot say as a result of actual observation

that the links connecting the various earlier phases of the development are

complete, nevertheless they appear so near to being so that it may, I think,

be confidently anticipated that observers in this country will soon be able

conclusively to satisfy themselves that, in most particulars at least, Dr.

Manson's valuable observations apply to India as well as to China.

With regard, however, to the inference that the mosquito is the parti-

cular intermediary host of nematoid hsematozoa, it cannot be said that even

these later observations are sufficiently conclusive to warrant a positive

statement being made at present, for, though assuming that of the various

parasitic forms which have been seen, several are actually transitional stages

in the development of one and the same entozoon, it is to be noted that

even the most advanced stage hitherto observed is still a very immature

one—no trace of reproductive organs, for example, being distinguishable
;

and every attempt hitherto made by myself to obtain a more advanced

condition has proved unsuccessful. Further observation, however, may
overcome or explain this want of success.

It should be added that the blood of one of the five persons who were

in the habit of sleeping in the house in which these particular insects were

captured, was found to contain hsematozoa in considerable numbers. T.R.L.]

Dr. McLeod observed that the subject of Dr. Lewis's paper was one of

very deep interest, inasmuch as the diseases attributed to, or associated with

the presence of, immature filarim in the blood are very serious, and, if the

mosquito is the agent of their dissemination, everybody living in countries

infested by mosquitos, is more or less liable to them. The theory of the

mosquito being an intermediary agent of the develoiDment of Filaria san-

guinis-hominis has been laid down in very plain and positive terms. It is

satisfactory to find that, so far as observations made in India have hitherto

gone, instead of undergoing development in the mosquito's stomach,

these hsematozoa undergo digestion. The only weak point which occurred

to him in Dr. Lewis's observations was that the animals were kept for

observation in more or less artificial conditions, and not allowed access to

water, which is alleged to be an important medium of the development of

these JilaricB.

There is no question now that these animals exist in the mature state

in the human tissues and in the immature state in human blood. How
they gain access to the body originally is unknown. Given the mature
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worm in the tissues, there is no difficulty in accounting for the immature

progeny in the blood, but whence comes the parent ? This remains to

be discovered. The subject is still very obscure. It is, for example, by no

means certain that hsematozoa exist or have existed in every case of

elephantiasis, or that there is a causal relation between the two phenomena,

at any rate as regards the most common form of elephantiasis. Dr. Lewis,

who has already done such good original work in this field, will no doubt

add much to our information on the subject.

3. On some Mammalsfrom Tenasserim.—J5y W. T. Blanford, F. R. S.

(Abstract.)

The animals noticed in the present paper are from two collections, one

made by Mr. W. Davison for Mr. Hume, to whom the writer is indebted

for a very valuable series of skins, the other made by Mr. Limborg.

The localities, sexes, and, in many cases, the measurements taken on the

animal when freshly killed have been carefully recorded. The following

mammals, not previously known to occur in British territory, have been

added to the Tenasserim fauna, Gymnura ^ajffiesi^ the Malayan form of

Martes flavigula and Tragulus napu. It is shewn that the first named,

however, differs from the descriptions hitherto given in having non-retrac-

tile claws, and this may indicate that the Tenasserim animal is distinct, but

it agrees in all other respects so well with the Malayan form, that a differ-

ence of this importance is improbable. Some peculiar imbricate scales

below the tail are also noticed, and a few details of the animal's habits from

Mr. Davison's notes.

Besides the species mentioned full descriptions are given of Prionodon

maculosus and Seiurus rufigenis, already described at the February meeting,

and notes are added upon Tupaia Peguana, Seiurus atridorsalis, S. Phag-

reif S. conieeps, S. Mouhoti, shewn to be possibly distinct from S. Berd-

morei, or if not distinct a very marked variety, not previously recorded

from Tenasserim, S. JBariei, Pteromys cineraceus. A variety of Phizomys

castaneus, and Mus rohustulus.

The paper will be published in Part II of the Journal.

4. On a Copper-plate Grantfrom Panda.—Py Dr. Rajendealala
MiTRA, Rai Bahadur, C. I. E.

(Abstract.)

The deed of grant was originally inscribed on two copper-plates, one

of which is lost. The one remaining comprises the whole of the deed

except a few imprecatory verses. It is dated Samvat 1191 = A. D.

1135, and records the grant of " ten ploughs" of land to a Brahmana by
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Madanavarma Deva of the Kalinjer dynasty. The author of the paper,

when he noticed the Khajraha Inscription of Dhanga in 1866, calculated

the date of Madanavarma to be 1150, but then he had to deal with a

name—that of Sallakshnavarma—which stood in the place of the grand-

father of Madanavarma, and assigning him an average reign of 16 years,

he had to remove the last prince by the same number of years. This name,

however, now appears to be an alias of Kirtivarma, the real grandfather,

and omitting the period assigned to him, the chronology is now established

on a sure foundation. As far as is yet discovered, the dynasty comprises

fifteen generations, of which the dates of three have been taken from dated

inscriptions, and the rest inferred by casting averages.

The paper will be j)ublished in the Journal, Part I.

5. On the representation of Foreigners in the Ajantd Frescoes.—By Db.

Baje]!0)Ealala Mitra, Eai Bahadtie, C. I. E.

(Abstract.)

After pointing out the history of the enquiries made from time to

time into the archaeology of the Caves of Ajanta, the author dwells upon

six fresco paintings in Cave No. I. One of these, representing a court scene,

he points out, shows several figures of ancient Persians. The complexion,

the features, the long sugar-loaf hats, and the long coats of these figures are,

he thinks, characteristic of the Persians, and could not be attributed to any

other nationality of ancient times. In four other plates, there are

representations of stout, burly, square-faced people of fair complexion

and very peculiar turbans or hats, very like the Kilpaks of the modern

Central Asiatics. These can be either Afghans or Bactrians, the author

is disposed to take them for the latter. Two peculiarities in the dress

of these are specially noticed ; one is the use of striped stockings, and
the other of patch-work embroidery. The Afghans and the Jews in

the present day excel in the art of patch-work embroidery, but the cast

of the face is so unlike that of the Jews, that the figure wearing such

decorations cannot be assigned to the Hebrew race, and the alternative is

therefore left between Afghans and Bactrians. For historical reasons the

author doubts their being Scythians. In another plate is noticed the use

of a short jacket of flowered muslin, very like the mirjai of the modern

Indians. Mention is, likewise, made of some figures which have the char-

acteristic thick lips and chubby nose of the Negroes.

The paper will be published in Part I of the Journal.
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Library.

The following additions have been made to the Library since the Meet-

ing held in February last.

Transactions, Proceedings, and Jouf^NALS,

'presented hy their respective Societies or JEditors.

Bombay. The Indian Antiquary,—Vol. VII, Part 76, February 1878.

/. F. Fleet.—Sanskrit and old Canarese Inscriptions, Nos. 35 to 37. A,

C. Burnell.—Where was the Southern Charitrapura mentioned by Hi-

wen Thsang ? M. J. Walhouse.—Archaeological Notes, Nos. 17 and 18.

Dalpatram Franjwan Khahar.—History of the Kanphatas of Kachh.

Bordeaux. Societe de Geographic Commerciale, de Bordeaux,—Bulletin,

Nos. 2 and 3, 2nd Series. Janvier and Fevrier, 1878.

Boston. American Oriental Society,—Proceedings 1873, 1874, May and

November 1875, and May 1876, November 1876, and May and October

1877.

Nov. 1876 and May and Octr. 1877. JRev. C. H. Wheeler.—Ou the Kurmanji

Kurdish. Pro/. John Avery.—On the influence of the Aryans upon the Abo-

riginal Speech of India. Rev. J. Chamberlain.—On the Telugu Language.

Budapest. Termeszetrajzi Fiizetek,—Fuzet II, and III, (Aprilis-Junius),

1877 and Fuzet IV, (Oktober-Deczember), 1877,

Calcutta. The Indian Medical Gazette,—Vol. 13, No. 2, February 1878.

. The Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India,—Journal

Vol. 5, Pt. Ill, 1878.

S. Kurz.—The Banana ; a Pomological contribution.

. Geological Survey of India,—Memoirs, Ser. IV, 2, 1878.

Sir P. de M. G. Egerton.—On some remains of Ganoid Fishes from the Deccan.

L. C. Miall.—On the genus Ceratoclus with special reference to the Fossil Tueto

found at Maledi C. India. JF. T. Blanford.—On the Stratigraphy and

Homotaxis of the Kota-Maledi deposits.

. Mahabharata,—Vol. Ill, No. 18.

Eigveda Sanhita,—Vol. 1, Pts. 5—6.
Hartford, U. S. The Ninth Annual Session of the American Philological

Association, 1877,—Proceedings.

London. The Athenaeum,—Nos. 2621—2624, 1878.

. The Geographical Magazine,—Vol. V, No. 1, January 1878.

R. Cust,—Language-Map of the East Indies. The North-Western Frontier of

India. The Ancient Silk-Traders' Route across Central Asia.

London. Nature,—Vol. 17, Nos. 428—432, 1878.

Palermo. La Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italian!,—Memorie, Dispensa,

11^—12% 1877.
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Dis. 11a. p. Ferrari.—Eruzioiie Solare metallica osservata al Collegio Romano
il 7 novembre 1877,—Riassuiito delle protuberanze solari e delle macchie osser-

vate alia Specola del Collegio Romano nel luglio 1877. P. Ferrari e da P.

Tacchini.—Imagini spettroscopiche del bordo solare osservate a Roma e Pa-

lermo nell 'ottobre 1876.

Dis. 12^. A. PiccQ.—Alcune eleganti esperienze ottiche. P. Tacchini e G.

De Lisa.—Maccbi solari e facole osservate a Palermo nei mesi di ottobre, nom-
bre e dicembre 1877.

Paris. La Societe de Geographie,—Bulletin, Novembre, 1877.

J. Thoiilet.—Note sur les projections stereographiques, avec cliches dans le texte.

Eoorkee. Professional Papers, on Indian Engineering,—Vol. 7, No. 27,

January 1878.

Books and Pamphlets,

presented hy the Authors.

Chambees, Fred. Brief Sketch of the Meteorology of the Bombay Pre-

sidency, in 1876. Pamphlet. 1876.

Dall, C. H. a. a Score of Facts touching Health and Tobacco. Pam-
phlet. Calcutta, 1878.

. A Thousand Life-Mottoes
;
gathered from all ages and all lands.

Pamphlet. Calcutta, 1878.

FoEBES, C. J. P., Captain. Affinities of the Dialects of the Chepang and

Kusundah Tribes of Nipal with those of the Hill Tribes of Arracan, (3

copies) . Pamphlet.

Harachandea Tarkaeatna. Upadesa Satakam. Pamphlet.

LoczT, L. VON". Die Liszkovaer Hohle, in Barathegy (Liptauer Comital).

Pamphlet. Budapest, 1878.

McCrindle, J. W. Ancient India, as described by Megasthenes and

Arrian ; being a translation of the fragments of the Indika of Megasthe-

nes collected by Dr. Schwanbeck, and of the first part of the Indika of

Arrian. 8vo., Calcutta, 1877.

Mtjir, J., Dr. Miscellaneous Extracts metrically and freely translated or

paraphrased from the Mahabharat, 3rd Series. Pamphlet. Edinburgh,

1877.

Thuillier, Major-General. General Report on the Topographical Sur-

vey of India, for 1876-77. 4to., Calcutta, 1878.

Wood-Mason, J. Remarks on the Stridulating apparatus in Scorpions.

Pamphlet.

Miscellaneous Presentations.

List of the Trees, Shrubs, and Large Climbers found in the Darjeeling

District, Bengal. By J. S. Gamble, (2 copies.)

Dept. of Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce, Govt, of India.
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Report on the Administration of Bengal, 1876-77.

Govt, op Bengal.

Annual Medical Report of the Madras Lying-in-Hospital for 1876-77.

Standing information regarding the Official Administration of the Ma-

dras Presidency in each Department. By CD. Maclean.

Govt, of Madeas.

Report on the Administration of the N. W. Provinces for 1876-77.

Govt, of the N. W. Peovinces.

Report on the Administration of the Panjab and its Dependencies for

1876-77.

Report on the Sanitary Administration of the Punjab for 1876.

Govt, of the Punjab.

Report on the Administration of the Land Revenue Dept. of the Cen-

tral Provinces for 1876-77.

Chief Commissionee, Centeal Peovinces.

Dall, W. H. Nomenclature in Zoology and Botany, Salem, 1877.

The Rev. C. H. Dall.

Routes in the Bengal Presidency. Compiled under the direction of

Major-General Fred. S. Roberts, C. B., V. C, by Capt. the Hon'ble Charles

Dutton. Revised Edition. 4to. , Calcutta, 1877.

Routes in Asia. Section 1 : comprising Routes in Asia Minor, Armenia,

Kurdistan, Georgia, Mesopotamia and Arabia. Compiled under the direction

of Major-General Fred. S. Roberts, C. B., V. C, by Capt. W. J. Boyes.

8vo., Calcutta, 1877.

Majob-Geneeal Feed. S. Robeets, C. B., V. C.

Periodicals Purchased.

Bombay. The Vedarthayatna,—Book 2, Nos. 7 and 8.

Gottingen. Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen,—1877, Stiicke 3—5, 1878.

.
. . Nachrichten,—Nos. 1 and 2, 1878.

Theodor Benfry.—Einige Worte iiber der Ursprung der Sprache.

Leipzic. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Band II, Heft 4, No. 12,

1877.

Heft. 4, No. 12. 8. V. WroblewsM.—JJeher die Gesetze, nach welclien,^die

Gase sich. in fliissigen, festfliissigen und festen Korpern verbreiten. Z. A.
Frossmann.—Tiber den galvanisclien Leitungswiderstand des Selens. TF.

Siemens.—Uber die Abhangigkeit der Electrischen Leitungsfabigkeit des

Selens von Warme und Licbt.

.
. Beibliitter, Band 1, Stiicke 12, 1877.

London. The Academy,—Nos. 297—301, January and February, 1878.

. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,—Vol. 1, No. 1,

January, 1878.
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Arthur G. Butler.—Descriptions of New species of Heterocera, from Japan.

Part II, Noctuites. B. G. Elliot.—Description of an apparently New Species

of HomlDill from Cochin China, of the G-enus Anthracoceros. Elliot.—
Description of a new species of Water-bird from Cochin China belonging to

the Genus Porphyrio. J. Wood-3Iason.—Preliminary Notice of a species

of FhasmidcB apparently possessing all the Structural Arrangements needed

both for Aerial and Aquatic Respiration.

London. The Chemical News,—Vol. 37, Nos. 947—950, 1878.

No. 947. Liquefaction and Solidification of Hydrogen.

No. 948. Sergius Kern.—On the presence of Hydrogen Peroxide in the At-

mosphere.

No. 949. Liquefaction of Nitrogen, Hydrogen, and Atmospheric Air. On the

construction of a Room or Series of Rooms free fi-om Germ-Life. George

E. Davis.—On the Estimation of the Nitrogen Compounds in the Oil of Vi-

triol of Commerce. M. G. Govi.—On the Law of Absorption of Radiations

across bodies, and of its application in Quantitative Special Analysis.

. The Entomologist,—Vol. X, No. 175, and Vol. XI, No. 176.

. The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,—Vol. 14, Nos. 163, 164.

. The Journal of Botany,—Journal Vol. 7, No. 181, 1878.

H. F. JIance.—Spicilegia Flora Sinensis : Diagnosis of New and Habitats of

Rare or hitherto unrecorded Chinese Plants. Dr. R. H. C. C. 8clieffer.—An-

nales du Jardin Botanique de Buitenzorg.

. The Society of Arts,—Journal, Vol. 26, Nos. 1312—1316, 1878.

No. 1313. Thomas T. P. Bruce Warren.—The Manufacture of Indian-rubber,

and its Application to Telegraphic purposes.

No. 1315. William Arnot.—Technology of the Paper Trade. Christopher

Dresser.—Art Manufactures of Japan.

No. 1316. Sir J. Faijrer.—Destruction of Life by Wild Animals and Veno-

mous Snakes in India.

. The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine,

—

Vol. 5, No. 28, 1878.

Oliver J. Lodge.—On a form of Daniel Cell convenient as a Standard of Elec-

tromotive Force. William Thomson.—On the Thermoelastic, Thermomagne-

tic, and Pyroelectric Properties of Matter. H. F. Weber.—Electromagnetic

and Calometric Absolute measurements : the absolute value of Siemens' s Unit

of Resistance in Electromagnetic measure ; the relation between the Current-

work and the Heat-Evolution in Stationary Galvanic Currents ; and the Ab-

solute Values of some Constant Hydroelectromotive Forces in Electromagne-

tic Measure. W. E. Ayrton and John Perry.—Ice as an Electrolyte. Second

communication. Captain Abney.—On the destruction of the Undeveloped

Photographic Image. G. Govi.—On the Law of Absorption of Radiations

through bodies and its employment in Quantitative Spectral Analysis

(Part I.).

. The Quarterly Eeview,—No. 289, January, 1878.

. The Westminster Review,—No. 105, January, 1878.

The Indian Famine. How dealt with in Western India. The Telephone.

India and our Colonial Empire.
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London. Mind,—No. 9, January, 1878.

. The Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,—No. 69, Janu-

ary, 1878.

G. F. Doivdesivell.—On Atmospheric Bacteria.

. The Quarterly Journal of Science,—No. 57, January, 1878.

Continuous Eailway Breaks,—On Eesidual Phenomena. The Action of Light

upon the coloration of the organic world. On the discovery of Stone Imple-

ments in Glacial Drift in North America.

. The Numismatic Society,—Journal, Vol. 17, Pt. 3, No. 67, 1877.

New Haven. The American Journal of Science and Arts,—Vol. 14, No.

84, 1877.

Paris. Annales de Chimie et de Physique,—Tome 13, 5me Serie, Jan-

vier, 1878.

M. Hetet.—Methode chimique pour la purification des eaux grasses des con-

denseurs a surfaces, particulierement a herd des navires a vapeur. M. Al-

fred Bitte.—Examen de quelques proprietes de I'acide borique.

. Comptes Eendus,—Tome 86, Nos. 1—4, 1878.

No. 1. M. Berthelot.—Sur I'acide persulfurique, nouvel acide oxygene du

soufre. M. Breguet.—Note sur quelques modifications apportees au telephone.

M. Biimas.—Observations sur la densite probable de I'oxygene liquide. 31.

R. Pictet.—Lettre a M. Dumas, sur la densite de I'oxygene liquide. M. V.

Gayon.—Sur I'inversion et sur la fermentation alcoolique du sucre de canne

par les moisissures. M. A. Trecid.—Eemarques, a I'occasion de la Communi-

cation de M. Gayon, sur I'origine des levures alcooliques.

No. 2. P. Secchi,—Observations des protuberances solaires, pendant le premier

semestre de I'annee 1877. M. A. Cormc.—E'tude du spectre solaire ultra-

violet. M. E. Pictet.—Sur la liquefaction de I'hydrogene.

. Journal des Savants, —Janvier, 1878.

Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire.—Le Zend-Avesta de Zoroaster.

— , Eevue Scientifique,—Nos. 29—31, 1878.

No. 29. M. du Bois-Eeymond.—L'histoire de la civilisation et la science de la

nature. M. Caittetet.—La Hquefaction des gaz permanents et les experien-

ces.

No. 30. M. J. Chatin.—Morphologie generale des organes des sens.

No. 31. Jf. Angof.—Les travaux de A. C. Becquerel.

Paris. Revue Critique,—Nos. 1—5, 1878.

No. 4. Lane's Dictionnaire arabe-anglais.

Books Purchased.

Fallon, S. W., De. A New Hindustani-English Dictionary, Part 12.

Wheelee, J. Talbots. Early Eecords of British India : A History of

the English Settlements in India, as told in the Government Records, the

works of old Travellers, and other contemporary documents, from the

earliest period down to the Rise of British Power in India. 8vo., Cal-

cutta, 1878.
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WoLLASTON, A. N. The Anwar-I-Suhaili or Lights of Canopus, common-

ly known as Kalilah and Damnah, being an adaptation by Mulla Husain

Bin 'Ali al Wai 'z-al-Kashipi of the Fables of Bidpai. Translated from

the Persian. 8vo., London, 1877.



PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

For April, 1878,

The Monthly G-eneral Meeting of the Asiatic Society was held on Wed-

nesday, the 3rd April, at 9 o'clock p. m.

W. T. Blanfoed, F. K. S., President, in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following presentations were announced :

—

1. From the Home Department, Government of India, a copy of a

work entitled, " Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. 1, Inscriptions of

Asoka." By General A. Cunningham, C. S. I.

2. From J. Wood-Mason, Esq., the following pamphlets :

—

Note on Mygale Stridulans. Description of a new species of Plias-

midcd from India. On a small collection of Orthopterous Insects of the

families PJiasmidce and Mantidcs from Australia and New Britain, with

descriptions of four new species. Notes on new and little known Mantidce.

On the discovery of Stridulating Apparatus in Scorpions. Preliminary

notice of a species of JPhasmidcB apparently possessing all the Structural

Arrangements needed both for Aerial and Aquatic Eespiration.

3. From the Author, " Fine Liste von Eajmahali-Wortern. By T.

Aufrecht."

4. From the Hon. Sir Edward Bayley, K, C. S. I., several copies of

old Journals of the Asiatic Society, and a Persian MS. entitled " Zafar-

namah-i-Alamgiri."

5. From the Government of Bengal "A Statistical Account of

Bengal," Vols. VI—XIX. By Dr. W. W. Hunter.

6. From J. Eudd Eainey, Esq., Kulna, jQssore. A silver coin found

in the village of Eamnagar, near Kulna.
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The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the last Meet^

ing, were elected ordinary Members

—

F. E. Mallet, Esq.

Alfred Simson, Esq.

The following are candidates for ballot at the next Meeting

—

1. James Copley Moyle, Esq., Barrister at Law, High Court, Calcutta,

proposed by W. Swinhoe, Esq., seconded by Capt. J. Waterhouse.

2. The Hon'ble L. S. Jackson, C. S., Judge of the High Court, (for

re-election), proposed by Captain J. Waterhouse, seconded by W. T. Elan.,

ford, Esq.

3. E. Griffith, Esq., Allahabad, (for re-election), proposed by Captain

J. Waterhouse, seconded by A. W. Croft, Esq.

4. P. Donaldson, Esq., Calcutta, proposed by Dr. D. D, Cunningham,

seconded by Captain J. Waterhouse.

5. C. J. Sharpe, Esq., Calcutta, proposed by Dr. D. D. Cunningham,

seconded by Captain J. Waterhouse.

6. James A. Murray, Esq., Kurrachee Municipality Library and

Museum, Frere Hall, Kurrachee, proposed by Captain J. Waterhouse,

seconded by H. Blochmann, Esq.

The Seceetart announced that Mr. H. F. Blanford had compounded

for his subscriptions by a payment of Rs. 100.

Mr. Blochmaot^ exhibited five silver coins found at a place called Hau
Kadool about 25 miles S. E. of the town of Sittang, received from the

Honorary Secretary of the Phayre Museum, Rangoon.

Dr. Bajeiodealala Mitea, to whom the coins were referred, writes

regarding them as follows :

" I return herewith the five silver coins received from Mr. Hardinge,

They belong to the same group which Capt. Latter described as the " Sym-

bolical Coins of Arracan." (Journal, A. S. B., Vol. XV, p. 238), and

Capt. Fryer as of the Vaisali dynasty of Arracan (Journal, A. S. B., Vol.

XLI, p. 203). Captain Fryer's coin, however, has the Sivite emblem of

the Bull, whereas the new ones bear the Vaishnavite Conch-shell. The

symbols, however, are not very decisive indications of the faith of

those who struck them. The Conch-shell is as largely used by the

Buddhists as the Vaishnavas, and the most prominent mark on the

foot-prints of Buddha is a Conch-shell. The Bull is seen on many old

Buddhist coins. Capt. Latter' s coins have inscriptions, but those received

from Mr. Hardinge have . none, and this want prevents me from attri^

buting them to their owners, This much, however, may be unhesita-
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tingly said that the coins belong to the mintage of the Arracan kings,

and they were all Buddhists. Of the three names given by Fryer the

last (c) has been incorrectly read by Babii Pratapa Chandra Ghosha. It is

unmistakeably Sri Vljaya, and not Sri Vikrama. None of the names, how-

ever, occur in Mr. Baton's list of Arracan kings published in the sixteenth

volume of the Researches.

Mr. Blochmat^N" also read the following extract from a letter from

Dr. Mitra announcing the discovery of a new Era :

" I have made a grand discovery, nothing less than a new era—that of

Lakshmana Sena. It is still current among the Pandits of Tirhut. My
travelling pandit, now at Darbhangah, is collecting information on the

subject. It will settle the age of the Senas beyond all cavil, upsetting at

the same time Cunningham's date of the Pala kings of Bengal."

Mr. H. F. Blanford exhibited two autographic records of recent

Nor'-Wester storms which occurred on March 8th and 14th ; the one accom-

panied by a slight fall of rain, the other without rain. The records con-

sisted of the photographic traces of the barograph, and the dry and wet

bulb thermometers ; the direction and movement of the wind, registered by

a Beckley's anemograph ; and the trace of Beckley's hyetograph showing

the rainfall. As all the traces are continuous they shew all the changes

that took place during the storms and afford the means of correlating these

with each other.

The two sets of traces agreed in many points. In both the evenly-

waved line which marked the diurnal barometric tides, was suddenly inter-

rupted just before the storm by an abrupt rise of pressure. This was fol-

lowed in both by a rapid veering of the wind from S. S. W. to West in one

case, and through West and North to East in the other, and a considerable

increase in its velocity ; and in both storms also by an abrupt fall of the

wet-bulb thermometer through several degrees (10° in the rainless, and 9° in

the rainy storm). But, whereas in the rainy storm the dry-bulb thermo-

meter also fell through 8°, in the rainless storm it rose as abruptly through

4^°, this change, be it observed, occurring at 10 p. m. At the temperatures

observed these changes in the rainless storm of the 14th March, indicate a

fall in the humidity of the air from 83 to 34 per cent., the whole of which

was accomplished in half an hour, the greater part indeed within about 10

minutes.

The rise of temperature in a storm which is accompanied by little or

no rain, though rare, is not now recorded for the iirst time. A similar

occurrence took place at Calcutta on the 20th May 1870, between 7 and 10

P. M., and was described by Col. Tennant in the Proceedings of the London
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Meteorological Society, Vol. V, p. 213. On this latter occasion some rain

fell in the earlier part of the storm, and before it had quite cooled was ac-

companied by a distinctly hot and dry wind, which lasted, however, only for

a short time, and was followed, as is usual in Nor'-Westers, by a calm.

Mr. Blanford said that having regard to all the circumstances of these

storms, he could not regard the rise of temperature as due to the influx of

a hot surface-wind, but considered it more probable that it was a case of

dynamic heating. As Mr. Phear had pointed out at a former meeting of

the Society, the strong gusty wind of a Nor'- Wester is probably a portion

of the upper Westerly current that strikes down to the earth. Such a

mass of air in descending must, according to thermo-dynamic laws, deve-

lop 1° of temperature for each 183 feet through which it descends. In

rainy storms this heat is probably used up in great part in the evaporation

of the accompanying rain, but in storms in which little or no rain occurs

during the descent, a part of this heat is retained and causes a rise of the

thermometer and a great fall in the humidity of the air.

Mr. H. F. Blanpoed also exhibited a series of the charts now drawn up

in the Meteorological Office, which show the distribution of pressure and

temperature, the wind direction and the rainfall at 10 p. M. daily for the

whole of India. The two former elements are shown by blue and red lines

which respectively represent the isobars for each twentieth of an inch and

the isotherms for each 5° of temperature. The series began with October

last, and as yet it would be premature to attempt to generalize on the facts

they exhibit, but he drew attention to one or two cases of rainfall during

the cold weather months, and contrasted them with the charts exhibited

on a former occasion, which had been specially drawn up to show the state

of things that accompanied the rainfall of the S. W. monsoon. These lat-

ter showed that during the S. W. monsoon, barometric minima or cyclones

(not of a violent character) were successively formed either in the N. W.
corner of Bengal, or over Orissa and the country to the westward, and,

in 1875, moved northward or north-westward, carrying the rain with

them to the G-angetic valley and the Central and Upper Provinces. Dur-

ing the season of 1877 they had not followed this latter course, but in many

cases had moved towards the north-east, whence the almost entire failure of

the rainfall in the N. W. Provinces.

In the cold weather months, again, the state of things was different.

There was a constant tendency to a high pressure in the lower Indus vaUey
;

but to a frequent recurrence of low-pressure areas in the Punjab, where it

appeared that the rain first fell. This fall was followed by a strong cool

current from the North-West, and the rainfall area then receded down the

Gangetic valley and in some cases reached Lower Bengal.
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The following papers were read :

—

1. A Legend regarding the origin of the name Chhdydpati or "Lord of
the Shadoivs,^^ a small Tdluq in Fargana Sogld, Zild Jessore.—JBy

H. James Eainet.

To any one acquainted with the vernaCTilar language of Lower Bengal,

the designation Chhayapati is sufficiently striking to awaken curiosity re-

garding its origin, as it signifies " Lord of the Shadow," from chhdyd

{wX^i), " Shadow," and ^«i^i (^1^), "Lord." Finding it among the names

of one of the minor tdlu^s in my family zamindaris situate in JPargand

Hogla, I naturally enquired about it, but for some time was unable to ob-

tain any specific information regarding it. At last the following precise

account of the derivation was narrated to me by an aged Erahman, and, I

think, it may be fairly presumed to be substantially correct.

An ancestor of the present owners of the tdluq^, a high caste Brahman

famed for his piety, became a defaulter of rent of his holding, and the zamin-

ddr being unable to realize it, despatched him with others in a like position, as

usual in such cases, to the Court of the Nawab, then held in Murshidabad.

The defaulters being brought before the Nawab, various punishments,

more or less severe, were imposed on them, to compel them, if possible,

to discharge the arrears of rent due by them. That allotted to the Brah-

man, was, that his head should be shaved, well smeared with oil, and exposed

to the full blaze of the sun. The Nawab looked calmly on as the unfortu-

nate Brahman was placed in the centre of the Court-yard, when, suddenly, a

dense cloud passed over the face of the sun, and it was thoroughly obscured,

leaving him perfectly in the shade. The reputation acquired by the aged

Brahman for austere devotion and sanctity being well known to the assem-

bly, the by-standers exclaimed " a miracle ! a miracle !" The Nawab imme-

diately ordered the release of the Brahman, and granted to him his holding

at a nominal rental. And, in order to commemorate what he deemed to be

nothing less than a miraculous event, he changed the name of the tenure

to Chhdyd-pati, which it has retained ever since. The former name of the

place is not known.

The event here related is said to have occurred some time before

the British assumed the Government of the country, about a century

and a half aoro.

2. An Account of the Tidal Observations in the Gulf of Cutch conducted

hy the Great Trigonometrical Purvey under the superintendence of
Colonel J. T. Walker, C. B., E. E., during the years 1873-74-75.

Compiled from the G, T. Survey Meporis hy Captain J. Watek-
HOUSE, Assistant Surveyor General.
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(Abstract.)

This paper contains an account of the operations connected with, and

the final results of, the first series of Tidal observations made, in seasons

1873-74 and 1874-75, by a party of the Great Trigonometrical Survey

under Capt. A. W. Baird, R. E., with the primary object of deter-

mining the existing relations between the level of the land and the

sea at certain points on the coasts of the Gulf of Cutch, as a first step

towards investigating the question whether progressive changes are taking

place in the level of the land at the head of the Gulf, as has long been sup-

posed to be the case.

The paper will be published in full in the Journal, Part II.

Colonel Walkek observed that the reduction of tidal observations

is a very laborious matter, but that when once the values of the two con-

stants—the amplitude and the epoch—have been determined for each of the

several hypothetical tides and their sub-tides, the varying height of the sur-

face of the ocean, from hour to hour and from day to day, may be graphi-

cally represented, with great facility and rapidity, by an instrument recent-

ly invented by Sir William Thomson, which is at present in the collection

of scientific instruments at South Kensington.

He showed that any one of the constituent tides might be graphically

represented by the action on a rotating cylinder—such as the barrel of an

ordinary self-registering instrument—of a pencil connected with a point in

the circumference of a revolving wheel. When the wheel is suspended

vertically and the pencil is held in a vertical groove, so as to be free to

move up and down against the barrel, the pencil is made by its connection

with the point on the wheel to travel backwards and forwards through a

distance equal to the diameter of the wheel, and it thus describes, on the

surface of the rotating barrel, a curve of which the ordinates are equal to

the height of the point above the centre of the wheel at any moment, while

the ahscissoe denote the times corresponding to the heights. Just as a

single tide can thus be graphically delineated, so may the resultant of a large

number of tides be represented. In Sir Wm. Thomson's machine, as many

wheels as there are tides are constructed, the radius of each wheel being made

to correspond with the amplitude of the tide it has to represent ; the wheels are

centered to a vertical frame, half of them above and the other half below an

axle by which each wheel is driven and caused to revolve on its axis with a

velocity corresponding to that of its tide. To the circumference of each wheel

a stud is attached at a point corresponding to the epoch of the tide. A silk-

en thread is fastened to the stud of the wheel most distant from the pencil

in the upper row, it is then brought down and passed round the stud of

the wheel immediately below, then carried up to and over that of the next

wheel above, and so on until, eventually, after having been passed round
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the stud o£ each wheel in succession, it is fastened to the recording pencil.

The curve traced by the pencil now represents the aggregate result of all

the component tides corresponding to the several wheels, that is to say, it

represents the momentarily varying level of the surface of the ocean at

the station where the observations were taken. Though the ordinary mo-

tion of the pencil is up and down, there is an arrangement by which the

pencil is slightly jerked to one side after a certain number of revolutions

of the driving axle ; this is done to mark the successive hours on the curves.

At spring tides the range between high and low water is considerable and

the hour-marks are far apart ; while at neap tides the range is much less

and the hour-marks are correspondingly closer.

One of the great advantages of this instrument is that with its aid

the sea-surface curves for an entire year can be drawn in about three hours
;

while a skilful computer would probably take a month to obtain the same

results by calculation. A new instrument of this kind is now being con-

structed in England with all Sir William Thomson's latest improvements,

for the use of the Survey Department, and it will be of great value and

assistance in the preparation of Tidal Tables for the several Indian ports,

a duty which the Government have lately imposed on that Department.

Mr. H. r. Blaneord asked Colonel Walker whether the discussion

of the barometric and anemometric data in conjunction with those of the

tidal registers of the Gulf of Cutch would throw any light on the respec-

tive influence of pressure and wind-friction in piling up the surface of the

ocean. The storm wave that accompanies cyclones is an instance of the

combined action of these two agents, and it would be interesting to know

in what measure they were severally effective.

Colonel Walkek replied that at one of the tidal stations, Hanstal,

the changes of wind and pressure were so nearly synchronous that it was

impossible to separate the effect of the wind from that of the pressure.

At another station, Okha, very fairly reliable measures of the same effect

of each were obtained. They are given at the end of the analysis of the

observations.

3. Recent Trans-Frontier JExplorations. Communicated ly Colonel

J. T. Walker, C. B., K. E., Surveyor General of India.

(Abstract.)

This communication consists of an extract from the last Annual Report

of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, giving an account of the explorations

made by one of the G. T, Survey explorers, called the ' Mullah,' during the

year 1876, up the course of the Indus from the point where it enters the

plains above Attock to the point where it is joined by the river of Gilgit,

which had up to the present time remained a blank on the maps.
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The paper will be published, with map, in the Journal, Part I.

After reading the account o£ these explorations, Col. Walker remark-

ed that wherever the Mullah struck on routes which had been surveyed by
the lamented Lieut. Hayward there was a very satisfactory accordance

between the results of the two explorers, Avhich was the more satisfactory

in that they were obtained quite independently. He also stated that very

remarkable testimony to the accuracy of Lieut. Hayward's work had been

afforded by the circumstance that several peaks on an important range of

hills between the Karambar and the Nagar valleys to the North-West and

North of Gilgit, of which the positions had been determined by Lieut.

Hayward, have recently been found to have been fixed by the operations of

the Trigonometrical Survey, without his knowledge ; and the accordance

between the Trigonometrical results and his is sufficiently close to show

how careful and accurate that portion of his work must have been.

Dr. Catlet said—When stationed in Tibet I often heard the native

merchants, especially those from Swat and Bajaur, describe their route

through Bajaur and then by Wakhan and the Pamir to Yarkand. This

was indeed a regular well-known trade route, though the country was but

little known to us, and until the recent explorations just described, only very

roughly marked in our maps.

I frequently met Hayward during his travels in Tibet, and was always

much struck with his untiring energy and enthusiasm and his little regard

for his personal safety and comfort when surveying and exploring.

I met him in Kashmir just after his return from his first visit to Ya-

sin, and it is very gratifying to know that the observations that he took and

the survey operations he carried on under such great difficulties and when

so jealously watched, were so carefully and accurately done, as confirmed

by the recent observations of Col. Walker's native surveyor.

4. SixtTi List of Birdsfrom the N. B. Frontier of India.—By Lieut.-

CoLONEL H. H. Godwin-Austen.

(Abstract.)

This paper contains a list of birds collected in the Eastern Naga Hills

by Mr. A. W. Chennell, and in the low hills near Sadiya and the neighbour-

hood of the Brahmakhiind by Mr. W. T. Ogle, during the progress of the

Topographical Survey for two seasons.

One new species, Abrornis fiavogularis^ is thus described.

Above, ash-grey, purer grey on rump, rather darker on the head
;

wings pale umber-brown, tail ash-brown, the two outer feathers white on

the inner web, the next with a narrow edging of white. Lores white, ear

coverts white and grey ; chin pure yellow, fading on throat ; breast, nape,

flanks and thighs, greyish white; whitest on the breast ; a very faint yellow
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tinge on the abdomen ; under tail coverts white ; a small patch o£ yellow

on inner shoulder of the wing. Bill dark above, buff below. W. 1-84

inches; T. 1-8; t. 067; Bf. OS.

Habitat ; Sadija, (Mr. Ogle). This species is nearest to A. xantlo-

scJiistus, having the same colouration of the head and form of the bill, it is

distinguished from all other species by its entirely ashy upper surface.

The paper will be published in the Journal, Part II, with 2 plates

representing Garrulaco nuclialis, G.-A. and Actinura Oglei, G.-A.

Library.

The following additions have been made to the Library since the Meet-

ing held in March last.

Transactions, Proceedings and Journals,

'presented hy the respective Societies or Editors.

Berlin. Die Konigliche Akademie der Wissenschaften,—Abhandlungen,

fur 1876.

. Die Konigliche' Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften,

—

Monatsberichte, November 1877.

Bordeaux. Societe de Geographic Commerciale,—Bulletin, Nos. 4, 5, (2"*®

Serie)

.

Brussels. L'Observatoire Royal,—Annuaire, 4# Annee, 1877.

. . Notices extraites des Annuaires pour 1875 et 1876.

. . Annales, Tomes 23, 24, 25, 1874—76.

Calcutta. Mahabharata,—Nos. 19, 20.

. Geological Survey of India,—Memoirs, Palaeontologia Indica.

Indian Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Vertebrata, Vol. I. 3. Ser X. 3. Crania

of Ruminants, by R. Lydekker, B. A.

Cambridge, U. S. Museum of Comparative Zoology,—Memoirs, Vol. 5, No. 1.

Alexander Agassiz. North American Star Fishes.

Copenhagen. La Societe Royale des Antiquaires du Nord,—Memoires,

Nouvelle Serie, 1875-76.

. Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historic,—Aarboger, Hefte 3, 4, 1876.

. Tillaeg til Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historic,—

Aargang 1875.

Dublin. The Royal Geological Society of Ireland,—Journal, Vol. 4, Pts.

3, 4, 1875-76 and 1876-77.
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Edinburgh. Botanical Society,—Transactions and Proceedings, Vol. 13,

Pt. 1.

. The Royal Society,—Transactions, Vol. 28, Pt. 1.

/. A. Broun.—Note on the Bifilar Magnetometer.

. . Proceedings, Vol. 9, No. 96, 1876-77.

J. Murray.—On the distribution of Volcanic Debris over the Floor of the

Ocean,—its Character, Source, and some of the Products of its Disintegra-

tion and Decomposition. /. Y. Buchanan.—Note on the Specific Gravity of

Ocean Water. J. A. Broun.—Note on the Bifilar Magnetometer. A,

Buchan.—On the Diurnal Oscillations of the Barometer, Pt. 2. /. Y.

Buchanan.—:0n the Air dissolved in Sea-water.

Geneve. La Societe de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle,—Memoires,

Tome 25, Pt. 1.

Liege. La Societe Geologique de Belgique,—Annales, Tome 5, 1877-78.

London. The Athen^um,—Nos. 2625—28, 1878.

. The Geographical Magazine,—Vol. V, Nos. 2, 3, 1878.

No. 2. R. Gust.—Language-Map of the East Indies. A visit to Mysore in

the Famine year. Fr. A. De Eoepstorff.—The Inland Tribe of Great Nicobar,

. Institution of Mechanical Engineers,— Proceedings, No. 4, 1877.

Mr. JR. Wilson.—On an improved construction of Hydraulic Presses for Pack-

ing Cotton, Jute, &c., with improved Engines and Pumps.

The Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland,

—

Journal, Vol. 7, No. 2, 1877.

. The Society of Telegraph Engineers,—Journal, Vol. 6, Nos. 17,

18 and 19, 1877. List of Members, 1877.

No. 19. M. F. Roberts.—On Batteries. A. Jamieson.—Description of

combined Key and Switch. R. S. Brough.—On the principles to be ob-

served in the Erection of Wires over Long Spans, with Tables.

. Eoyal Astronomical Society,—Memoirs, Vol. 43, 1875-77.

Dr. Rudolf Wolf.—Memoire sur la periode commune a la frequence des taches

solaires et a la variation de la declinaison magnetique.

. Monthly Notices, Vol. 38, Nos. 1, 2, 1877.

Nature,—Vol. 17, Nos. 433—436, 1878.

Eoyal Geograi^hical Society,—Proceedings, Vol. 22, No. 1, 1878.

Eoyal Society,—Proceedings, Vol. 26, No. 184.

/SVr G. B. Airy.—On the Tides at Malta. A. Bownes, and Thos. P Blunt.—
Researches on the Effect of Light upon Bacteria and other Organisms. R. A,
Smith.—The Examination of Air.

Philosophical Transactions,—Vol. 166, Pt. II, for 1876,

and Vol. 167, Pt. I, for 1877.

Vol. 166. Chas. S. Tomes.—On the development and succession of the Poison-

fangs of Snakes. J. A. Broun.—On the Variations of the daily mean Hori-

zontal Force of the Earth's Magnetism produced by the Sun's Eotation and

the Moon's Synodical and Tropical Revolutions. C. William Siemens.—On
determining- the depth of the Sea without the use of the Sounding-lines.
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No. 167. Sir Charles ShadweU.—A contribution to Terrestrial Magnetism
;

being the Eecord of Observations of the Magnetic Inclination, or Dip, made
during the Voyage of H. M. S. ' Iron Duke' to China and Japan, &c., 1871-75.

John Tyndall.—Further Researches on the Deportment and Vital Persistence

of Putrefactive and Infective Organisms from a Physical point of View.

London. Geological Society,—Quarterly Journal, Vol. 33, No. 132.

Lyon. La Societe d'Agriculture, Histoire Naturelle et Arts Utiles,—

•

Annales, Tome 8.

Moscow. La Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes,—Bulletin, Nos. 1, 2, 1877.

Wladimir TiJchomiroff.—Notice sur un procede nouveau, facile et sur de trou-

ver les trichines dans la chair suspecte.

Palermo. La Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italian!,—Memorie, Dispensa

1, Gennaro, 1878.

P. Tacchini.—Le fotografie del sole fatte all' Osservatorie di Meudon dal Prof.

Janssen.

Paris. La Societe d'Anthropologie,—Bulletins, Tome 12, 3e Fas., 1877.

. La Societe de Geographic,—Bulletins, Decembre 1877, Janvier

1878.

Dec. 1877. /. B. Paqtiier.—Pamir et Kachgarie. Eocher.—Itineraire de

Ch'ung-Ch'ing a Yun-nan-fu. Le Colonel Chanoine.—Les travaux Geudesiques

de la Societe imperiale Geographique de Russie, en Asie. Ch. de TJjfalvy.—
Excursion en Dzoungarie.

Rome. Keale Accademia dei Lincei,—Atti, Vol. 2, Fas. 1, 2.

Scliaffhausen. Die Schweizerische Entomologische Gesellschaft,—Mitthei-

lungen, Vol. 5, Heft 5.

Stockholm. Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens,—Bihang till Hand-

lingar, Vol. 3, Hafte 2.

. . Oi'versigt a£ Forhandlingar, 1876.

. . Handhngar, 1874-75.

. . Observations Meteorologiques Suedoises,—Vol. 16 ;
2*"®

Serie. Vol. 2.

Sydney. The Royal Society,—Proceedings and Journal, Vol. 10.

K. C. Russell,—Notes on some remarkable Errors shewn by Thermometers.

Meteorological Periodicity. Rev. W. B, Clarke.—Effects of Forest Vegeta-

tion on Climate.

Washington. The United States Geological and Geographical Survey o£

the Territories,—Vol. 3, No. 4, 1877.

Yokohama. Die Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Natur und Volkerkunde Ost-

asien's,—Mittheilungen, 13tes Heft, 1877.

P. Kempermann.—Die Kamiyo no modgi, oder Gotterschrift. E. Knipping.—
Meteorologische Beobachtungen.
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Books and j^amphlets,

presented hy the AutJiors.

ArFRECHT, Theodoe. Eine Liste von Rajmahali Wortern. Pamphlet.

Ltjbawsky, a. Monographies et etudes juridiques, Vol. IV, (Russian).

St. Petersburg, 1876.

QxjAEiTCH, Bernaed. A General Catalogue of Books, 1877. 8vo., Lon-

don, 1877.

QrETELET, Een". Memoire sur la temperature de Pair a Bruxelles, 1833-

1872, (Supplement.) 4to., Brussels, 1876.

Shaw, R. B. A sketch of the Turki Language as spoken in Eastern

Turkistan (Kashgar and Yarkund) ; Part I, Grammar. 8vo., Calcutta,

1878.

. On the Ghalchah Languages (Wakhi and Sarikoll). 8vo., Cal-

cutta, 1876.

Vaneenen, D. C, Maj.-Genl. General Report on the Operations of

the Revenue Surveys of India for 1876-77. Flscp. Folio, Calcutta,

1878.

Walkee, J. T., Col. General Report on the Operations of the Great

Trigonometrical Survey of India for 1876-77. Flscp. Folio, Calcutta,

1878, (2 copies).

Wood-Mason, J. Description of a new Species of Phasmidce from India.

. On a small collection of Orthopterous Insects of the families

PTiasmidcB and Mantidce from Australia and New Britain. Pamphlet.

. Notes on new and little known Mantidce. Pamphlet.

. Note on Mygale Stridulans. Pamphlet.

. Discovery of Stridulating apparatus in Scorpions.

Preliminary notice of a species of Phasmidce, apparently posses-

sing all the Structural Arrangements needed both for Aerial and Aquatic

Respiration. Pamphlet.

Miscellaneous Presentations.

Htjntee, W. W. Statistical Account of Bengal, Vols. 6—19. 8vo,,

London, 1878.

Administration Report of the Customs Department for 1876-77. 4to.

Report on Charitable Dispensaries, for 1876. 4to.

The Goveenment of Ben^qal.

Wheelee, J. Talbots. Early Records of British India : A History of

the English Settlements in India. Rl, 8vo., Calcutta, 1878.
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A New Hindustani-English Dictionary. By Dr. S. W. Fallon, Pt. 12.

Cunningham, Alex. Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum. Vol. I,—Inscrip-

tions of Asoka. 4to., Calcutta, 1877.

The Goyernment of India, Home Department.

Catalogue o£ Specimens of Timber, Bamboos, Canes, and other Forest

Produce, from the Government Forests. Pamphlet. El. 8vo., Calcutta, 1878.

Department of Revenue, A&eiculture and Commerce.

Annual Eeport of the Department of Mines, New South Wales, for

1876. 4to., Sydney, 1878.

Eussell, H. C. Climate of New South Wales, Descriptive, Historical

and Tabular. 8vo., Sydney, 1877.

EoBiNSON, Charles. The Progress and Eesources of New South Wales.

8vo., Pamphlet, Sydney, 1877.

Eae, John. Eailways of New South Wales, from 1872-75. El. 4to., Syd-

ney, 1876.

EoTAL Society of New South Wales.
Mailly, Ed. Essai sur la vie et les ouvrages de L.-A.-J. Quetelet. Demy

8vo., Brussels, 1875.

Quetelet, Ern. Observation de I'Eclipse du Soleil du 10 Octobre, 1874.

Pamphlet.

.
. Sur la Periode de Froid, du Mois de Decembre, 1875. Pam-

phlet.

-. La Tempete du 12 Mars, 1876. Pamphlet.

Terry, M. F. E'tudes sur la planete Mars. Pamphlet.

Neumayer, M. Note Supplementaire, la Tempete du 12 Mars, 1876.

Pamphlet.

L'Obseevatoire Eoyal de Beuxelles.
Annual Eeport of the Board of Eegents, for 1876. 8vo., Washington,

1877.

Smithsonian Institution.

Eeport of the United States Geological Survey of the Territories,

Monographs of North America Ardentia. By Elliott Cones, and J. A.

Allen.

F. V. Hayden.
Catalogue of Soientific Papers (1864-73) Vol. 7. 4to., London, 1877.

Eoyal Society of London.
Eeport of the Commissioner of Agriculture of the Operations of the

Dept. for 1876. 8vo., Washington, 1877.

Eeport of the Bombay Auxiliary to the British and Foreign Bible

Society for 1877. 8vo., Bombay, 1878.

Zafar Namah, 'Alamgiri,

The Hon'ble Sir E. C. Bayley.
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Annual Report of the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative Zoo-

logy at Havard College in Cambridge, U. S. for 1876.

The Trustees.

Periodicals Purchased.

Bombay. The Yedarthayatna, or an attempt to interpret the Yedas,

—

Book 2, No. 9, Pt. 23.

Calcutta. The Indian Medical Gazette,—Vol. 13, No. 3.

•

. The Calcutta Journal of Medicine,—Vol. 7, Nos. 9 and 10.

Gottingen. Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen,—Stiicken, 6-8, 1878.

. . Nachrichten,—No. 3, 1878.

Leipsic. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Band 3, Heft 1, 1878.

. . Beiblatter,—Band II, Stiicken 1, 2, 1878.

Stiick 2. A. Crova.—Messung der Warme der Sonnenstrahlen und iiirer Ab-

sorption durch. die Atmosphare.

London. The Academy,—Nos. 302—305, 1878.

. The Chemical News,—Vol. 37, Nos. 951—954, 1878.

No. 952. The Formation of Crystals of Calcium Oxalate in the Urine after its

discharge. J. Volhard.—The Application of Ammonium Sulphocyanide in

Volumetric Analysis.

No. 953. Laboratory experiences on board the * Challenger'. Bishop's improved

Process of Eegenerating the Lime used in the Purification of Coal-gas.

.
. The Edinburgh Eeview,—No. 301, January 1878.

The French in Indo- China.

. The Entomologist,—Vol. 11, No. 177.

. The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,—Vol. 14, No. 1G5.

. The Ibis, 4th Series,—Vol. II, No. 5, 1878.

Arthur.—Notes on the Dicruridce, and on their Arrangement in the Catalogue

of the Collection in the British Museum.

. The Journal of Botany.—Vol. 7, No. 182.

. The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine,

—

Vol. 5, No. 29.

/. Emerson-Reynolds.—On a new form of Measuring-Apparatus for a Labora-

tory-Spectroscope.

. The Westminster Eeview,—No. 105, January 1878.

The Indian Famine :—How dealt with in Western India. India and our Colo-

nial Empire.

. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,—Vol. 1, No. 2.

/. Wood-Mason.—Notes on new and little-known Mantidce. Arthur O. Butler.—
Descriptions of new Species of Heterocera from Japan. Capt. W. V. Legge.—
Description of a new Scops Owl from Ceylon.

The Messenger of Mathematics,—Vol. 7, No. 75, July 1877 ;
No.

80, Deer. 1877, and No. 81, January 1878.

. Journal of the Society of Arts,—Vol. 26, Nos. 1317-1320, 1878.
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No. 1317. W. Eassie.—Systems of Cremation in use upon the Continent.

Education in India.

No. 1318. A. H. Allen.—Some recent improvements in the Metallurgy of

Nickel. /. L. Haddan.—Mechanical Traction on Tramways.

No. 1319. W. T. Thornton.—Irrigation a Preventive of Indian Famine.

No. 1320. St. G. L. i^oa:.—Automatic Gas lighting. G. T. Kingzett.—Th.e

Chemistry of Infection, or the Germ Theory of disease from a Chemical Point

of View.

New Haven. The American Journal of Science and Arts,—Vol. 15, No. 85.

G. E. Belknap.—Observations on under-water Oceanic Temperature. Henry

A. Rowland.—On the Magnetic Effect of Electric Convection.

Paris. Comptes Eendus,—Tome 86, Nos. 5, 5*, 6, 7, and 8, 1878.

No. 5.* M. Thollon.—Nouveau spectroscope a vision directe. M. A. Lamy.—
Memoire sur la solubilite de la chaux dans I'eau.

No. 6. M. J. A. Broun.—Nouvelles observations relatives aux relations entre

les phenomenes du magnetisme terrestre et la rotation du Soleil.

No. 7. M. A. Carnot.—Methode de dosage volumetrique de la potasse.

No. 8. M. Th. Bu Moncel.—Sur les telephones a pile.

. Journal des Savants,—Fevrier 1878.

Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire.—Le Zend-Avesta de Zoroastre.

. Eevue des deux Mondes,—Tome 25, Livraisons 3^, 4® and Tome 26,

Livraison V^ 1878.

Liv. M. R. Radau.—Les Applications Scientifiques de la Photographic.—I. La
Photographic Celeste.

. Eevue Scientifique,—Nos. 32—36.

. Eevue Critique d'Histoire et de Litterature,—Nos. 6—9, 1878.

Books Purchased,

Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th Edition. Vol. 7, 4to., Edinburgh, 1877.

Elliot, Sir H. M. The History of India, as told by its own Historians.

The Muhammad Period. Edited and continued by Prof. J. Dawson.

Vol. 8. El. 8vo., London, 1877.

KiNLOCH, Alexander, A. A. Large Game Shooting in Thibet and the

North West, Part II. 4to., London, 1876.

EiCHTHOFEN, Feedinand, Feeiheer voiN^. China. Ergebnisse eigener

Eeisen und darauf gegrundeter Studien, Vol. 1. 4to., Berlin, 1877.

Schliemann, De. Heney. Mycenae, a Narrative of Eesearches and Dis-

coveries at Mycenae and Tiryus, with preface by the Eight Hon. W. E.

Gladstone, M. P. 8vo., London, 1878.

Wight, Eobeet. Icones Plantarum Indise Orientalis, or Figures of In-

dian Plants. Vols. 1—6, El. 4to., Madras, 1840.

Fallon, S. W. De. A new Hindustani-English Dictionary, Pt. 12.





PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

j^OR JVLay, 1878.

The Montlily General Meeting o£ the Society was held on Wednesday

the 1st May at 9i o'clock p. m.

W. T. Blanfoed, Esq., F. E. S., President, in the Chair.

The following presentations were announced

—

1. From the E,ussian Geographical Society, back numbers of their

publications, and other books, including a copy of " Reisen in Siiden von

Ost-Sibirien in den Jahren 1855-1859", by Gustav Radde.

2. From the British Museum, a copy of " The Gigantic Land Tor-

toises (living and extinct) in the collection of the British Museum," by

A. C. L. G. Gunther.

3. From Lieut. R. C. Temple, 21st R. N. B. Fusiliers, a copy of the

" Transliteration of the Burmese Alphabet into Roman characters, and a

note on the Vocal and Consonantal Sounds of the Peguan language." Also
" The Lord's Prayer in the South Andaman language."

The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the last

meeting, were elected Ordinary Members

—

1. James Copley Moyle, Esq.

2. The Hon'ble L. S. Jackson (re-elected).

3. R. Griffith, Esq. (re-elected).

4. P. Donaldson, Esq.

5. C. J. Sharpe, Esq.

6. James A. Murray, Esq.

The following are candidates for ballot at the next meeting

—

Charles Steuart Bayley, Esq., C. S., proposed by W. T. Blanford,

Esq., seconded by Capt. J. Waterhouse.

Lieutenant R. C. Temple, 21st R. N. B. Fusiliers, Dharmsala, proposed

by Capt. J. Waterhouse, seconded by H. Blochmann, Esq.
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The Seceetart announced to the Meeting that news had been received

of the death of Dr. P. Bleeker, Corresponding Member of the Society.

Also that Mr. G. S. Leonard, the Assistant Secretary, had resigned his

appointment, and that the Council had nominated Mr. W. E. Bateman to

the vacant post on trial.

The Seceetaet read the following letter from Mr. J. O'Kinealy, Offg.

Secretary, Government of India, Home Department, in reply to a commu-

nication of the Council on the subject of the Indian Treasure Trove

Act, YI of 1878.

From
James O'Kinealy, Esq.,

OJfg. Secretary to the Govt, of India.

To

The Secretary to the Governments of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, N. W.
Provinces, Oudh, and the Punjab.

The Chief Commissioners, Central Provinces, British Burma, Mysore,

Coorg, and Assam.

The Eesident at Hyderabad, and the Superintendent of Port Blair and

the Nicobars.

Fort William, tie Srd April, 1878.

SiK,

With reference to the Indian Treasure Trove Act, VI of 1878,

I am directed to request that the necessary orders may be issued to Collec-

tors that, unless there is some strong reason to the contrary, whenever two

or more coins of the same kind are found, the Asiatic Society, Calcutta,

may be allowed the option to purchase one of them j and that in all cases

in which notice may be received of coins having been found, the Collectors

should communicate the information to the Asiatic Society.

I have &c.,

James O'Kinealy,

Q^g. Secretary to the Govt, of India.

No. 772.

Copy forwarded to the Honorary Secretary, Asiatic Society of Bengal,

with reference to his letter No. 113, dated the 15th ultimo.

J. O'Kinealy,

OJfy. Secretary to the Govt, of India.
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Capt. Waterhouse exhibited a photograph o£ part of the sun's disc,

obtained by M. Janssen at the Observatory of Meudon, near Paris. He
said : The photograph I have the pleasure of exhibiting is one published in

the Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes, Paris, for 1878, and represents a

small portion of the solar disc enlarged from one of M. Janssen's negatives

taken on the 10th October 1877, at 97*. 36w. On M. Janssen's negative the

diameter of the sun's disc was 305 onm., or about 12 inches, and it has been

enlarged three times, consequently the full diameter of the disc as repre-

sented in part in the photograph is 0«^.•92, or about 36i- inches.

The photograph is accompanied by an explanatory note by M. Janssen,

in which he lays down the principles that have guided him in making

these photographs, and the following is a brief abstract of it.

Up to the present time photography, considered as a means of describ-

ing the surface of the sun, has remained much inferior to eye observations

with large instruments.

Photographs on which the sun's image is not more than 4 or 5 inches

in diameter cannot show the structure of the photosphere, but this is indis-

pensable towards making any progress in solar knowledge.

The study of the solar spots, which for the last two centuries and a

half has furnished almost the only data on the constitution of the photo-

sphere, seems now almost worked out, or, at least, it ought to be supple-

mented henceforth by the study of the photosphere itself.

The study of the photosphere by eye observations is attended with

great difSculties, the chief of which is the impossibility of clearly recognis-

ing the form of the granulations in the midst of the flaming photosphere,

or to measure them and, still less, to identify them in order to follow

their changes.

Consequently it would be an immense advance in solar knowledge if

photography could give us images of the sun's surface, showing the details

sufficiently clearly to permit this study ; it would also be a foundation of

future progress and discoveries.

The solution of this problem has occupied M. Janssen from the time

that he commenced these solar photographic observations.

On considering the conditions under which solar photographs had

hitherto been taken, M. Janssen found that the principal cause which pre-

vented the details of the solar surface from appearing on the photographs

was photographic irradiation, by which the images of bright objects are

enlarged ; and it is therefore evident that if the details of the granulation

of the solar surface are smaller than the amount of this irradiation, it will

be impossible to obtain them with any sharpness.

M. Janssen considered that the solution of the difficulty was in en-

larging the image, combined with a diminution in the time of exposure.
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There is thus a triple chance of success. First, because the irradiation

diminishes rapidly with the increase in diameter of the images, especially

if the exposure is lessened at the same time ; secondly, because the dimen-

sions of the details are enlarged, and therefore the details ought to be more

easily obtained ; finally, the defects of the sensitive surface are of less

relative importance.

There is another circumstance which, in this case, is particularly favour-

able for obtaining very well defined images. In short exposures, the pho-

tographic spectrum is reduced to a very narrow band and the rays which

act belong to a little group almost monochromatic.

The optical spectrum is on the contrary very extended, and therefore

photography may be expected to yield much better defined images than can

be obtained by eye observation.

It is true that the photographic difiiculties increase with the size of

the image, but these diflRculties can be overcome by care and perseverance.

M. Janssen has, therefore, since the commencement of these studies in

1874, constantly endeavoured to obtain the solar images larger and larger,

advancing from between 4 and 5 to 12 inches in diameter.

At the same time as the dimensions were increased, the composition of

the sensitive surface and the mode of development were improved. The

development of the image ought to be very gradual, commencing with

iron and finishing with pyrogallic acid and silver.

The greatest care must be taken in the focussing and in giving an even

exposure all over the plate.

The length of exposure is very short. In summer it is between

To*o ^^^ "3 oV ^^ ^ second for the images of 12 inches diameter.

In consequence of the very short exposure the development is slow, but

then the image appears in all its details, free from irradiation, and shows

the phenomena we have now to consider.

The photographs show the solar surface covered with a fine general

granulation, the form, dimensions and arrangement of the granular

elements being very variable. In size they vary from some tenths of a

second to 3 or 4 seconds. The forms are circular or more or less elongated

ellipses, but often these regular forms are altered.

The granulation is visible everywhere and does not seem to possess a

different composition towards the poles of the sun. The luminous power

of the granular elements considered separately is very variable. They

appear to be situated at different depths in the photospheric layer.

The most luminous granulations only occupy a small portion of the

surface of the sun.

But the most remarkable result, and which is due entirely to the aid

of photography, is the discovery of the photographic net-work.
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In fact, an attentive examination of these photographs shows that the

photosphere is not of uniform constitution all over, but that it is divided

into a series of figures more or less distant one from the other, and showing

a distinct constitution. The outlines of these figures are generally rounded,

but often nearly rectilinear and resembling polygons.

The dimensions of the figures are very variable. They sometimes

attain a diameter of one minute or more. Whilst in the intervals between

the figures, the grains are distinct and well-defined, although of variable

size, in the interior, they are half-effaced, drawn out and confused
;
gene-

rally they have disappeared to give place to streams of matter which

replace the granulation. Every thing indicates that in these spaces, the

photospheric matter is undergoing violent movements which have confused

the granular elements.

Another very important fact, shewn in a very certain manner by the

photographs, is, that numerous very dark points show themselves in the

parts where the granulation is regular, and indicate that the photospheric

layer must have a very slight thickness.

Capt. Waterhouse remarked that some of the small photographs that

were' now being taken at the Surveyor-General's Oflice with the photo-

heliograph, frequently showed a mottling and figures of various shapes

that appeared to correspond with what M. Janssen called the photographic

net-work. These photographs were taken by Capt. Abney's beer-albumen

process, with alkaline development. Some photographs taken by Colonel

Tennant with the same instrument after the Transit of Venus showed

these figures very clearly indeed j they were taken by the ordinary wet-

collodion process, but were very carefully exposed and developed with

pyrogallic acid instead of iron.

These photographs, on which the disc of the sun is only four inches,

are too small, and the definition of the instrument is not sufficiently good,

to permit of the details being enlarged, so as to make useful observations

of the daily state of the photosphere as M. Janssen was doing. For this

purpose, a much more powerful optical arrangement was necessary.

The Eev. Fr. Lafont asked to what the distinct difference existing

between the various parts of the photograph exhibited was due, some parts

being very sharp in outline, others very ill-defined, as if out of focus. It

could not be that the tops of the flames in the chromosphere are sufficiently

distant from it to produce a difference of focus ; might it be that even in

the short duration of the exposure, these flames or some of them, displace

themselves enough to destroy the sharpness of their outlines ? or is it

due to some vibration of our own atmosphere ? He could hardly believe

that the movement of the protuberances is such as to sensibly displace them
upon the sensitive plate in the -^-^qq of a second.
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Capt. Wateehotjse replied that the want of sharpness was not par-

ticularly referred to by M. Janssen in his note, unless it was part of the

very phenomenon described by him. as occurring in the intervals between

the figures of the photographic net-work. He had seen it stated in some of

the English journals, that the want of sharpness was not due to any defect

of focus or photographing, but was actually the representation of solar

phenomena.

Capt. WATEEHorsE said that his attention had been drawn by General

Gowan to a photograph of a sculptured group in the Garalmandal Temple

at Pathari, near Saugor, in Central India, taken by himself in the year

1862, with reference to a translation by Miss Tweedie of a paper by Prof.

Weber on the Krishna-janmashtami or Krishna's birth-festival, published

in the ' Indian Antiquary' for December 1877.

The piece of sculpture, of which he exhibited a photograph to the

meeting, represented a female figure nearly the size of life lying down on

a couch, with the left hand partly supporting her head and a little child

lyino- by her side. Behind the couch there are five smaller female figures,

standino- apparently in attendance. Some of these hold chauris and one

holds a sort of bag or purse. The couch is covered with a flowered cloth,

and has embroidered cushions. It is supported on carved legs by two

couchant lions and a seated human figure. The face and other parts of the

principal figure have unfortunately been very much damaged.

From the nimbus round the head of the recumbent female figure, she

is evidently a person of sanctity, but whether the sculpture is intended to

represent Devaki with the infant Krishna, or Maya with the infant Buddha,

it was difficult for him to say, though he had always taken it to be the latter.

Capt. J. D. Cunningham, who described the ruins of Pathari in the

Society's Journal, No, 189, for April 1848, says, that tradition declares the

figure to be that of the Garerun who built the temple, and adds that the

shepherd missing his wife one day, was told that her heart's desire had

been accomplished ; a copious spring had overflowed and formed a lake

close to her temple, and that she herself having done with the world, had

been metamorphosed into stone, and had become the guardian of- the fane

of her own erection.

The only point of interest in the sculpture, is the beauty and artistic

grace it possesses, and the fact that the child is represented as lying quietly

by the side of its mother, with its hands up, while in most of the instances

quoted by Prof. Weber in the paper referred to by General Gowan, the

infant Krishna is represented as at the breast of his mother.

Capt. Waterhouse said, he was not competent to offer an opinion on

the subject himself, but General Gowan had thought it might be of interest
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to the Society. An outline sketcli would be published in the Proceedings,

(see Plate III) . Unfortunately the original negative from which the photo-

graph was printed, was in England, and many details are wanting in the

only copy that remained, owing to the fact that half the sculpture was in

very strong shadow inside the temple.

ADDENDrM ;—Since the meeting I have shown the sketch to Dr. Eajen-

dralala Mitra who has kindly favoured me with the following information.

J. W.
" According to the Harivansa and other leading Hindu authorities

Krishna was born when his parents were in prison. The birth took place in

a dark rainy night when the warders had fallen asleep, and the father, to

save his new-born babe from the doom which awaited it at the hands of

Eaja Kaiisa, the Indian Herod, secretly carried it away, crossed the Yamuna

on foot, and finding Yasoda, a cowherdess, asleep by the side of her little

daughter born an hour or two before, quietly left his son by her side, and

carried the baby to the prison.

If we accept the picture to be a representation of the birth of Krishna

we must assume the scene to be either of the prison cell, or of the dwelling of

the cowherdess, and in neither place would the attendants be consistent. I

am disposed, therefore, to believe that it is intended for the birth of Buddha.

It is true that Buddha is said to have been born in a garden while his

mother was leaning against a tree, but she was at the time surrounded by a

large retinue of maids, and soon after the birth she was placed on a couch^

and this incident is what we see in the picture.

The counterpart of this scene occurs in the Amaravati stone now in

the Indian Museum, and in it are to be found the couch, the reclining figure,

and the attendants all but exactly the same, the only material difference

being that in the one we have a young elephant, the form in which Buddha
descended on the earth, and in the other a little child, the form which he

assumed immediately after birth.

The semicircular arch you refer to is not a nimbus, but the back-frame

of the bedstead. (See my 'Antiquities of Orissa,' p. 103, woodcut JSTo. 30.)

I may add that lions are rarely shown in Yaishnavite sculpture, but seldom

omitted in Buddhist scenes. They are the emblems of the title Sinha,

which Buddhists are so fond of assigning to the founder of their religion.

It might be said that the temple from which the picture has been

brought is a Hindu one, and a priori we have a right to expect a Hindu
scene in it. But a reference to Capt. J. D. Cunningham's paper on the

Temple of Pathari, will show that the Hindu origin of the fane cannot be

satisfactorily established. Capt. C. says " the general impression left upon

the mind by an examination of this temple, is that while it is religiously a
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Brahmanical edifice, it is arcliitecturally and sculpturally an adaptation

from Buddhism, and serves to show how old material forms are preserved

amid mental changes and the revolutions of sentiments," (J. A. S. B. XVII,

p. 310.) In short, it is a Buddhist fane, converted to Hindu worship.* A
drawing of the Amaravati stone is to be found in Foucaux's life of Buddha."

Mr. H. B. Medlicott exhibited a copy of the new Geological Map
of India and said :

The map which I have the honour to lay before the Society, might

perhaps be more fittingly handed round for inspection, than hung up in

the general view. It is on the tiny scale of 64 miles to an inch, being in

fact only an index-map to a Manual on the Geology of India, embodying

the results up to date of the labours of the Geological Survey. This work

is now well advanced towards publication ; and it will, however imperfectly,

supply a demand that has long pressed upon us. The map has been

very neatly printed in colours at the office of the Surveyor General of India,

and through the kindness of Captain Riddell, R. E., in charge of the Litho-

graphic branch of that office, I have obtained some early impressions ; one

has been sent to the Exhibition at Paris and one to Dr. Oldham. This pre-

sent is the first occasion on which a copy has been seen in India. On the

part of my colleagues of the Geological Survey I now present to our col-

leagues of the Asiatic Society of Bengal this latest produce of our combined

labours. In this room, before the busts of Stoliczka and of Dr. Oldham,

and in the presence of our President, Mr. William Blanford, we might be

tempted to forget the share of this work th^t is due to unprofessional

explorers. To show how erroneous this would be, how broadly the founda-

tions of geology had been laid in India by private hands before^ an official

Survey had any existence, I have also placed before the meeting Mr.

Greenough's Geological Map, compiled a quarter of a century ago, by a man

who had never set foot in the country, from the observations of early ex-

plorerSj most of whom were members of this Society. A comparison of the

two maps will show a very decided general agreement. It would not be

just to push the comparison further. In size and apparent completeness

the older map has the advantage, where some considerable blank spaces

occur in the recent map, for it was decided that we should put some limit

to guess-work. Lines have been put in freely from rapid sketch-surveys,

or even from borrowed information ; but we have preferred to leave blank,

where the connecting points were too distant and uncertain. As regards

details, the minuteness of the map forbids any notice whatever of many points

of interest that will be found explained in the Manual, and we have had to

* The country about Pathari is strewed with remains of undouhtedly Buddhist

oria-in. J. W.
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club together formations that have long since been distinguished ; as for

the great Gondwana rock-system, of which on such a map, we can only show

an upper and lower division ; or for the Vindhyan formation, the many
sub-divisions of which have all to appear under one colour. But, as I have

stated, this majD is only an index ; and for many important areas, special

maps have already been published.

Me. V. Ball exhibited two stone implements from Parisnath Hill

(District Hazaribagh) and said :

—

The two stone implements which I exhibit were received by me from

Mr. I. J. Whitty, of Giridi. They are reported to have been found during

the clearance of the primeval forest on the northern slopes of Parisnath

Hill, where a tea garden has recently been oj)ened out.

Differing from those which I exhibited from Singhbhiim* and which

were interesting as being of the specialised Burmese type, the present speci-

mens (and particularly the larger one) conform to more ordinary types of

polished celts, examples of which have been met with in most of the coun-

tries of Europe and elsewhere.

As is not unfrequently the case with polished celts, the material of

which these are formed is a volcanic (trapjjean) rock. The large specimen

was probably a battle-axe, while the small one, with its carefully ground

edge, was no doubt used as a scraper for dressing skins of wild animals,

I hope to hear soon whether any further examples have been obtained

from the same locality. In the meantime it is desirable to place on record

this new locality.

The following papers were read

—

1. ITote on certain peculiarities ohserved in Hailstones ichich fell at

KhulTid, Jessore, on the ^Ist March, 1878,

—

By H. James Rainet.

On the above date there was an extraordinarily heavy fall of hailstones

of rather considerable size, some being as large as a goose's e^^. Of

course these latter were not single stones, but compound ones, as none of

the former are known to attain a larger bulk than that of a pigeon's egg.

As regards the majority of these large stones, their form and structure

were rather peculiar. They appeared to be of a discoid form, and their

surface was extremely irregular and jagged. From a more or less transpa-

rent nucleus about the centre, issued concentric rings of different degrees

of opacity, which were very clearly discernible. These peculiarities I have,

however, observed before, and I need not describe them more closely, as

they are doubtless known to others.

* P. A. S. B, June 1875, p. 118, and June 1876.
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—

Sedimentary deposit in Sailstones. [Mat,

What struck me as being especially remarkable about these stones was

that when melted they left a sedimentary deposit of a yellowish-brown

substance. I found this to be the case at first on placing these stones in a

glass of water. Thinking, however, that this powdery substance may have

been contained in the water in which I put the stones, or that some earthy

matter had adhered to the stones on their falling on the ground, I carefully

washed some more stones in clear and pure water, and placed them in a

clean glass, and again there was a similar deposit. I then drained off the

water, and kept the substance there, with the intention of the next day

drying and preserving it, in view of having it eventually analyzed ; but,

unfortunately, it was thrown away by accident, and has therefore been lost.

I have never previously observed this peculiarity in hail-stones ; and as it

may not be generally known, I have thought it worth while noting down

the fact.

It would be interesting to know, if hailstones have been regularly

analyzed before, what are their constituent parts,* and whether they vary

at different times and places, or not ? They appear to have a chemical

effect on vegetables, particularly on banana and plantain trees (Musa sapa-

lientum et M. paradisiaca,) as they become yellow and seared soon after

a fall of hailstones. Even grass on which hailstones have fallen becomes

affected in the same way, and contrary to what a shower of rain produces.

However, all these changes may be due simpl}'- to the low temperature of

hailstones. But it cannot in any way account for the sedimentary de-

posit, which is deserving notice and attention.

The Presideis't said, it was unfortunate that the deposit from the hail-

stones had not been examined microscopically. Atmospheric dust had

proved in various cases to contain rather singular constituents, such as

diatoms, and recently some blackish powder obtained from melting snow in

Sweden had been found to contain iron and a percentage of nickel, and was

probably of meteoric origin.

2. The Application ofFhoiograpJiy to the Reproduction ofMaps, Plans ^c.y

hy the Photo-mechanical and other processes.—By Capt. J. Watee-
HOUSE, B. S. C, Assistant Surveyor General of India,

(Abstract.)

This paper opens with an introduction in which a short account is

given of the rise and progress of the system of reproducing maps and plans

by photography in the Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton, and in India,

and of the objects and advantages to be gained by it. The preparation of

the original and the production of the negatives is next considered, and then

follows a general review of the various photographic processes employed for

* Eain.-water is known to certain carbonate of ammonia. H. J. E.

1
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the reproduction of maps, under the heads o£ Printing on Sensitive Papers,

PhotoHthography or Photozincography, Photocollotype, Woodbury-type,

Photo-engraving, Phototypography, and Miscellaneous processes. The

paper concludes with a short note on the uses of photography as an aid in

warfare. It will be published in full in Part II of the Journal.

The reading of the paper was illustrated by a series of specimens show-

ing the different stages of the process of photozincography and by some

specimens of a process of engraving the author is engaged in working out,

and of which a description is given in the paper.

The reading of the following paper was postponed

—

3. On the Afitiquities of Bogra.—By H. Beveridge, Esq., C.S.

yIBRARY.

The following additions have been made to the Library since the Meet-

ing held in April last.

Transactions, Proceedings and Journals,

presented hy their respective Societies or Editors.

Berlin. Die Konigliche Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften,

—

Monatsberichte, December, 1877.

Bombay. The Indian Antiquary,—Vol. VIII, Pts. 77 and 78, March and

April, 1878.

Part 78! J. D. Bate.—The Wives of Muhammad. J. F. Fleet.—^axiskrit and

old Canarese inscriptions, Nos. 38 and 39. Capt. W. S. Brooke.—Notes on the

Custom of Mahaprasad in the Samtalpur District, Central Provinces. Mdvaji

Vdsudeva Tullu.—Traditionary account of Kalidasa. F. M. Mascarenhas.

Father Thomas Estevas, S. J.

Bordeaux. Societe de Geographic commerciale de Bordeaux,—Bulletin,

Nos. 6, 7, Mars et Avril, 1878.

Boston. The American Academy of Arts and Sciences,—Proceedings, Vol.

13, May to November, 1877.

J. F. Cooke., Jr.—Revision of the Atomic Weight of Antimony. B. Feirce.—Pro-

habilities of the Three-Ball game of Billiards.
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Calcutta. Mahabharata,—Vol. Ill, part 21.

Cherbourg. Societe Nationale des Sciences Naturelles,—Memoires, Tome
15, 1876-77.

Halle. Das Verein fiir Erdkuncle,—Mittheilungen, 1877.

Liverpool. Literary and Philosopbical Society,—Proceedings, 66th Session

1876-77, No. 31.

London. The Athenseum,—Nos. 2629—2632.
.

. The Statistical Society,—Journal, Vol. XL, part 4, December

1877.

.
. The Eoyal Astronomical Society,—Monthly Notices, Vol. 38,

Nos. 3 and 4, January and February 1878.

. Nature,—Vol. 17, Nos. 437—440.

.. The Geological Society,—Quarterly Journal, Vol. 34, part 1,

No. 133.

J. F. Turiden.—On possible Displacements of the Earth's Axis of Figure pro-

duced by Elevations and Depressions of her Surface.

Munich. Die K. B. Akademie der Wissenschaften,—Historischen Classe,

—

Sitzungsberichte, Vol. XLVII, Heft. 2 und 3.

. . Philosophische-Philologischen und Historischen Classe,

—Sitzungsberichte, Heft 2.

. . Mathematisch-Physikalischen Classe,—Sitzungsberichte

Heft. 1 und 2.

Palermo. Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italiani,—Memorie, Dispensa 2,

3, Febbraro, Marza, 1878.

Disp. 2. Osservazioni dello Macchie e delle protuberanze solare fatte all'

osservatorio del CoUegio Eomano nel primo semestre, 1877.

Paris. Journal Asiatique,—Tome 10 et 11, Nos. 1 and 2.

No. 2. S. Guyard.—Note sur la Metrique Arabe.

Philadelphia. The Academy of Natural Sciences,—Journal, Vol. 8, part 3,

1877.

Rome. R. Accademia dei Lincei,—Atti, Vol. II, Fasc. 3.

Eoorkee. Professional papers on Indian Engineering,—Vol. 7, No. 28.

Lieut. C. Hoshjns.—Description of Mandi Suspension Bridge, 240 feet span.

Capt. W. Sedgwick.—Short notes on Mountain Railways for India. Capt. H.
Wilberforce Clarke.—The complement of EoUing Stock required for a System

of Railways.

St. Petersburg. Imperial Geographical Society,—Journal, Vols. 3 to 6.

. . Proceedings, March 1872 to December 1873, 6 parts

of 1875, and 7 parts of 1876.

Torino. L' Accademia Reale delle Scienze,—Annuario, anno I, 1877-78.
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Books and Pamphlets,

presented hy the Autliors.

Cuira'iKaHAM, A. Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. I,—Inscriptions

of Asoka. Calcutta, 1877.

DoLLTNGEE, J. V. Avcntin und seine Zeit. Miinchen, 1877.

GuifTHEE, A. C. L. G. Gigantic Land-Tortoises, living and extinct, in

the British Museum. London, 1877.

Smyth, P. Edinburgh Astronomical Observations,—Vol. XIV, 1870-77.

Temple, R. C. The Lord's Prayer in the South Andaman Language.

Calcutta, 1877.

. Notes on the Transliteration of the Burmese Alphabet into Ro-

man Characters, also note of the Vocal and Consonantal Sounds of the

Peguan or Taking Language. Rangoon, 1876.

M.ISCELLANEOUS PRESENTATIONS.

Report of the Judicial Administration (Civil) of the Central Provin-

ces for the year 1877. Nagpur, 1878.

Chief Commissionee, Centeal Peovinces.

Siberian Expedition, Historical part. Vol. I. ; Botanical part. Vol. II

;

Geological part. Vol. Ill, and a Mathematical part.

The Russian and Chinese Turkestan, Vols. 1 and 2, 1869 to 1873.

The Geography of Asia, 1877.

Ethnography, Vols. II and III.

Statistics of Russia in 1869,—Vols. I, III and IV.

Geological description of Thianshan, 1873.

Geological description of Iran, 1874.

Explorations of Mongolia, 1875, Vols. I and II.

Explorations of the Yenessei River in 1865.

The Geological description of Finland, 1876.

Reisen in Siiden von Ost Sibirien in den Jahren 1855-59. By Gustave

Radde, Band I and II.

The Impeeial Rtjssian Geogeaphical Society.

Periodicals Purchased.

Berlin. Journal fiir die reine und angewandte Mathematik,—December,

1877.

H. Lorberg.—Ueber das Elektrodynamische Grundgesetz.

Calcutta. The Indian Medical Gazette,—Vol. 13, No. 4, April, 1878.

Giessen. Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der Chemie,—Marz, 1878.
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Gottingen. Grottingische gelehrte Anzeigen,—Stiick. 9—12.

Stiick 11. A. H. Wallace.—The Geographical Distribution of Animals, with a
study of the Eelations of Living and Extinct Faunas as elucidating the past

Changes of the Earth's Surface. Benfey.—Einige Derivate des Indo-germa-
nischen Verbums aubh. Br. Zagardi.—Erklarung Chaldaischer Worter.

. , Nachrichten,—Nos. 4 und 5, 1878.

Leipsic. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Band II, Stiick 3, und Band
III, Heft 2.

London. The Academy,—Nos. 806—309, 1878.

. The Chemical News,—Vol. 37, Nos. 953 to 958, 1878.

. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,—Vol. I, No. 3,

March 1878.

A. G. Butler.—Descriptions of new species of Heterocera from Japan, part II,

NocUdtes. F. Moore.—Description of new species of Lepidoptera collected

by the late Dr. F. Stoliczka, during the Indian Government Mission to Yar-

kirnd in 1873.

, The Entomologist,—Vol. 14, No. 166, March 1878.

. The Journal of Botany,—Vol. 7, No. 183, March 1878.

. The Society of Arts,—Journal, Vol. 26, Nos. 1321—1324.

No. 1321. Br. Mann.—The Lightning Eod.

No. 1322. General McMurdo.—Settlement and Military Colonisation in India.

No. 1324. Br. P. Higgs.—ElecixiQ Lighting.

. The London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine,

—

Vol. 5, No. 30, March 1878.

H. F. Weber.—Electromagnetic and Calorimetric Absolute Measurements ; the

absolute value of Siemen's Unit of Resistance in Electromagnetic Measure
;

the relation between the Current-work and the Heat-evolution in Stationary

Galvanic Currents ; and the absolute value of some constant Hydro-electromo-

tive Forces in Electromagnetic Measure. W. E. Ayrton, and J. Perry.—
Eain-clouds and Atmospheric Electricity. H. C. Russell.—On a New Modifi-

cation of the Bichromate Battery. W. F. Ayrton and /. Perry.—The Con-

tact Theory of Voltaic Action.

. The Numismatic Society,—Chronicle and Journal, Part 4, No.

68, 1877.

New Haven, U. S. The American Journal of Science and Arts,—Vol. 15,

No. 86, February 1878.

Paris. Annales de Chimie et de Physique,—Tome 13, 5me Serie, Fevrier

1878.

M. E. Pictet.—Memou-e sur la Hquefaction de I'oxygene, la liquefaction et la

solidification de I'hydrogene, et sur les theories des changements d'etat des

corps. A. Rosenstiehl.—Recherches sur les matieres colorantes de la gar-

ance.

^
. Comptes Rendus,—Tome 86, Nos. 9—12, 1878.
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No. 9. S. Pellet.—Nouvelle liqueur cuivrique carTionatee pour le dosage du

glucose. L. JBoutroux.—Sur la fermentation lactique.

No. 12. M. Tacchini.—Eesultats des operations faites en 1877, au bord du soleil,

sur les raies, b et 1474. E, M. Broun.—Sur la periode de rotation des

taehes solaires.

Paris. Journal des Savants,—March 1878.

. . Eevue Critique,—Nos. 10-13, March 1878.

. Eevue des Deux Mondes,—March 1878.

. . Eevue Scientifique,—Nos. 37-39, March 1878.

No. 37. C. Semper.—Les Articules et les Annelides.

No. 38. /. Belboeuf et W. Spring.—Le Daltonisme, recherches experimentales

et theoriques. Enonce du probleme.

Books Purchased.

BoHTLiNGK, Otto. Sanskrit Chrestomathie. St. Petersburg, 1877.

Thomson, Sir C. W. The Voyage o£ the " Challenger". The Atlantic.

2 Vols. 8vo., London, 1877.

Strangfoed, Viscountess. Original Letters and Papers of the late Vis-

count Strangford upon Philological and kindred Subjects. 8vo., London,

1878.





PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL.

For June, 1878..

-H=

The Monthly General Meeting o£ the Asiatic Society was held on-

Wednesday, the 5th June, at 9i o'clock p. m.

W. T. Blanfokd, F. E. S., President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following presentations were announced.

From M. Garcin de Tassy, " La Langue et la Litteratui-e Hindou-

stanies," en 1876, 1877.

From the Secretary to Government of India in the Home Department,

*' Macnamara's History of Asiatic Cholera."

From the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle de Lyon, the " Archives" of

the Museum, Vol. L, for 1876, and Compte Kendu de 1'Association des

Amis des Sciences Naturelles, for 1876.

From H. F. Blanford, Esq., 'Indian Meteorological Memoirs,' also,

* Eeport of the Meteorology of India in 1876.'

From the Secretary to Government, N. W. P., a ' Catalogue of Sanskrit

MSS. in private Libraries in the N. W. Provinces and Oudh.'

From the Marine Survey Department. ' Chart of West Coast Malay
Peninsula, including Kopah Inlet and Jankseylon', also ' Chart of Patni.

Bay.'

From the Government of India, Home Department, ' Report on Publica-

tions issued and registered in the several Provinces of British India, during

the year 1876.'

From Dr. Rajendralala Mitra, * Saddharrua Sutram', in Guzerati, by

Narajana binna Chandra.

From Pratap Narain Sing, ' Dharma-bhava Samvaleta Sarira-tatva.'

From the Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces, 'Report of the Judi-

cial Administration (Criminal) of the Central Provinces for 1877,'
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Mr. Blochmann said—The Society has received since the last meeting

the following coins

—

(1.) Twelve small silver coins. They all belong to the Kanauj

series, and are very common.

(2.) From Lieut.-Col. C. Martin, Agar, W. Malwa, 3 silver coins

and 5 copper coins. The silver coins are Hindu. Among the copper coins

there is one struck by Mubarak Shah of Dihli, and another struck by

Ibrahim Shah of Jaunpur.

(3.) A copper coin struck by Iltitmish (Altamsh) of Dihli. The

coin is well known.

(4.) From the Foreign Office, through the Hon'ble Sir E. C. Bayley,

K. C. S. I., one gold coin and two silver coins. They were received from

the Eaja of Suket, and are said to have been struck from old dies in pos-

session of the Raja and handed down from his ancestors. The gold coin

and the larger silver coin are 'Ala-uddin Muhammad Shahis. The small

silver coin is a Muhammad Shah of 1155 H. The two first are struck, the

last looks as if it had been cast.

(5) From the Trustees of the Phayre Museum, Rangoon, 5 Burmese

silver coins.

These were described in the Proceedings for April.

The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the last Meet-

ing, were ballotted for and elected Ordinary Members

—

C. S. Bayley, Esq., C. S.

Lieutenant R. C. Temple.

The following is a candidate for election

—

H. L. St. Barbe, Esq., C. S., Assistant Political Agent, Bhamo, pro-

posed by R. B. Shaw, Esq., C. I. E., seconded by W. T. Blanford, Esq.

The Seceetaet announced that Major H. C. Marsh and Capt. E. A.

Eraser had intimated their desire to withdraw from the Society.

The Peesident announced that news had been received, since the last

meeting of the Society, of the death of Dr. T. Thomson, one of the

Honorary members of the Society. He said

—

We have to regret the loss of one of the most eminent of Indian na-

turalists, one who, although prevented by failing health from carrying out

the work to which he had devoted his life, the completion of a Mora Indica

worthy of the country, has nevertheless, by his collections and labours, done

much to facilitate the completion of the work by others.

Dr. Thomas Thomson was born in Glasgow in 1817, and was the son

of the well-known Professor of Chemistry in the University of his native

town. He was a fellow student of Sir Joseph Hooker, his intimate friend
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and associate throughout life. After completing his studies at the Glas-

gow University and taking the degree of Doctor of Medicine, Dr. Thomson

entered the medical service of the East India Company in 1839. Very

soon after his arrival in India, he was attached to a part of the army in

Cabul, and in 1842 he was taken prisoner by the Afghans at Ghazni, whilst

serving with the 27th N. I. After the close of the Afghan war and the

delivery of the prisoners. Dr. Thomson was engaged for many years in the

North West Provinces and the Punjab, and he was attached to the army in

both the Sikh wars. In 1847, he was sent by the Governor-General, Lord

Hardinge, with Major Cunningham and Captain Henry Strachey on a

mission to the Upper Indus valley in Tibet. This journey lasted from

August 1847 to October 1848, in the course of which time Dr. Thomson

penetrated to the Karakorum Pass, and traversed a large area of country

now well-known, admirably mapped, and the yearly resort of tourists and

sportsmen, but then difficult of access and scarcely indicated on the existing

maps. Large botanical collections and a series of valuable and interesting

physical and geological observations were the result of this journey. Al-

most immediately after returning. Dr. Thomson went to Darjiling and

arrived there in time to welcome his friend Dr. Hooker, when the latter

with Dr. Campbell were released from captivity in native Sikkim. With
Dr. Hooker, Dr. Thomson then visited the Khasi Hills, and shortly after

returned to England, where he spent some years on furlough.

From 1855 to 1861 Dr. Thomson was superintendent of the Botanical

Gardens, Calcutta, and must be still remembered by many of the members

of this Society. Besides numerous other undertakings he was busily engaged

on the Flora Indica, which he commenced in association with Dr. Hooker.

He joined this Society in 1855 and was six times elected to the Council,

three times as Vice-President. His health, however, had suffered greatly,

and when he retired and returned to Europe in 1861, it was for a long time

doubtful whether he would live many months. His health ever since has

been most precarious.

Dr. Thomson's principal works are his "Western Himalaya and Tibet,"

an account of his journeys in Cashmere, Ladak &c., and the introduction to

the Flora Indica, which he wrote conjointly with Dr. Hooker, and which

is well-known as one of the most masterly botanical essays ever written.

By these his work in India will long be preserved in memory, but to all who
had the advantage of knowing him personally, he will be ever better remem-

bered for his kindly nature. Few residents in Calcutta had a wider circle of

friends, none were more generally esteemed and beloved than Dr. Thomson.

The Secretary reported that Mr. W. E. Bateman's appointment as

Assistant Secretary had been confirmed by the Council.
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The Council reported that the following rules had been drawn up for

the management of the Society's Library.

Bides for the Library, Asiatic Society.

1. The Librarian shall keep a register of books belonging to the Li-

brary, showing their registered number, title, name of author, date of receipt,

whence obtained, price if -purchased, edition, size, number of volumes, num-

ber of plates, place and date of publication.

2. All books, pamphlets and periodicals received for the Library, shall

immediately on receipt, be entered in the Library Register, and stamped

with the Library stamp, the registered number and date of receipt being

written in the centre of the stamp. The Librarian shall see that each plate

and map in books received for the Library is carefully stamped on the reverse

side with the Library stamp. New books received shall be stamped on the

cover with the words ' Asiatic Society of Bengal.^

3. A book shall be kept, in which shall be entered the title of every

work lent out, the number of plates, if any, it contains at the time of being

lent, the name of the member borrowing the same, and the date on which

it is lent. A member applying in person for a work sliall sign a receipt for

the book and plates it may contain, at the time of borrowing. A member

not applying in person shall send a written request for the books he re-

quires, and this request shall be filed in the Library, as a voucher, the

Librarian duly noting on it the books actually lent out. The Librarian

shall send with each packet of books, a form of receipt, to be signed and

returned by the borrower. Should any member prefer to keep a private

register of books borrowed from the Library, it shall be the duty of the

Librarian to enter in such register the names of all books issued and to

initial their receipt when returned.

4. On return of any book to the Library, the Librarian, after satisfy-

ing himself that the book is in the same condition as it was when lent out,

shall insert opposite to the entry, in the loan register, the date on which the

book has been returned, and return to the bor¥ower the receipt, or other

voucher given by him, duly cancelled. And if on the return of any book

the Librarian shall perceive that it has sustained any damage, since it was

taken from the Library, he shall make a note of the particulars and report

the same to the Secretary.

5. No member shall remove any book, pamphlet, periodical, or any

other article, the property of the Society, from the Library or Reading-

rooms without giving the Librarian a receipt for the same.

6. No Book, Pamphlet, Journal, or Periodical &c. shall be lent out

before the expiration of one month after its receipt in the Library.

7. Periodicals aud unbound Journals in numbers shall be returned

after the expiration of one week.
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8. A list of the Books, Periodicals and Works of Reference wliich must

not be taken out of the Library without special permission of the Council,

shall be placed in a conspicuous position in the Library, and such books

shall be marked with a star in the Catalogue.

9. Non-resident members are entitled to take out books, plates, draw-

ings and manuscripts from the Library under the provisions of Bule 14e

of the Society's Byelaws, viz. : on making special application to the Council,

and signing an obligation to defray the expense of carriage and to make

compensation for any book, plate, manuscript, &c., which may be lost or

damaged.

10. No member shall be permitted to have more than 10 sets of books

from the Library in his possession at any one time without the special per-

mission of the Secretary.

11. Not more than two MSS. shall be lent out at any one time, to

the same person, except with the sanction of the Council.

12. Except with the special sanction of the Council, Members shall

not be permitted to keep books, &c,, borrowed from the Library for more

than three months.

13. All books except in the case stated below shall be returned to the

Library before the 1st January in each year. Early in December, the

Librarian, having previously ascertained that the books are actually absent

from the Library, shall forward to all members who have books belonging

to the Society in their possession, a letter requesting that such books

be returned before the end of the month. Non-resident members who,

on the 1st January, have had books &c., from the Library for less than 3

months may send a detailed list of such books instead of returning them.

The Librarian shall report to the Council each year at their meeting

in January, the names of all books not returned, and of the members by

whom they were borrowed, and the Council may, if they think proper, sus-

pend the names of such members in the Keading-room.

14. If application be made to the Librarian for a book already taken

out from the Library, he shall issue a notice to the borrower, requiring him

to return it, free of expense, within one week from the receipt of such

notice, if a resident member, and within 15 days, if a non-resident member..

15. If any book borrowed from the Library be lost or damaged, the

borrower shall be held responsible for such loss or damage, and if the book

belong to a set, he shall be held liable to make good the set to the satisfac-

tion of the Council, or pay its value.

16. No book (fee. shall be issued from the Library to any member while

he retains any property of the Society in contravention of the above rules.

17. A book shall be kept in the Library in which members may write

the names of any books, &c., they may recommend to be purchased for the

Library.
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18. No person who is not a member of the Society shall be permitted

to take away any book from the Library without special authority from the

Council, or to have access to the Library without permission of the Presi-

dent or of one of the Secretaries.

19. In no case shall any member be allowed to take out of India (as

defined in rule 32) any Book, Manuscript, Pamphlet, Periodical &c. belong-

ing to the Society.

20. The Librarian shall have under his charge all Manuscripts, Eub-

bings of inscriptions. Photographs, Drawings, Maps, and Copper-plate

grants belonging to the Society, and shall keep a separate register of each.

21. The Librarian shall be held personally responsible for the safety

of the Books, Manuscripts, Photographs, and other articles belonging to

the Society's Library under his charge, and that these rules are properly

carried out, as far as lies in his power.

The Secretaet announced that a letter had been received from the

Schwann Memorial Committee, Liege, Belgium, asking for the co-opera-

tion of the Asiatic Society at an anniversary festival to be held in honour

of Schwann, the discoverer of the analogy of the structure of animals and

plants.

The Secretary announced that a letter had been received from the Geo-

graphical Society of Lyons, giving an account of a large Geographical Globe,

constructed in 1701, by Henri Marchand, and asking the assistance of the

Asiatic Society in forwarding geographical information, to enable the

Society to publish an account of the early geographical researches during

the 10th century.

Mr. W. T. Blanford exhibited two skins of adult wild swans, shot by

Mr. H. E. Watson at Bahawalpur, near Sehwan, in Sind, on the 12th

February last, and clearly belonging to the mute swan, Gygnus olor, the

same as the tame swan of England. Mr. Blanford pointed out that this was

the first time that the occurrence of this bird had been recorded so far to

the southward or that the adult had been shot in India. Mr. Watson

saw wild swans on two occasions during the past cold season, once on the

Manchhar lake near Sehwan, in January, and the second time at Bahawal-

pur, in the Sehwan district, on February 12th, on this latter occasion he

succeeded in shooting three.

The only other cases in which swans had been previously procured in

India were noticed by Mr. Brooks in the Proceedings of the Society for

April, 1872, p. 63. So far as Mr. Blanford was aware, no subsequent notice

of the occurrence of swans in India had appeared. The only previously

recorded instance in which C. olor had been obtained was in the extreme
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north-west of the Punjab, where two immature specimens were obtained in

1871 by Captain Unwin and described by Mr. Hume (Ibis, 1871, p. 412.).

The occurrence of these birds in Sind must be very unusual, for they

were, Mr. Watson says, quite unknown to the fishermen, all of whom are

fowlers and know every water-bird in the country well.

Mr. Blanford also called attention to a third skin of a wild swan exhi-

bited by Dr. J. Anderson, who was unable to attend the meeting. This

bird was shot at Attock, in the upper Punjab, on the 17th January last by

Lieutenant G. P. Hill, of the Rifle Brigade, and presented to the Indian

Museum. It proved also to be a specimen of G. olor, but rather younger

than the two specimens from Sind, the tubercle on the bill not being deve-

loped.

The following papers were read

—

1.

—

On the Antiquities of (Baffurd) Bogra.—By H. Beveeidge, C. S.

Bangpur.

This paper will appear in No. I of the Journal, Part I, for this year.

2.

—

JSFote on the absence of a Horn in the Female of the Sundarlan Bhino-

ceros and Javanese Bhinoceros (Rh. Javanicus, Cuv.)—By H. J. Rainet.

Having read with great attention Mr. O. L. Eraser's graphic " Note

on a partially ossified Nasal Septum in Bhinoceros Sondaicus,^^ which

appeared, accompanied with a plate clearly illustrating it, in J. A.

S. B., 1875, pp. 10-12, I found a fact mentioned, which, as far as I

am aware, has never been before noticed, namely, the absence of a horn

in the female of the Sundarban Rhinoceros. As regards this point, Mr.

Eraser stated :
" * * what is very peculiar, the female has no horn what-

soever." This induced me to endeavour to ascertain if the female of the

Javanese Rhinoceros, which is considered to be of identical species with

the Sundarban animal, possesses a horn or not, for if the former did not, it

would clearly be a distinct and new species. I accordingly applied to

Dr. Giinther, keeper of the British Museum, Zoological Department, for

information on the subject, and that gentleman was good enough to for-

ward to me answers to more than a score of questions on that and other

points. But, as his answers were based on an examination of a single

specimen of " a skeleton obtained from Java of a Dutch dealer,"* the sex

of which was " unknown," the information was of course inadequate, as

Dr. Giinther himself remarked : "I am afraid the data thus obtained

will not be sufficient to settle the distinctness of the Java and Sundarban

* The only one of the kind, I believe, in the British Museum, at least then.

H. J. R.
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one-horned Ehinoceros, which, however, I consider very probable." The

animal was described, in answer to one of the questions, as " not quite full

grown, the last molar not quite grown to the head of the stem." The

length of horn was given as 8^ inches, and the circumference at the base 19

inches. In reply to the question, whether the female had a horn or not,

the answer was " not known."

As the above answers did not at all dispose of the question raised, I

addressed a letter to Meinherr W. P. Groenveldt, Secretary of the Batavian

Society of Arts and Sciences, in the early part of the current year, asking

to be informed positively, whether the single-horned Rhinoceros of Java

(Bh. Sondaicus, Miiller,) is provided with a horn or not. I also asked,

whether that species possessed a partially ossified septum narium or not.

His letter,* in reply to mine, I have just been favoured with, and as it is

concise and directly to the point, I may as well quote it at length. It runs

as follows

:

" Before replying to the question contained in your letter of January
" 4th, I have consulted two of my friends, Dr. Ploem and Dr. de Gavere,

" both experienced zoologists, and as their opinion quite agrees with my
" own experience, I think the following information may be regarded as

^'jpositive.

" The female of the Bliinoceros Sondaicus (we prefer calling it BJi.

" Javanicus, following the older name by Cuvier) is not provided with a

" horn, but has only a slight rugged protuberance on the skull bone, which

" is just visible on the skin too.f The natives say that the female also has

" a horn sometimes, but I suspect this to be nothing more than a greater

" development of the protuberance in aged specimens.

" The septum narium is always partially ossified, but never to such a

" degree as in the fossil remains of the Bh. iicliorinus. In very aged speci-

" mens the nasal septum may be quite ossified, but I have never seen any,

" and, as far as I know, the ossification agrees with that of the other known
" species."

There can now be hardly any doubt that, the one-horned Javanese

Rhinoceros and Sundarban Rhinoceros are of identical species, as asserted

by Blyth and other well known zoologists.

The Peesident said—that the question of the specific distinctions be-

tween the different kinds of Rhinoceros had lately been investigated by

Professor Flower, in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society for 1876,

* Bearing date the 20th April, 1878. H. J. E.

t In a photograph of a young female Sundarban Rhinoceros now before me, I

observe a prominence there, also. H. J. R.
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p. 443, and all the known species except the white African Rhinoceros,

B. simus, had been beautifully figured by Mr. Wolf to illustrate a paper by

Dr. Sclater in the Transactions of the Zoological Society (Vol. IX, Part

11.) The general consensus of opinion, founded on various characters, was

that the Javanese and Sandarban Rhinoceroses were identical. In Plate

XCVI of the Transactions just mentioned, the Bhinoceros from Java is re-

presented and the figure can be compared with the Sundarban animal.

3.

—

Notes on Reptilia from the Himalayas and Assam.—By W. T.

Blanford, F. R. S.

(Abstract.)

The following species are described as new :

Draco major ; the largest form of the genus known, allied to D. dios-

sumieri and D. guinquefasciatus ; nostrils directed upwards, tympanum

naked, a small tubercle behind the orbit, no nuchal crest, the hind-leg falls

short of the armpit when laid forward
;
gular appendage long, covered with

large smooth scales, each fully twice as long and broad as an abdominal

scale. A row of enlarged scales, at a distance from each other, along each

side. A crest of large pointed scales along the hinder part of the thigh

and each side of the tail near the base. The largest specimen measures 14

inches, of which the tail is 9"25. Head and body, in 3 males, 4*75 in. long.

The only female procured is smaller and has a very short gular appendage.

Prom near Tavoy : four specimens.

Bronchocela hurmana : lateral scales in 23 to 25 longitudinal rows,

dorsal row rather larger, scales of abdomen much larger, in about 12 rows,

all sharply keeled. Nuchal crest small, no enlarged shields behind the

supercilium. Colour green throughout. Prom near Tavoy: one speci-

men.

Tllupe davisoni, new genus and species of Lycodontidce. Head short,

depressed, distinct from neck ; body slender, compressed. Pupil vertical,

nostril in a single shield, loreal and single prceocular united, two postocu-

lars, supralabials 7, third and fourth entering the orbit. Scales of body

smooth, in 13 roios. Ventrals 265, strongly angulate at the side, anal un-

divided, subcaudals in 108 pairs. Maxillary teeth few in number. Colour

above black with white cross-bands, lower parts white, mottled with dusky

behind. Foot of Nawlabu hill, west of Tavoy : one specimen.

Ophites gammiei : scales in 19 rows, the dorsal rows keeled, lateral

smooth. Body slender, compressed ; head broader, flat. Ventrals 214, blunt-

ly angulate at the sides, anal entire, subcaudals 101 pairs. Anterior frontals

small, each about one-third of a post-frontal, and as long as broad, post-

frontals much broader in the middle than they are in front and behind, and
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bent over the side of the head above the small loreal. Upper labials 8, third,

fourth and fifth entering the orbit, 1 prse-, 2 post-oculars. Body surrounded

by alternating light and dark rings with irregular margins. From the

Cinchona plantations, British Sikkim : one specimen.

4.

—

The Bangash Nawdhs of Farruhhdhdd. A Chronicle (1713-1857),

Part I.—By William Irvine, C. S.

(Abstract.)

The founder of the family, Nawab Muhammad Khan Ghazanfar-Jang

was born, between 1665 and 1670, at Mau-Rashidabad, near Kaimganj,

twenty-one miles west of Farrukhabad. He was the second son of Malik

Zain Khan, a Kaghzai Kaolani Pathan of the Bangash tribe, who settled

in that town in the reign of Aurangzib-Alamgir (1658-1707). His early

years were passed as a commander of free-lances in Bundelkhand. In

1713, he joined the standard of Farrukhsiyar and fought in the van at the

battle of Samogar. After the victory he was made a Commander of Four

Thousand and received jdgirs in Bundelkhand. In 1714, he founded

Kaimganj, Muhammadabad and Farrukhabad, having obtained a grant of

the parganahs of Shamshabad and Bhojpiir. After the murder of Husain

'All Khan Barha, again espousing the winning side, he fought under

Muhammad Shah in the battle of November 1720, where 'Abdullah Khan
Kutb-ul-Mulk was defeated and captured, Muhammad Khan was advanced

to be a Panj-Hazdri and subsequently to the rank of Haft-Sazdri. He
was governor of Allahabad (1722-1730), of Malwa (1731), and again of

Allahabad (1735). He died at an advanced age on the 9th December 1743,

and was buried in the Hayat Bagh, outside the Mau gate of Farrukhabad.

He had twenty-two sons.

The eldest son, Kaim Khan, succeeded and ruled for five years. At

the instigation of Safdar-Jang, wazir of Ahmad Shah, he invaded Rohil-

khand, and on the 23rd November, 1748, he was killed, with most of his

chief men, in the battle fought at Dauri-Rasulpur, a few miles south-east

of Badaon. Imam Khan, a younger brother, succeeded, but six months

afterwards he was made a prisoner by the wazir and sent to Allahabad,

where his life with that of four brothers was taken. The territory was re-

sumed by the wazir and made over to his deputy. Raja Naval Rae,

Kayath. Not long afterwards the Pathans rose and on the 1st August

1750, headed by Ahmad Khan, second son of Nawab Muhammad Khan,

they defeated Naval Rae on the banks of the Kali river near Khudaganj,

seventeen miles south-east of Farrukhabad. Naval Rae was shot in the head.

Meanwhile the wazir in person was approaching from Dilhi. The decisive

battle was fought on the 13th September, 1750, at a place called Ram-

J
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Chatauni, half way between Patiali and Sahawar, in the Eta district. The

wazir received a graze from a spent shot, and his troops believing him to

be dead gave way. A signal victory was obtained by the Pathans. Instead,

however, of advancing on Dilhi, Ahmad Khan turned eastwards and occu-

pied the whole of the Audh and Allahabad territories. The fort of Allah-

abad alone resisted, and after having wasted several months in an unsuc-

cessful siege, the nawab was recalled in haste to defend his inherited

domains. The wazir with the aid of the Mahrattas had already expelled

his troops from the parganahs to the west of Farrukhabad. In April 1751,

Nawab Ahmad Khan was invested in the fort of Fathgarh, and a month and

some days had elapsed, when Sa'dullah Khan Eohela, who was marching

to his relief, having been defeated on the other side of the river, Ahmad
Khan made his escape with some difficulty to Anwala, the Eohela head-

quarters. After the rains the wazir and the Mahrattas crossed the Gan-

ges. The Bangash and Eohela forces then retreated to Chilkya at the

foot of the hills, where they entrenched themselves. After some months

of desultory jBghting a peace was made. To meet the pay due to the Mah-
rattas by Safdar Jang, about one half of the Bangash territory was made

over to them. The country left to the nawab, known as the sixteen and

a half mahals, consisted of nearly the whole of the Eta and Farrukhabad

districts, and about half of the present district of Mainpuri. In the great

battle of Panipat in January 1761, Ahmad Khan fought with destruction

on the right wing of Ahmad Shah Durani's army. Ahmad Khan died

on the 12th July, 1771, the day that Shah 'Alam entered Farrukhabad on

his way from Allahabad to Dilhi.

Ahmad Khan's eldest surviving son, Diler Himmat Khan, succeeded

under the title of Muzaffar Jang. In 1774, this nawab became tributary

to Shuja'-ud-daula, nawab-wazir of Audh, paying to him foar and a half

lakhs of rupees annually. About the year 1786 this tribute was made over

to the English in part payment of the subsidiary force stationed at Fath-

garh. On the 23rd October, 1796, Muzaffar Jang died suddenly from

poison, supposed to have been administered at the instigation of his eldest

son Eustam 'Ali Khan. This eldest son was deported to Lakhnau by Asaf

-

ud-daula, and the second son Imdad Husain Khan, Nasir Jang, succeeded.

In this nawab's time was negociated the treaty of the 24th June, 1802,

(Aitchison VII, 36,) making over the Farrukhabad territory in return for

an annual payment. Nasir Jang died of hard drinking on the 1st February,

1813. He was succeeded by his minor son Khadim Husain Khan, Shaukat

Jang. He died at Dilhi on the 24th July, 1823, of small-pox. Tajammul

Husain Khan, his son, succeeded. On his death in November 1846, he was

followed by his cousin Tafazzul Husain Khan. This nawab joined the

rebels in the Mutiny, but his life having been promised at his surrender,
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he was not executed. He now lives at Mecca, and gains a living, it is said,

by copying Kurans and painting small pictures of the holy places. His

son Asghar Husain Khan, now about twenty-two years o£ age, lives in

Farrukhabad.

Contents of Part I. Nawab Muhammad Khats", origin of the family.

Muhammad Khan's early years. He enters the Imperial service. He
founds Kaimganj, Muhammadabad and Farrukhabad. The city of Far-

rukhabad. Events from 1719-1726. Invasions of Bundelkhand. Campaign

in Malwa. Campaigns against the Mahrattas (1732-1736). Ee- appointed

to Allahabad. Nadir Shah's invasion. Muhammad Khan intercedes for

Ali Muhammad Khan Rohela. Affair about Eae Narayan Das. Story of

a mango. Muhammad Khan's death and his character. His Chelas. His

territory. His wife and children. Note A. Eashid Khan and the Khan-

zadahs. Note B. The Bamtelas. Nawab Kaim Khan. Account of his

reign, his wives &c., &c. Eohilkhand affairs. Accession of Ahmad Shah.

Kaim Khan's defeat and death. Nawab Imam Khan. The confiscation

of the territory. Nawab Ahmad Khan. His accession. Battle of

Khudaganj and death of Naval Eae. Advance of the Wazir. Execution

of the five princes. Execution of the five Chelas. Defeat of the wazir.

Siege of Allahabad fort. Siege of Fathgarh and flight of the Nawab.

The campaign in Eohilkhand. Attack by the Atiths of Eajah Indar Gir.

Visit of the Almorah Eajah. Negociations through 'Ali Kuli Khan.

Intrigues in the Pathan camp by Mahbiib 'Alam. Eenewal of negociations,

followed by peace. Ahmad Khan marries again. First visit of Ghazi-ud-

din Khan 'Imad-ul-mulk. Ahmad Khan at the battle of Panipat. Visitors

to Farrukhabad. Shuja'-ud-daula and Shah 'Alam attempt to attack

Farrukhabad. Shuja'-ud-daula takes refuge at Farrukhabad. Muzaffar

Jang's marriage. Mahratta affairs 1752-1771. Ahmad Khan's blindness

and death. Anecdotes showing his habits and character. His wives. His

children. His Chelas. I. Chronological table of Nawabs of Farrukhabad.

II. Tables of Ahmad Khan's descendants. III. Table of Sa'dulla Khan,

Burhan-ul-Mulk's family. IV. Table of Safdar Jang's family.

5.

—

Notes on the Marthquake in the Punjab of 2nd March, 1878.—-Sy A. B.

Wynne, F. G. S.

(Abstract.)

This paper comprises such information regarding the above earthquake

as the author was able to collect from the different stations in the northern

part of the Punjab which were affected by it.

It will be published in the Journal, Part II.

The President said that it was extremely desirable that careful records

should be obtained of the various earthquake shocks so frequent in India.
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He would venture to point out how much more prevalent such shocks were

in the neighbourhood of the great river plains than elsewhere. Assam, the

Himalayas, Sind and Cutch were far more subject to earthquakes than the

peninsula, that is to say, the countries which had at a geologically recent

date undergone great disturbance were far more affected than those which

had remained comparatively undisturbed. He suggested that the elevation

of the Himalayas, of the Suleman and other ranges west of the Indus, and

of the mountains of Assam might perhaps still be in progress from com-

pression, whilst the disturbing cause might be the constantly increasing

pressure of the great areas of deposition in the deltas of the Ganges, Brah-

maputra and Indus, and the subsidence due to such pressure. A similar

effect was being produced in the valley of the Irrawady, another earthquake

centre.

yIBRARY.

The following additions have been made to the Library since the Meet-

ing held in May last.

Transactions, Proceedings and Journals,

presented hy their respective Societies or Editors.

Berlin. Die Konigliche Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften,—Mo-
natsbericht, January, 1878.

Bombay. The Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,—Journal,

No. 35, Vol. 13.

JBandit Bhagavdnldl Indraji.—Copper-plate of the S'ilahara Dynasty. E. Eehat-

seh.—Cliristiamty in the Persian Dominions, from its beginning till the fall

of the Sasasian Dynasty. J. Gerson da Cunha.—The English and their Mo-
numents at Goa. J. G. Lishoa,—Some plants undescribed in the " Bombay
Flora" by Dr. Gibson and Mr. Dalzell. E. RehatseJc.—Christianity among
the Mongols till their expulsion from China in 1368 : comprising the Eastern

Grand KJians or Emperors, with the Western or Persian Khans. Surgeon

Major 0. Codrington.—Coins of Andhrabhritya Kings of Southern India.

Prepared from a paper by Pandit Bhagavanlal Indraji. E. Eehatsek.—Brief

Notice of two Arabic Manuscripts on the History of Yemen. With notes

from Portuguese sources, by G. da Cunha.

. The Indian Antiquary,—Vol. 7, Parts 79, 80, May 1878.

W. F. Sinclair.—Hindu and Jaina remains in Bijapur and the neighbourhood.

M. J. Walhouse,—Archaeological Notes, No. 19. R. B. Swinton,—Rajmahali

words. Br. C. B. Stulpnagel.—Polyandry in the Himalayas.

Bordeaux. Societe de Geographic commerciale,—Bulletin, No. 8, Avril.
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Calcutta. Geological Survey of India,—Records, Vol. II, Pt. 1.

T. W. H. Hughes.—Notes on the Geology of the Upper Godavari Basin, be-

tween the Eiver Wardha and the Godavari, near the Civil Station of Sironcha.

R. Lydekker.—Notes on the Geology of Kashmir, Kishtwar, and Pangi. No-
tices of Siwalik Mammals. W. T. Blanford.—The Palaeontological relations

of the Gondwana System : a reply to Dr. Feismantel. A. B. Wynne.—On
Remarks, &c., by Mr. Theobald upon Erratics in the Punjab.

. The Calcutta Journal of Medicine,—Vol. 8, Nos. 11, 12.

. Mahabharata,—No. 22.

London. Institution of Mechanical Engineers,—Proceedings, January

1878.

R. D. Sanders.—On continuous Brakes for Kailway Trains.

. The Athen^um,—Nos. 2635-37, 1878.

. The Geographical Magazine,—Vol. 5, No. 4, April 1878.

. The Anthropological Institute,—Journal, Vol. 7, Nos. 2, 3. No-
vember 1877, February 1878.

. Nature,—Vols. 17, 18, Nos. 443, 444 and 445.

. The Eoyal Society,—Proceedings, Vol. 27, No. 185.

A. Fedler.—On Cobra Poison. /. F. Joule.—New Determination of the Mecha-

nical Equivalent of Heat.

. The Zoological Society,—Proceedings, Parts 3 and 4, 1877.

. . Transactions,—Vol. 10, Parts 3, 4, 5.

Part 3. A. H. Garrad.—Notes on the Manatee {Manatus Americanus) recent-

ly living in the Society's Gardens.

Part 4. W. R. Parker.—On the Structure and Development of the Skull in

Sharks and Skates.

Part 5. P. M. Duncan.—A Description of the Madreporaria dredged up during

the Expedition of H. M. S. " Porcupine" in 1869 and 1870.

Palermo. La Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italiani,—Memorie, Dispensa

4% Aprile 1878.

P. Tacchini.—Sul minimum delle macchie solari, confronto fra le osservazioni

del primo trimestre 1878 e quelle del 1877. Osservazioni spettroscopiche sola-

ri fatte a Palermo vel primo trimestre del 1878.

Paris. La Societe de Geographic,—Bulletin, Mars, 1878.

Bocher.—Itineraire de Ch'ung-Ch'ing a Yun-nan-fu (fin).

E. Sayons.—Le voyage de Buy Gonzales de Clavijo a la cour de Tamerlan

(1403-1406).

Roma. La Reale Accademia dei Lincei,—Atti, Vol. 2, Fasc. 4°, Marzo

1878.

Toronto. The Canadian Journal of Science, Litterature, and History,

—

Vol. 15, No. 6, July 1877.

Trieste. La Societa Adriatica di Scienze Naturali.—BoUettino, Vol. 3,

No. 3.

Prof. Paugger.—Ueber telegraphische Watterberichte und tagUche Wittaungs-

karten.
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Books and Pamphlets,

presented hy the Authors.

Hemchandea Bhattachaege,—Eamayanam, Vol. 6, Pts. 5 and 6, Cal-

cutta.

Peata'pa Naea'tana Sinha. Dharmabhava Samvalita Sarira tatva.

Adhaea Lala Sena. Lalita Sundari. Nalini. Menakagiti, a Poem.

Gaecin de Tasst. La Langue et la Litterature Hindoustanies en

1876, 1877.

M.ISCELLANEOUS PRESENTATIONS.

N'AEATAisrA Hema Chaistdea. Saddharma Sutram 1877, Bombay.

De. Rajendeala'la Mitea.

Archives du Museum d'Histoire Naturelle.

Compte Rendu de 1' Association des Amis des Sciences Naturelles,

1876.

Museum d'Histoiee Natueelle de Lton.

Annual Report of the Madras Medical College, Session 1876-77.

Madeas Goveenment.

C. Macnamaea. a History of Asiatic Cholera. London, 1876.

Selections from the Records of the Government of India. Reports on

publications issued and registered in the several provinces of British India,

during 1876.

GOVEENMENT OE InDIA, HoME DePAETMENT.

General Report on the operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey

of India, during 1876-77, by Colonel J. T. Walker.

Dept. of Revenue, Ageicultuee and Commeece.

Report on Judicial Administration (Criminal) of the Central Provin-

ces, for 1877.

Chief Commissionee, Centeal Peovinces.

Report on the Administration of the Meteorological Department, 1876-

77.

Report on the Meteorology of India, in 1876, by H. F. Blanford.

Indian Meteorological Memoirs, by H. F. Blanford, Vol. 1, Part 2.

The Goyeenment of India.

Periodicals Purchased.

Banaras. A new Hindustani-English Dictionary, by Dr. S. W. Fallon,

Parts 13, 14.

Berlin. Journal der reine und angewandte Mathematik,—April 1878.

Calcutta. The Indian Medical Gazette,—Vol. 13, No. 5.

Gottingen. Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen,—Stiick 13-18.
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Leipzig. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Band 3, Heft 3, und Band 8,

Stiick 4.

. . Beiblatter,—Band 2, Stiick 4.

London. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,—Vol. 1, No. 4.

A. G. Butler.—Descriptions of New Species of Heterocera from Japan. Part 2,

Noctuites. J. S. Baly.—Description of a New Genus and of New Species of

Salticince. W. G. Hewitson.—Description of twenty new species of Hespe.

rid(B from his own Collection. Br. F. Bruggemann.—Note on Artamus mo-

nachus.

. The Academy,—Nos. 11-14, 1878.

. The Chemical News,—Vol. 37, Nos. 959-963, 1878.

No. 960. G. E. Davis.—Nitric Acid in the Vitriol Manufacture. D. Lindo.—
Action of PercMoride of Iron and concentrated Sulphuric Acid on some of tha

Bases in Opium.

. The Entomologist,—Joui-nal, Vol. 11, Nos. 178, 179.

. The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,—No. 167, April 1878.

. The Journal of the Society of Arts,—Vol. 26, Nos. 1325-1329.

No. 1325. Col. J. T. Smith.—The Depreciation of the value of Silver, with

reference to exchange between India and England. Major Bateman-Cham-

pain.—The Telegraph Routes between England and India.

. The Journal of Botany,—Vol. 7, No. 184, April 1878.

. The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and

Journal of Science,—Vol. 5, No. 31, April 1878.

7F. E. Ayrton and J. Ferry.—Experiments on the Heat-conductivitj'^ of Stone,

based on Fourier's Theorie de la Chaleur. Sir G. B. Airy.—On the Correc-

tion of the Compass in Iron Ships without use of a Fixed Mark. W. H.

Freece.—On some Physical Points connected with the Telephone.

,
. Mind,—No. 10, April 1878.

The Messenger of Mathematics,—Nos. 82, 83, February and

March, 1878.

. The Nineteenth Century,—No. 5, July 1877.

. The Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,—No. 70, April

1878.

E. Klein.— Experimental Contribution to the Etiology of Infectious Diseases,

with special reference to the Doctrine of Contagium Vivum. J. Lister.—On

the Nature of Fermentation.

—. The Quarterly Journal of Science,—No. 58, April 1878.

W. S. Jevons.—On the movement of Microscopic Particles suspended in Liquids.

R. Briggs.—On the Relation of moisture in air to Health and Comfort. R.

Fictet.—Liquefaction of Oxygen. The Phonograph.

New Haven. The American Journal of Science and Arts—Vol. 15, No.

87, March 1878.

M. L. Abbott.—Velocity of Transmission of Earth's Waves.
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Paris, Annales de Chimie et de Physique,—Tome 13, 5me S^rie, Mars

1878.

J. Boussingaidt.—E'tude sur les fonctions physiques des feuilles : transpiration,

absorption de la vapeur aquense, de I'eau des matieres salines. H. Fellet,—
Action de diverses substances sur le sucre cristallisable.

. Comptes Eendus,—Tome 86, No. 13-17, April 1878.

No. 13. M. Faye.—Sur le mouvement des tempetes.

No. 15. M. Faye.—Tacbes du Soleil et Magnetisme.

No. 16. M. F. Tacchini.—Observations des tacbes et des protuberances solai-

res, pendant le ler trimestre de 1878.

No. 17. MM. Pastezir, Joubert et Chmnberland.—La theorie des germes et ses

applications a la Medecine et a la Cbirurgie.

. Journal des Savants,—April 1878.

B. SaintSilaire.—Le Zen-Avesta de Zoroastre.

—. Revue des deux Mondes,—Tome 26, 27, Livraisons 1, 3, 4.

—. Revue Critique,—Nos. 14-18.

No. 14. H. Chavee.—Ideologie lexicologique des langues indo-europeennes.

No. 18. A. P. Soupe.—E'tudes sur la litterature sanscrite.

— . Revue Scientifique,—Nos. 40—44.

No. 42. P. Bert.—Influence de la lumiere sur les etres vivants. M. Berthelot.—
Tbermochimie et mecanique cbimique.

Books Purchased.

Cleghoen", H. General Index to Dr. Wight's Icones Plantarum Indite

Orientalis. Madras, 1856

CoRBETT, A. P., Lieut. -Col. The Climate and Resources o£ Upper India.

London, 1874.

GoLDziHER, I. Mythology among the Hebrews, and its Historical develop-

ment. London, 1877.

Geat, J. H. China, a History of the Laws, Manners, and Customs of the

People. 2 Vols. London, 1878.

Littee', E. Dictionnaire de la Langue Fran9aise. Supplement Paris,

1878.

Mallesoit, G. B., Colonel. Final French Struggles in India, and on the

Indian Seas. London, 1878.

Skeeeseud, L. 0. Rev. A Grammar of the Santhal Language. Benares,

1873.





PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL.

For July, 1878.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society was held on

Wednesday the 3rd July, 1878, at 9i o'clock p. m.

W. T. Blanfoed, F. R. S,, President, in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following presentations were announced

—

1. From Adharlal Sen, a copy of the Lalita Sundari, Monakagiti, a

Poem, and Natini.

2. From the Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces, Report of the

Police Administration of the Central Provinces for the year 1877.

Report on Government Charitable Dispensaries, in the Central Pro-

vinces, for 1877.

Report of the Lunatic Asylum and of the Gaols in the Central Pro-

vinces, for 1877.

3. From the Quarter Master General, Routes in Asia, 5 Vols.

4. From the Madras Government, An Annual report of the Civil

Dispensaries, in the Madras Presidency for the year 1877.

5. From the Marine Survey Department, Charts of the Narakei

Anchorage and approaches to Jafnapatam.

6. From the Bengal Government, Annual Report of the Police

Administration of the Town of Calcutta and its Suburbs.

7. From the Government of India, Home Department, A Catalogue

of Arabic Manuscripts in the Library of the India Office.

The following Gentleman duly proposed and seconded at the last Meet-
ing was elected an Ordinary Member.

H. L. St. Barbe, Esq., C. S.

The following are candidates for ballot at the next meeting.

T. DeSacy Johnstone, Esq.,B. C. S., proposed by Cai)t. J. Water-
house, seconded by H. Blochmann, Esq.
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Major T. H. Lewin, Deputy Commissioner, Darjeeling, (for re-elec-

tion), proposed by W. T. Blanford, Esq., seconded by A. W. Croft, Esq.

t)r. E. Laurie, Medical College, Calcutta, proposed by Dr. Partridge,

seconded by Capt. Waterhouse.

The Council reported that Mr. Medlicott had undertaken the duties of

General Secretary during the absence of Capt. J. Waterhouse on leave.

The Eev. Fr. Lafont exhibited two microphones and explained their

construction and working. He said—The Microphone of Prof. Hughes

consists essentially in the introduction of an imperfect contact at a point

of an electric circuit comprising a telephone. Two pieces of carbon loosely

connected by a third j^iece and supported by a thin board on a sounding-

box, form a very delicate transmitter of sounds. The vibrations communi-

cated to the loose picee of carbon, produce variations in the points of

contact and this causes similar variations in the current passing through

the telephone thus reproducing in the latter instrument the original

sonorous vibrations.

In its present crude state the microphone may be extremely useful in

any case where a monotonous or periodical sound is to be sent to a distant

station. It might for instance be used for placing any station in direct

communication with the chronometer of an Observatory and thus facilitate

astronomical operations in the determination of Longitudes.

The microphone when reduced in sensitiveness and rendered more man-

ageable by the addition of two very delicate springs to the loose piece of

carbon, could be employed for articulated speech, and produced these sounds

very much louder than the Telephone. A person standing some 15 or 20

feet from the microphone and speaking towards it, was distinctly heard in

the distant Telephone.

Two different kinds of Microphones were then circulated, and afterwards

used to convey the ticking of a watch from one of the rooms to another, dis-

tant about 40 yards : one of the instruments had a vertical piece of graphite

between two carbon blocks ; the other consisted of five small pieces of carbon

enclosed in a glass tube and mounted on a sounding-box.

The President said that considering the very short period—only a

month—that had elapsed since news of the discovery of the microphone had

been received from Europe, the meeting was greatly indebted to Father

Lafont for an opportunity of examining this remarkable addition to the

series of interesting inventions of which the telephone had been the origin.

The following papers were read

—

1. J!iotes on a 3£ap of the Mughal Empire.—By H. G. Keene,

C. S., Agra.

The accompanying map* is an attempt to show the arrangement of the

various Provinces at some central period, say in the early years of Aurangzib

;

* The Council do not think it necessary to reproduce the map. Ed.
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after all claims to Kandahar and other northern Provinces had been aban-

doned, and before the Mahratta confederacy had begun to dispute the

Mughal supremacy in the jsouth.

Originally, the Empire as described by Abul Fazl in the 40th year of

Akbar consisted of twelve subahs besides later-acquired territory which had

not at that time been completely organised with the Imperial Cosmos.

In later times, the number of these provinces averaged twenty ; for, though

there are as many as twenty-seven named in some lists, yet they are either

produced by splitting lesser provinces or such as were never held all at one

period. The land revenue of the twelve subahs is stated by Abul Fazl to

have aggregated over nine hrors of Rupees, a sum which in his detailed

lists, with the addition of land and sea-customs and income derived from

the inorganised provinces of Sindh and Kashmir, he brings to nearly one

Icror more, or say Rs. 99,613,850. A large but unascertained contribution

must also be allowed in the services of the Bumi (or " landivehr'") a large

irregular militia of horse, foot, and artillery assessed on the various districts

independent of the levies maintained by the Mansabdars and the standing

army of the Crown.

It would be indecorous to omit the mention of Mr. E. Thomas, F. R. S.

in this connection. That distinguished scholar and numismatist has on

various occasions (see his Frinsep, Vol. II., his Chronicles, and Revenue

Mesources) made efforts to bring the figures of the Ain into harmony with

estimates elsewhere derived. Finding, for example, that an accountant of

Akbar's estimated the total revenue at 640,000,000 tankas, Mr. Thomas

concludes that this equals £32,000,000 sterling, and hence concludes that

Abul Fazl has meant to state double the figures that he has stated, and that

this must be doubled again by the addition of what in modern Anglo-Indian

parlance is called "Separate Revenue." Four times ten however would

not yield thirty-two, but forty—even if the exchange value of ten Rupees

to one pound English could be proved to have obtained in Akbar's time, of

which there is no proof. Moreover, the proposed emendation of the text

(from " three" to " six" arhs of dams) does violence to all known versions

of the Ain Alchari.

The following is a strict translation of the important words, taken

from Professor Blochmann, Calcutta, text III, 386 ;

—

" In the 40th year of his reign the Emperor Akbar had a decennial

settlement of his dominions at the annual revenue of three arls, sixty-two

hrors
J
ninety-seven lakhs, fifty-five thousand, one hundred and forty-six

dams, or Rs. 90,749,881-2-5."

This tallies with other texts including the Lakhnau lithograph of

Munshi Nawal Kishor, which is highly esteemed by native scholars.

Four other provinces are mentioned by Abul Fazl ; namely, those of
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Multan and Tattat, forming the modern Commissionership of Sindh and

part of the Punjab ; and Kashmir with Kabul, a mountainous region,

assessed chiefly in kind, and chiefly valued for purposes of sport and

luxury.

The following specification of each province is abstracted from the

same work ; I have not thought it necessary to add the figures from the

separate Tahsim Jamas or detailed rent-rolls which, though not prepared

apparently quite at the same moment as the descriptive parts, do not

exceed the estimates there given very seriously, seeing that they contain

some further items of separate revenue. Each province was in area about

equal to an average European kingdom. Of these provinces the most

eastern was Bengal forming with Orissa a vast and fertile tract assessed

at about one and a half Icrors of Rupees. The capital was at Gaur or

Lakhnauti. Bahae (often united with Bengal under the general title of

" the Eastern Subahs") was the very finest part of the Gangetic valley,

both in climate and natural advantages. It had both on the north and

south fine mountain ranges for limits ; abundant streams watered the soil.

The name of the capital is not given in the Ain, it was probably at Patna.

The land revenue was over forty-three lakhs.

Allahabad and Atjdh, often held by the same Sitbaliddr, resembled

Bahar in size, character and conformation. The capital of the one was at

Prayag, and derived from Akbar the name it communicated to the entire

district. The capital of the other—Audh or Ajudhia—was near the site of

the modern Faizabad. The aggregate land revenue was about a hror and

a third.

Agea (formerly Biana) was a compact division extending from Kalpi

to Eewari, and from Aligarh to the southern boundary of Narwar. Besides

the metropolis it contained Gwaliar and other walled towns, cities and

fortresses ; the land-revenue was over a quarter of a million.

Malwa, a large province formed out of a conquered kingdom

—

stretched from the borders of Allahabad to those of Gujarat, and was

famous for its woods, waters, wild flowers and fine scenery. The climate

was much-esteemed and its fertility proverbial. Mandu was regarded as

the capital ; the land revenue exceeded sixty lakhs of Rupees.

Khandes (named Dandes by Akbar in honour of his son Danyal) was

a small but pleasant province between the Narbada and Tapti rivers, inter-

sected by the Satpura hills, and having for capital the ancient fortified city

of Burhanpur so often mentioned in the history of mediaeval India. The

land revenue was about seven lakhs and a half. The local governor in

troubled times occupied the neighbouring fort of Asergarh, regarded as

one of the strongest places in the empire.

GujAEAT, another old Musalman kingdom, was of great extent and
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yielded a revenue—inclusive of customs—which exceeded a h^or of Rupees.

This province was largely washed by the sea ; and, besides the native

capital Ahmadabad, contained Baroda and other large towns. The Portu-

guese had a settlement at Surat and made encroachments, towards the end

of Akbar's reign, over the neighbouring districts.

The so-called Subah of Ajmik was one of the largest provinces,

answering nearly to the modern Rajputana. It was divided into three

principal chiefships, Mewar, Marwar and Harauti—corresponding to the

modern Rajadoms of Udaipur, Jodhpur and Kota-Bundi. Other princi-

palities, such as Dhundar (Jaipur) were not apparently thought of much

importance by Abul Fazl, as they are not named in his list. The country

was fine, the climate healthy, and the population hardy ; but the revenue

was nothing more than a tribute estimated by Abul Fazl at Rs. 5,71,000

and paid (when payment could be compelled) by the Hindu chiefs who had

been there before the Mughals came, and who very likely will be there

after the British are gone. The Emperors were fond of the town of

Ajmir, where a famous stock of Persian darveshes or hermits (the Chisties)

had taken root. They also intermarried with the houses of Jaipur and

Jodhpur ; but the province can only be reckoned nominally among SulaJis.

DiHLi was a province of average size, with a capital of the same

name, and a revenue of one and a half Icror from land.

Lahoe was a rather larger one, with a capital of the same name and

a revenue of nearly the same amount as Dihli.

MrLTAN was a long' strip of sandy country lying along the left bank

of the Indus. Capital Multan : revenue, nearly forty lakhs.

Tattah was the rest of the Indus Valley ; the revenue only about

one lakh and sixty thousand Rupees.

Kashmir, "the happy valley," and the scarcely less beautiful hills

and dales of Kabul, were the Piedmont of the Asian Italy, valued for their

climate, sport, and scenery. The revenue given by Abul Fazl is esti-

mated in sheep and rice, with the exception of that of Kabul Sircar which

is stated at twenty lakhs. Thomas estimates the total yield at no less than

80 lakhs. The aggregate of these items amounts to a little below 10 hrors ;

but they include some Sdyar items, though how much cannot be deter-

mined. In one or two instances in which these are stated separately, they

are from 2 to 4 per cent.

Such was the territorial constitution of the Chaghtai territory till the

conquests of Aurangzib. In 1694, Sr. Manucci made a fresh list of the

provinces as they existed in his time ; it "is abstracted below, and the num-

bering has been brought into correspondence with the annexed sketch-map.

1.

—

Bengal, without Orissa, was assessed at over four Icrors (which is

three times more than in the other lists).
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2.—Bahae, Rs. 1,21,50,000
3.—Orissa (called by Manucci "Urcha"), 57,07,500
4.—OuDH (called " Rajmahal" apparently), 1,00,50,000

5.—DiHLi, 1,25,50,000

G.—Agea, 2,22,03,550
7.—Allahabad, 77,38,000
8.—Lahoe, 2,32,05,000

9.—Kabul, 32,07,250
10.

—

Ajmie (Rajputana, temporarily subjugated

and heavily assessed), 19,00,000

11.—MuLTA^, 50,25,000
12.—Malwa, 99,06,250
13.

—

Gujaea't (probably including Customs), 2,32^95,000

14.—Kha'ndes, 1,11,05,000

IS.—Beea'e, 1,58,07,500

16.—GojsrDWA'jfA (no assessment given in any list

but of Aurangzib's reign).

17.—AiJEUNGABAD, or a part thereof, (called " Bag-
lana" from Baghelana a hilly tract in the

heart of the Mahratta country. Tallies

with estimates of Tavernier and Bernier,... 68,85,000

All Aurangabad or Daulatabad rated much
higher in native lists.

18.—Bija'pue, ... 5,00,00,000

19.

—

Haidaeabad (not named by Manucci, proba-

bly included in " Golconda," 5,00,00,000

20.—BiBAi {i. e. " Nanda" aggregate in other

lists running from 93 lakhs to over two

'krors), 72,00,000

Total, 31,79,35,050

It will be seen that there are discrepancies, both as to names and

rating, between Manucci's list and those derived from native sources.

But such, just a century after the completion of Abul Fazl's record, were

the collections according to a European residing at the Imperial Court in

a position of trust. Mr. Thomas calls Manucci " a competent witness at

head-quarters." He does not name the Subahs always as they are named

in other lists that have come down to us ; and he gives some names (such

as " Bakar" and " Ujain" that are not found elsewhere. And he estimates

the returns of some higher and those of other lower than they are usually

reckoned. But it must be admitted that his aggregate tallies pretty closely
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with the totals o£ other lists. Of these the mean is about three and a half

Jcrors, while his total, as we see, is nearly thirty-two ; and there can be

little doubt that this is near the correct figure. It is not, however, so

clear what it represents in the modern figures. It is true that the Euj^ee

of those days contained about the same quantity of silver as does that of

our own days : but we have the positive testimony of Manucci that the

exchange value of the Rupee in the European currency of his day was
" trente sols,^^ or fifteen pence. In this he is confirmed by Tavernier, who
says that fourteen Rupees were worth twenty-one livres tournois. Ma-
nucci's total therefore would be nearly worth twenty millions sterling.

It is a farther question, whether the separate revenue was equal in

amount, or nearly so ? The ansv/er seems to be that the separate revenue

was derived from sources too vague and fluctuating to" be so estimated. It

chiefly came from escheats and fines—to speak according to European

usage—and the amount must have dej^ended upon the character of the

sovereign, the longevity of incumbents, and similar things, to an extent

which would make it impossible to make an approximation for any one

year.

Lastly, it is to be noted that, besides the provinces named above, the

Empire had, for a few years of Aurangzib's reign, a claim—more or less

practically exercised—to parts of the Balaghat, and the Malabar and Coro-

mandel Coasts. But these were never made into regularly organised

Subahs, nor did they appear upon the rolls, and they soon became totally

independent.

2. Land and Fresh-waier Shells of Kashmir.—By W. Theobald.

(Abstract.)

Enumerates 53 species of shells noticed by the author and 11 recorded

species, in all 61j ; of these two are new species, Hemiplecta Jamuensis and

Fisidium Hydaspicola^ and a variety of Helicarion 'Fleming ii^ Pf. var.

altivagus, Theob. which may possibly be entitled to specific rank when

more specimens have been examined.

The Peesident called attention to the importance of local lists like

the present. Kashmir is a country on the borders of two great zoological

regions, the Palsearctic and the Oriental, and like similar countries elsewhere,

it jDossesses a fauna in which the distinctive forms of the two regions are

blended in a very curious way. In the upper Indus valley the fauna is

purely Palsearctic, but in Kashmir itself there is an admixture of Palaearctic

forms with Oriental types allied for the most part to animals inhabiting the

Himalayas.
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yIBRARY.

The following additions have been made to the Library since the

Meeting held in July last.

Transactions, Proceedings and Journals,

'presented hy their respective Societies or Editors.

Berlin. Die Konigliche Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften,—Mo-
natsberichte, Februar, 1878.

Bombay. The Indian Antiquary,—Vol. VII, Pts. 81 and 82, June and

July, 1878.

Pt. 81. E. Buhler.—TkQ three New Edicts of As'oka.

Pt. 82. /. F. Fleet.—Sanskrit and old Canarese Inscriptions, Nos. XL and

XLI. F. C. G. Crawford.—Personal names in the Southern part of the

Ahmadabad Collectorate and neighbouring country. L. Rice.—Chera or

Ganga grants of A. D. 350 and 481. M. J. Walhouse.—Archaeological Notes,

No. XX.

Calcutta. The Indian Forester,—Vol. Ill, No. 3, January 1878.

. Eecords of the Geological Survey o£ India,—Vol. XI, Part 2,

1878.

W. T. JBlanford.—On the Geology of Sind. V. Sail.—On the origin of the

Kumaon Lakes. T. TV. H. Hughes and Dr. Waagen.—Note on a trip over

the Milam Pass, Kumaon. F. B. Ilallet.—The mud Volcanoes of Eamri and

Cheduba. F. H. Ilallet.—On the Mineral resources of E&,mri, Cheduba, and

the adjacent Islands.

. The Mahabharata,—No. 23.

Cambridge. Museum of Comparative Zoology,—Bulletin, Vol. V, No. 1.

Florence. Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali,—Processi verbali, Maggio

1878.

London. The Athenaeum,—Nos. 2638, 2639, 2640 and 2641, May, June

1878.

— . The Geographical Magazine,—Vol. 5^ No. 5.

— . Nature,—Vol. 18, Nos. 446, 447 and 449.

-. The Royal Society,—Proceedings, Vol. 27, No. 186.

J. S. Lombard.—Experimental Eesearches on the Temperature of the Head.

Dr. Tyndall.—Eecent experiments on Fog-Signals. Gmtav Bischof.—On
putrescent Organic matter in Potable Water. B. T. Lowne.—On the modi-

fications of the Simple and Compound Eyes of Insects. W. Turner.—On the

Placentation of the Apes with a comparison of the Structure of their Placenta

with that of the Human Female.
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London. Eoyal Astronomical Society,—Monthly Notices, Vol. 38, No. 5.

Mr. Stone.—On the Telescopic Observations of the Transit of Venus 1874, made

in the expedition of the British Government, and on the conclusions to be

deduced from those Observations. Mr. Eereh.—Improvements in a Solar

Spectroscope, made by Mr. Grubb for Professor Young. Capt. Tupman.—
Notes on the Mean Solar Parallax as derived from the Observations of the

recent Transit of Venus.

•
. Eoyal Institution of Great Britain,—Proceedings, Vol. 8, Parts

3 and 4, Nos. QQ and 67, and a List of Members.

No. 67. Eichard Strachey.—Physical causes of Indian Famines. Prof. Tyn-

dall.—Putrefactive and Infective Organism from Physical Point of View.

Lyon. Societe de Geographic,—Bulletin, No. 9, Janvier 1878.

Roma. R. Accademia dei Lincei,—Atti., Vol. 2, Fasc. 5°, Aprile 1878.

St. Petersburgh. Societe Imperiale Russe de Geographic,—Seance men-

suelle, Avril 1878.

. Records of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society, 1877.

Periodicals Purchased.

Bombay. Medical and Physical Society,—Transactions, Vol. 2, Nos. 3 to

10. (New Series) Nos. 1 to 11.

. The Vedarthayatna, or an attempt to interpret the Vedas,—No.

16, Pt. II, March 1878.

Bordeaux. Societe de Geographic Commerciale,—Bulletin, Nos. 9 to 11,

(2nd Serie) Mai et Juin 1878.

Calcutta. The Indian Medical Gazette,—Vol. XIII, No. 6.

Cambridge. The Messenger of Mathematics,—No. 84, April 1878.

Gottingen. Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen, Stiick 19 to 21, 1878.

. . Nachrichten,—No. 7, 1878.

Leipzig. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Band 3, Heft 4, No. 4, Band

4,* Heft 1, No. 5, and Band 2, Stiick 5, No. 5, 1878.

Band 4.* E. Lomrnel.—Theorie der Doppelbrechung.

London. The Academy,—Nos. 315-318, 1878,

. The Chemical News,—Vol. 37, Nos. 964-967.

No. 964. Prof. Hughes.—On the action of Sonorous Vibrations in varying the

Force of an Electric Current. S. Kern.— Oni'h.Q Chemical and Mechanical

Analyses of Cast-Steels.

No. 966. G. R. Tweedie.—A process for coating Iron with Magnetic Oxide by

the Action of Heated Air. Improvements in the Method of Preserving Ani-

mal and Vegetable Food. On Indigo-Blue from Polygonum tinctorium and

other Plants.
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London. The Edinburgh Review,—No. 302, April 1878.

. The Quarterly Review,—No. 290, April 1878.

The Princes of India and tlie Proclamation of the Empire.

. The Entomologist,—Vol. 11, No. 180.

. The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,—Vol. 14, No. 168.

. The Ibis, 4th Series,—Vol. 2, No. 6, 1878.

W. Ramsay.—A Synopsis of the Genus Fomatorhmus. Plates III and IV.

-. The Journal of Botany,—Vol. 7, No. 185, 1878.

M. Moore.—Alabastra Diversa.

—. The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine,

Vol. 5, No. 32.

R. Mallet.—Kate of Earthquake-wave Transit. JDr. L. Bleehrode.—On the

Electric Conductivity and Electrolysis of Chemical Compounds.

. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,—Vol. 1, No. 5.

A. G. Butler.—Description of New Species of Heterocera from Japan. Part

3, Geometrites.

. Journal of the Society of Arts,—Vol. 26, Nos. 1330-1333, 1878.

No. 1330. R. M. Gover.—Dietaries, in their Physiological, Practical, and

Economic Aspects.

No. 1331. F. C. Banvers.—Agriculture in India. F. J. Ritchie.—Control-

ling and Correcting Clocks by Electricity.

. The Nineteenth Century,—No. 15, 1878.

. The Westminster Review,—No. 106, April 1878.

Popular Buddhism according to the Chinese Canon. An Indian District : Its

People and Administration.

. Reeve's Conchologia Iconica,—Pts. 340-341.

New Haven. The American Journal of Science and Arts,—Vol. 15,

No. 88, 1878.

A. M. Mayer.—Experiments with Floating Magnets. S. F. Langley.—Janssen

Solar Photograph and Optical Studies.

Paris. Comptes Rendus,—Tome 86, Nos. 18-21, 1878.

No. 20. M. A. Levy.—Sur la recherche de I'ozone dans I'air atmospherique.

. Revue des Deux Mondes,—Tome 27, 48^ Annee, 2^ Liv., and

Tome 27, 48^ Annee, 3^ Liv. 1878.

. Revue Scientifique,—Nos. 45-49. «

. Revue Critique,—Nos. 19-22, 1878.

No. 19. Garcin de Tassy.—La Langue et la litterature hindoustanie en 1877.

No. 22. Eleven land-grants of the Chaulukyas of Anhilvad. A contribution

to the history of Gujarat.
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Miscellaneous Presentations.

Mackenzie, ¥. J. M. Eoutes in Asia, Section II. El. 8vo., Calcutta,

1878.

Fawcett, R, H. Routes in Asia, Sec. III. El. 8vo., Calcutta, 1878.

MAcanEGOB, C. M. Eoutes in Asia, Sec. IV. El. Svo., Calcutta, 1878.

Sawaed, M. H. Eoutes in Asia, Sec. V. El. 8vo., Calcutta, 1878.

Bkownrigg, H. S. Eoutes in Asia, Sec. VI. El. 8vo., Calcutta, 1878.

The Qtjaetek-Master Geneeal's Depaetment.

Lethbeidge, a. S. Administration Eeport on the Jails of Bengal, for

1877. 4to., Calcutta, 1878.

A. S. Lethbeidge.

Metcalee, C. T. Annual Eeport on the Police Administration of the

town of Calcutta and its Suburbs, for 1877. 4to., Calcutta, 1878.

C. T. Metcalfe.

Loth, Q. A Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts in the Library of the

India office, (2 copies). 4to., London, 1877.

GoVEENMENT of IlSTDIA, HOME DePAETMENT.

Eeport on the Gaols of the Central Provinces, for 1877.

Eeport on the Police Administration of the Central Provinces for 1877.

Eeport on the Lunatic Asylums in the Central Provinces for 1877.

Eeport on the working of the Government Charitable Dispensaries in

the Central Provinces for 1877.

Chief Commissionee, Centeal Peovinces.

Selections from the Eecords of the Madras Government, No. LXIII,

for 1876-77. 8vo., Madras, 1878.

Goveenment of Madeas.

Tatloe, a. D. General Eeport on the operations of the Marine Survey

of India for 1876-77. 4to., Calcutta, 1878, (2 copies).

COMMANDEE A. D. TaTLOE.

Books Purchased.

Beanee, F. Eeise der Oesterreichischen Fregatte Novara, Zoologischer

Theil, Heft 2. 4to., Wien^ 1866.

Feldee, E. and Eogenhofee, A. F. Eeise der Oesterreichischen Fre-

gatte Novara ; Zoologischer Theil, Heft 4. 4to., Wien, 1874.

. . Eeise der Oesterreichischen Fregatte Novara ; Zoologi-

scher Theil, Heft 5. 4to., Wien, 1875.

FoEEEST, Jas. Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers, with other selected papers. Vol. LI, Pt. I, Session 1877-78. Lon-

don, 1878.
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Gould, J. Birds o£ Asia, Pt. XXX. folio, London, 1878.

. Birds of New Guinea, Pts. V, VI. London, 1877-78.

LocKYER, J. N. Studies in Spectrum Analysis. 8vo., London, 1878.

Mate, Dr. G. L. Reise der Oesterreichisehen Fregatte Novara -. Zoologi-

scher Theil, Heft 5. 4to., Wien, 1866.

ScHiNER, Dr. J. R. Reise der Oesterreicliisclien Fregatte Novara : Zoolo-

gischer Theil, Heft 4. 4to., Wien, 1868.

Wright, Wm. Facsimiles of Ancient Manuscripts, etc., Pt. II. folio,

London, 1877.

ZucKERKAiJDL, Dr. E. Reise der Oesterreichisehen Fregatte Novara

:

Anthropologischer Theil. 4!to., Wien, 1875.



PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,

For August, 1878.

The Monthly Geneial Meeting of the Asiatic Societj'- was held on

Wednesday, the 7th Instant at 9i o'clock p. m.

W. T. Blanfoed, F. K. S., President, in the Chair.

The Minutes o£ the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following presentations were announced— .

1. From the Secretary to the Bengal Government.

Eeport of the Jails of Bengal, 1877. By A. S. Lethbridge, Esq.

2. From the Madras Government, Eeport on the Administration of

the Madras Presidency for 1876-77 ; and Report of Vaccination.

3. From the Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces, Report of the

Registration Department.

4. From Captain W. Clarke, the author,—a Persian Manual.

5. From Capt. A. D. Taylor, Charts of the Singora Roads.

6. From 0. Bohtlingk, the author,—a Sanskrit Chrestomathie.

7. From L. H. Mitchell, Esq., the author,—Report on the Seizure by

the Abyssinians of the Geological and Mineralogical Reconnaissance Expe-

dition attached to the General Staff of the Egyptian army.

8. From the Under-Secretary to the Government of India,—one Gold

and two Silver Coins, found at Baroda.

The following Gentlemen, duly proposed, and seconded, at the last

Meeting, were ballotted for, and elected Ordinary Members.

1. Pierce DeLacy Henry Johnstone, Esq., B. C. S., M. A. of Balliol

College, Oxford, formerly Taylorian and Boden University Scholar.

2. Major T. H. Lewin, re-elected.

3. Dr. E. Laurie.
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The following are candidates for ballot at the next meeting.

1. A. H. Anthony, Esq., Asst. to Contr.-GenL, Financial Department,

proposed by H. K. W. Arnold, Esq., seconded by H. B. Medlicott, Esq.

2. R. Whittall, Esq., Forest Department, British Burmah, proposed

by Dr. G. King, seconded by W. T. Blanford, Esq.

3. The Right Rev. Bishop of Rangoon, proposed by W. T. Blanford,

Esq., seconded by T. S, Isaac, Esq.

4. P. C. Wheeler, Esq., C. S., Asst. Magistrate, Ghazipore, proposed

by H. Rivett-Carnac, Esq., seconded by H. B. Medlicott, Esq.

The Seceetaet announced that Capt. C. H. Cowan had intimated his

desire to withdraw from the Society.

The President announced the death of Mr. Henry Blochmann,

Philological Secretary to the Society, and said

—

We miss from amongst our number to-night, one who has for so

long been a most prominent and valuable member, one to whom
we have so often listened with pleasure, and who has added so greatly to

the welfare of the Society, that it will be long before we shall be

able to reconcile ourselves to the loss we have sustained.

It would be impossible for me to express adequately all that we have

lost in Mr. Blochmiinn ; there is no member who has worked more

earnestly, more energetically, or more constantly for our Society, no one

who has equal experience as an officer, no one whose death could have

inflicted a greater blow to the progress of the work in which we are all

interested. In every department of the Society's affairs ; in the editing

of our publications, in the conduct of our correspondence, in the supervi-

sion of our finances, in the arrangement of our Library, a foremost part,

and very frequently the principal labour, was cheerfully taken by our late

Philological Secretary, and his death has left us simply unable to replace

him. Apart from his high merits as an Oriental Scholar and his energe-

tic participation in the Society's affairs, he was beloved and esteemed by

all who knew him, for his kindly manner and his willingness on all occa-

sions to undertake any task that was necessary. Heartily good-natured,

thoroughly independent, and with true German love of hard work, he

could equally be depended upon for an honest original opinion on a,ny

subject that came before us ; and for any labour that might be necessary

for the Society.

It has been said very often, and the fact cannot be repeated too fre-

quently, that the well-being and usefulness of this Society depend chiefly

upon its Secretaries. Very few indeed have held the post so long as Mr.
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Blochmann, who has been Philological Secretary of the Society for nearly

11 years. It is unnecessary that I should give you any detailed account

of the work he has done in the meantime, nor should I be competent to

do so if it were necessary ; I must leave the task to those who are more

conversant with Oriental literature. The Journal and Proceedings of the

Society, crowded with Mr. Blochmann's contributions, answer for him,

and it is impossible that any member needs to be reminded of the value

of our late Secretary's labours. Mr. Blochmann's studies, as you are all

doubtless aware, embraced a wide circle of Arabic and Persian literature,

but his especial study, the subject on which he had probably acquired

more knowledge than has ever been attained by aay other European, or

perhaps even by any native of India, was the History of India under the

Muhammadan rule. On all subjects relating to Muhammadan India the

extent and accuracy of his knowledge was something wonderful ; and he

spared no effort to obtain fresh information. Manuscripts, inscriptions,

coins,—all records of the times,—have been noticed by him frequently

and fully in the Journals and Proceedings of the Society. His death in

the midst of his career and in the prime of life has deprived the world of a

mass of information as to the history of this country, information which

is not likely to be again attained for a long time to come by any single

individual. His most important work, the translation of the Ain-i-Akba-

ri, has unfortunately been left incomplete.

All these writings are before the world, but a large amount of work

falls upon our Secretaries, and is entirely unrecorded ; indeed it is as a

rule onlj^ known to members of the Council. I will mention but one

instance of Mr. Blochmann's labours. For the last ten or twelve years

a catalogue of the Society's Library has been a most urgent want. At-

tempt after attempt has been made to prepare one, but all have failed,

because no officer of the Society, who possessed the requisite knowledge,

could afford the time, and was willing to give the very large amount of

supervision necessary. The difficulty is due to the great number of lan-

guages represented, and the wide range of subjects treated in the books

contained in the Society's Library. At length last year the task was

undertaken by Mr. Blochmann, and under his superintendence, and in a

very great measure by his personal labour, a complete list of the books

has at length been made, and if, as I hope, something like an ac-

curate Catalogue is published in the course of the next few months, the

members of this Society will be indebted to Mr. Blochmann alone for the

boon they will obtain.

The following is a brief sketch of our late friend's career. He was
born at Dresden on the 7th January, 1838, and was first educated at
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the Kreuz-Schule o£ that city. From 1855 to about September 1857,

he studied Hebrew and Oriental languages at the University of Leipzig

under Professor Fleischer. He afterwards studied for a short time in

Paris, and in 1858 he left Europe for India, being chiefly induced to

this step by his love for oriental studies, and he landed in Calcutta,

nearly 20 years ago, in September, 1858. At first he appears, for want

of employment, to have been reduced to great straits, and he at one time

enlisted in the army, but he soon found a friend in Captain Nassau Lees,

then Principal of the Calcutta Madrassa, by whose assistance Mr. Bloch-

mann was appointed to a subordinate post in the Madrassa College in

1860. He left this post in the beginning of 1862 to become Professor

of Mathematics at the Doveton College, a post he held for about three

years. He studied meantime energetically, and in 1865 took the degree of

Master of Arts in the Calcutta University, having chosen Hebrew as the

subject for his examination. It is related that when, after some difficul-

ty, examiners were found competent to decide upon his proficiency, they

found the student was far better acquainted with the language than

they were themselves. In the same year Mr. Blochmann rejoined the

Madrassa as Assistant Professor, Captain Nassau Lees remaining as the

Principal until 1869, when he retired, and at first no successor was

appointed, but a committee exercised supervision, whilst Mr. Blochmann

was placed in charge of the College, retaining his title of Professor. He
was appointed to officiate as Principal in 1870 and was made Principal

in 1875. How, in the course of the time that he has held the office, he

has endeared himself to the Students of the College and to the whole

Muhammadan community, is shewn by the general sorrow for his death

and by the Muhammadan meeting of last week to do honour to his

memory.

Mr. Blochmann joined the Society in 1864 and entered the Council,

when he became Secretary in succession to Mr. Heeley, in 1868. He
retained the office until his death. He had been ailing slightly for about

a month, and although, as all may remember, the most regular of

attendants at our monthly Meetings, he was absent on the last occasion

in July. Still no danger was suspected, he was supposed to be suffering

from a slight attack of fever, and he had made arrangements to leave

Calcutta for a short time and go to Dalhousie.

Only three or four days before his death, was there any suspicion of

the real cause of his illness, renal disease, and even then no acute symp-

toms presented themselves. On the very day when he had proposed to

leave Calcutta his illness increased, and the next morninor he was found
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to be suffering from severe ursemic poisoning. He fell into an uncon-

scious state about midday, and died three hours afterwards.

The Council of the Society desire to preserve some Memorial of our

late Secretary, in recognition of the valuable services rendered by him, for

so many years, to the Society and to Oriental Literature. A Committee

has been appointed to consider the best means of carrying out this

project, and it has been determined to apply to the Members of the Society

and to Mr. Blochmann's other friends for subscription towards a memo-

rial bust or portrait.

I have only to add in conclusion, that I propose, with the consent of

the Members present, as a tribute of respect to our late Secretary, to close

the present meeting and to take as read such papers as remain for consi-

deration. I would also suggest that an expression of our sorrow, and

sympathy with their loss, should be sent to Mr. Blochmann's widow and

family.

The President announced, in consequence of the death of Mr. Bloch-

mann, that Mr. C. H. Tawney had been appointed Member of Council

and Philological Secretary.

The President announced that Mr. E. Gay had resigned his office

as Member of Council and Treasurer to the Society in consequence of his

departure from Calcutta, and that Mr. H. Beverley had been appointed

in his place.

yIBRARY.

The following additions have been made to the Library since the Meet-

ing held in July last.

Transactions, Proceedings and Journals,

^presented hy the respective Societies or Editors,

Baltimore. Mathematics, pure and applied,—Journal, Vol. 1, No. 1.

Batavia. Natuurkundig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch—Indie,—Deel 37.

Belgique. Societe Geologique,—Annales, Tome II, III, 1874-75, 1875-76.

Berlin. Koniglich Preussische Akademie der Wissenchaften,—Monats-

bericht, Marz und April, 1878.
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Calcutta. The Indian Forester,—Quarterly Magazine, Vol. 3, No. 14,

April 1878.

Kad Handi.—Notes on Sandal. B. H. B. P.—On some of the Eesults of For-

est Meteorological Observations. W. T. T. Dyer.—The Rain-Tree of Moyo-
bamba. Br. R. Schomburgk.—South Australian Eucalypts.

—
. The Mahabharat,—Vol. 5, Fasc. 24.

. The Yajurveda Sanhita,—Vols. 80-33, 1878.

. Geological Survey of India,—Eecords, Vol. 11, Pts. 1 and 2.

Part 1. Annual Report of the Geological Survey of India, and of the Geologi-

cal Museum, Calcutta, for 1877. R. Lydekker.—Notes on the Geology of

Kashmir, Kishtwar, and Pangi. Notices of Siwalik Mammals. W. T. Blan-

ford.—The Palseontological relations of the Gondwana System. A reply to

Dr. Feistmantel. A. B. Wynne.—On "Remarks &c., by Mr. Theobald

upon Erratics in the Punjab."

Part 2. W. T. ^^«;?/or<^.—On the Geology of Sind, (2nd Notice). V. Ball—
On the Origin of the Kumaun Lakes. F. R. Mallet.—The Mud Volcanoes of

Ramri and Cheduba.

Leipzig. Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft,—Zeitschrift, Heft 4,

1877.

JS. L. Fleischer.—Zu Riickerts Grammatik, Poetik und Rhetorik der Perser.

T. Aufrecht.—Loma9atana. A. Sprenger.—Ueber zwei arabische Hand-

schriften. E. Meyer.—Ueber einige semitische Gotter. W. BeecTce.—Ueber

das indische Alphabet in seinem Zusammenhange mit den iibrigen siidsemi-

tischen Alphabeten.

London. Institution of Mechanical Engineers,—Proceedings, April 1878.

. The Athenaeum,—Nos. 2642-2645, 1878.

. The Geographical Magazine,—Vol. 5, No. 6.

R. Michell.—Russian Expedition to the Alais and Pamir. Topographical and

Revenue Surveys of India, 1876-77. Retirement of Major General Thuillier.

. The Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland,

—

Journal, Vol. 7, Nos. 2, 3.

. The Statistical Society,—Journal, Vol. 41, Part 1, March, 1878.

Eoyal Astronomical Society,—Monthly Notices, Vol. 38, Nos. 6

and 7, April and May 1878.

. Nature,—Vol. 18, Nos. 448-453.

. Eoyal Geographical Society,—Proceedings, Vol. 22, Nos. 1-3.

No. 3. J. Bryce.—On Armenia and Moimt Ararat. F. J. Evans.—Lecture on

the Magnetism of the Earth.

— . Zoological Society,—Transactions, Vol. 10, Part 6.

— . . Proceedings, Part 1, June 1878.

F. Moore.—A Revision of certain Genera of European and Asiatic Lithosiidae,

with Characters of new Genera and Species. Arthur^ Marquis of Tweeddale.—
Contributions to the Ornithology of the Philippines. On a new Philippine

Genus and Species of Bird.

— . Geological Society,—Quarterly Journal, Vol. 34, Pt. 2, No. 134.

A. B. Wynne,—On the Physical Geology of the Upper Punjab.
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Moscow. Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes,—Bulletin, No. 3, Aiinee 1877.

Miinchen. Philosophisch-Philologisclie Classe der Koniglich Bayerischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften,—Abhandlungen.

. . Sitzungsberiehte,—Heft 3, 4, 1877.

Heft 3. /. Jolhj.—Ueber das indiscbe Schuldrecht.

Palermo. Societa Degli Spettroscopisti Italian!,—Memorie, Dispensa ^a,

Maggio, 1878.

Paris. Journal Asiatique,—Tome 10, No. 3, Octobre-Decembre, 1877.

Philadelphia. Academy of Natural Sciences,—Proceedings, Parts 1-3, 1877.

Prag. Astronomische, Magnetische und Meteorologische Beobachtungen,

Jahr 1877.

Eoma. E. Accademia Dei Lincei,—Atti, Vol. 2, Fasc. 6, Maggio, 1878.

St. Petersburg. Academie Imperiale des Sciences,—Bulletin, Tome 24,

Nos. 1-4.

No. 1. C. J. Maximowiez.—Diagnoses de nouvelles plantes asiatiques II. /.

F. Braudt.—Eemarques sur la famille des Riiinocerotides.

No. 2. A. F. Mehren.—Description d'une medaille mongole d'Abou-Said Be-

hadur Khan de la dynastie llkhanienne.

No. 3. 0. BohtUngTc,—Second supplement pour mon ouvrage sur les sentences

indiennes.

No. 4. A. Schiefner.—Contes indiens XL-XLIV.

. Bepertorium fiir Meteorologie, herausgegeben von der Kaiserli-

chen Akademie der Wissenschaften,—Band 5, Heft 2.

Akademie Imperiale des Sciences,—Memoires, Tome 24, Nos.

4-11. Tome 25, Nos. 1-4, 1877.

Stettin. Entomologische Zeitung,—Nos. 1-3, 1877.

Vienna. Die Culm-Flora der Ostraner und Waldenburger Schichten,

—

Abhandlungen, Band 8, Heft 2.

' . Archiv fiir Oesterreichische Greschichte,—No. 4, 1877.

.
. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-Historische Classe,

Denkschriften.

. . Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftliche Classe,—Denk-

schriften.

Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftliche Classe,—Si-

tzungsberiehte, Band 73, Heft 1-5, Janner-Mai 1876.

. . Philosophisch-Historische Classe,—Sitzungsberiehte,

Band 82, Heft 3, Marz 1876.

. K. K. Geologische Eeichsanstalt,—Jahrbuch, Band 27, Juli

—

December 1877.

Oesterreichische Geschichts-Quellen, herausgegeben von der His-

torischen Commission der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften,

—

Acta, Band 39-40.

. Anthropologische Gesellschaft,—Mittheilungen, Band 7.
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Yokohama. Asiatic Society of Japan,—Transactions, Vol. 6, Part 1.

J. H. Gubbins.—Eeview of the Introduction of Christianity into China and Ja-

pan. H. M. Satow.—The Introduction of Tobacco into Japan. B. H. Cham'

berlain.—The Maiden of Unahi. T. H. H. McClatcMe.—The Castle of Yedo.

Dr. W. Anderson.—Kak'ke. Dr. H. Faulds.—Remarks on the Dojo.

—— . Deutsclie Gesellschaft fiir Natur-und Volkerkunde Ostasien's,

—

Mittheilungen, Heft 14, April 1878.

Periodicals Purchased.

Benares. A New Hindustani-English Dictionary,—by Dr. S. W. Fallon,

Part 15.

Berlin. Eeine und angewandte Mathematik,—Journal.

Bordeaux. Societe de Geographic Commerciale,—Bulletin, Nos. 12 et

13, Juin et Juillet 1878.

Calcutta. The Indian Medical Gazette,—Vol. 13, No. 7, July 1878.

. The Calcutta Eeview,—July 1878.

JEf. G. Keene.—General de Boigne. H. R. FinJc.—Ancient Hindu Tribunals.

G. W. Leitner.—A note on Classical Allusions to the Dards and to Greek

Influence on India.

Gottingen. Gottingische gelehrte Anzeigen,—Stuck 22-25, Mai und Juni

1S78.

. Konigliche Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften,—Nachrichten, Nos.

8-11.

Leipzig. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Band 4, Heft 2, No. 6.

E. Wiedemann.—Beitrage zur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften bei den Ara-

bem IV.

. . . Beiblatter,—Band 2, Stiick 6.

London. The Academy,—Nos. 319-322.

. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,—No. 6, June

1878.

. The Chemical News,—Vol. 37, Nos. 968-971, June and July 1878.

No. 968. Frof. How.—Some Reactions with Lindo's Test for some of the

Bases in Opium.

. The Entomologist,—Journal, Vol. 11, No. 181.

.. . . Monthly Magazine,—Vol. 15, No. 169, June 1878.

. Botany,—Journal, Vol. 7, No. 186, June 1878.

^. The Society of Arts,—Journal, Vol. 26, Nos. 1334-1337, June

and July 1878.

. The Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science,—Vol. 5,

No. 33.

. The Messenger of Mathematics,—Nos. 85, 86, May and June

1878.
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London. The Nineteenth Century,—No. 16, June 1878.

His Highness 3Ii(lhat Fasha.—The past, present and future of Turkey. Eight

Hon. W. E. Gladstone.—Liberty in the East and West.

. The Numismatic Chronicle and Journal of the Society,—No. 69,

Pt. 1.

Mathematics,—Quarterly Journal, No. 59, April 1878.

New Haven. The American Journal of Science and Arts,—Vol. 15, No.

89, May 1878.

Paris. Annales de Chimie et de Physique,—5me Serie^ T. 13, April 1878,

Comptes Eendus,—Tome 86, Nos. 22-25.

Journal des Savants,—Mai 1878.

Eevue des Deux Mondes,—Juin et Juillet 1878*

Eevue Critique, Nos. 23-26, Juin 1878.

Eevue Scientifique,—No. 51, Juin 1878.

Books and Pamphlets.

presented ly the Authors.

BofiTLiNa, Otto. Sanskrit Chrestomathie. St. Petersburgh, 1877.

Claeke, Capt. II. W., E. E, The Persian Manual. London, 1878.

Hutchinson, C. W. Various Vernacular Characters passing through the

Foreign Post Office in India. December, 1877.

Mitchell, L. H. Eeport on the Seizure by the Abyssinians of the Geo-

logical and Mineralogical Eeconnaissance Expedition, attached to the

General Staff of the Egyptian Army. Cairo, 1878.

Wild, H. Die Temperatur Verhaltnisse des Eussischen Eeiches. St.

Petersburgh, 1877.

M.ISCELLANEOUS PRESENTATIONS.

Eeport on the working of the Eegistration Department in the Central

Provinces for the years 1877-78. Nagpur, 1878.

Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces.

The Law relating to Minors in the Presidency of Bengal. Calcutta,

1878.

Calcutta Uniyersity.

Eeport of the Administration of the Madras Presidency for the year

1876-77. Madras, 1878.

Goyernment of Madras,

Eeport on Vaccination throughout the Presidency and Provinces of

Madras for the year 1876-77. Madras, 1878.

Government of Madras.

Charts of the Singora Eoads and inner Harbour.

Marine Suryet Department.
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Books Purchased.

Beals, Samuel. Texts from the Buddhist Canon, commonly known as

Dhammapada. 8vo., London, 1878.

DoTiaLAS, R. K. The Life of Jenghiz Khan. 8vo., London, 1877.

Feiederici, Chas. Bibliotheca Orientalis. 8vo., London, 1877.

GrBEEiiTATis, Angelo de. Zoological Mythology, Vols. 1 and 2. 8vo.,

London, 1872.

HAran, M. Essays, on the Writings and Religion of the Parsis. 8vo.,

London, 1878.

Malleson, G. B. History of the Indian Mutiny, 1857-58. Vol. 1, 8vo.

London, 1878.

Naees, Capt. Sir G. S. Voyage to the Polar Seas, Vols. 1 and 2. 8vo,,

London, 1878.

Palgeaye, W. G. Narrative of a Journey through Central and Eastern

Arabia, 1862-63. 8vo., London, 1877.

Wallace, A. R. Tropical Nature. 8vo., London, 1878.

Weber, A. Paiicadandachattraprabandha. 4to., Pamphlet, Berlin, 1877.

A New Pocket Dictionary of the English and Russian and Russian

and English Languages. Demi 8vo., Leipsic.



PROCEEDINGS

or THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,
For November, 1878,

=^

The Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal was

held on Wednesday, the 6th instant, at ^ o'clock p. m.

W. T. BLANroED, F. R. S., President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following presentations were announced :
—

1. From H. E. the Viceroy and Governor-General, J. Talboys

Wheeler's History of the Imperial Assemblage at Delhi.

2. From the author, W. T. Blanford, Esq., Scientific Results of the

Second Yarkand Mission. Geology.

3. From the author, Babu Adharlal Sen, Kusum-Kanan.

4. From the author, Babu Eajendra Nath Dutt, The Bharatya

Granthabali.

5. From E. Linstedt, Esq., Lieut. Hawkes' Coins of Mysore.

6. From the author, F. V. Hayden, Esq., Report of the United

States Geological Survey of the Territories ; also Jackson's Descriptive

Catalogue of Photographs of North American Indians.

The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the last

Monthly General Meeting and Council Meetings of September and October,

were ballotted for and elected Ordinary Members

—

A. H. Anthony, Esq.

R. Whittall, Esq.

P. C. Wheeler, Esq.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of Rangoon.

S. G. Hughes, Esq., C. S.

T. D. Beighton, Esq., C. S,

The Rev. J. Robertson.

The Hon'ble J Sewell White.
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The following are candidates for ballot at the next meeting

—

1. Rajah Lachman Singh, Deputy Collector, Bullundshahar, proposed

by F. S. Growse, Esq., seconded by Dr. Rudolf Hoernle.

2. Babu Krishna Gopal Bhakta, proposed by Babu Adharlal Sen,

seconded by Dr. R. L. Mitra.

The Seceetaet announced that Major Lewin and Mr. J. Murray had

requested that their election might be cancelled.

The Secketart announced that Mr. C. Pearson and Mr. C. A. Elliott,

had intimated their desire to withdraw from the Society.

The Secretary announced that the Rev. Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle

had been appointed Philological Secretary, in the room of Mr. C. H. Tawney,

who had conducted the duties temporarily.

The Secretary read a notice of a prospectus received from Dr. Barth,

of a new Chart of the Moon, to be published in 25 Sections, by W. G.

Lohrmann.

Mr. Job. Ambr. Barth of Leipzig has sent the prospectus of a new

chart of the moon, by W. G. Lohrmann. The chart consists of 25 Sections

with two tables of explanations. There is added to it a descriptive text

by Dr. J. F. Julius Schmidt, Director of the Observatory in Athens. The

price is £2 IO5.

The chart was begun by Lohrmann in 1821. The first part was pub-

lished in 1824. In 1840 Lohrmann died, and for some years the work re-

mained in abeyance. But in 1851 Dr. J. Schmidt was prevailed upon by

the publisher, W. A. Barth, and after his death, his son F. A. Barth, to

continue it with the assistance of W. Opelt of Dresden, and after his death

(1863) of his son, Lieut. Opelt. At last the work was finished in 1874. To

the chart will be added a text, describing its method ; also a catalogue of

all selenographic positions calculated by Opelt. There will be a brief ex-

planation of each section, in which the more important differences of height

will be noted, and all remarkable points noticed. The principal merit of

the work lies in Lohrmann's draiving, which closely resembles that of Maed-

ler's famous chart. His object was, to represent as faithfully as possible

the mountains and the colour of the moon, and to execute the measure-

ments and drawings according to methods approved of by science. Accor-

dingly he chose the orthographic projection of the visible hemisphere of

the moon and the mean libration, drew the mountains according to Leh-

mann's method, and without indications of their varying illumination.

Owing to the long delay in the execution of the work, there is a noticeable

want of uniformity in the colouring of the plates. Maedler's chart is much

more satisfactory in this respect.

Mr. Mallet exhibited a Meteorite, forwarded to the Indian Museum

by Hugh Eraser, Esq , from Gorakhpur.
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The two meteoric stones now exhibited fell near Dandapur (Lat. 26^,

56' N., Long. 83^ 58' E.), a village 5 miles W. N. W. o£ the town of

Pudrownan, in the Gorakhpur district, on the evening of the 5th of Septem-

ber last, and were forwarded to the Indian Museum by Mr. Hugh Fraser,

Assistant Magistrate of Grorakhpur, with all the information he could pro-

cure respecting the occurrence, which is as follows :
" About 5 p. m. some

people in the villages of Barchua and Dandapur saw what they describe as a

wedge-shaped cloud coming up from the north-east. It advanced from that

direction, and seemed to descend, and then there was a noise like thunder.

They say their eyes closed, but it is not clear from the wording whether on

account of a flash, or on account of fear. The fragments fell—one through

the house of Salamdari ; one in a field on the boundaries of the neighbour-

ing village Sirsa, about 300 paces distant from the first, and another, not

yet recovered, in a tank In the two first places a hole was made in the

ground about a span in depth and a cubit in diameter ; there was some delay

in digging out, and when taken out, the stones were not warm."

According to the above account, the fragments fell at a distance of some

300 paces from each other. It will be observed, notwithstanding, that on

the fractured faces they fit each other exactly, the two forming the halves of

a single stone, which prior to its fracture was covered entirely by the usual

brownish-black crust. The larger fragment weighs about 6 lbs. 9 oz., and

the smaller about 5 lbs. 14 oz., the two together forming an irregular,

somewhat wedge-shaped mass, measuring about 7 inches by 7, with an

average thickness of about 3 inches, but thinning of£ considerably towards

one side. The specific gravity of the larger piece was found to be 3*29.

On a fresh fracture, the meteorite is seen to consist of a minutely

crystalline white mass, composed of translucent grains of one or more sili-

cates, through which specks with metallic lustre are plentifully distribu-

ted. Most of these are small, so that they are distinctly visible only under

the lens, but others are of larger dimensions, one or two being about an

eighth of an inch in diameter. The greater number of these are troilite or

pyrrhotite, but a considerable proportion are of nickeliferous iron. The oc-

currence of phosphorus, also, seems to indicate the presence of schreibersite.

On the faces of oiiginal fracture the meteorite presents an ochry mottling

due to the oxidation of the iron ; but there is no sign of the crust that covers

all the rest of the surface. In this connection it will be interesting to

notice whether the third piece, if it can be recovered, should appear to have

been originally united to these.
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The following papers were read

—

1. Somefurther notes on Kdliddsa.—By G. A. Grieeson. B. C. S.

(Abstract.)

This paper contains some legendary traditions current in Behar, con-

cerning the famous poet Kalidasa, who was born at Damodarpur, a village

near the town of Achait in Tirhut. They are all chiefly illustrative of his

great powers of improvisation. The first legend narrates a story of his youth
;

how being at first little better than an idiot, he afterwards came to be pos-

sessed of his unrivalled power over the Sanskrit language by the special

interposition of the goddess Durga. The second legend is an amusing

story about Kalidasa at the court of Raja Sibhai Singh. This Raja was

a great patron of pandits ; but he was wont to regulate his patronage not

by their learning, but by their weight. Kalidasa being a small lean man,

persuaded a fat and unwieldy shepherd to accompany him and personate

his guru, promising that he would do all the talking, while the shepherd

should never utter a word. The ruse succeeded. The shepherd was in-

stalled as chief pandit at the Raja's court, and Kalidasa as his disciple.

One day, however, the shepherd forgot himself and spoke a word in his

vulgar idiom in the presence of the king and his court. Kalidasa, with

great presence of mind, composed a verse on the spur of the moment, in

which he made an ingenious defence of h\^ guru's blunder. This, of course,

did not save the shepherd, but made Kalidasa famou"s throughout the three

worlds. The third legend relates to the manner in which Kalidasa pro-

cured his admission to the court of king Bhoja, by first simulating gross

ignorance and afterwards confounding the king's chief pandit by a sudden

display of his remarkable power in composing extempore verses in Sanskrit.

The fourth legend relates an incident at king Bhoja's court ; how Kalidasa

by means of some ingeniously worded verses outwitted three pandits, who

through their great powers of memory had hitherto confounded all claim-

ants to the king's favour. The fifth legend relates how in the early years

of his ignorance Kalidasa conciliated his wife, who was a learned woman
and acted to him the part of a Xanthippe, by his miraculously acquired

knowledge. The sixth legend tells of a narrow escape of Kalidasa from

the clutches of a man-devouring pisdcTia by his gift of improvising verses.

The next two legends relate two other incidents at the court of king Bhoja,

which also illustrate the ready power of Kalidasa of composing Sanskrit

verse on the spur of the moment. Then follows a legend, showing how

Kalidasa used to do his marketing in improvised Sanskrit verse. The

series concludes with a legend, giving a conversation between Kalidasa and

his wife in extempore verses during a morning walk by the side of a tank

covered with lotuses.
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A few, hitherto apparently unknown, Sanskrit verses in praise of con-

tentment are added, which are universally attributed to Kalidasa in that

part of the country.

In conclusion, Mr. Grierson promises to communicate at some future

time similar legendary accounts of other famous heroes and heroines of

Mithila.

The paper will be published in the Journal, Part I.

2. Description of a 7iew Lepidopterous Insect helonging to tlie Genus

Thaumantis.

—

By J. Wood-Mason.

(Abstract.)

This paper contains additional remarks on the fine butterfly collected

by Mr. Ossian Limborg in the Taoo mountains of Tenasserim and described

in the ' Proceedings' for July, 1877, p. 163. In the collection made by

Mr. Limborg were 225 other species of Lepidoptera, from fifty to sixty of

which are undescribed.

Both the specimens of the new species, Thaumantis Louisa, are males,

and each is furnished with a tuft of erectile hairs on the hind wing. It is

suggested that these may be odoriferous organs, like similar tufts on the

different parts of the body in the males of some Brazilian butterflies.

The paper is accompanied by a plate from a characteristic coloured

drawing by Professor Westwood.

The paper will be published in the Journal, Part II.

3. On the Diurnal Variations of Mainfall-frequency at Calcutta.—By
H. F. Blanfoed, F. G. S., F. Z. S.

(Abstract.)

A table is given of the occurrence of rain at each hour of the day in

each month of the year, merely the fact of occurrence and not the amount

of rainfall being noted. It is shewn that the proportion of rain falling at

different hours of the day varies with the season. In the summer monsoon

the smallest rainfall is at midnight, the greatest about 2 p. m., the time of

maximum temperature. In the dry and hot season, February to May, the

maximum rainfall is between 6 and 8 p.m. owing to the evening storms.

In October and November the rainfall appears to have a similar distribu-

tion to that prevailing in the rains. In December, the recorded falls are too

few in number to lead to any conclusion, but in January, the period of the

winter rains, the maximum rainfall appears to coincide with the period of

minimum temperature in the early morning.

The paper will be published in the Journal, Part II.
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Snowfall of 1878, in Kashnir. [Not.

4. Snow-fall o/'1878, in Kashmir.—JSi/ R. Lydekker.

(Abstract.)

This was a short paper on the unusual snow-fall o£ the past winter in

the Kashmir Himalayas ; the author mentioned that many of the passes

were still blocked with snow in the late summer, and also referred to the

great destruction of animal life caused by this unusual quantity of snow.

Mr. Blanfoed said that the excessive snow-fall referred to by

Mr. Lydekker, seemed to have prevailed throughout the outer Himalayas,

and suggested that this might have been the cause of the comparatively

low temperature observed in India during the last hot season.

Dr. Catlet observed that there was a great variability at the time of

the autumn snow-fall ; he had crossed the Zogi-la in December, when it was

still free from snow, while in other years it was thickly covered at a much
earlier period.

The paper will be published in the Journal, Part II.

5. A New I'rdhrit Grammar hy Chanda.—I^y De. A. F. Rudolf
HOERNLE.

The Prakrit Grammar which I have the pleasure to exhibit to the So-

ciety to-night, was given to me a few months ago by my friend. Pandit

R{im Misra of Banaras. It came originally from some place in the State

of Alwar. There is at present, I believe, only one other copy of this work

known. It is in the possession of Dr. Rajendralala Mitra, and is, as I am
informed by him, not complete. I have not seen it myself. The copy, in

my possession, has every appearance of being a complete one ; for it con-

tains rules on all the various forms of Prakrit (including the Apabhramsa)

which are usually treated of in Prakrit Grammars.

My MS. closes with the usual formula, containing the name of the

work and of its author. The name of the latter is simply Ghanda (^^).

That of the former is variously given. At the end of the whole work, and

of the first chapter it is simply lahshana, " characteristic" or " mark" ; at

the end of the second chapter it is prdJcrita lakshana " Prakrit characteris-

tics" ; at the end of the third chajoter it is prdkrita praMsa " elucidation

of the Prakrit" ; the latter being the same name, which also Vararuchi's

well-known Prakrit Grammar bears.

The work is perhaps the shortest that I have met with on Prakrit

Grammar. The whole of it is contained on 19 leaves. It is divided into

four chapters. The first chapter is on declension (vihliahtividJidnam) . It

contains 45 rules, and treats of the declension of nouns, pronouns and

numerals. Most of the rules throughout the Grammar have a short com-
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mentary, and all of them have typical examples added. The second chap-

ter is called svaravidhdnam. Accordingly it ought to treat of the changes

of vowels ; but more than half of it consists of rules on other subjects.

First there are 14 rules on vowel changes ; then follow rules on the inter-

change of cases, on i^eculiar Prakrit suffixes and particles, and, finally, even

one on the change of the consonant n to d. Altogether there are 45 rules.

The third chapter treats of the changes of consonants, both single and con-

junct (vyanjanavidlianam) . It contains 41 rules. The fourth chapter

treats of the secondary Prakrit dialects in the following orders—the Apa-

bhramsa, the Paisachi, the Magadhi or, as it is called in this Grammar,

Magadhika, lastly, the Sauraseni. To each of these dialects only one rule

is devoted. In conclusion, one more rule is added. It contains a stolca,

enumerating six languages (hhdsMs) as well known ones, viz., Sanskrit,

Prakrit, Apabhramsa, Paisachi, Magadhi, Sauraseni. The whole chapter

therefore, consists only of 5 rules.

This Grammar has some very striking peculiarities in which it differs,

I believe, from all other Prakrit grammars. One is, that it commences with

the rules on declension, while all others begin with those on vowel- changes.

Again the rules on the particles, which are here added on to the chapter on

vowels, are in the grammar of Hema Chandra and others which follow his

arrangement, apjDcnded to the chapter on consonants, while in Vararuchi

and the grammars of his class they have a separate chapter allotted to

them. Again the order of the subordinate Prakrit dialects is here reversed,

the Apabhramsa preceding the others, while in the other grammars (Hema
Chandra, e. g.,) it comes last. Barring the Apabhramsa, however, Chanda

follows the order of Vararuchi who has Paisachi, Magadhi, Sauraseni, not

that of Hema Chandra, who takes them in the reversed order, Sauraseni,

Magadhi, Paisachi. Again it is remarkable that Chanda has no separate

rules on conjugation. So far as he adverts to conjugational forms at all,

they are explained under the rules treating of changes, vowels and consonants.

Again the most curious peculiarity, perhaps, is that the famous rule of the

Paisachi dialect, which substitutes hard for soft consonants (e. y., rdchd for

rdjd king), is given by Chanda (3, ii) as an ordinary rule of the principal

Prakrit dialect (the so-called Maharashtri). This fact, by the way, will

explain the apparent meagreness of Chanda's chapter on the subordinate

dialects, as compared with other grammars. This meagreness, I do not think

can be taken as an indication of incompleteness of the MS. For though

only one rule is devoted to each dialect, yet that rule relates to the most

striking peculiarity of each. The omission of the other rules, therefore,

appears to have been original and intentional. There are, besides, a great

number of minor peculiarities. It would take too long, however, to men-

tion them here.
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As regards the relation of Chanda to other Prakrit grammarians,

chronologically and otherwise, I have not met with any certain indica-

tions. A more thorough investigation may, perhaps, bring to light

some. Two rules I have discovered (Chanda 2, 3, 4) which are almost

identical with two rules of Hema Chandra (1, 8, 6) ; but while in the

latter they are in their proper order, they do not appear to be so in the

former, (where they ought to be 2,4,3). This fact seems to indicate,

that Chanda was acquainted with Hema Chandra's grammar, the rules of

which he occasionally made use of in his own way. I have discovered only

one rule in Chanda (viz., 2, 3), the equivalent of which does not exist in

Hema Chandra's great grammar. But on the whole, Chanda's small gram-

mar covers the whole of the ground occupied by Hema Chandra's large

work. Some things are expressed more concisely, many more of minor im-

portance are omitted altogether. This will explain the smallness of the

size of the work as compared with the extent of the ground occupied by it.

On the other hand, there are some points, as e, y., the order of the subordi-

nate dialects, which seem to show that Chanda was acquainted with and

occasionally followed, the school of Vararuchi. Still the peculiarities of

Chanda are sufficiently numerous and striking, to justify us in vindicating

for him a place of his own among Prakrit grammarians.

The reading of the following paper was postponed.

6. A peculiarity of the River names in Assam, and some of the adjoin-

ing countries.—By S. E. Peal.

yIBRARY.

The following additions have been made to the Library since the Meet-

ing held in August last.

Transactions, Proceedings and Journals,

presented ly the respective Societies or Editors.

Berlin. Konigliche Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften,—Monats-

bericht, Mai und Juni, 1878.

Bombay. The Indian Antiquary,—Vol. VII, Parts 83, 84, 85, August,

September and October, 1878.

Pt. 8 4. /. F. Fleet.—Sanskrit and old Canarese Inscriptions, Nos. XLIV and

XLV. Rev. G. V. Poj^e.—Notes on the Kurral of the Tamil Poet Tiruvallu-

var. Sir Walter Elliot.—The edifice formerly known as the Chinese or Jaina

Pagoda at Negapatam.

Pt. 8d. /. F. Fleet.—Sanskrit and old Canarese Inscriptions, Nos. XLVI and

XLVII. /. Jacobi.— The Kuda Inscriptions.
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Boston. Society of Natural History,—Memoirs, Vol. 2, Pt. 4, No. 6.

. . Proceedings, Vol. XIX, Pts. 1 and 2.

Buenos Aires. Sociedad Cientifica Argentina,—Anales, Entrega I, Tome

VI, Julio, 1878.

Calcutta. Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India,—Journal, Vol.

V, Pt. 4.

Geological Survey of India,—Memoirs, Vol. XV, Pt. 1.

-. Eecords,—Vol. XI, Pt. 3.

Ramayana,—Vol. VI, No. 7.

Mahabharata,—Nos. 25, 26, 27.

Leipzig. Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft,—Zeitschrift, Heft I.

und II.

Heft II. H. L. Fleischer,—Zu Eiickerts Grammatik, Poetik und Rhetorik der

Perser. A. Holtzmann.—Indra nach den Vorstellungen des Mahabliarata.

/. Goldzieher.—Ueber Muhamraedanische Polemik gegen Ahl al-Kitab.

. Kunde des Morgenlandes, herausgegeben von der Deutscben Mor-

genlandischen Gesellschaft,—Abhandlungen, Band VI, No. 4.

Lisbon. Academia Real das Sciencias, classe de Sciencias Moraes, Poli-

ticas e Bellas-Lettras,—Historia e Memorias, Tomo IV, Parte 2.

— . . Classe de Sciencias Mathematicas, Physicas e Natu-

raes,—Memorias, Tomo V, Parte 1.

. . Jornal, Tomo V, Dezembro, 1874-76.

. Academia Real das Sciencias,—Sessao Publica, Dezembro, 1875,

Maio, 1877.

London. The Atheneeum,—Nos. 2646 to 2657, July to September, 1878.

. The Geographical Magazine,—Vol. V, Nos. 6 to 9, June to Sep-

tember, 1878.

No. 6. R. MickelL—Russian Expedition to the Alai and Pamir. Topographi-

cal and Revenue Surveys of India, 1876-77. Retirement of Major-General

Thuillier.

No. 7. H. H. Howarth.—The Country of the White Horde of Kipchak. Ma-
rine Surveys of India, 1876-77.

No. 8. Cyprus.—Sketches of Persia. Asiatic Turkey. Cartography.

No. 9. The Treaty of Berlin. Richthofen on Prejevalsky's Journey in Central

Asia. M. P. Malet.—Indian Irrigation.

•. Statistical Society,—Journal, Vol. XLI, Part 2, June, 1878.

W. Nevjmareh.—On the Progress of the Foreign Trade of the United Kingdom
since 1856, with Special reference to the effects produced upon it by the Pro-

tectionist Tariffs of other countries. H. Clarice.—On the Debts of Sovereign

and Quasi-Sovereign States, owing by foreign coimtries.

. Royal Astronomical Society,—Monthly Notices, Vol. XXXVIII,
No. 8, June, 1878.

. Institution of Civil Engineering,—Proceedings, Vols. LII, LIII,

Pts. 2, 3.

. Nature,—Vol. XVIII, Nos. 454 to 465, July to September, 1878.
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London. Eojal Geographical Society,—Proceedings, Yol. XXII, Nos. 1

to 6.

No. 3. jBryce.—On Armenia and Mount Ararat. Evans.—Lecture on the Mag-
netism of the Earth.

No. 4. Gill.—Travels in Western China and on the Eastern Borders of Tibet.

Trotter,—On the Geographical Results of the Mission to Kashgar, under Sir

T. Douglas Forsyth in 1873-74.

No. 6. Stanletj.—Geographical Sketch of the Nile and Livingstone (Congo)

Basins. T. Dyer.—Lecture on Plant-Distribution as a Field for Geographical

Besearch.— . The Eoyal Society,—Proceedings, Vol. XXVII, Nos. 187, 188.

No. 187. IRev. S. Haughion.—Notes on Physical Geology. W. Marcet.—Sum-

mary of an experimental e'nquiry into the Function of Respiration at various

Altitudes.

No. 188. Lr. E. L. Moss,—Observations on Arctic Sea-Water and Ice.

— . Zoological Society,—Proceedings, Pt. 2, August, 1878.

J^. Nicholson.—A List of the Birds collected by Mr. E. C. Buxton at Darra-

Salam, on the Coast of Africa opposite Zanzibar. A. Anderson,—On a new
species of Indian Frenia.— . -. Transactions,—Vol. X, Pts. 7 to 9.

. Geological Society,—Quarterly Journal, Vol. XXXIV, Part 3,

No. 135, August, 1878.

/. G. H. Godfrey.—On the Geology of Japan. R. Daintree.—On certain modes

of occurrence of Gold in Australia.

. The Saturday Eeview,—Vol. XLVI, Nos. 1187, 1188, July and

August, 1878.

Lyon. Societe d'Agriculture, Histoire Naturelle et Arts Utiles,—Anna-

les. Tome IX, 1876.

. Societe de Geographic,—Bulletin, Nos. 10, 11, Mai et Juillet,

1878.

No. 10. C. B.—De la Colonisation Frangaise en Nouvelle Caledonie.

No. 11. R. P. BrucTcer.—Les Colonies HoUandaises des Indes Orientales.

Moscow. Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes,—Bulletin, No. 4, 1877.

S. Sandeberg.—Esquisse prealable sur son voyage dans les regions de la mer

glaciale.

Munich. Die K. B. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Mathematisch-Physi-

kalische Classe,—Abhandlungen, Band XIII, Abtheilung 1.

. . . Sitzungsberichte,—Heft III, 1877.

Philosophisch-Philologische und Historische Classe,

Sitzungsberichte, Heft I, 1878.

. . Almanach, 1878.

Palermo. Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italiani,—Memorie, Dispensa 6, 7,

8, 1878.

No. 7. P. TaccMni.—Osservazioni Spettroscopiche solari fatte a Palermo nel

secondo trimestre del 1878.
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Paris. La Societe de Geographie,—Bulletin, Avril, Mai, Juin, 1878.

Mai. A. Raffrmj.—Voyage a la cote nord de la Nouvelle-Guinee. Dr. J,

Jfow^««o.—L'hygiene et les tropiques.

Juin. G. de TTjfalvy.—Voyage au Zuarafchane, au Ferghanah et a Kouldja.

—
. La Societe d'Anthropologie,—Bulletin, 4me Fasc, Juin a Decem-

bre, 1877, et Ire Fasc., Janvier a Mars, 1878.

Ire. Fasc. Sarniant.—Population de I'lndo-Chine. Bordier.—Rapport sur

Madagascar.

Pisa. Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali,—Atti, Vol. Ill, Fasc. 2.

Kome. R. Accademia dei Lincei,—Atti, Vol. II, 1878.

Roorkee. Professional Papers on Indian Engineering,—Vol. VII, No. 29,

July, 1878.

Schaffhausen. La Societe Entomologique Suisse,—Bulletin, Vol. V, Heft

6, 1878.

Stuttgart. Wiirttembergische Naturwissenschaftliche Jahreshefte,—1874

to 1878.

Trieste. Societa Adriatica di Scienze Naturali,—Bollettino, Vol. IV, No. 1,

Aprile 1878.

Br. C. Marchesetti.—Di alcune piante usate medicalmente alle Indie Orientali.

Washington. The XJ. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Terri-

tories,—Report, 1877.

. . Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 1.

. New Zealand Institute,—Transactions and Proceedings, Vol. X,

1877.

Vienna. Die K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt,—Jahrbuch, Band 28,

Januar—Juni,—Verhandlungen, Nos. 1—10, 1878.

. Die K. K. Central-Anstalt fiir Meteorologie und Erdmagnetis-

mus,—Jahrbuch, Band 12, Jahrgang 1875.

•
. Die Anthropologische Gessllschaft,—Mittheilungen, Band 8,

Nos. 1—4.

. Die K. K. Zoologisch-botanische Gesellschaft,—Verhandlungen,

Band 27, 1877.

Books and Pamphlets,
'presented hy the Authors.

Adhaelal Sen. Kusum Kanan, 2 Vols.

Blanford, W. T. Scientific results of the Second Yarkand Mission.

Reptilia and Amphibia, and Geology.

Oust, R. A sketch of the Modern Languages of the East Indies.

Hatden", F. V. Report of the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territo-

ries, Vol. 7.

Kailas Chandra Sinha. Raiamala, or the Annals and Chronicles of

Tripura.

Nespield, J. C. Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. existing in Oudh.
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Miscellaneous Presentations.

Hawkes. Lieut. H. P. A brief Sketch of the Gold, Silver and Copper

Coinage of Mysore.

E. LiNDSTEDT.

Jacksoit, W. H. Descriptive Catalogue of Photographs of North Ameri-

can Indians.

F. V. Hatden.
Miller, J. Metaphysics, or the Science of Perfection.

A Citizen oe New York.

Selected Extracts from the Minutes of the Trustees, Indian Museum,

from 1st April, 1874, to 31st March, 1877.

Trustees of the Iivtdiait Museum.

A Guide to the Exhibition rooms of the Departments of Natural

History and Antiquities.

Catalogue of the Ghiroptera in the Collection of the British Museum.

Trustees of the British Museum.

Low, C, R. History of the Indian Navy, in 2 Vols.

The Dept. of Reyenue, Agriculture and Commerce.

Neighbor, R. E., Rev. A Vocabulary in English and Mikir, with sen-

tences illustrating the use of words. (2 copies.)

Hunter, W. W. A Statistical Account of Bengal, Vol. XX. Fisheries

and Botany of Bengal.

Report of the Land Revenue Administration of the Lower Provinces

for 1877-78.

Report of the Financial Results of the Excise Administration in the

Lower Provinces for 1877-78.

Report of the Calcutta Court of Small Causes for 1877-78.

Annual Report on Inland Emigration for 1877-78.

Annual Report on Emigration from the Port of Calcutta to British

and Foreign Colonies for 1877-78.

Report on the Calcutta Medical Institutions for 1877.

Annual Report on the Insane Asylums in Bengal for 1877.

Rej)ort on the Police of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal Presi-

dency for 1877.

Government of Bengal.

Annual Medical Report of the Lying-in Hospital for 1877.

Annual Report of the Medical College, Session 1877-78.

Annual Report of the Lunatic Asylum for 1877-78.

Madras Government.
Report on the Epidemic of Cholera of 1875-76 in the Central Provin-

ces. With Map.
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Annual Report o£ the Sanitary Commissioner for 1877.

Report, with the Chief Commissioner's Review, on Forest Adminis-

tration for 1877-78.

Report on the Nagpur School of Medicine for 1877-78.

Report on the Excise Revenue for 1877-78.

Report, with the Chief Commissioner's Review, on Education for

1877-78.

Chief Commissionee, Centeal Peovinces.

Historia dos Estabelecimentos Scientificos Litterarios e Artisticos de

Portugal, 1874 to 1878.

J. S. RiBEIEO.

Ueber die lateinische Komodie.

A. SpeisTGEl.

Aetosaurusferratus Pr., die gepanzerte Vogel-Eidechse aus dem Stu-

bensandstein bei Stuttgart.

De. O. Feaas.

Atton, J. A. A Grammar of the Nepalese Language, 1820. (10 copies.)

Bedatjt, Capt. T. H. G. The Persian and Urdu Letter- Writer, 1843.

Maeshman, J. A Dictionary of the Bhotanta, or Boutan Language, 1826.

Mullah Hoosseest. Ukhlaqi Muhsunu Sheik Muslahuddun Gaudu Gera-

zee—Dewani Sauda, Vols. I, II. Classic Selections.

Notjeeddeei^ Mohammed Abdullah Shaieazt. Ulfaz Udwiyeh, or the

Materia Medica in the Arabic, Persian and Hindi Languages, with an

English Translation by Francis Gladwin, 1853.

A Comparative Vocabulary of the Barma, Malaya, and T'Hai Lan-

guages, 1810.

Ramajaya Tarkalankara,—Daya Kaumudi, Dattaka Kaumudi and Vya-

vastha Sangraha, 1827.

Lakshminarayana Sarma,—Dattaka-Kaumudi.

Lakshminarayana Sarma,—Dayadhikara Krama Datta Kaumudi.

Lakshminarayana Nyayalankara,—Mitakshara Darpana, 1824.

Raghiyi Bhonsla ka Vansavali Kumra,—Dattaka Chandrika, 1817.

Taranatha Tarka Vachaspati,—Salidartha Ratna, 1908,

Seceetaey to Boaed oe Examinees, Foet William.

Periodicals Purchased.

Benares. A New Hindustani-English Dictionary,—Parts 16 and 17,

August and September 1878.

Berlin. Journal fiir reine und angewandte Mathematik,—Juli und August

1878.

Bombay. The Vedarthayatna, or an attempt to interpret the Vedas,—Book
2nd, Nos. 11 and 12.
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Bordeaux. Societe de Geographie Commerciale,—Bulletin, Nos. l-i to 18.

No. 17. H. Feuilleret.—Geographie commerciale de la Russie.

Calcutta. The Calcutta Eeview,—No. CXXXIV, October 1878.

/. W. Furrell.—Cyprus, before the time of Amasis. Eev. A. F. R. Eoervle.—
The Local Distribution and Mutual Affinities of the Gaudian Languages, with

a Map.

. The Indian Medical Gazette,—Vol. XIII, Nos. 8, 9, 10,

. Stray Feathers,—Journal, Vol. VI, Nos. 1 to 6.

Edinburgh. The Edinburgh Review,—No. 303, July 1878.

Giessen. Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der Chemic,—Erstes Heft,

1877.

Gottingen. Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen,—Stiicken 26—37.

. . Nachrichten,—Nos. 12, 13, 14.

No. 12. Benfey.—Der Bindevocal E im Sanskrit.

Leipzig. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Band 4, Hefte 3, 4 ; Band 5,

Heft 1.

. . . Beibliitter,—Band 2, Stuck 7, 8.

London. The Academy,—Nos. 323 to 334, 1878.

. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,—Vol II, Nos. 7,

8, 9, 1878.

No. 7. Br. A. Giinther,—Preliminary Notices of Deep-Sea Fishes collected

during the voyage of H. M. S. " Challenger."

. The Chemical News,-—Vol. XXXVIII, Nos. 972 to 983, 1878.

No. 38. H. Wilde.—On the origin of Elementary Substances, and on some

new relations of the Atomic Weights. C. M. Tidy.—Composition and quali-

ty of the Metropolitan Water.

. The Entomologist,—Vol. IX, Nos. 182, 183, 184, July, August,

September, 1878.

. The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,—Vol. XV, Nos. 170,

171, 172.

. The Ibis,—4 Series, Vol. II, No. 7, July 1878.

T. BlaJcston and S. Fryer.—A Catalogue of the Birds of Japan. M. Seehohn.—
Contributions to Ornithology.

-. The Journal of Botany,—Vol. VII, Nos. 187—189.

No. 187. H. F. Sance.—On some New Malayan CorylacccB.

-. Society of Arts,—Journal, Vol. XXIV, Nos. 1338 to 1349, 1878.

Nos. 1339 to 1343. T. Bolas.—Application of Photography to the Production

of Printing Surfaces.

No. 1343. Indian Trade Pontes.

No. 1344. Adult instruction through Public Museums.

No. 1345. Eecent Obstructions in Telegraphy.

No. 1346. Congress of Hygiene at Paris. The Post 0£S.ce and recent advan-

ces in Telegraphy.

No. 1348. The Caravan Routes.

No. 1349. The Opium Trade in China.
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London. The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and

Journal o£ Science,—Vol, VI, Nos. 34, 35, 36.

No. 34. J. Croll.—On the origin of Nebulse. Prof. Sughes.—On the Physi-

cal Action of the Microphone.

No. 35. Col. A. E. Clarke.— On. the Figure of the Earth. W. Siemens.—On
Telephony. W. J. Millar.—On the Transmission of Vocal and other Sounds

by Wires.

. The Messenger of Mathematics,—Nos. 87, 88, 89.

. The Nineteenth Century,—July, August, September 1878.

July. Mev. T. W. Fotvle.—The place of Conscience in Evolution. Col. G.

BracJcenbury

.

—Ironclad Field Artillery. N. Lockyer.—What the Sun is made

of. Eev. JR. W. Bale.—Impressions of America. Sir D. Wedclerburn.—Pro-

tected Princes in India.

August. Miss F. Nightingale.—The People of India. F. W. Eowsell.—Malta.

September. W. R. Greg.—Foreign Policy of Great Britain. W. E. S. Eal-

ston.—Henri Greville's Sketches of Russian Life. E. Dicey.—Nubar Pasha

and our Asian Protectorate. S'ir W. Medhurst.—The Chinese as Colonists.

. Mind,—Nos, 6, 7," and 11, 1878.

No. 7. A. Bain.—Education as a Science. The Editor.—English thought in

the 18th Century.

No. 11. G. J. Romanes.—Consciousness of Time. A. Bain.—Education as a

Science. A. Sedgwick.—The Negative Character of Logic. Eev. W. Gun-

ningham.—Political Economy as a Moral Science.

. The Numismatic Chronicle and Journal of the Numismatic

Society,—Part 2, No. 70, 1878.

P. Gardner.—Macedonian and Greek Coins of the SeleucidcB.

-. Quarterly Journal o£ Pure and Applied Mathematics,—No. 6,

June 1878.

'

. The Quarterly Journal of Science,—No. 58, July 1878.

The Senses of the Lower Animals.—On the Possibility of Explaining Past

changes in the Universe by Causes at present in operation.

. The Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,—No. 71, July

1878.

. The Quarterly Eeview,—No, 291, July, 1878.

. The Westminster Eeview,—No. 107, July 1878.

New Haven. The American Journal of Science and Arts,—Vol. XV, No.

90, Vol. XVI, Nos. 91, 92.

No. 91. H. Goldmark.—Effect of Temperature upon Atmospheric Electricity.

E. W. Blake, Jr.—A Method of recording Articulate Vibrations by means of

Photography.

No. 92. A. Gray.—Forest Geography and Archaeology. J. LeGonte.—Struc-

ture and origin of Mountains.

Paris. Eevue et Magasin de Zoologie,—3 Serie, T. 5, Nos. 6— 12, 1877.

. Annales de Chimie et de Physique,—Mai—Aout 1878.

Juin. M. A. Lamy.—Sur la solubilite de la chaux dans I'eau.

Juillet. /. M. Grafts.—Sur une nouvelle forme de thermometre a air. M,
Dumas,—Sur la presence de I'oxygene dans I'argent metallique.
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Paris. Comptes Eendus,—Tome 87, Nos. 1—12, 1878.

No. 3. M. Berthelot.—Remarques concernant rinfluence de relectrlcite atmos-

plierique a faible tension sur la vegetation.

. Journal des Savants,—Juin—Aout, 1873.

Juin. B. 8aint-Hilaire.—La Eeligion de Zoroastre.

Aout. M. M. de Quatrefages.—Histoire des Tasmaniens.

. Revue des Deux Mondes,—Juillet—Septembre, 1878.

Juillet. A. Leroy-BeauUeu.—L'Empire des Tsars et les Kusses. A. Soussaye.—
Voyage autour du monde a 1'Exposition Universelle.

Aout. J. de la Gariiere.—La marine de Tavenir et la marine des anciens.

M. Cr. Bousquet,—La Chine etla Japon a 1'Exposition Universelle. A. Bregiiet.—
La Transmission de la Parole. Le Phonograplie, le Microplione, 1'Aerophone.

A. Leroy-BeauUeu.—L'empire des Tsars et les Russes.

Septembre. L. Carrau.—L' expression des emotions et I'origine du Langage

d'apres de recentes publications.

. Revue Critique,—Nos. 27, 28. Juillet, Septembre, 1878.

No. 27. G. Schlumberger.—Numismatique de 1' Orient latin.

No. 28. F. Kielhorn.—Katyayana et Patanjali.

No. 31. Arnold.—L'Islam selon I'Mstoire, son caractere et ses rapports avec

le Christianisme.

No. 33. C. Hippeau.—L'instruction publique en Russie. Catalogue de 1'ex-

position du Ministere de l'instruction publique de Russie.

No. 34. Col. G. B. Mainwaring.—Grammaire de la langue Rong.

No. 35. A. C. Burnell.—Le Samhitopanisliad brahmana du Sama Veda, texts

Sanscrit avec commentaire, et le texte Jaiminiya de 1' Arsbeyabrahmana du

Sama Veda. A. Weber.—Pancadandachattraprabandha.

No. 36. B. Hoffmann.—Essais sur les lois du Pentateuque.

No. 37. B' Meyer.—Le Rigvidbana.

. Eevue Scientifique,—Juillet—Septembre, 1878.

Juillet. General Brialmont.—Role de la fortification improvisee dans la guerre

d'Orient de 1877- Les machines a vapeur. M. Naville.—La question du

sommeil. La Meteorologie. M. G. de Rialle.—lje Culte Fetichique—les

Manes, les Ancetres et les Esprits.

Aout. M. Maeda.—La Societe Japonaise.

Septembre. Les Russes dans I'Asie Centrale.

^OOKS Purchased.
The Native Chiefs and their States. 8vo., Bombay, 1877.

The International Numismata-Orientalia. V^ol. I, London, 1878.

Encyclopaedia Eritannica. A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and General

Literature. 9th Edition, Vol. VIII, Edinburgh, 1878.

KiELHOEN, F. The Vyakarana-Mahabhashya of Patanjali. Vol. I, Parts

1 and 2. Pamphlet, Bombay, 1877.

Wilson, J. Indian Caste. 2 Vols. 1877. 8vo. Bombay, 1877.

ScH(EBEL, C. E'tude sur le rituel du respect social dans I'etat Brahma-

nique. 8vo., Paris, 1870.

. Becherches sur la religion premiere de la race Indo-Iranienne.

8vo., Paris, 1872.



PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,
For December, 1878,

The monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal was
held on Wednesday, the 4th instant, at 9 o'clock p. m.

W. T. Blanfoed, Esq., F. E. S., President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The following presentations were announced :

—

From E. Gordon, Esq., La Terre, description des phenomenes de la

vie du glohe, par E. Eeclus. 2 Vols.

From E. S. Brough, Esq., Instructions for testing Line Batteries &c.,

and Guide to the technical Arrangement of Telegraph Offices in India.

By L. Schwendler, Vol. I, 2nd Edition, and Table of Correction Coefficients

for facilitating the computation of the results of Line Tests.

The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the last Meet-

ing, were balloted for and elected Ordinary Members

—

Eajah Luchmun Sing, Deputy Collector, BuUundshahar.

Babu Krishna Ghopal Bakhta.

The following are candidates for ballot at the next Meeting

—

E. Sewell, Esq., M. C. S., proposed by Capt. Waterhouse, seconded

by C. H. Tawney, Esq.

J. F. Browne, Esq., C. S., M. E. A. S., proposed by H. Eivett-Carnac,

Esq., C. S., C. I. E., F. S. A., M. E. A. S., seconded by Captain J. Water-
house.

Capt. W. E. Gowan, Offg. Garrison Quarter-Master, Fort William,

proposed by Capt. J. Waterhouse, seconded by J. Crawfurd, Esq., C. S.

The Secretary announced that Mr. J. Behrendt had intimated his

desire to withdraw from the Society.

The Secretary reported that up to date, Es. 1,086 had been sub-

scribed toward the Blochmann Memorial Fund.
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The Pkesident called attention to the fact that an additional sum o£

Es. 400 to Rs. 500 was required in order to procure a bust of the Society's

late Philological Secretary.

The President announced that, in accordance with Pules 37 and 38,

of the Society's Bye-Laws, the names of the undermentioned gentlemen

had been posted up, as Defaulting Members, since the last Monthly General

Meeting, and would now be removed from the List of Members, and publish-

ed in the Proceedings.

E. F. Chisholm, Esq. E D. Stewart, Esq.

J. E. Cooke, Esq. N. A. Belletty, Esq.

E. W. A. De Fabeck, Esq. W. G. Bligh, Esq.

E. Forrest, Esq. Babu Gurucharana Dass.

E. T. Hobart, Esq. „ Chandramohana Gosvami.

J. C. Leupolt, Esq. „ Niranjan Mukerji.

J. Pickford, Esq. „ Yogendranath Mallika.

G. Shelverton, Esq. Maulvi Habiburrahman.

Capt. H. B. Spearman. Shashagiri M. Sastri.

The Seceetaet reported that duplicate copies of Beal's ' Dharmapada,'

Gust's ' Modern languages of the East Indies' and Haug's ' Essays on the

Parsis' were available for sale.

Mr. F. E. Mallet communicated the following correction, received

from Mr. Hugh Eraser, regarding the particulars already reported of the

fall of the Dandapur meteorite (see ' Proceedings' for November).
" A few days ago I made enquiries on the spot regarding the third

fragment of meteorite, said to have fallen at the same time as the two frag-

ments I sent in September. I find that no other fragment fell, and the

police in their report evidently mixed up two stories about one fragment

which fell on the border of a tank or jMi. I can also find no one who

says he saw anything like a cloud or smoke, as was reported. The story"

they told me was that about 5 in the afternoon a loud noise, like " sun sun

sun" was heard. Some say it seemed to approach from the north-east ; but

others say it seemed merely to be straight above. Then there was a loud

report like a single clap of thunder, but nothing was visible, and they

thought it was some god passing, or a fire-work like a bomb. One fragment

fell in a darzi's house-yard. The earth was hard there, so it did not make a

hole. No one was present at the moment, but when they came up, a

gJiari afterwards, the stone was not hot, and had a whitish flush over it

(as far as I can make out) like charcoal when it cools. The other frag-

ment fell in some marshy land, distant 700 paces, as far as I could measure
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(there were sugar-cane fields and a tank partly in the way), from th

darzi's house. Some people who were in their fields not far off searched

for it, and found it buried about a cubit deep in the mud. It was not hot

when they found it.

The general account is that the day was still. There was a break in

the rains at the time, and except for a few not heavy clouds to the south

and west, the sky was bright and clear. It was useless attempting to get

any estimate of the duration of time during which the whizzing sound was

heard. The crack is said to have been heard for 4 kos (about 8 miles) all

round. I was afraid this account is somewhat vague and useless, but it is

the best that can be got from the natives who were on the spot."

Mr. Ltdekkeb exhibited the palate of a large anthropoid ape which

had lately been discovered by Mr. Theobald in the Siwaliks of the Punjab
;

and made the following remarks :

The jaw was that of a female animal, as indicated by the small size of

the canine, and indicated an animal intermediate in size between the Orang

and the Gorilla. The molar teeth are of the form which is common to man
and the living anthropoid apes ; the false molars are, however, much narrower

than in any of the latter, and are indeed relatively narrower than in man
;

the small size of the last molar and of the incisor are also characters in

which the jaw has a human character. Of the living apes the Chimpanzee

makes the nearest approach to the fossil, though the premolars are much
wider in that species. The straight line of the molars, the relatively larger

canine, and the diastema are quadrumanous characters.

The specimen is of great interest as it is the first of the large anthro-

poid apes discovered in India ; it seems to afford evidence of a connec-

tion of Western Africa, the land of the Gorilla and Chimpanzee, on the one

hand, and of Sumatra and Borneo the home of the Orang, on the other,

with Northern India. The specimen will shortly be described and figured

in the " Records" of the Geological Survey.

Dr. Ra'jendkala'la Mitra exhibited a new silver coin which he had

received for identification from Mr. H. Rivett-Carnac. The coin was in a

fair state of preservation, and weighed 3-1 grains, or a little over half an

obelus. Its periphery was irregular, but the inscription on the exergue, of

the reverse, was complete. The obverse of

the coin bore a head of the Shah type

in profile, facing the left ; and the reverse, a

peacock with out-stretched wings and ex-

panded tail, as common in the peacock coins

of Kumara Gupta. The peacock, according
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to the Purdnas, is the vehicle of Kumara alias Kartika, the god of war ; and

the Gupta prince, having the saroe name, adopted the vehicle of his name-sake

for his sj^mbol. No attempt, however, was made to change the character of

the head so as to make it in any way accord with the likeness of the person on

whose coin it was struck. The likeness is the same on the coins of nineteen

different kings of the Shah dynasty of Guzerat, as also on the mintage of Ku-
mara Gupta, and on the specimen under notice. Even the horned helmet,

first borrowed from the Indo-Bactrians, remains unchanged, though it is not

at all likely that KumaraGupta ever bore such a head-dress. In so far the type

remains the same for, as far as we are at present informed, 22 or 23 reigns
;

but the artistic excellence of the design deteriorated markedly in course of

time. The earliest Shah coins are remarkable for the high relief of the

head ; the eye so formed as to show the swelling of the eye-ball ; the lips

pouting ; and the locks of hair behind the head shown in profusion. In the

specimen under notice, the relief is low ; the eye, a full one, formed of two

curving lines on a profile face, as was usually the case in Egyptian sculp-

ture ; the lips indicated by two dots ; and the locks attenuated to two or

three wavy lines. In front of the head there is a monogram, but it is par-

tially obliterated, and its character cannot be fully made out. In the Shah

coins the monogram contains the date. In the earlier Shah coins a Greek

inscription is also met with, but it does not occur in the specimen under

notice.

On the reverse the change is complete ; the whole of the Shah

symbols being replaced by the peacock. The inscription round the peacock

is in the Gupta character, and, on the whole, clear and well preserved.

Owing, however, to the habit of the Gupta artists sadly neglecting the

vowel-marks and the rules of grammar, it is difficult to determine with pre-

cision the meaning of the record. The letters as read by Dr. Mitra are :—

The first compound letter is unmistakeable ; it is the well known S'rij

the auspicious symbol invariably used before proper names in Indian writ-

ings. As far as reading is concerned the next four are clear enough

;

the Dr. reads them Nayasena or "he who has justice for his army ;" but

he could not positively assert whether they are the components of a proper

name, or those of an epithet. Coming after S'ri they seem to indicate a

proper name, while their meaning suggests the idea of an epithet. The

key to the solution of the question lies in the next letter ; but it is extreme-

ly doubtful. Its counterpart has been met with in some Indo-Sassanian

coins, (Thomas' ' Prinsep,' plate XLI), and there it is equivalent to ^ (de) ;

but by reading it ^ here no meaning can be extracted from it. The mark

for e is a spur on top, as seen very indistinctly on the letter s in Sena j but
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here it is indicated by a hook hanging behind. This hook has been repeatedly-

found to stand for i, and it gradually lengthened till it became the modem
ikara in Nagari writing. Dr. Mitra was disposed therefore to take it for an i,

making the syllable di. Assuming then, the inherent vowel of the preceding

•r to be a long one, he got ddi " first," and, linking it with the next two

letters, the result is ddirdja or " the first king", the founder of the

family. The next two letters ^ and ?r should in that case be taken for pu-

tra " son"—" the son of the auspicious first king Nayasena." The omission

of the u under p is not material, but the spur for r under the t is not com-

mon (under the first word S'ri it is distinctly shown,) but without assuming

the omission no sense can be extracted from pata. The letters ^ and m
with dots over them may safely be taken for rdjna, the genitive singular of

rdjan^ 2b\m^.' The name of the son is Taramana, which, there is no

reason to doubt, is the same with Toramana, the sovereign whose name
occurs in the History of Kashmir and in the Iran boar and the Gwaliar

inscriptions. The letter r of the name is very faint and indistinct. The
last four letters call for no remark. The first three, ^ t|! and ^r, are

unmistakable, and the last, (^) though somewhat smudgy, is suggested

by the context. The result is rananatha, " the lord of war." The restored

version according to this reading would be :

—

S'ri JSfayasenddirdja-putra-rdjna Toramdna ranandtha.

And in English " (The coin) of the king Toramana, the lord of battle,

son of the auspicious first king Nayasena."

This interpretation, however, is open to a serious objection. In the

History of Kashmir, Toramana is described to be the son of one S'reshtha-

sena and not Nayasena, and, unless the latter be accepted as an alias of the

former, the interpretation must be wrong. Dr. Mitra was disposed to be-

lieve that the two names belonged to the same person ; but if this be inad-

missible, it would be necessary to take the letter ^ to be a remnant of Deva,

and^«^« to be the remnant oi j^ati a 'lord,' the meaning of the whole beino*

thus rendered

—

" (The coin) of the auspicious (S'ri) king Toramana, the divine (deva),

the master of kings (rdjapati), the lord of battle (ranandtha), who had jus-

tice for his army (nayasena).'' As the word Toramana cannot be con-

verted into an epithet, the words Nayasena Deva cannot be taken to be the

name of the king. Thus whatever interpretation is accepted the coin must
be attributed to Toramana, and a strong proof of this is afforded by the

coin described by Mr. Thomas in his edition of Prinsep's Essays (II, p. 339)
as an '' unpublished and unique" specimen, which, in weight, character and
devices, closely corresponds with the specimen now under notice. The only

difference between the two lies in the inscription ; but as Mr. Thomas' spe-

cimen was very imperfect, and nothing beyond the name could be satisfac-
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torily read on it, it is of no importance
; not to advert to the fact of it

having been formerly a common practice with kings to change the legends

and inscriptions of their coins.

Dr. Rajendralala Mitea next exhibited some Hindi MSS. which he

has lately obtained from Babu Brajanath Bandyopadhyaya of Jaypur.

The first work he noticed was named Sarfardj-chandrihd. It is a putJii

of 92 folia, each 8x5 inches. It opens with a brief notice of Sarfaraj,

the hero, who is said to have been the 10th in descent from S'ankara Acharya,

the great Vedantist. It is stated that S'ankara had four sons : 1st, Totaka

Acharya, 2nd, Padma Acharya, 3rd, Udyama Acharya, 4th, Balagovinda ; and

the sons of these formed the ten founders of the Dasanami sect. One of them

was, (3) Omkara, and his descendants were successively, (4) Purushottama,

(5) Chandaka Giri, (6) Narayana Giri, (7) Dhyana Giri, (8) Rajendra Giri,

(9) Umrao Giri, (10) Sarfaraj. It was for the instruction of the last that

the work was composed by Devakinandana Kavi, son of one Bhavasagara,

a Kananji Brahman. Judging from its style the work cannot be older than

the 14th century. Its subject is mystic poetry, describing the amours of

Krishna and Radha. The codex is dated Samvat 1843, and is 90 years old.

The second work shown was a genealogical table of the Rajas of Jay-

pur. Its first folium was wanting, and therefore it was not possible to

ascertain the name of the founder ; but there were altogether 238 names,

and, if the list be reliable, the founder must have lived in a remote period of

antiquity. The later names have dates attached to them, and a short chro-

nicle of the later kings is appended. The last folium is wanting, and

nothing can be said of the authenticity of the work.

The third work has three names. On its cover it is called Kewat

Hdsd ; in the introduction, Anantardya Sdkhldki Vdratd, and in the colophon,

Anantardya SalchldJci vat. The word rdsd appears to be a generic term for

biography. It is used both for poetical and prose compositions, and occurs

under different forms. In the oldest MS. of Chand the form most com-

mon is Hdyasd, but in some later MSS. of that work Rasa is sometimes met

with. The better order of people at Benares invariably use the former
;

but in the Marhatta country the latter is preferred, the common term there

for this class of composition being Bdkhars. Rasa also prevails in Rajputa-

na, where its synonyms are Vildsa, Charitra, and PraMsa. The work under

notice was originally written in the ballad style by a family bard, or Bhatta,

of the hero, in Samvat 1347, but it was recast and a great deal of prose

introduced into the text in the Samvat year 1854 by a scribe. The hero is

Anantaraya, a petty prince of Kolapur Patau. He lived in the second half

of the 14th century, and his struggles against Muhammadan ascendancy

form the subject of the work.
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The fourth was entitled Hamir Easa. It is a small work of 54

folia 4to, written in the ballad style of Chand's Prithviraj Eayasa, the

language being old Hindi, but not quite so archaic as that of Chand's. The

hero of the ballad is HamIr, the renowned sovereign of Eanthambor, whose

name has served as a title of honor to many an Indian chief since his time.

He lived in the time of 'Alauddin, against whom he waged a devastating

war for many years. The author of the work is Mahesa who was the family

bard or Bhatta of the hero. The MS. is dated Samvat 1861, and is seventy-

four years old. Dr. Mitra also submitted an English translation of the

work by Babu Brajanath Bandyopadhyaya, and suggested that, after

revision, it be printed in the Journal.

The following papers were read

—

1. A peculiarity of the Biver JVames in Assam and some of tJie adjoining

countries.—By S. E. Peal, Esq.

This paper will be published in the Journal, Part I.

2. BJiysiographical Notes on Tanjore.—By Lieut. -Col. B. E. Beanfill,

Deputy Superintendent, Survey of India. Gommunicated hy Col.

J. T. Walkee, C. B., E. E., Surveyor General of India.

This paper will be published in the Journal, Part II.

3. On tJie proper relation of the Sectional Areas for Copper and Iron

Lightning Bods.—By E. S. Beough, Esq.

(Abstract.)

In this paper the author shows that the usually accepted statement

that an iron lightning rod should have 4 times the sectional area of

a copper rod is erroneous and that the proper proportion is 8 to 3.

The paper will be published in the Journal, Part II.

4. On Arvicola Indica, Gray, and its relations to the suh-genus, Neso-

kia. Gray.—By He. J. Andeeson.

This paper will be published in the Journal, Part II.

Mr. W. T. Blanfoed said that he had a few years ago, paid some atten-

tion to the genus JVesokia, but at that time he had not sufficient materials

for a complete understanding of the species. Indian Zoologists were in-

debted to Dr. Anderson for working out a very difficult subject.

Although Mr. Blanford was not quite convinced of the identity of

Arvicola indica with Nesolcia hardwichei, he quite agreed with Dr. Ander-

son that the specific name indica should be abandoned. The original figure

of Arvicola indica in the " Illustrations of Indian Zoology" was probably-

taken from a bad native drawing of an ill-stuffed specimen. The name
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N. indica had been for so long generally applied to the other common Indian

species that to transfer the specific term would cause great confusion,

and should be avoided if possible. It must be understood, however, that if

it be once conceded that the plate in Gray and Hardwicke's * Illustrations*

was undoubtedly intended to represent N. hardwickei, there was no choice

in the matter, the rules of nomenclature must be followed and the species

must stand henceforth as N. indica. It was no more practicable to substi-

tute the later name N. Jiardwickei, than to apply the still more recent term

of Spalacomys indicus. He considered that in the absence of any type,

there was a sufficient uncertainty as to what rat was represented by Arvico-

la indica to justify the disuse of the specific name.

The speaker added that he had dug up some of the burrows of I^eso-

hia Jiardwickei and traced them over a large space of ground. One

especially in Sind he had traced for between 40 and 50 yards and finally

captured the inmates, an adult male and female, and two fully grown but

younger animals, also a pair. The burrow was sometimes close to the sur-

face, but in places as much as two feet beneath the ground, and contained

a chamber lined with fragments of grass, but no store of grain.

5. On the Indian Species of the genus Erinaceus.

—

By Dr. J. Andeeson.

This paper will be published in the Journal, Part 11.

6. Description ofa supposed New Hedgehogfrom Muscat in Arabia.—By
W. T. Blantord, F. R. S., &c.

(Abstract.)

Amongst a collection of small mammals, birds and reptiles sent to the

writer by Col. Miles, the Political Agent at Muscat, were two specimens,

one preserved in spirit, the other a dried skin, of an apparently undescribed

Erinaceus, somewhat intermediate in characters between the Indian JE.

collaris and the Persian and Baluchistan E. macracanthus and JE. megalo-

tiSj being larger than the former and having longer spines, whilst it is

inferior in both respects to the two latter. The following is a brief de-

scription

—

ERINACErS NIGER, Sp. nOV.

Black above ; the spines from an inch to an inch and a quarter long

on the hinder part of the back, black at the points for half an inch, then

surrounded by a narrow white ring, then dusky to near the base. All the

lower parts blackish brown. Ears long, rounded at the end, thinly clad out-

side and near the margin inside with short whitish hairs. Head sooty

black with a few grey hairs intermixed. Feet of moderate size, each with

five claws, the inner claw on each hind foot much smaller than the others.

Length of a female specimen in spirit (and doubtless somewhat contracted)
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from nose to anus 5-5, of tail 0-9, of ear from orifice 1-6, breadth of ear

0-9, length of palma 0*9, of planta 1*25 inches. The skull is 1-9 inches

long and 0-98 broad across the zygomatic arches.

This paper will be published in the Journal, Part II.

7. Description of a New Somopterous Insect, helonging to the genus Cos-

moscarta.—.Sy W. L. Distant. Communicated ly J. Wood-Mason.

(Abstract.)

The insect described and named Cosmoscarta masoni was found at

Taoo, in Tenasserim by Mr. Limborg.

The paper will be published in the Journal, Part II,

yIBRARY.

The following additions have been made to the Library since the Meet-

ing held in November last.

Transactions, Proceedings and Journals,

presented hy the respective Societies or Editors.

Berlin. Konigliche Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften,—Monats-

bericht, Juli und August, 1878.

HelmhoUz.—Telephon und Klangfarbe. Studer.—Zweite Abtheilung der Antho-

zoa polyactinia, welche wahrend der Reise S. M. S. Corvette Gazelle um die

Erde gesammelt wurden.

Bombay. The Indian Antiquary,—Vol. VII, Part 86, November, 1878.

Bordeaux. Societe de Geographic Commerciale,—Bulletin, Nos. 19 to 21.

Buenos Aires. Sociedad Cientifica Argentina,—Anales, Entrega II, Tome

VI.

Calcutta. Mahabharata,—No. 28.

. The Indian Forester,—Vol. IV, No. 1, July, 1878.

. Geological Survey of India,—Memoirs, Vol. XV, Part 1.

Lahore. The Eoman-Urdu Journal,—Vol. I, Nos. 3 to 6, August to

November, 1878.

London. The Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions,—No. 432, Octo-

ber, 1878.

. The Geographical Magazine,— Vol. V, No. 10, October, 1878.

C. E. D. B.—Afghanistan. Eichthofen.—On' Prejevalsky's Journey in Central

Asia.

Society of Telegraph Engineers,—Journal, Vols. I to VII, Nos. 1

to 21, 1872 to 1878.

. Nature,—Vol. XVIII, Nos. 4G6 to 470, October, 1878.

. Eoyal Society,—Proceedings, Vol. XXVII, No. 189.

. The Athenceum,—Nos. 2661 to 2663; November, 1878.
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Melbourne. Eoyal Society of Victoria,—Transactions and Proceedings,

Vols. XIII, XIV.

Moscow. Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes,—Bulletin, Tome 53, No. 1,

1878.

A, Becker.—Reise nach Krasnowodsk und Daghestan.

Munich. Die K. B. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Mathematisch-Phy:-

sikalische Classe,—Abhandlungen, Band XIV, Abtheilung I.

Palermo. La Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italiani,—Memorie, Dispensa

9, Septembre, 1878.

Paris. La Societe de Geographic,—Bulletin, Tome 16, Juillet, 1878.

Col. de Coatpont.—Analyse d'une carte representant I'Asie et I'Europe en pro-

jection azimutale equivalente.

Eoorkee. Professional Papers on Indian Engineering,—^Vol. VII, No. 30,

2nd Series, 1878.

San Francisco. Californian Academy of Sciences,—Proceedings, Vol. VI,

1875, and Vol. VII, Pt. 1, 1876.

Vol. VI. C. W. Brooks.—Report of Japanese Vessels wrecked in the North

Pacific Ocean, from the earliest records to the present time.

Singapore. Royal Asiatic Society,—Journal, No. 1, July, 1878.

N. B. Dennys.—Breeding Pearls. A. M. Skinner.—Geography of the Malay

Peninsula. W. E. Maxwell.—Malay Proverbs. S. J. Murton.—Gutta Per-

cha. Malay Spelling in English.

Washington. The United States Geological and Geographical Survey of

the Territories,—Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 2, 1878.

Yokohama. Die Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Natur und Volkerkunde Osta-

sien's,—Mittheilungen, 15tes Heft, August, 1878.

Dr. E. Naumann.—Ueber Erdbeben und Vulcanausbriiche in Japan.

. . The Asiatic Society of Japan,—Transactions, Vol. VI, Pt. 2,

February to April, 1878.

E. Satow.—The Korean Potters in Satsuma.

Books and Pamphlets

presented hy the Authors.

Brough, R. S. Table of Correction Coefficients for facilitating the compu-

tation of the results of Line Tests. 8vo. Calcutta, 1878.

Growse, F. S. The Eamayana of Tulsidas, Book II. 8vo., Allahabad,

1878.

Wood-Masof, J. On new and little known Mantidce. Pamphlet.

jVLlSCELLANEOUS PRESENTATIONS.

CxJNNiNaHAM, A., Major-Genl. Reports of the Archaeological Survey of

India, for the year 1872-73, Vols. V and VI.

Report of Public Instruction in Bengal for 1877-78.

Report on the Internal Trade of Bengal for 1877-78.

Report of the Registration Department in Bengal for 1877-78.
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Eeporfc on the Legal affairs of the Bengal Government for 1877-78.

Annual Keport of the Sanitary Commissioners for Bengal for 1877.

Seceetart to the Bengal Goyernment.
Eeport on the Trade and Resources of the Central Provinces for 1877-78.

Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces.

Forbes, A. K. Ras Mala or Hindu Annals of the Provinces of Goozerafc

in Western India.

Secretary to Government, Home Department.

Chambers, C. The Meteorology of the Bombay Presidency, [with Atlas]

.

Reclus, E. La Terre, description des Phenomenes de la vie du Globe. 2

Vols. Paris.

R. Gordon.

MoHL, J. Le Livre des Rois, par Aboulkasim Firdousi.

ScHWENDLER, L. Instructions for testing Lines, Batteries, and Instruments,

and Guide to the Technical Arrangement of Telegraph Offices in India.

2nd edition, revised by R. S. Brough. Vol. I, 8vo., Calcutta, 1878.

R. S. Beofgh.

Chart of Colombo Harbour and Approaches.

Superintendent, Marine Survey Department.

Periodicals Purchased.

Berlin. Journal fiir reine und angewandte Mathematik,—September, 1878.

Calcutta. The Indian Medical Gazette,—Vol. XIII, No. 2, November, 1878.

Giessen. Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der Chemie,—Erstes Heft,

Autorenregister.

Gottingen. Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen,—Stiicke 38—44.

Leipzig. Annalen der Physik und Chemie,—Band 5, Heft 2.

. . . Beiblatter,—Band 2, Stiick 9, 10.

London. The Academy,—Nos. 335—340, 1878.

. The Westminster Review,—No. 108, October, 1878.

. The Annals and Magazine of Natural History,—Vol. II, No. 10,

October, 1878,

. The Chemical News,—Vol. XXXVIII, Nos. 985 to 989, October,

November, 1878.

. The Entomologist,—Vol. XI, No. 185, October, 1878.

. The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,—Vol. XV, No. 173,

October, 1878.

. The Journal of Botany,—Vol. VII, No. 190, October, 1878.

. The Society of Arts,—Journal, Vol. XXVI, Nos. 1350 to 1354,

October, 1878.
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No. 13ol. Sir H. Cole.—Sanitary Co-operation. The Gutta producing Plants

of the Malay Peninsula. Notes on the Colonial Exhibits of Silk at the Exhi-

bition of Paris.

Nos. 1353, 1354. £. JF. Eiehardson.—Some original Researclies on Putrefac-

tive changes, and the Preservation of Animal substances.

London. The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, and

Journal of Science,—Yol. VI, No. 37, October, 1878.

H. Hennessy.—On the Limits of Hypotheses regarding the Properties of the

matter composing the Interior of the Earth. A. M. Worthington.—On the

Blue Colour of the Sky. S. H. Thompson.—On certain Phenomena accom-

panying Rainbows.

. Mind,—No. 12, October, 1878.

. . The Nineteenth Century,—No. 20, October, 1878.

ff. M. Hyndman.—The Bankruptcy of India. G. J. Romanes.—Animal In-

telligence. W. H. MallocTc.—Faith and Verification.

-. The Quarterly Journal of Science,—No. 60, October, 1878.

C. JDanvers.—Famines in India.

. The Quarterly Journal of Microscoj^ical Science,—No. 72, Octo-

ber, 1878.

S. S. Vines.—The Reproduction of Lichens and the Sexuality of the Ascomy-

cetes.

New Haven. The American Journal of Science and Arts,—Vol. XVI,

No. 93, September, 1878.

A. Gray.—Forest Geography and Archgeology.

Paris. Annales de Chimie et de Physique,—Septembre, 1878.

. Comptes Eendus,—Tome 87, Nos. 13-18, Septembre, Octobre,

1878.

No. 16. G. Govt.—Sur un nouveau micrometre destine specialement aux re-

cherches metrologiques. M. Belafontaine.—Sur un nouveau metal, le Fhi-

lippium.

No. 18. P. Bert.—Sur I'etat dans lequel se trouve I'acide carbonique dusang

et des tissus. M. Delafontaine.—Sur le Decipmm, metal nouveau de la

Samarskite. M. Ferrodon.—Sur un telephone avertisseur.— . Journal des Savants,—Septembre, 1878.

. Kevue des deux Mondes,—Octobre et Novembre, 1878.

. Revue Critique,—Nos. 39-44, Octobre, 1878.

. Revue Scientifique,—Nos, 14, 19, Octobre, Novembre, 1878.

No. 15. L'Afghanistan, d'apres deux rapports de I'etat-major Russe,
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Bysack, (Babu G. D.), member of the Philological Committee, ... 79

Calcutta, diurnal variations of rainfall-frequency in, ... 177
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STATEMENT,
Abstract of the Cash Account

BECEIPTS.
Balance op 1876. 1877. 1876.

In the Bank of Bengal, viz^

Account of Stoliczka Me-
morial Fund, .

.

Es. 334 10 6

Account of Dr. Oldham Me-
morial Fund, . . 130 8

Account of Piddington Pen-
sion Fund, .. 70 11 2

Account of Asiatic Society

of Bengal, .. .. 3,213 13 2

Cash in hand, .

,

,

.

Admission Fees.

Received from Members, «

•

Subscriptions.

Beceived from Members, . •

Commuted Subscriptions.

Eeceived from Members, .

,

3,749 10 9

3,968 1 4,018 11 7

880 800

9,009 1 9

218 6 3

880

7,200 2

770

Publications.

Sale proceeds of Journal and Procee-
dings, .. .. .. 832 7

Subscription to ditto, ., .. 776 11

Befund of Postage Stamps, . • ,

.

24 3

Library.

Sale proceeds of Books, ,

,

Befund of Postage Stamps, .

,

Fines and Commissions.

Fines, &c.,

Commission on purchase of Stamps,

Contingent Charges.

Sale proceeds of waste papers,

Ditto ditto of old Zinc Sheeting,

Vested Fund.

Sale proceeds of d\ per cent. Government
Securities, .. .. .. 17,000

Interest on ditto ditto, .

.

,

.

265 11

Premium on ditto ditto, .

.

.

.

236

222 8

4 13

40 13

6 10 9

6 8

15

770

1,633 5 1,535 8

227 5 312 9 6

47 7 9 45 7

21 8 15 1

17^501 11 1,63,675 14 8

Carried over, Es, 32,248 13 8 1,79,412 5 9



m

No. 1.

of the Asiatic Society for 1877

>

DISBUESEMENTS.
Publications.

Paid Freight for sending Journal and
Proceedings to England, .

.

.

.

156 15

Ditto Lithographing and Engraving
charges, &c,,

Ditto Printing charges,

Ditto Commission on Collecting Bills, .

.

Ditto Purchase of Postage Stamps, ,

,

Ditto Packing charges, .

.

.

.

Ditto Paper for Plates,

Ditto overland carriage on parcels of

Lithographed Plates, from England, .

.

414
Ditto J. Smidt, Esq. for drawing, print-

ing and colouring 750 copies of plate

(Garrulax Michales) , .. .. 158 9

Ditto Petty charges, .

.

.

.

9 6 6

Ditto A. Grote, Esq., in advance for pub-
lication charges of Mr. Moore's papers
on Lepidoptera, £50, .. .. 671 6 10

,316 14 6

,521 15 7

1 14 6

284 15 6

28 5

103 13 3

1877. 1876.

8,194 16 6 8,893 14 6

Library.

Paid Commission on collecting Bills,

Ditto Landing charges,

Ditto Book Binding charges.

Ditto Salary of Punkah Bearer,

Ditto Subscription to the Calcutta Pe-
view.

Ditto ditto to the Medical Gazette,

Ditto ditto to Stray Feathers,

Ditto ditto to Vedarthyatna,

Ditto purchase of Books through Messrs.

Triibner & Co., . . ^

Ditto ditto through Messrs. Friedlander,

Ditto ditto through Bernard Quai'itch,

Ditto dittothrough Lt.-Col.H. H.Godwin-
Austen,

Ditto ditto through Ernest Leroux,

Ditto ditto in Calcutta,

Ditto Salary for Cataloguing Library
Books,

Ditto ditto for Persian Library Books, .

.

Ditto ditto for Mr. Hodgson's Nepalese

Sans. MSS., ..

Ditto ditto for numbering Library Books,

Ditto for Kheroah cloth for Sans. MSS.,
Ditto Tape for ditto,

Ditto Paste-board for Sans. MSS.
Ditto Insufficient and Bearing Postage, .

.

Ditto Petty charges,

26

476
38

16

15

11

12

1,352

557
182

187
44
296

352
352

230
21

70

5

83

9

29

6

1

1

10

6

6

3

4,372 9 3,161 7 7

Carried over, Ps. 12,567 2 12,055 6 1



KECEIPTS. 1877. 1876.

Brought over, Rs. 32,248 13 8 1,79,412 5 9

Interest on Vested Fund.

Received interest on Grovemment Secu-

rities from the Bank of Bengal, .

,

Dr. Stoliczka. Memorial Fund.

Received Subscription to the Fund, ,

,

Dr. Oldham Memorial Fund.

PiDDiNGTON Pension Fund.

Received interest on Government Secu-

rity for Rs. 500,

Coin Fund.

Sale proceeds of a Gold Coin, •

,

Bank of Bengal Fund account, .

,

Refund of Postage and Miscellaneous, ,

,

7,583
*7 '^91

16
181

1,068
1 OfiS 156

27 8

8

n

630 12

17
17

.. 1,000

.. 1,033 11 4,122 3

Carried over, Rs. 42,994 8 1,84,502 4 9

/



DISBURSEMENTS. 1877. 1876.

Brought over, Rs. 12,567 2 12,055
Establishment.

. Paid Establishment, .. .. 3,991

Contingent Chauges.

Paid Commission on Subscriptions col-

lected, .. .. .. 44 11 3

Ditto Purchase of Postage Stamps, .

.

141 2 6

Ditto Insufficient and Bearing Postage, .

.

16
Ditto Meeting charges, .. .. 270 10

Ditto Advertising charges, . . , • 67 5 6

Ditto Printing charges, . . .

.

314 6 2

Ditto Pension to Islam Khan, .

.

36
Ditto Fee for Stamping Cheques, .

.

3 2

Ditto Stationery, . . .

.

202
Ditto Binding Letter Piles, . . .

.

28 10
Ditto Salary of Punkah Bearer, .

.

34 10 9

Ditto Purchase of Calcutta Directory, .

.

14

Ditto Subscription to the Army List, .

.

19

Ditto a copy of Indian Postal Guide, . • 10
Ditto Carpenter for repairing and polish-

ing Mahogany Table, . . .

.

16

Ditto Purchase of a Letter Copying Press, 34 2 6

Ditto Petty charges, .. .. 126 9

Ditto Ticca Coolies for bringing Glass

Cases from New Museum building, .

.

118 6

Ditto on account of Oldham Memorial
Fund, towards cost of pedestal of bust,

£ 7/1 Os., @ Is. 8|6?. per rupee, .. 87 12 9

Furniture and Fittings.

Paid for 3 Teakwood large Glass Cases,

Ditto 4 Teakwood Racks, .

,

Ditto 3 ditto Pigeon-hole Almirahs,

Ditto 2 ditto Glass door Book Cases, ,

,

Ditto 4 ditto Writing Tables,

Ditto 1 ditto Dressing Table, ,

,

Ditto matting for stair-case, .

,

Ditto ditto plain ditto for room, •

»

Ditto ditto cane ditto for upstairs.

Ditto purchase 7 new pole Punkahs,
Ditto repairing and regilding picture

frames, .

.

.

.

. . 2,062 5 6

Ditto supplying wooden cleats, chains,

and fixing tickets to picture frames, .

.

100
Ditto G. G. Palmer, for cleaning and re-

pairing paintings, .

.

. . 1,592

Ditto Messrs. J. M. Edmond and Co. for

supplying Writing Tables, Chairs, &c., 1,222

Ditto J. B. Norton, for Gas fittings, .

.

591 4

Ditto repairing and polishing Chiffoniers, 21 4

Ditto repairing and painting 4 Busts, .

,

20
Ditto removing and fixing 2 Pedestals

and Asoka Inscription, .

.

.

,

30

Ditto gilding letters on 2 marble Slabs, .

.

24 2

809 12

244
390
182 12

212 8

45 4

105
51

76 6

346 6

3,991

1,452 15 8 3,075 8

8,125 15 6 2,361 14

Carried over, Rs. 26,136 15



RECEIPTS. 1877. 1876.

Brought over, Rs. 42,994 8 1,84,502 4 9

AstATic Society's Rooms,
Calcutta, Jan. 1st, 1878.

Rs. 42,994 8 1,84,502 4 9

Examined and found correct.

David Waldie,
J. Blackburn.

/



Vll

Vested Fund.
Paid Commission on selling Government

Securities for Rs. 17,000,.. .. 43 12 1

Ditto Brokerage on ditto ditto, .

.

21 4

Ditto Fee on renewing Govt. Securities, .

.

13

Ditto cost of receipt Stamp, .

.

8

Interest on Vested Fund.
Paid Commission on collecting interest on
Government Securities, ,. .. 18 15 2

DISBURSEMENTS. 1877. 1876.

Brought over, Es. 26,136 15 4 17,492 12 1

Building.
I Messrs. 1

in full for repairing the Society's Pre-

mises,

Taxes.
Paid Police and Lighting rates.

Ditto House rate,

Ditto Water rate, .

.

7,569 13 6

192
342
216

78 8 1 1,50,962 10

18 15 2

7,569 13 6 10,039 7 6

Coin Fund.
Purchase of 12 Gold Coins,., ., 221
Postage, .. .. ,. 10

Dr. Oldham Memorial Fund.
Remitted to Dr. G. E. Dobson, a draft

for £50, @ l/8i^. per rupee, .. 592 9 6
Ditto ditto a draft for £52, @ Is. 9d., .

,

594 4 3

Ditto for advertising charges, ,

,

9 4

Dr. Stoliczka Memorial Fund.
Paid freight, landing charges, &c. on two

cases from London, .

.

,

.

20 15 3

Piddington Pension Fund.
Paid Commission on collecting interest

on Government Security, .

,

12

750

221 10 81 13

1,196 19 25 8

20 15 3 658 10 9

Bank of Bengal Fund account, ,

,

0. P. Fund,
Cons, of Sans. MSS.,
Postage and Miscellaneous expenses, , •

Balance.
In the Bank of Bengal, viz.

—

Account of Stoliczka Memorial Fund,
Account of Dr. Oldham Memorial Fund,
Account of Piddington Pension Fund,
Account of Asiatic Society of Bengal,

••

1

800
1,000

1,000

1,075 15

2 560 10

9 2,633 14 9

329 11 2

2 6 3

98 2

2,537 14 8

2,968 2 1

Cash in hand, ,, ,. ,, 156 14 7

3,125 8 3,968 1

42,994 8 1,86,422 4 9Es.

Examined and found correct,
Asiatic Society's Rooms, j. Blackburn.

Calcutta, Jan. 1st, 1878. David Waldie.



VIU

STATEMENT,
Abstract of the Cash Account,

Balance of 1876.

EEOEIPTS. 1877. 1876.

In th.e Bank of Bengal,
Dr. J. Muir's a/c, .

.

0. P. Fund,

Cash in hand, .

,

viz.

• •

• •

898
2,140

10

12 10

3,039

113
6

12

10
4

3,153 3 2 4,407 9 11

Oriental Publications.

Eeceived by Sale of Bibliotheca Indica and
by Subscription to ditto, .. ., 2,317 7 6

Ditto Refund of Postage and packing, . . 6110 9

2,379 2 3 2,507 13 3

Government Allowance.

Received from General Treasury, at 500 Rs.

per month.
Ditto ditto Additional grant for the pub-

lication of Sanskrit Works, at 250 Rs. per
month.

Custody of Oriental Works.
Eeceived Fine, .

,

.

.

• •

6,000

3,000

9,000 9,000

8 8 30 14 3

Library.

Received by transfer from Asiatic Society the

amount paid for Cataloguing the Persian
MSS., .. 134 11 3

Asiatic Society of Bengal, . 1,000

— 134 11 3

Babu Braj Bhushana Dass, ,

.

3 5

Babu Ram Jivan Mukerjee, .

,

15

A. Krishnaiger, Esq., .

,

1 2

Babu Mehr Chand, .

.

3 2 3

Babu Hara Chandra Chaudhuri, .

.

1 12

C. J. Adams, Esq., .

.

3 3

The Government N. W. Provinces, . 1,518

P. Peterson, Esq., .

.

8 1

— 2,553 9 3 219 8 6

Carried over, Rs. 17,229 1 1116,165 13 11



IX

No. 2.

Oriental Publication Fund, 1877.

DISBUKSEMENTS. 1877. 1876.

Oriental Publications.

Paid for Advertising charges, ,

,

240
Ditto Engraving charges, .. ,, 16
Ditto Packing Charges, .

.

.

,

6

Ditto Postage Stamps, ., ,, 120 9 6

Ditto Freight for sending books, .

.

109 1

Ditto Commission on collecting bills, .

.

1110
Ditto Coolies for removing books and

Shelves, .. .. .. 10 2 3
Ditto Extra man for counting and arrang-

ing Bibliotheca Indica, .

.

.

.

9 8

Purchase of two Teakwood racks, .. 122
Ditto Petty Charges, .

.

.

.

3 2

Custody of Oriental Works.
Paid Salary of the Librarian,

Ditto Establishment,

Ditto fee for Stamping Cheques,

Ditto book-binding charges,

Library.

Paid Salary for Cataloguing Persian Li-

brary,

Ditto Purchase of MSS., .

.

Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS.
Paid Salary for Cataloguing Sanskrit

600
724

3 2

7 4

131 3 3

266 10 6

638 1 9 753 13 9

480

GOBHILIYA GrIHYA SuTRA.

Paid Postage Stamps, .

.

*

.

10

Ain-i-AkbarI.

Paid Editing and Printing charges, . . 1,028

Ditto Lithographing and Printing
charges, .

.

.

.

Ditto Copying charges.

Ditto preparing an index, .

,

Akbarnamah.

Paid Editing and Printing charges.

Ditto binding charges,

Samaveda Sanhita.

Paid Editing and Printing charges,

1,334 6 1,332 12

397 13 9 70

480 420

10 224 13

209
30
65

4

2,558
5

2

3,281 9

1,332 4 445

2,563 2 192

3,281 9 2,100 8 9

Carried over, Es. 10,028 4 6 5,538 13 6



BECEIPTS. 1877. 1876.

Brought over, Es. 17,229 1 1116,165 13 11

m

Rs. .. 17,229 1 1116,165 13 11

ifixamined and found correct,

J. Blackburn.

David Waldie.

Asiatic Society's Rooms,

Calcutta, Jan. 1st., 1878,



XI

DISBURSEMENTS. 1877. 1876.

Brought over, Rs. 10,028 4 6 5,538 13 6

Biographical Dictionary.

Paid Editing and Printing charges,

Ditto Copying charges,

Chaturvarga Chintamani.

Paid Editing and Printing charges,

Tabaqat-i-Naciri.

Paid Printing charges,

Bhamati.

Paid Printing charges, ,

,

Ditto Freight, .

.

Agni Purana.

Paid Editing and Printing charges,

MiMANSA DaRSANA.

Paid Editing and Printing charges,

Babu Braj Bhusan Dass, .

.

Babu Mehr Chand,
Sheoprosad Sardar,

The Grovernment N. W. Provinces,
Dr. G. Biihler, .

.

C. J. Adams, Esq.,

P. Peterson, Esq., ,

,

Balance.

In the Bank of Bengal, viz.

Dr. J. Muir's a/c, . . 898 10

The Government N. W. P.

for Beal's Oriental Dic-
tionary a/c, . . 1,500

O. P. Fund a/c, .. 129 7 1

Cash in hand, ,

,

352
12 4

1,845 11

821 14 7

332
11 8

735 10

326 6

2 11 6

2 6

2 7

18

4

3 3 3

8 1

2,528 1 1

200 9 6

Rs.

364 4 838

1,845 11 1,220

821 14 7 1,085 5 6

343 515 9 3

735 10

326 6

34 13 3 1,191 3

2,728 10 7 3,153 3 2

17,229 1 1113,541 15 8

Examined and found correct.

J. Blackburn.

David Waldie.

Asiatic Society's Rooms,

Calcutta, Jan. 1st., 1878.



xu

STATEMENT,
Conservation of Sanskrit MSS., in Account

Cr.

Balance of 1876.

In tlie Bank of Bengal, 2,146 10 5

Gash in hand, 8 14 6

Eeceived from the Government of Bengal, the

amount sanctioned towards the Conservation

ofSanskritMSS., being 2nd half of 1876-77, 1,600

Ditto ditto 1st half of 1877-78, 1,600

Sale proceeds of 32 copies Notices of Sanskrit

MSS., 32
Eefund of Postage Stamps, 10

Eefund of the amount from Pandita Rama-
natha Turkaratna paid on the 16th April

1877 for purchase of Sanskrit MSS., 250
Ditto fine of bearer's salary, 7 8

Eeceived from Asiatic Society of Bengal, .... 1,000

1877. 1876.

2,150 8 11 4,370 11

4,490 2 5,447 15

Rs. 6,640 10 11 9,817 15 11

Asiatic Society's Rooms,

Calcutta^ Jan, 1st, 1878.

Examined and found correct.

J. Blackburn.

David Waldie,



No. 3.

Current with the Asiatie Soeiety ofBengal

-

Dr.

Paid Salary for preparing Catalogne of

Sanskrit MSS., 360
Ditto ditto for Translating ditto, 240
Ditto ditto for Travelling Pandit, 650
Ditto Contingent charges for Travelling

Pandit, 4 8

Ditto Travelling Allowance for ditto ditto, .

.

62 8

Ditto Copying charges for Sanskrit MSS., .

.

74 8 9
Ditto Printing charges of Sanskrit MSS.

Vol. IV. Part I. No. XIL, 329 12

Ditto ditto for Descriptive Catalog*ue of

Sanskrit MSS., .....' 874 4
Ditto Dr. Rajendralala Mitra, as an advance

for purchase of Sanksrit MSS., 2,400

Ditto Pandita Ramanatha Turkaratna for

ditto ditto, 250
Ditto Purchase of Stationery, 15 12

Ditto Fee to the Bank of Bengal for Stamping
Cheques, 1 9

Ditto Purchase of Sanskrit MSS., 323
Ditto Paste-board for ditto, 96 7 9

Ditto Kheroah cloth for ditto, 123 12

Ditto Tape for ditto, 11 2 6
Ditto Librarian, his Salary from May 1876 to

April 1877, 150

Ditto Purchase of 2 Teak-wood G-lass-door

book-cases, 182 12

Ditto Salary for Bearer, 84
Ditto Binding charges for Sanskrit MSS., .

.

19 12

Ditto Postage Stamps, 12 9

Ditto Freight for Sanskrit MSS., 1 7

Ditto Telegram sent to Babu Harish Chandra
at Benares, 6

Ditto for 1 Stamp, 4

Ditto Petty Charges, 13 14 9

Balance of 1877.

In the Bank of Bengal, 312 2

Cash in hand, 37

1877. 1876.

6,291 10 9 7,667 7

349 2 2,150 8 11

Es. 6,640 10 11 9,817 15 11

Examined and found correct.

J. Blackburn.

David Waldie.
Asiatic Society's Rooms,

Calcutta^ Jan, 1st, 1878.
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\ [appendix.]

LIST OF MEMBERS
OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENaAL,

On the 31ST pECEMBEi\_i877.



LIST OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

R = Resident.

L. M.

N. R. = Non-Resident.

= Life Members. F. M.

N. S. = Non-Subscribing.

= Foreign Member.

N. B.—Members who have changed their residence, since this list was drawn
np, are requested to give intimation of such a change to the Secretaries^ in order
that the necessary alterations may be made in the subsequent edition. Errors or

omissions in the following list should also be communicated to the Secretaries.

Members who are about to leave India and do not intend to return, are parti-

cularly requested to notify to the Secretaries, whether it be their desii'e to continue
as members of the Society, otherwise, in accordance with Rule 40 of the Bye-laws,
theii- names will be removed from the list at the expiration of three years from the

time of their leaving India.

Date of Election.

1860 Dec 5.

1868 Sept. 2.

1860 July 4.

1872 April 3.

1860 April 4.

1871 June 7.

1866 Jan. 17.

1860 Oct. 3.

1874 June 3.

R.

N.S.

N.R.
N.R.
N.R.
N.R.

N.S.

R.

R.

1865 Jan 11. R.

1872 June 5. F.M.

1875 June 2.

1875 Feb. 3.

1877 June 6.

R.

R.
R.

1877 July 4. R.

1871 Sept. 6. N.R

18G9 Feb. 3. N.R

1870 Feb. 2. N.R

1873 Aug. 6. N.R

1862 Feb. 5. R.

Abdul-Latif, Khan Bahadur, Maulawi. Calcutta.

Adam, R. M. Europe.
Ahmad Khan Bahadur, Sayyid, c. s. i. Benares.

Ahsan-ullah, Nawab. Dacca.
Aitchison, J. E. T., m. d. Jullundur.

Alexander, J. W., Tutor to minor Raja of Darbhanga.
Darhhanga, TirJitit.

Allan, Lieut. -Col. A. S. Europe.
Amir Ali, Khan Bahadur, Nawab. Calcutta.

Amir Ali, Sa^^yid, Barrister at Law, High Court.

Calcutta.

x^nderson, John, m. d., f. l. s., Superintendent, Indian

Museum. Calcutta.

Anderson, A. Europe. (care of Messrs. Colvin,

Cowie Sf Co. Calcutta.)

Apcar, J. Gr., Barrister at Law. Calcutta.

Armstrong, J., Surgeon, B. Army. Calcutta.

Arnold, Henry Kerchever Walter, Asst. Secretary,

Indian Museum. Calcutta.

Ashgar Ali Khan, Nawab Diler Jang Bahadur, c. s. i.

I

Calcutta.

'Atkinson, Edwin Felix Thomas, b. a., c. s., OfEg. Acct.

I

General, N. W. P. Allahabad.

Attar Singh Bahadur, Sirdar., m. tj. r. Chief of

Bhadour. Ludiana.

Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, c. s., Conservator of

Forests. Lahore.

Badgley, Major William ^^rancis, s. c, 0%. Deputy
Superintendent of Surveys. Shillong.

Baisak, Gaurdas, Babu, Depy. Magistrate. Serampur.



Date of Election,
j

1865 Nov. 7. N.R. Ball, Valentine, m. a., f. g. s., Geol. Survey of India.

OeoJogical Survey Office, Calcutta.

1860 Nov. 1. R. Banerjea, Kev. Kristno Mohun, ll. d. Calcutta.

1876 June 7. R. Baness, John Frederick, Chief Draftsman, Surveyor
General's OfRce. Calcutta.

1873 Mar. 5. N.S. Barclay, G. W. W., m. a. Europe.
1869 Dec. 1. N.R. Barker, R. A., m. a.. Civil Surgeon. Bogra.
1860 July 4. li. Batten, George Henry Maxwell, c. s.. Barrister at Law,

Offg. Secretary to the Govt, of India, Dej^t. of

Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce. Calcutta.

1859 May 4. R. Bayley, Edward Clive, The Hon. Sir, b. c. s., k. c. s. i.,

c. I. E. Calcutta.

1873 Feb. 5. R. Bayne, R. R., m. e. i. b. a., Draughtsman, Chief En-
gineer's Office, E. I. Railway. Calcutta.

1864 Sept. 7 N.R. Beames, John, b. c. s., Magistrate and Collector.

Chittagong.

1841 April 7. N.S. Beaufort, F. L., b. c. s, (retired). 62, Montague
Square, Hyde Park, London.

1876 June 7. N.R. Behrendt, J., Asst. Professor, Patna College. Patna.
1867 July 3. R. Belletty, N. A., Surveyor General's Office. Calcutta.

1862 Oct. 8. R. Bernard, Charles Edward, c.-s., 0%. Addl. Secy, to

the Govt, of India. Calcutta.

1 72 Aug. 7. R. Beverley, Henry, m. a., c. s., Offg. District and
Sessions Judge,' 24- Pergunnahs. Calcutta.

1876 Nov. 15. N.R. Beveridge, Henry, c. s., District and Sessions Judge.
Pangpur.

1875 July 7. N.R. Black, F. C, Asst. Engineer. Hamirpur, N. W. P.
1873 Dec. 3. | R. Blackburn, J., Manager, Oriental Gas Company.

Calcutta.

1857 Mar. 4. R. Blanford, H. F., a. r. s. m., f. g. s. Meteorological

Reporter, Govt, of India. Calcutta.

1859 Aug. 3. R. Blanford, W. T., a. r. s. m., f. r. s., f. g. s. Depy.
Supdt. Geological Survey of India. Geological

Survey Office, Calcutta.

1873 Aug. 6. N.R. Bligh, W. G., Asst. Engineer, P. W. D. Agra.
1873 April 2. R. Blissett, T , Superintendent Telegraph Stores Alijmr.
1864 April 6. R. Blochmann, Henry, m. a., Principal of the Madrasah.

Calcutta.

1877 May 2. R. Bourdillon, James Austin, c. s., Offg. Inspector Ge-
neral of Registration. Calcutta.

1876 Nov. 15. N.S. Bowie, Major M. M. Europe.
1868 Jan. 15. N.R. Boxwell, John, c. s.. Magistrate and Collector, Bum-

ha, Sonthal Pergunnahs.
1876 May 4. R. Bradshaw, A. F., Surgeon Major, Surgeon to the Com-

mander-in-Chief. Calcutta.

1860 Mar. 7. R. Brandis, Dietrich, ph. d., Inspector General of Forests.

Calcutta.

1872 June 5. R. Brooks, W. E., c. e., Supdg. Engineer, E. I. Railway.
Howrah.



Date of Election.

1871 Jan. 4. E. Brough, E. S., 0%. Electrician, Telegraph Store
Department. Calcutta.

1866 Nov. 7. N.E. fBrowne, Col. Horace Albert, Commissioner of Pegu.
Bangoon.

1871 Sept. 6. N.E. Buckle, H., Deputy Commissioner. Tounghoo, JBur-

mah.
1869 Jan. 20. N.E. Cadell, Alan, b. a., c. s., Settlement Officer. Banda.
1863 June 3. NS. Campbell, Sir George, k. c. s. i. Europe.
1873 Mar. 5. E. Cappel, A. J. L., Depy. Director General of Tele-

graphs. Calcutta.

1876 Aug. 2. N.E. Carnegy, P. T., OfEg. Political Agent and Depy. Com-
missioner of Naga Hills. Samaguting. Assam.

1876 Nov. 15. E. Cayley, Surgeon-Major H., Surgeon, Mayo Native
Hospital. Calcutta.

1875 April 4. E. Chambers, Dr. E. W. Calcutta.

1868 Aug. 5. N.E. Chandramohan Gosvami, Pandit. GauMti.
1861 March 1. N.E. Chaudhuri, Harachandra Babu, Zamindar. SJierpur,

3laimansingh

.

1874 Aug. 5. N.S. Chennell, A. W., Asst. Surveyor, Survey Dept. Bu-
rope.

1875 June 2. N.E. Chennell, T., Manager, Eastern Assam Tea Co. Ld.
Dihriigliar, Assam.

1871 Sept. 6. N.E. Chisholm, E. F. Bomlay.
1868 Feb. 5. N.E. Clark, Lieut.-Col. Edgar Gibson, s. c, Asst. Com-

missioner, KJieri, Oudh.

1877 Aug. 30. E. Clarke, Capt. Henry Wilberforce, e. e., Depy. Con-
sulting Engr., Govt, of India, for Guaranteed
Eailways. Calcutta.

1872 Aug. 7. N.E. Clutterbuck, Capt. T. St. Quintin., Wing Commander
29th N. I. Tullagong.

1877 Mar. 7. E. Colvin, The Hon. Bazett Wetenhall, c. s.. Member of

the Governor General's Council. Calcutta.

1874 Nov. 4. N.E. Constable, Archibald, Asst. Engineer, Eailway Dept.

Lucknow.
1868 Dec. 2. E. Cooke, J. E., Asst. Comptroller General. Calcutta.

1874 July 1. N.E. Cowan, Capt. Samuel Hunter, s. c, Asst. Supdt.

Soane Irrigation Survey, Behar. Hazdrihdgh.

1876 Mar. 1. E. Crawfurd, James, b. a., c. s., Barrister at Law, Offg.

Eegistrar High Court. Calcutta.

1877 June 6. E. Croft, A. W., m. a., Offg. Director of Public Instruc-

tion. Calcutta.

1874 Mar. 4. N.E. Crombie, Alexander, m. d.. Civil Surgeon. Dacca.

1877 Feb. 7. N.E. Crooke, William, c. s., Offg. Joint Magistrate. Go-

rdklipur.

1873 Aug. 6. E. Cunningham, David Douglas, M. B., Special Asst. to

the Sanitary Commissioner with the Govt, of

India. Calcutta.

1847 June 2. F.M. Dalton, Major General Edward Tuite, c. s. i., s. c.

(retired). Burope. (care of Messrs. GillanderSj

Arhuthnot and Co. Calcutta.)



Date of Election.

1870 May 4. N.E.

1873 Dec. 3. N.R.

1864 Dec. 5.

1865 June 7.

1871 June 7.

1861 Nov. 6.

1869 April 7.

1856 June 4.

1870 Feb. 2.

N.R.
N.R.
R.

F.M.
F.M.
N.S.

N.R.

1872 Aug. 7.

1869 Oct. 6.

1873 Jan. 8

1862 May 7.

1853 Sept. 7.

R.
N.R.
N.R.
NR.
N.S.

1870 May 4. F.M.

1875 Mar. 8.

1859 Sept. 7.

1875 Mar. 3.

1867 June 5.

N.R.
N.R.
R.

N.R.

1873 Aug 6.

1877 Aug. 30.

1869 June 2.

1873 April 2.

R.

N.R.
N.R.
R.

1870 Mar. 8.

1863 May 6.

L.M.
N.R.

1874 Dec. 2. N.R.

1871 Dec. 2. R.

1846 Jan. 7.

1859 Nov. 2.

1871 Oct. 4.

1863 Oct. 7.

1859 Dec. 7.

1851 May 7.

1863 Jan. 15.

N.S.

N.R
N.R.
N.S.

R.

N.S.

N.R.

1876 Jan. 5. R.

1876 July 5.

1868 May 6.

N.R.
N.R.

Damant, Gruybon Henry, c. s., Offg. Depy. Commis-
sioner. Om^o Hills.

Dames, Mansel Longworth, c. s., Asst. Commissioner.
Dera Ghazi KJian.

Das, Gurucharan, Babu. Krislinagar.

Das, Jaykissen, Bahadur, Raja, c. s. i. Cawnpore.
Das, Ramakrisbna, Babu. Calcutta.

Davies, Sir Robert Henry, k. c. s. i., c. s. Europe,
Day, Dr. Francis, f. l. s., f. z. s. Europe.
DeBourbel, Lieut. -Col. Raoul, e. e. Europe.
DeFabeck, Surgeon-Major Frederick William Alexan-

der, Deoli Irregular Force. Deoli.

Dejoux, P., Executive Engineer, P. W. D. Calcutta.

Delmerick, J. Gr., Extra Asst. Commissioner. Delhi.

Denny s, H. L., Dist. Supdt. o£ Police. Samhalpur C. P.
Dhanapati Singh Dughar, Rai Bahadur. Azimganj.
Dickens, Major-General Craven Hildesley, e. a., c. s. i.

Europe.
Dobson, G. E., b. a., m. b., f. l. s., Royal Victoria

Hospital. Netley. Southampton.
Dodgson, Walter. Rangpur.
Douglas, Major-General C., E. a. LucJcnow.

Douglas, J., Offg. Supdt. of Telegraphs. Calcutta.

Duthoit, William, c. s., Magistrate and Collector.

Shahjahanpur. JV. W. P.
Dutt, Jogesh Chunder, Babu. Calcutta.

Dutt, Kedarnath, Babu, Depy. Magistrate. Bogra.
Dutt, Udaychand, Babu. Fariclpur.

Dutt, Umesh Chunder, Babu. Calcutta.

Edinburgh, H. R. H. The Duke of. Europe.
Edgar, John Ware, c. s. i., c. s., Offg. Magistrate

and Collector. Shahahad. L. P.
Egerton, The Hon. Robert Eyles, c. s., c. s. i., Lieut.

-

Governor of the Panjab. Lahore.

Eliot, J., M. A., Meteorological Reporter to Govt, of

Bengal. Calcutta.

Elliot, Sir Walter. Wolfelee, HawicJc.

Elliot, Charles Alfred, c. s.. Special Duty. Madras.
Evezard, Col. G. E. Funa.
Ewart, Surgeon-Major J., m. d. Europe.
Fath All, Maulawi. Calcutta.

Fayrer, Sir Joseph, k. c. s. i. Europe.
Fedden, Francis, Asst. Supdt. Geological Survey of

India. Geol. Survey Office. Calcutta.

Feistmantel, Ottokar, m. d., Palaeontologist, Geological

Survey of India. Calcutta.

Foulkes, The Rev. Thos., Chaplain. Bangalore.

Field, Charles Dickenson, m. a., ll. d., c. s., Barrister

at Law, District Sessions Judge. Burdwan.
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Date of Election.

1869 Sept. 1.

1872 Dec. 4.

1875 Jan. 6.

1861 Feb. 6.

1869 Oct. 12.

1863 June 3.

1871 Nov. 1.

1873 July 2.

1869 Sept. 1.

1867 Sept. 4.

1873 Dec. 3.

1871 Aug. 2.

1874 July 1.

1859 Aug. 3.

1867 Dec. 4.

1877 Aug. 30.

1871 May 3.

1869 Feb. 3.

1870 May 4.

1875 July 7.

1861 Feb. 5.

1862 July 2.

1869 July 7.

1875 July 7.

1863 Nov. 4.

1877 Nov. 7.

1866 June 6.

1876 Nov. 15.

1861 Sept. 4.

N.R.

N.R.

N.E.

N.R.
F.M.

N.S.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

NR.
N.R.

L.M.

R.

R.

R.

R.
R.

N.S.

F.M.

N.R.

N.R.

N.S.

F.M.

L.M.

N.S.

N.R.

N.R.

Fisber, Jobn Hadden, c. s., Depy. Commissioner.
Jahalpur.

Forbes, Major Jobn Greenlaw, i?. e., Supdg. Engineer.
S. W. Circle, Bengal. Calcutta.

Forbes, Capt. C. J. F., f. r. g. s. Shwegyeen, JB.

Burma.
Forest, R , c. e. Delira.

Forlong, Lieut. -Col. J. Gr. R., m. s. c. 24, ^t. James
tSquare, London.

Forsytb, Sir Tbomas Douglas, c. s., k. c. s. i., c. b.

'Eurojpe

Foster, J. M., m. e. c. s., Medical Officer, Assam Co.

JSFazira, Assam.
Fraser, Capt. E., Asst. Resident. Bussorah, Persian

Gulf.
Fryer, Major G. E., Depy. Commissioner Tbonkwa

District. Maoohung, B. Burmah.
Fyfe, Tbe Rev. W. C, m. a., Principal, Free Cburcb

College. Calcutta.

Gamble, J. S., b. a., Asst. to Inspector General of

Forests. Pankahdri, Darjiling.

Gangaprasad, Munsbi, Depy. Collector. Jaun'pur.

Gardner, David Mason, c. s.. Magistrate and Collec-

tor. Azamgarh.
Gastrell, Major-General James Eardley, (retired).

17, Loudon Moad, Wimbledon, London, S. W.
Gay, E. Esq., m. a., c. s., Depy. Comptroller General.

Calcutta.

Gbosba, Jnanendra Cbandra Babu. Calcutta.

Gbosba, Kaliprasanna Babu. Calcutta.

Gbosba, Pratapacbandra Babu, B. a. Calcutta.

Ghosbal, Satyanand Raja. Calcutta.

Girdlestone, Cbarles Edward Ridgway, c. s. Europe.
Godwin-Austen, Lieut. -Colonel H. H., f. z. s., r. r. g.s.

United Service Club, St. James\ London.
Gordon, Robert, c. E., Executive Engineer P. W. D.,

Senzada, B. Burmah.
Gordon, James Davidson, c. s., c. s. i., Offg. Cbief

Commissioner. Mysore.
Gouldsbury, J. R. E. JEurope.

Gowan, Major-General J. Y. Woodlands, Wimbledon,
London.

Grant, Alexander, m. i. c. e.. Director o£ State Rail-

ways, Western System. Simla.

Gribble, Tbomas William, c. s. Europe.
Grierson, George Abrabam, c. s., Offg. Joint Magis-

trate. MadJiubani, Darbhanga, TirJiut.

Griffin, Lepel Henry, b. c. s., Depy. Commissioner
and Offg. Secy, to tbe Govt, of Panjab. Kapur-
thala, Fanjab.



XXIU

Date of Election.

1861 Feb. 6.

Jan. 6.

1871 June 7.

1867 July 3.

1861 Feb. 2.

1877 Sept. 27.

1859 Oct. 6.

1874 Jan. 7.

1875 March 3

1875 Aug. 4.

1868 Aug. 5.

1872 Dec. 4.

1868 Nov. 4.

1873 Jan. 8.

1863 Jan. 15.

1866 Feb. 7.

1867 Aug. 7.

1866 Jan. 17.

1870 Jan. 5.

1870 June 1.

1868 April 1.

1872 Dec. 4.

1866 Mar. 7.

1871 Mar. 8.

1874 Feb. 4.

3 876 July 5.

N.R.

N.S.

R.

N.R.

N.R.

R.
N.S.

R.

N.R.

N.S.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

L.M.

N.R.

N.S.

NR.

N.R.

N.R.

N.S.

N.S.

N.R.

N.R.
R.

N.R.
R.

Growse, Frederick Salmon, m. a., c. s., Joint Magis-
trate. Bulandshahr, N. W. P.

Gunn, John Sutherland, m. b., Surgeon, 4th Bengal
Cavalry. Europe.

Habiburrahman, Maulavi. Calcutta.

Hacket, Charles Augustus, Asst. Supdt. Geol. Survey
of India. Calcutta.

Harrison, A. S., B. a., Principal, Muir Central College.

Allahahad.

Hart, J., Attorney at Law. Calcutta.

Haughton, Col. John Colpoys, c. s. i. Europe.

Heintze, C., Messrs. Ullmann, Hirschhorn and Co.

Calcutta.

Hendley, Dr. Thomas Holbein, Residency Surgeon.

Jaipur, Bdjpiddnd.
Hewitt, James Francis Katherinus, c. s., Magistrate

and Collector. Europe.
Hobart, Robert Thompson, c. s., Depy. Inspector

General of Police. Allahahad.

Hoernle, Rev. A. F. R., ph. d. Cathedral Mission Col-

lege. Calcutta.

Holroyd, Major William Rice Morland. Director of

Public Instruction. Lahore, Punjah.
Houstoun, G. L., e. g. s. Johnstone Castle. Benfrew-

shire, Scotland.

Howell, Mortimer Sloper, c. s., Joint Magistrate.

Eatihpur.

Hoyle, G. W., Attorney at Law. Not known.
Hughes, T. H., a. r. s. m., f. g. s., Asst. Geol. Survey

of India. Europe.
Hughes, Captain W. G., m. s. c, Depy. Commis-

sioner, Hill Tracts. Arracan.
Hume, Allan Octavian, c. b., c. s., Secy, to the Govt.

of India, Dept. of Revenue, Agriculture and
Commerce. Simla.

Hunter, William Wilson, c. s., ll. d., Director General

of Gazetteers to the Govt, of India. 6, Orosve-

nor St., Edinburgh, Scotland.

Hyde, Col. Henry, r. e. Europe.

Ibbetson, Denzil Charles Jelf, c. s., Asst. Commis-
sioner. Karndl, Panjah.

Irvine, William, c. s., Joint Magistrate. FurrucJcahad.

Isaac, T. S., c. e., Supdg. Engineer, P. W. D., Presi-

dency Circle. Calcutta.

Jackson, Surgeon Major Charles Julian. Muzaffarpur.
Jarrad, Lieut. F. W., r. n., f. e. a. s., Depy. Super-

intendent, Marine Survey Dept. Calcutta.



Date of Election.

1866 F^. 7.

1862 Mar. 5.

N.R.
N.R.

1867 Dec. 4. N.R.

1873 Dec. 3. N.R.

1873 April 2. N.R.

1875 Nov. 3. N.R.

1869 April 7.

1861 Dec. 4.

R.
N.R.

1874 Dec. 2.

1867 Dec. 4.

N.R.
R.

1867 Mar. 6.

1862 Jan. 15.

N.R.
N.R.

1875 Dec. 1.

1877 Jan. 17.

R.

N.R.

1860 May 5. R.

1877 Sept. 27. N.R.

1859 Dec. 7.

1870 July 6.

1869 June 2.

N.S.

R.
N.R.

1873 Feb. 5. R.

1864 Nov. 2.

1866 Jan. 17.

R.
N.R.

1869 July 7. R.

1876 May 4. R.

1875 Jan. 6. R.

1870 April 6. L.M.

1866 June 6. N.S.

Johnson, W. H. Not known.
Johnstone, Major James William Hope, Depy. Com-

missioner. Bannu, Panjah.

Johnstone, Lieut. -Col. James, Political Agent. Mani-
pur, Assam.

Johore, H. H., Maharaja of, K. c. s. i. New JoJiore,

Singapore.

Jones, Frederick, c. s., Magistrate and Collector. Tip-

Jones, Samuel Simpson, b. a., c. s., Asst. Commissioner.
Ilazareehagh.

Kabiruddin Ahmad, Maulawi. Calcutta.

Kempson, M., m. a.. Director of Public Instruction.

N. W. P. Allahabad.

Khudabakhsh Khan, Maulawi. Patna.

King, G-., M. B., F. L. s., Supdt. Royal Botanical

Gardens. Sibpur, Calcutta.

King, Capt. H. W. P. Sf O. Co.'s Office, Calcutta.

King, W., Jr., A. B., f. g. s., Depy. Supdt. for Madras,
Geol. Survey of India. Geol. Surv. Office.

Knight, J. B., c. i. E. Calcutta.

Kishor, Kumara Radha Deb, Juvraj of Hill Tipperah.

Tipperah.

Kurz, Sulpiz, Curator of the Herbarium, Royal Bota-

nical Gardens. Sibpur, Calcutta.

LaTouche, James John Digges, b. a., c. s., Offg. Joint

Magistrate. Muttra.

Leonard, Hugh, M. A., c. E. JEurope.

Lethbridge, E. Roper, m. a., c. i. e. Calcutta.

Leupolt, John Cunningham, c. s.. Joint Magistrate.

Utah.

Lewis, Timothy Richards, M. b., Special Asst. to

Sanitary Commissioner with Govt, of India.

Calcutta.

Locke, H. H., Principal, School of Art. Calcutta.

Low, James, Surveyor, G-. T. Survey, Thayetmyo.

B. Burmah.
Lyall, Charles James, B. A., c. s., Under Secretary

Govt, of India, Dept. of Revenue, Agriculture

and Commerce. Calcutta.

Lyall, John M., Messrs. Lyall, Rennie and Co.

Calcutta.

Lydekker, Richard, Palaeontologist, Geol. Survey of

India. Geological Survey Office, Calcutta.

Lyman, B. Smith. Japan.

Macdonald, Lieut. -Col. J., b. s. c, Depy. Superin-

tendent of Surveys. Europe.
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Date of Election.

1876 Dec. 6.

1873 May 7.

1873 Dec. 3.

N.E.
N.S.

E.

1848 April 5. L.M.

1867 July 3.

1868 Dec. 2. N.E.

1874 Jan. 7. N.E.

1877 June 6.

1867 Aprils.

1876 Dec. 6.

1864 July 6.

1869 Sept. 1.

1867 Mar. 6.

1872 Nov. 6.

1869 July 7.

N.E.
E.
N.S.

E.
E.
E.

N.E.
N.E.

1874 Aug. 5. F.M.

1873 July 2.

1873 Aug. 6.

1877 Feb. 7.

N.E.
N.S.

N.E.

1876 Jan. 5.

1860 Mar. 7.

N.E.
E.

1877 Mar. 7. E.

1871 Sept. 6. N.E.

1870 July 6. E.

1874 May 6.

1875 Aug. 4.

N.E.
N.S.

1856 Mar. 5. E.

1876 Dec. 6.

1874 July 1.

N.E.
N.E.

1854 Dec. 6. E.

1864 Nov. 2. E.

1854 Oct. 11.

1872 May 1.

N.S.

N.E.

Macdonald, J. C, Supdt. Tarai District. Nynee Tat.

Mackay, W., c. E. Europe.
McLeod, Surgeon-Major Kenneth, m. d., Secretary to

the Surgeon-General, Indian Medical Dept. GaU
cutta.

Maclagan, Major-General Eobert,R.E.,F.E.s.E.,F.R.G.s.,

Secretary to the Govt, of the Panjab. Lahore.
Macnamara, Dr. Charles. Europe.
Macauliffe, Michael, b. a., c. s., Offg. Depy. Commis-

sioner. Montgomery, Panjah,
Magrath, Charles Frederick, B. a., C. S., Joint Ma-

gistrate. Mongliyr.

Maharaja o£ Dharbhanga. Dliarhhanga.

Mainwaring, Lieut.-Col. George Byres, s. c. Calcutta,

Malleson, Col. G. B., c s. i. Europe.
Mallik, Devendra, Babu. Calcutta.

Mallik, Yadulal, Babu. Calcutta.

Mallik, Yogendranath, Babu. Andul.
Man, E. H., Asst. Supdt. Port Blair, Andamans.
Markham, Alexander Macaulay, c. s., Joint Magis-

trate. Basti, JSr. W. P.
Marsh, Capt. Hippesley Cunliffe, s. c, 2nd in Com-

mand, 18th Bengal Cavalry. Europe.
Marshall, C. W. Berhampur.
Marshall, Lieut.-Col. William Elliot. Europe.
Marshall, Capt. Geo. Fred. Leycester, r. e.. Eastern

Jumna Canal Division, N. W. P. Saharunpur.
McGregor, W., Supdt. Telegraphs, JDJiuhri. Assam.
Medlicott, H. B., m. a., f. r. s., f. g. s., Supdt.

Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Medlycott, Adolphus Edwin, Ph. D., The Eev. Vicar
Catholic Church. 3, Cullen Place, HowraJi.

Miles, Lieut.-Colonel S. B., s. c, Political Agent.
Muskat.

Miller, A. B., B. A., Barrister at Law, Official Assignee.

Calcutta.

Minchin, F. J. V. Asha, Qanjam.
Minchin, Lieut.-Col. C. C, Political Agent and Supdt.

Bahawalpur State. Europe.

Mitra, Eajendralala, Babu, Eai Bahadur, c. i. E., ll. d.

Calcutta.

Mockler, Capt. E., Political Agent. Gwadur.
Molesworth, G. L., c. E., Consulting Engineer to Govt,

of India for State Eailways. Simla.

Morris, The Hon'ble George Gordon, b. c. s., Judge,
High Court. Calcutta.

Mukerjea, Bhudeva, Babu, Inspector of Schools,

Chinsurah.

Muir, Sir William, k. c. s. I,, b. c. s. Europe.
Mukerjea, Niranjan, Babu. Benares.



Date of Election,

1867 Mar. 6. E.

1862 July 2. N.S.

1876 May 4. E.

1871 Jan. 4.

1869 July 7.

N.S.

N.E.

1871 July 5. N.E.

1874 Oct. 4. E.

1851 June 4. N.S.

1873 Aug. 6. N.E.

1864 Mar. 2. E.

1873 Aug. 6. E.

1876 June 7. E.

1862 May 7. L.M.

1871 Dec. 6. N.E.

1860 Feb. 1.

1868 Nov. 4.

N.S.

N.E.

1873 Aug. 6. E.

1864 Mar. 2. E.

1865 Sept. 6.

1877 Aug. 1.

1868 May 6.

1835 July 1.

N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
F.M.

1864 Nov. 2.

1869 Feb. 3.

1875 Feb. 3.

1872 Dec. 4.

1874 Dec. 2.

N.S.

N.E.
N.E.
E.

N.E.

1877 May 2. N.E.

Mukerjea, Pearimoban, Babu, m. a., Pleader, High
Court . Uttarpara .

Napier of Magdala, Baron, G-eneral, a. c. s. i., G. c. b.

Europe.
Nash, A. M., M. A., Professor, Presidency College.

Calcutta.

Newton, Isaac. Europe.
Nursing Eao, A. V. Vizagapatam.

Gates, E. W., c. e., Engineer. P. W. D., Garrison
Div. Sittang Canal. Bangoon, Pegu.

O'Kinealy, The Hon'ble James, c. s., Offg. Secy. Govt.
of India, Home Department. Calcutta.

Oldham, Thomas, ll. d., f. r. s. Mdon place, Bugly,
England.

Olpherts, W. J., c. E., Eesident, Engr. E. I. Eailway.
Benares.

Palmer, Surgeon-Major William John, Professor of

Anatomy, Medical College. Calcutta.

Parker, J. C, Custom House Agent, Custom House.
Calcutta.

Parry, Eobert, Professor, Presidency College. Cal-

cutta.

Partridge, Surgeon-Major Samuel Bowen, m. d. Care

of Messrs. Grindlay Sf Co.^ JVo. 55, Parliament
Street, London.

Peal, S. E., Manager, Sapakati Tea Estate. Sih-

sdgar, Assam.
Pearse, Lieut. -Col. G. G. Europe.
Pearson, C. E., m. a.. Inspector of Schools, Eawul

Pindi, Circle. Bawul Bindi.

Pedler, Alexander, Professor of Chemistry, Presidency

College. 'Calcutta.

Pellew, Fleetwood Hugo, c. s., Magistrate and Col-

lector. Hoogly.
Peppe, T. E. BancJii.

Peters, C. T., m. b., Belgaum. Bombay Bresidency.

Peterson, F. W., Bombay Mint. Bomhay.
Phayre, Lieut.-G., Sir Arthur Purves, k. c. S. i., c. b.

Mauritius.

Phear, Sir J. B. Ceylon.

Pickford, J., m. a. Madras.
Porter, W. J., Asst. Supdt. of Police. Mergui.
Prannath Sarasvati, Pandit, M. a., b. l. BTioimnipur,

Protheroe, Capt. M., Deputy Supdt. Bort Blair.

Eavenshaw, Thomas Edw., c. s., Commissioner of

Orissa Division. Cuttach,
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Date of Election.

1868 April 1.

1876 July 5.

N.E
E.

1877 Aug. 1. N.R

1860 Mar. 7. N.E

1871 July 5. N.S.
1872 April 3.

1860 Jan. 3.

N.E.
N.E.

1868 April 1.

1863 April 1.

E.

N.E.

1865 Feb. 1. E.
1876 Dec. 6. N. S
1870 Jan. 5. N.E.

1871 Dec. 6. F.M.

1877 May 2. N.E.

1872 Feb. 7. N.E.
1870 May 4.

1869 Feb. 3.

N.E.
F.M.

1876 July 5. N.S.

1874 July 1.

1874 Dec. 2.

N.E.
N.E.

1876 Feb. 2. N.E.
1860 July 4. N.E.
1863 April 1.

1876 April 5.

1869 Feb. 3.

N.E.
E.

N.E.
1853 Dec. 7. N.E.
1859 Aug. 3.

1877 Aug. 30.

E.
N.E.

1867 April 3, E.
1872 Aug. 7. N.E.

1864 Sept. 7. N.E.

1875 Feb. 3. N.S.

1865 July 5.

1874 June 3.

N.S.

N.E.

1864 Mar, 2. N.E.

Eai, Pramathanath Eaja. Digapati.

Eaye, D. O'Connell, m. d,, 1st Eesclt Surgeon, Presi-

dency General Hospital. Calcutta.

Eees, J. C, Asst. Engr. P. W. D., Thayetmo Division,

Prome. JB. Bui^mah.
Eeid, Henry Stewart, c. s., Member, Board of Eevenue,

N. W. P. Allahahad.
Eeid, James Eobert, c. s. Europe.
Eichards, Dr. Vincent. Goalimdo.
Eivett-Carnac, John Henry, c.i.e., c.s., Opium Agent.

Gliazipur.

Eobb, Gordon. Calcutta.

Eobertson, Charles, c. s.. Secretary to the Govt. N.
W. P. and Oude. Allahahad,

Eobinson, S. H. Calcutta.

Eodon, Lieut. G. S., Eoyal Scots. Europe.
Eoss, Major Alexander George, Staff Corps, 2nd in

Comd., 1st Sikh Infy. Dera Ghazi Khan.
JBanjah.

Samuells, Major William Leycester, b. s. c. 24,

Coate's Garden., Edinburgh.
Sandford, W., Supdt. Office of Director of State

Eailways, Western System. Rawal Pindee^
JPanjab.

Sastri, Sashagiri M., b. a. Madras.
Schlich, Dr. W. Darjiling.

Schwendler, L. Care of Messrs. Ernsthausen^Oester-
leg, 21, Minorg Lane, London.

Scott, Eoss, c. s. Europe.
Scully, Dr. John, Eesidency Surgeon, Khatniandu,
Sen, Earn Das, Babu. Berhampur.
Shaw, E. B., Political Agent. Mandalag.
Shelverton, G. Waltair, near Vizagapatam.
Showers, Major-G. Charles Lionel. Amhalla.
Sing, Kumara Kantichandra. Calcutta.

Singh, Giriprasad, Thakur., Biswan Fort. Allighar.

Singh, Isvariprasad, Bahadur, Eaja. Benares.

Sinha, Balaichand, Babu. Calcutta.

Singha, Pratapanarayan, Deputy Magt. Jehanahad.

Sirkar, Mahendralal, Dr. Calcutta.

Skrefsrud, Eev. L, O., India Home Mission to the

Santhals. Ddmka, Santhal Furgannahs.
Sladen, Lieut.-Col. E. B., m. s. c. Commissioner,

Arracan Division. Arracan.
Smidt, John. Europe.
Smith, David Boyes, m. d. Europe.
Smith, Vincent Arthur, c. s., Asst. Settlement Officer.

Hamirpur, N. W. P.
Spearman, Major Horace Ealph, Deputy Commis-

sioner. Bangoon, B- Burmah.



Date of Election.

1877 April 4.

1872 July 3.

1863 Sept. 2.

1875 July 7.

1876 Aug. 2.

1861 Sept. 4.

1869 Feb. 3.

1859 Mar. 2.

1858 July 7.

1864 Aug. 11

1871 Mar. 1.

1871 Jan. 4.

1868 June 3.

1865 Sept. 6.

1865 April 5.

1874 Mar. 4.

1860 May 2.

1876 Feb. 2.

1875 June 2.

1869 Oct. 6.

1875 Nov. 3.

1847 June 2.

1865 July 5.

1871 April 5.

1861 June 5.

1872 July 3.

1873 April 6.

1863 May 6.

1864 Feb. 3.

1864 April 6.

1871 Feb. 1.

1869 Aug. 4.

N.R.
N.R.
N.R.
N.S.

N.R.

R.
R.

N.R.

I

N.R.

R.

R.
R.
R.

R.

N.S.

R.
N.R.

R.
N.R.
N.R.
N.R.

R.

N.S.

F.M.

L.M.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

N.R.
NR.

N.S.

R.

Spens, A. N. W., The Rev. Chaplain. Sialkot.

Stephen, Carr, b. l., Judl. Asst. Commr. Ludianah,
Stewart, R. D., Baniganj,
Stewart, M. Gr. Europe.
St. John, Major Oliver Beauchamp, B. E., Principal,

Mayo College. Ajmir.
Stokes, The Hon'ble Whitley, c. s. i., c.i.E. Calcutta.

Strachey, The Hon'ble Sir J., k.c.s.i., c.i.e. Calcutta.

Stubbs, Lieut.-Col. Francis William, Royal Artillery.

I

Luclcnow.

Sutherland, Henry Cobbe, m. a., b. c. s., Dist. and

I

Sess. Judge. Backergunge.
Swinhoe, W., Attorney-at-Law. Calcutta.

Tagore, Dvijendranath, Babu. Calcutta.

Tagore, Gunendranath, Babu. Calcutta.

Tagore,. Jotendro Mohun, The Hon'ble Maharaja.
Calcutta.

Tawney, C. H., M. a., Principal, Presidency College.

Calcutta.

Taylor, R., c. s. Europe.

Taylor, Commander A. D., late Indian Navy. Calcutta.

Temple, The Hon. Sir R. Bart. k. c. s. i., c.i.e. b. c. s.

Bom hay.

Tennant, Col. James Francis, r. e., f. r. s. Calcutta.

Thibaut, Dr. Gr., Prof. Sanskrit College. Benares.

Thomson, A., Inspector of Schools. Faizalad.

Thomson, Robert George, c. s., Asst. Commr. Karnal^
Banjah.

Thuillier, Major-G., Henry Edward Landor, r. a.,

c. s. I., F. R. s. Care of Messrs. Grindlay and
Co., 55, Barliament St. London.

Tolbort, Thos. Wm. Hooper, c. s. Europe.
Trefftz, Oscar. Care of Messrs. E. D. Keilhorn and

Co., 16, 8t. Mary Axe, London.
Tremlett, James Dyer, m. a., c. s., Depy. Commr.

Kangra.
Trevor, William Spottiswoode, Lieut.-Col., r. e., Offg.

Chief Engr. and Secy, to the Chief Commr.,
B. Burmah. Bangoon.

Turnbull, Robert, Secretary to the Corporation.

Calcutta.

Tyler, J. W., M. D. Agra.

Verchere, A. M., M. D. Agra.

Vijayarama Gujapati Raj Munnia Sultan Bahadur,
Maharajah Mirza Vijayanagram. Benares.

Waagen, Dr. W., Geological Survey. Europe.
Wahid Ali, Prince Jahan Qadr Muhammad, Baha-

dur. Garden Beach,
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Date of Election.

1865 Nov. 1.

1861 May 1.

1875 April 7.

1863 Oct. 7.

1865 May 3.

1874 July 1.

1876 Dec. 6.

1869 Sept. 1.

1867 Feb. 6.

1862 Oct. 8.

1873 April 2.

1875 Feb. 3.

1877 April 4.

1867 Aug. 7.

1873 May 7.

1867 Jan. 16.

1876 April 5.

1870 Aug. 3.

1866 Mar 7.

1867 July 3.

1874 Mar. 4.

1870 Jan. 5.

1873 Aug. 6.

E.
R.

R.
R.
R.

R.

N.R.
R.
N.S.

R.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

R.
N.R.

L.M.

N.R.

N.S.

F.M.

N.R.

Hugbli

Calcutta.

Calcutta.

Surveyor

College.

Dacca.

Waldie, David, f. a. s. Calcutta.

Walker, Col. James T., c. b., e. e., f. e. s.

Wall, Dr. Alfred John, B. Medical Service.

Waller, Walter Kerr, m. b. Calcutta.

Waterhouse, Capt. James, b. s. c, Asst.

General. Calcutta.

Watt, Dr. George, Professor,

ChinsuraJi.

Webb, W. T., m. a., Prof. Dacca College.

Westland, James, c. s. Calcutta.

Westmacott, Edward Vesey, b. a., c. s. Europe.
Wheeler, James Talboys. Calcutta.

White, Edmond, c. s., Offg. Joint Magistrate and
Collector. Allahahad.

Whiteway, Richard Stephen, c. s., Asst. Settlement

Officer. Muttra.
Whitty, Irvine John, Supdt., Khurhurbari Collieries.

Giridhi, E. I. Bailway.
Wilcox, F., Dist. Supdt. of Police. Furulia, Man-^

hlium.

Williams, George Robert Carlisle, b. a., c. s., Offg.

Joint Mag. and CoUr. in charge of Ballia.

Williamson, Capt. William John, Offg. Inspr. Genl.

of Police and Supdt. of Stamps. Garo JELillSy

Assam.
Wilson, Alexander. Calcutta.

Wilson, Robert Henry, b. a., c. s., Mag. and CoUr.
Midnapore.

Wise, Dr. J. F. N. Bostellan, County Cork. Ire-

land.

Wood, Dr. Julius John, Supdt. of Vaccination.

Mdnclii^

Wood, C. H. Europe.
Wood-Mason, James. Care of Messrs. King and Co.,

65, Cornhill. London.
Woodthorpe, Lieut. Robert Gosset, e. e., Asst. Supdt.,

Khasi and Garo Hills Survey. Shillong.
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1825 Mar. 9
1821 „ 6.

1826 July 1.

1835 May 6.

1847 Sept. 1.

1847 Nov. 3.

1848 Feb. 2.

1848 Mar. 8.

1853 April 6.

1858 July 6.

1859 Mar. 2.

1860 „ 7.

1860 Nov. 7.

1860 „ 7.

1860 ,i
7.

1860 „ 7.

1868 Feb. 5.

1868 „ 5.

1868 „ 5.

1868 •

„ 2.

1871 „ 7.

1872 „ 1.

1872 June 5.

1875 Nov. 3.

1875 „ 3.

1876 April 5.

1876 „ 5.

1877 Jan. 17.

HONOEAEY MEMBERS.
M. Garcin de Tassy, Memb. de I'lnstitut. Paris.
Sir John Phillippart. London.
Count de Noe. Paris.

Professor Isaac Lea. Philadelphia.

Col. W. Munro. London.
His Highness the Nawab Nazim o£ Bengal. Murshidahad.
Dr. J. D. Hooker, k. n., f. e. s. Kew.
Professor Henry. Princeton, 11. S.

Major-Gen. Sir H. C. Rawlinson, k. c. b. London.
B. H. Hodgson. PJurope.

The Hon'ble Sir J. W. Colvile, Kt. PJuroj)e.

Professor Max Miiller. Oxford.
Monsieur Stanislas Julien. Paris.
Edward Thomas. London,
Dr. Aloys Sprenger. Bern.
Dr. Albrecht Weber. Berlin.

General A. Cunningham, c. s. i. India.

Professor Bapu Deva Sastri. Benares.
Dr. T. Thomson. London.
A. Grote. London.
Charles Darwin. London.
Sir G. B. Airy. London.
Professor T. H. Huxley. London.
Dr. 0. Bohtlingk. Jena.

Professor J. O. Westwood. Oxford.
Yule^ Col. H., E. E., c. B. London.
Siemens, Dr. Werner. Berlin.

Dr. John Muir. Edinhurgh.

1844
1856
1856
1856
1856
1859
1857
1858
1859
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1866
1866
1868

Oct. 2.

June 4.

J5
3.

5)
4.

5>
4.

55
4.

Mar. 4.

jj 3.

Nov. 2.

May 4.

Feb. 1.

July 3.

Mar. 5.

July 4.

May 7.

5>
7.

>;
5.

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS.
Macgowan, Dr. J. Europe.
Kramer, Herr A. von. Alexandria.
Porter, Rev. J. Damascus.
Schlagintweit, Herr H. von. Munich.
Smith, Dr. E. Beyrout.
Tailor, J., Esq. Bussorah.
Nietner, J., Esq. Ceylon.

Schlagintweit, Herr R. von. Giessen.

Frederick, Dr. H. Batavia.

Bleeker, Dr. H. Europe.
Baker, The Rev. H. E. Malahar.
Gosche, Dr. R.
Murray, A., Esq. London.
Barnes, R. H., Esq. Ceylon.

Schlagintweit, Prof. E. von. Munich.
Sherring, Rev. M. A. Benares.

Holmboe, Prof. Christiania.



1865 May 3.

1874 Feb. 4.

1874 April 1.

1875 Dec. 1.

1875 „ 1.
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ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

Dall, Eev. C. H. Calcutta.

Schaumburgh, J., Esq. Calcutta.

Lafont, Eev. F. E., s. j. Calcutta.

Bate, Rev. J. D. Allahahad.

Maulawi Abdul Hai, Madrasah. Calcutta.

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN ABSENT FROM INDIA
THREE TEARS AND UPWARDS.*

*Bule 40.—After the lapse of 3 years from the date of a Member leaving

India, if no intimation of bis wishes shall in the interval have been
received by the Society, his name shall be removed from the list of

Members.

The following Members will be removed from the next Member List

of the Society under the operation of the above Rule.

Lt.-Col. A. S. Allan, 1874.
G. W. W. Barclay, 1875.
Sir G. Campbell, 1874.
Sir W. Elliott,

Sir J. Fayrer, 1873.
SirT. D. Forsyth, 1875.
Col. J. C. Haughton, 1874.
H. Leonard, 1874.
Dr. C. Macnamara, 1874.
Lt.-CoL G. G. Pearse, 1873.
Dr. W. Waagen, 1875.

LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1876.

By Retirement.

Babu Bhagabaticharan Mallik. Calcutta.

W. D. Bruce, Esq, Calcutta.

T. E. Coxhead, Esq. Tiperah.

The Rev. C. H. Chard. Thayetmyo, B. Burmah.
F. C. Daukes, Esq. Calcutta.

Capt. T. Deane. Calcutta.

Col. H. Drummond. Calcutta.

C. B. P. Gordon. Calcutta.

A. J. Hughes, Esq. Barrachpur.
Major Lord R. Kerr. Calcutta.

Dr. J. F. McConnell. Calcutta.
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Manickjee Rustomjee, Esq. Calcutta,

G. Nevill, Esq. Calcutta.

S. Pell, Esq. Calcutta,

F. Schlegel, Esq. Calcutta.

D. Scott, Esq. Cuttach.

Lt.-Col. A. D. Vanrenen. Calcutta.

By Death.

Ordinary Mcmhera.

J. Geoghegan, Esq. Europe.

Raja Grishchandra Sing. Calcutta.

The Hon'ble Maharaja Ramanatha Tagore. Calcutta.
Col. D. G. Robinson. Bomhny.
Babu Vrindabanchandra Mandala. Balasor,

Corresponding Member.

Swinhoe, R. China.
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